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lntroduction
Linda Martín Alcoff and Eduardo Mendieta

Not so long ago Western societies claimed the name "modernity" for their time,
their contemporaneity, assuming this to be at the forefront of the historical continuum. Modernity was a self-description that served as a self-affirmation, differentiating the West from the rest. Today, modemity has given way to globalization,
or the global age, as a way to describe societies, though not merely or necessarily those of the industrialized West. Already there is a highly developed bibliography ofmaterials seeking to explain how globalization carne to pass and what its
implications are for different types of societies. One thing is clear, however: globalization has made it extremely difficult to make naive universalizing claims, just
as it has also made it significantly easier, if not de rígeur, to qualify one's pronouncements with a specifying prefix: European, lndian, Asían, African, H:ispanic, North Atlantic, Pacific, and so on. Ronald Robertson has nicely defined
this dialectic: "Its [globalization's] central dynamic involves the twofold process
of the particularization of the universal aod the universalization of the particular."1 Such is the case with Latin American philosopby.
The project to develop a Latin American philosophy is not simply part and parce! of the construction of "imaginary communities" for the salce of nation-state
consolidation. Nor is it merely the defensive and reactive posture assumed by
those who feel the need to prove their bumanity. Rather, the project to develop a
Latin American ph.ilosophy is the project of overcoming the neocolonialism of
Eurocentric thought, of provincializing European pbilosophy, and of bringing
Latin American and, indeed, Third World realities to the center of critica! thought,
whether it is concerned with ethics, politics, episternology, or religion. Western
philosophy passes itself off as universal and disembodied, without cultural roots
or lirnitations. This is its own self-deception, for which the concept of modemity
provided the alibi. Philosophies bom elsewbere, from the underside of modernity,
are_rewriting this bistorical self-understandiog of European philosophy as well as
the telos of global thought. Latín American philosophy has the potential, then, to
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claim universal significance, even while it has a self-avowed cultural location,
through its advanced critica! consciousness. lt is by no means alone in this critical marginality to dominant Eurocentric thought, but wbat Lati.n American
thought in particular has to contribute is its thorough knowledge of and engagement with the founding mornent ofEurope itself: the encuentro, or encounter, between two worlds, one "old," the other "new."
No one has contributed more to the development of Latín American philosophy as a critica} reflection on rnodemity and globalization in the last half of the
twentieth century than the Argentine-bom philosopher Enrique Dussel. Dussel 's
Iife has included extensive studies of "pure" Western philosophy, political activism, repression and exile from a military dictatorship, a turn toward Marxism
and liberation theology, and the development of the comprebensive articulation
of a philosophy of liberation. Dussel has incorporated and arguably surpassed the
leading critica} resources of European philosophy toward this project, including
the hermeneutic critique of universalism, the critique of totality in the work of
Emmanuel Levinas, and the discourse ethics developed by Karl-Otto Apel and
Jürgen Habermas.
Dussel insists that our primary concem must be nothing less tban the ongoing
global genocide. An estimated 20 million persons die each year from starvation
and malnutrition perpetrated by the oew world order of global capitalism. Like
many African philosophers and lndian postcolonial cultural critics, Dussel is
convinced that European thought is an important site at which one might interfere with the smooth reproduction of this system. In bis philosophy of liberation,
Dussel has sought a solution to tbe totaLitarian thought of oppression through a
recourse to what it has excluded: the perspective, and the labor, of its victims.
What emerges very clearly from this approach is that liberation must be pluritopic, not mono-topic, and that it will be culturally local. Dussel calls such an
approach, which revises universality by combining it with a recognition of irreducible difference, a "diversality."
1n this volume, North American and European philosophers interpret. debate,
and attempt to come to terms with the meaning and implications of Dussel 's
thought. The chapters here do not presume readers who are already acquainted
with Dussel's corpus, but they provide accessible overviews of many aspects of
his ideas, from ethics to poLitics to religion. Walter Mignolo situates Dussel visa-vis other critica] theoretical projects such as subaltem studies, and Eduardo
Mendieta explains and defends Dussel's approach to global ethics. Elina Vuola
critiques the philosophy of Iiberation 's account of fernin.ism and of gender, and
Lynda Lange explains the resources in Dussel 's work for a postcolonial ferninism. Roberto Goizueta defends the religious implications of Dussel's ethics,
while Michael Barber considers whether Dussel has reflected enough on the inevitable tensions betwcen making theory and recognizing alterity. Both James
Marsh and Hans Schelkshorn consider Dussel 's critiques of discourse ethics, each
agreeing and disagreeing witb aspects of his critique, and Karl-Otto Apel at-
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tempts to defend discourse ethics against Dussel·s charges. Mario Sáenz criticizes
Dussel's Levinasian interpretation of Marx, and Linda Martín Alcoff indicates
how the use of sorne of Michel Foucault's work might help Dussel elude his critics. The final essay jn the volume is Dussel's response to these various engagements with his work.
Our hope is that this volume will inaugurate an even broader North American
engagement with the challenges Dussel brings to contemporary philosophy and
to Western notions of modemity and globalization. 1t is in such encounters that a
new era of global community might begin.
Tn the following sections of this introduction we summarize what the essays in
this volume contribute to the understanding and debate of Dussel's philosophy;
we then provide a chronological sketch of Dussel's intellectuaJ itinerary.

Walter Mignolo, a foremost theorist of Occidentalism and an expert on
Mesoamerican culture, opens the discussion by helpfully situating Dussel's version of liberation philosophy vis-a-vis Marxism, liberation theology, subaltem
studies, and the interna] critica! projects withjn twentieth-century European philosophy, such as the work of Emmanuel Levinas. ln chapter 2, "Dussel's Philosophy of Liberation: Ethics and the Geopolitics of Knowledge," Mignolo also
shows how to distinguish Dussel's version of liberation phi losophy from other
versions: by its link to the genealogy of the modero world-system. Since the early
1970s, Dussel has been stressing the impo1tance of the geopoliticaJ context of
various knowledges.
Dussel was transformed, by his own admission, when he first encountered the
work of the French Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas. By placing intersubjective domination at the center of his thought, Levinas was able to develop
a powerful critique of Eurocentric totality utilizing his position of exteriority.
But, as Dussel pointed out, Levinas himself does not actuaJly view Europe from
a position of exteriority vis-a-vis its colonial totality. In striving to do so himself, eveo while making use ofLevinas's work, Mignolo explains that Dussel has
opened up "the coloniality of being as a new dwelling for the liberation of prulosophy." Dussel assumes, that is, "the coloniality of bei11g as 'being in exteriority' rather than as 'the exteriority of being."'
Dussel uses the concept of exteriority to develop a radically originaJ interpretation of Marxism in the three-volume work published in the late 1980s and early
I 990s. He criticizes the cmTently dominant Western interpretation of Marxfam ,
an interpretatíon that is heavily Hegelian, as based in a concept of totality that is
partly responsible for the problems and failures of Marxist revolutions from the
October Revolution in Russia to tbe Sandinistas in Nicaragua. By reinterpreting
Marx through the concept of exteriority, Dussel proposes the possibility of a sec-
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ond century of Marx's influence, but one in which Marx is in the hands of a humanity ratber tban a política! party.
Toe concept of exteriority invokes a notion of living work, or labor, which exists prior to and indepeodent of capital. On this view, land and people are not
" naturally" exploitable. Capitalism is the process of transforming living labor
into a commodity, thus dominating exteriority and subsuming it into the totality.
Líberation, then, will occur not by making "capitalism otherwise" but through the
exteriority that is "otberwise than capitalism." Migoolo finds this to be "one of
the strongest arguments from the perspective of Amerindians in Latin America
(e.g., the Zapatistas) aod of Native Americans in the United States."
In cbapter 3, "The Material Principie and the Formal Principie in Dussel's
Ethics," philosopher of liberation James Marsh focuses on the arguments developed in Dussel's Etica de la liberación en la edad de la globalización y la exclusión (1998), whicb is a synthesis that draws from arguments previously introduced in earlier works. Marsh explains that the Etica is based in Dussel 's concern
with tbe negative effects of economic globalization on the Third World and bis
insistence that ethics must begin from the perspective of the poor. Marsh argues
that Dussel provides a powerful and original philosoph:ical justification for this
latter clairn instead of positing it simply as abare norm or self-evident truth.
Marsh 's comments concem the first section of the Etica, in which Dussel proposes three ethical principies: the material, the formal comrnunicative, and the
feasibility. Dussel develops and defends these principies in dialogue with the history of philosophy, ethics, and critica! theory, and in ensuing chapters he applies
these principies to demonstrate how global capitalism violates each of them.
From this critique of the present he then develops the contours of an acceptable
alternative. In his cbapter, Marsh neatly summarizes the arguments conceming
the first two principles and then raises critica! questions, although stressing that
he largely agrees with Dussel's arguments and sbares his overall project.
The material principie is a clairn of obligation to produce and develop the concrete human life of every subject, where concrete is not to be uoderstood as
merely physical. Dussel's justification moves from descriptive claims about what
is necessary for life and about the fact that human beings clearly value Life to a
claim that we are then obligated to sustain life. Although he is apparently moving
from an ought toan is in this justification, Dussel argues, and Marsh agrees, that
this particular ought, at least, is contained in the is.
Dussel 's critique of Habermas and Apel, which would also apply to John
Rawls and other Liberal proceduralists, is that they incorrectly give priority to the
formal over the material, claiming that the formal is the meaos by which the material principie might be justified. This is why they consider the right to have priority over the good. Marsh questions this argument on the grounds tbat Dussel
pays insufficient attention to the distinction Apel and Habermas make between
justification and application in regard to the formal principie. That is, even if the
application of the material principle is in fact prior to the application of the for-
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mal principie (because people must be alive to participate in a discursive
process), it remains the case that tbe formal principie plays a necessary a role in
the justification of tbe material principle. And this calls into question the singular
priority Dussel accords to the latter.
The philosophical dialogue between Dussel and Apel on tbe comparative
virtues of discourse ethics and the ethics of liberation began in Freiburg in 1989.
In chapter 4, "Can 'Liberation Etbics' Be Assimilated under 'Discourse Ethics'?"
Apel, who was the principal architect of discourse ethics, explains his response
to Dussel's challenges. While he acknowledges the necessity of addressing the
concems voiced in the ethics of liberation, Apel believes they can be, and in fact
already are, incorporated under the wider rubric of discourse ethics.
Apel understands Dussel to be making two main objections. The first is that
discourse ethics does not address the problem of those who are excluded a priori
from the sphere of discourse itself. To address this problem would require addressing the terms for an ideal community of life, not the terms for an ideal community of communication. Thus materiality is prior to discourse and yet not addressed in what is claimed to be the universal ethical theory. Second, Dussel
claims that discourse etrucs is not fully appreciative of the fact that no philosopher or disputant can fully escape rus or her cultural situation. Apel interprets this
claim to mean that "l would have to articulate myself according to Dussel witbin
the European- North American tradition ... whereas he supposedly articulates
himself witbin an entirely different ethicality."
In his response Apel explains that discourse ethics, as he has developed it since
h.is 1980 book, Discourse and Responsibility, actually contains two major parts,
ooe that involves the deontological conditions for an ideal discourse, but another
that involves the teleogical duty to bring about favorable cooditions for the concrete application of the deontological conctitions laid out in the first part. And this
duty is interna! to discourse ethics itself. notan ad hoc addition, because its very
validity must account for not onJy wbether there has been consent but who has
been included in the process. A noninclusive consent would not provide the justificatory foundation that discourse etbics claims.
Thus Apel argues that discourse ethics does not overlook the problem of global
poverty, as Dussel charges. But he believes that this also shows that discourse
ethics and the ethlcs of liberation are complementary: both understand the necessity of addressing institutional relations and not merely interpersonal ones, and
both insist on the inclusion of the poor in discursive procedures.
However, Apel retains two objections of his own against the ethics of liberation concerning aspects tbat he tbinks are oot as compatible with discourse ethics:
(l) the Heideggerian thesis explained above as Dussel's second objection, which
concerns the cultural situatedness of understanding, and (2) tbe adoption of
Marxism's opposition to market econornies. Apel argues that a Heideggerian approach assumes that understanding between cultures will be impossible, despite
the fact that the possibility of understanding is, and must be, always already as-
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sumed, even in the "lonely thinking" of the philosopher. Moreover, Apel a]so rejects this view because he believes, contra Heidegger and Gadamer, that the "existential prestructure" of understanding that is given in one's form of life can be
rendered conscious and thus accessible to reflection. Finally, although Apel
agrees with much of Marx's critique of capitalism, he believes that Marx failed
to appreciate the discursive dimensions of the relations of production and that he
incorrectly believed that use values have no significance in market economies.
Once these two errors are corrected, it becomes apparent that there is more room
for maneuver within capitalism toward improving social justice than either Marx
or Dussel envisages. And Apel holds further that it is no less implausible to think
that the market can be eliminated than it is to believe that an invisible hand guides
the market toward justice.
Despite their differences, the discourse ethics developed by Karl-Otto Apel and
Jürgen Habermas and the eth.ics of Hberation developed by Dussel share a very
pragmatic focus anda progressive agenda. In chapter 5, "Discourse and Liberation:
Toward a Critica) Coordination of Discourse Ethics and Dussel's Ethics of Liberation," Hans Schelkshom helpfully outlines both their sirnilarities and their differences, and he persuasively argues that their differences are significantly related to
their respective política! and cultural genealogies. He also porcrays their dialogue as
a dialectic, each providing the critica! rnissing ingredient in the other.
Discourse ethics extends from the Enlightenment project of a universal morality, whereas the ethics of liberation culminates the project of producing a genuinely Latín American thought. For Apel, the principal contemporary ethical
challenges are the privatization of morality and the separation of science and
value. His remedia! strategy is to reveal the moral presuppositions of science, and
thus the inescapability of morality from the public sphere. For Dussel, the critica! problem of our time- the one that affects far more people far more adversely- is global neocoloniaJjsm. To oppose neocolonialism requires opposing,
and overcorning, Euro-centrism, and be propases that this can best, and most reliably, be done through a solidarity with the world's poor, given that they will
have the most critica) standpoint on the problem.
Dussel thus critiques the Enlightenment tradition of universality, and he Iinks
reason and ethics to cultural location. But he also wants to avoid relativism and
thus mines Levinas's approach for ways it can help forge unconditional moral
claims grounded in the concrete Other. But here is where Schelkshorn finds the
weakness of the ethics of liberation. It understands itself as aimed toward a context of dornination, in which conditions for equality and universality have been
destroyed. Still, even in this context, the normative presuppositions revealed by
discourse ethics are necessary to reformulate social identities and relations. Thus
discourse ethics can show its universal relevance and even necessity despite its
own nonuniversal genealogy.
However, Schelkshorn concedes Dussel's point that the norms established by
discourse ethics are not as relevant to the most pressing global problems as the
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norms invoked by the ethics of liberation. Th.is accounts, in part, for their differences over Marxism and tbe labor theory of value, differences that Schelkshorn
nicely untangles for us. In the final analysis, although he views the ethics of liberation as having a weak theoretical base and as focused too mucb on appeals that
are moral as opposed to practica), Schelkshorn concludes that it, unlike discourse
eth:ics, can extcnd beyond the realm in whicb agents can assert their claims and
participate in the dialogue; thus its reach can exteod to the majority of those who
suffer today.
In chapter 6, "Beyond Universal History: Dussel's Critique of Globalization,"
Eduardo Mendieta further contextualizes Dussel's work by discussing its rclation
to what appears to be the latest intellectual fasbioo of tbe North Atlantic marketplace of ideas. The central contention is that while globalization has the potential of becoming a crítica} tool in the process of decentering and dehegemonizing the West (and any imperial project for tbat matter), narrow economist,
technological, even political-legalist readings of "globalization'' (as in the discourses about the global expansion of human rights) have allowed the discourses
on globalization to function once again as languages of neocolonial mastery and
subalternization. Mendieta points out that globalization is not merely política]
and economic: it is also cultural, ecological, and even spiritual. The issue is not
just what processes catalyzed globalization but also about who gets g lobalized
and under what conditions.
Globalization is a two-way process: particular to planetary, and vice versa. In
this process, the West is as much an agent of globalization as it is an object of
globalization. This is how Mendieta reads Dussel's work, name1y, as a critica] theory or countertheory of globalization articulated from tbose parts of the planet
whose own globalization agendas the North Atlantic nations would like to hold in
abeyance. To this extent, the suggestion is that Dussel is offering a theory of globalization from below as much as from above, if one may use these terms without
reading too much into them. Mendieta also commends Dussel's critica! reading of
globalization for its attempt at a synthesis of non-Eurocentric history and planetary macroethics. Toe perspective that Dussel offers in his recent work Etica de
la liberación, argues Mendieta, brings together a historica1 point of view that decenters the West, incorporales history into the nonteleological development of
moral perspectives, and argues for an ethical evaluation of globalization itself.
In chapter 7, "Bumt Offeríngs to Rationality: A Feminist Reading of the Construction of Indigenous Peoples in Dussel's Tbeory of Modernity," Lynda Lange
considers tbese resources in Dussel's work for the development of a "postcolonial feminism ." Dussel identifies as Eurocentric the presupposition made by
many postmoderns, as well as sorne postcolonial theorists, tbat witbin European
modernity tbere is an inner dynamic, or some essentially inherent or autonomous
feature, that accounts for its global supremacy. But Europe, Dussel points out, is
the result and not the cause of its encounter with the New World and subsequent
position in the global system. In this way, Lange finds Dussel's work more help-
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ful than postmodernism because its critique avoids a totalizing skepticism toward
reason: it is not that philosophy cannot be based on reason, according to Dussel,
but that it has not yet been, dueto the fact that it has lacked awareness of its historical specificity. InLange's view, feminism, whicb has a higher stake than postmodernism in avoiding the cynicism that skepticism engenders, should fmd this
approach very useful.
Lange also explains, however, that, on Dussel's account, a recognition of cultural "Otbers'' is more difficult than Western feminists might at first imagine because ''the obstacles to it may include what we hold as best among our values,
ratber than what we more readily recognize as our cultural potential for bias."
Current feminist convictions, then, may prove to be obstacles, especia!Jy when
they are framed by homogeneous conceptions of gender polarity.
But sorne have charged Dussel's own work with producing overly homogenous
constructions of the oppressed. In chapter 8, ''Thinking Otherwise: Dussel, Liberation Theology, and Feminism," Elina Vuola considers Dussel's work in relation to women. She credits Dussel as being one of the few and first liberation theologians to take up (and continue to engage) issues of gender. Vuola notes his
entbusiastic support for women's liberation, which he defines as accepting of
gender difference, whereas feminism, he thinks, is opposed to gender difference.
Yuola argues with Dussel on this characterization, as well as on other issues, even
wbile she defends him against sorne feminist charges. She also explores the problem ofthe Other in liberation theology in relation to their discursive construction
of the poor and the oppressed. Although the Other is treated throughout liberation
theology, it is Dussel's work tbat has most systematically developed the philosophical aspects of this topic.
Vuola points out that Dussel 's characterization of feminism as antidifference is
inaccurate, given the variety of positions held by feminists on the question of difference and also given that what femioists are mostly critica! of are naturalistic
accounts of gender rather than biological procreation as he supposes. Dussel's
references include only Anglo-American and European femi_nisms, ignoring the
long traditions of Mexican and Latin American feminisms .
Dussel believes that women wiH achieve liberation in or through their distinctiveness, instead of by transcending it, a position similar to the one taken by Levinas and by liberation theology generally. Against this, Vuola argues that Dussel
fails to take sufficient note of the way in whicb the conception of women 's alterity has been a maJe projection and that Dussel's posit.ion takes heterosexuality as
both normative and determinant of gender identity. Although his positions are
often in conformity with the Vatican, Vuola points out that Dussel's position on
abortion is significantly better: he portrays it as a " minor evil" but he gives
women the rigbt to make the moral decision, thus according them an ability for
moral judgment that the Vatican denies.
Tbese problems are hardly unique to Dussel but beset liberation theology as a
whole, in which a theoretical approval of womeo's equality coexists with a fail-
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ure to accept it in the concrete, in terms of the actual social changes that are necessary. Vuola links this problem with the general problem of taking the poor as
an undifferentiated, homogeneous group, as if poverty affected everyone in the
same way despite differences of race and gender. Conflicting interests and power
struggles among the impoverished of the Third World malee a representation of
their interests less than clear-cut. Liberation theology's support for a "theology of
life," understood as opposing the forces of death perpetrated by global capitalism ,
is used to critique birth control policies and legalized abortion. But, as Vuola
points out, although there is much reason to believe that U .S.-sponsored birth
control policies, for example, are promotcd as part of an ideology of blarning the
poor for their poverty, it remains the case that a true "theology of life" would be
concemed about the life of poor women, for whom the absence of abortion and
birth control can threaten their health and their very existence.
Liberation theology needs to critique the ways in which it constructs the poor
and then uses its construction asan absolute criterion of vaJidity. lt is better to ack:nowledge that "the people" is not so much an empi.rical entity as it is a social
construction. However, Vuola argues that this problem also besets ferninist theories that use the category of"women" or "women's experience." and thus that liberation theology and feminism actually share similar theoreticaJ assumptions
which many find problematic.
In chapter 9, "Locating the Absolutely Absolute Other: Toward a Transmodern
Christianity," Roberto Goizueta offers an elucidation and a defense of the religious implications of Dussel's ethics, helping us to understand how Dussel expJains the h.istory of practices of Christianity in relation to the forces of globalizatioo, starting in the period of conquest. God's transcendence transcends, and
thus implicitly critiques, the status quo, which also implies that God will be
found, or will be comprehensible, in "those loci that are themselves incomprehensible with.in our world." And this in tum irnplies lhat difference will be disclosed through God: that the very meaning of God 's love must be an openness to
the radically new and different.
For Dussel, however, as Goizueta explains, difference is not the empty and
ahistorical difference, or Othemess, postulated in postmodem theory, a difference
that, because it is empty and yet must be affirmed, effects an absolutization of
particularity. An empty difference is only capable of standing as abare particular,
without relation to anything else and without entailing any specific obligations.
Postmodemism's mistake is to accept the concepmal preconditions of modernity,
especially the assumed opposition and incommensurability between affect and
reason, particularity and universality. In the face of this, a critique of modernity
has no choice but to affüm that which has been denigrated and to denigrate that
which has been affirmed. By this logic we are left with a choice between the enforcement of one particularity as if it were universality (modemism) or the radical relativizing of all particularities and subsequent inability to perceive any universal elements within particularities (postmodernism).
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Dussel's argument is that the Other is concrete and historical, existing in time
and space. In our time, the Other is the poor of the Third World, the populations
that have been forcibly excluded from globalization and whose exclusion,
through starvation or environmental genocide, is in fact necessary for the current
form of globalization to be maintained. Part of the way in wbich Dussel constitutes the Other in tbis way is to argue, following Bartolomé de Las Casas and also
Marx, tbat socioeconomic life necessarily mediates all intersubjective relations as
well as the possibilities for spiritual transcendencc. Tbus no concrete subjects can
be conceptualized outside of thefr economic life, which is not to reduce them to
it but to argue for its necessary relation to ali other aspects of their Life. ln otber
words, in our cultural and national and other geographies of Otbemess, tbe economic must play a necessary role as well.
Tbe preferential option for the poor thus leads to neither irrationalism nor irreducible particula.rity; instead, it grants the basis for achieving universal trutbs and
norms precisely because only an intersubjective praxis can autborize a claim of
universality. Here was the error of the Enlightenment: to imagine that universality and truth could be achieved prior to dialogue across difference and tbat such
dialogue, to the extent it was ever even allowed, would proceed witb tbe presupposition that Europe knew what was true and what was universal. lf there is any
possibility for a new globalization to emerge that would not consist in domination and exclusion, and thus a globalization that would be true to its name in signifying a truly global inclusion, it must emerge out of just such dialogic encounters. A new Christianity is thus needed that can practice the mestizaje, the mixing
of races, cultures, and religions, out of which universality alone can develop.
Liberation theology has famously found innovative ways to integrate Marxism
and Christianity. According to Michael Barber in chapter I O, "Theory and Alterity: Dussel's Marx and Marion on ldolatry," Dussel has developed a very original synthesis, one that emerges from bis bighly original interpretation of Marx's
critique of capitalism as a forrn of idolatry. Dussel understands Marx to be claiming that "living labor" is the creative source that exists outside of, or prior to, the
system of capitalism. Capitalism does not create; it transforms and accumulates.
Prior to the system is the creative source and power of human life as it rnanifests
itself in "living labor." This then makes sense ofMarx's farnous analogy between
capital and vampirism: capital is dead labor that feeds like a vampire on living
labor. Capital is then guilty of idolatry in fetishizing commodity value as if it existed in no context of relations to living labor, and it refuses to recognize itself as
the agent that has conceptually constructed commodity value in tbis way.
Dussel takes this to be a k:ind of religious critique of capitalism, not one that
conflicts with or denies Marx's atheism but one that exhorts society to oppose
fetishism, just as the monotheists of Judaism and Christianity exhorted their societies to cease ido! worship. To the extent that Dussel is right to interpret Marx
in this way, bis argument produces only a negative theology, Barber admits, one
that is critica] rather than deve lopmental. But it can also serve as a negative mo-
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ment in a dialectic that is propadeutic to an affümation of an alternative absolute,
in this case the absolute moral prerogative of tbe poor. This absolute, Like other
monotbeistic absolutes, Iies in the exteriority of the current system. The fact that
it provides the source of existing value in thc capitalist system is obscured in the
capitalist view that the "market" is the motive force. Thus, because living labor
is both exterior and the true creative source, its viewpoint alone is capable of effective critica! provocation.
Barber compares this analysis with Jean-Luc Marion's critique of idolatry, and
both in the context of the need for tbeory to account for alterity. Dussel's critique
of capital can be read as tbe claim that capital is unable and unwilling to account
for alterity and that its idolatrous worship of commodity value manifests this by
negating the existence of the alterity of living labor. Marion 's concem is with the
way in which idolatry denies tbe human source of theistic concepts, tbus "equating God with a concept." Toe collapse of God to human concepts denies tbe alterity of God and besets any attempt to theoretically articulare God's presence.
The solution can only be a repudiation of a theoretical relation to God in favor of
a relation of praise.
Barber questions whetber either Marion or Dusscl has becn sufficiently selfreflective about his own theory's (and Barber thinks Marion's arguments cannot
escape tbeory either) relation to alterity. He suggests sources in Levinas from
which such self-reflectiveness rnight be developed. Dussel's Marx seems to be
one that can only critique capital's relation to alterity and does not attend to the
more general problem of theory's relation to alterity, whjch calls for an awareness of íts limits.
In chapter 11, "Dussel on Marx: Living Labor and the Materiality of Life,"
Mario Sáenz raises sorne similar concerns about Dussel's creative interpretation
of Marx, though Sáenz is much less sanguine than Barber about the Levinasian
aspects of Dussel's interpretation. Sáenz interprets Dussel's work to be fundamentally about analectical transformation, that is, a philosophy tumcd toward tbe
cxcluded exteriority of a system of domination. Sáenz explains that Dussel
pushes this analectical interpretation in reformulating three key distinctions in
Marx 's writings: the poiesis/praxis distínction, the living labor/labor power distinction, and the center/periphery distinction. ln each case, Dussel attempts to
constrne one side of the distinction as the site of exteriority, or as beyond, in a
Schellingian {and Levinasian) sense, the possibility of comprehension, reduction,
or absorption by the other. Sáenz's main concern is tbat, eveo while Dussel critiques the Hegelian readings of Marx as overly metaphysical, Dussel's own readings reproduce a metaphysical, ahistorical construction that in fact disenables critique and transformation.
Much of this argument rests on the concept of living labor in Dussel 's work.
since it is tbis concept more tban any other that allows Marxism to properly
name the form that oppression takes under capítalism and the potential source
from which to devise an altemative. Living labor, as Sáenz reads Dussel reading
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Marx, is a kind of primordial exteriority, apure creative force, and it is singularly independent of capital. Living labor is the creator of value in an abstraer
sense, not exterior to capital because it is positioned as exterior by capital in a
social system of praxis but exterior to capital in an irreducibly metaphysical
sense. This claim ís the crux of Dussel's rejection of Georg Lukács, Herbert
Marcuse, Louis Althusser, and the other "post-Hegelian" Marxists. On Dussel's
account, they mistakenly ignore the importance of Friedrich Schelling and his
concept of positive ph:ilosophy, whicb would allow them to see that Marx's concept of living labor is intended to be understood as beyond the closed totality of
the Hegel:ian system. But Sáenz finds this argument to be an attempt to create an
analectical a priori, which he finds both philosophically and politically objectionable. Though Sáenz has a partial agreernent with sorne of Dussel's critique,
he argues that human labor is exterior to capital in a metasysternic rather than a
metaphys.ical sense; to argue otherwise is to ignore the histoticity of praxis.
Sáenz then attempts to show, however, that Dussel's critique of capita1:ism based
on the claim that it exteriorizes living labor does not actually require the analectical a priori and thus that it can survive Sáenz's own critique mostly intact.
Enrique Dussel and Michel Foucault would no doubt have rnade an odd couple-the global ethicist and the principled localist- but both have brought power
and dornination center stage to any discussion of eth.ical norrns, discursive rules,
ande ven methods of justification. And therc is an audible echo in their respective
critiques of the Habermasian style of politic3 J theory for its complete inattention
to the realm of the concrete, the material, and the embodied. 1n chapter 12,
"Power/Knowledges in the Colonial Unconscious: A Dialogue between Dussel
and Foucault," Linda Martín Alcoff imagines whether there might be a productive, even if occasionally volatile, dialogue between the two.
In regard to Foucault, Alcoff argues that an attentiveness to colonialism and the
notion of theoretical perspective, sucb as Dussel employs it, would have ( 1) allowed him to reconcile the obvious normative undercurrents in his work with his
epistemological thesis that knowledge is always connected to power and (2) expanded and deepened his analysis of the deployment of biopower and its regulatory regimes conceming populations. Foucault's own discourse replicated a colonial uncooscious, and Alcoff finds this unconscious at work not only in Foucault's
neglect of colonial:ism and refusa1 to consider non-European sources for European practices but also in his refusal of causal explanations.
In regard to Dussel, Alcoff takes up the main criticisms that have been lodged
against his account: that it is i.rrational and that it is authoritarian. She then suggests how the use of Foucault's account of subjugated knowledges could heip
Dussel make his privileging of the perspective of the oppressed more plausible.
Dussel's conception of identity has also been criticized as a form of reification,
whicb then produces the danger of authoritarianism when absolute identities are
taken to entail absolute claims. Here Alcoff suggests that sorne aspects, though
not ali, of Foucault's work on identity m:ight help, in patticular, bis claim that
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power plays the role of not simply labeling preexisting phenomena according to
its own ends but of inciting, eliciting, and shaping bfe in ways that connect with
desire, as well as increasing its own circulations. Alcoff does not call on Dussel
to surrender the appeal to identitíes, nor to necessarily redescribe them, but to incorporate an awareness of their complicated genealogies and effects as a guard
against the dangers his critics believe to be inevitable.
ln chapter 13, Dussel's epilogue to this volume, he offers appreciative but
sometimes trenchant rejoinders to the criticisms of his work collected here. In
sorne cases be emphasizes the importance of reading his work in its cultural and
historical context, within the evo1utionary development of the philosophy of liberation's own .i nsights. He also emphasizes the need to differentiate bis philosophical and bis religious works, and to understand that these are not interchangeable discourses. These contextual limitations are especially important, he
argues, in assessing what he admits to be his previously mistaken views about
feminism and homosexuality.
Dussel continues to defend the primacy of the material principie over the formal because the content of practical discourse "presupposes always already a
material arder that responds to another logic than the merely formal one because
in the end it a)ways has a relationship witb human life as a criterion of truth."
He also defends his interpretation of living labor against the charge that it is
metaphysica1 by highlighting his Levinasian interpretation of exteriority: as an
interna! transcendentality ora category whose intelligibility refers to the totality
o f capital. Tbough he rejects Sáenz's interpretation of his account of living labor,
he does not disagree with Sáenz's insistence on the historicity of the analectical
sources.
Dussel does not take issue with ali of his critics, but in sorne cases he reiterates
his agreements with their fundamental concerns, in particular, the need for tbeory
to be self-critical, fallible, and without pretensions to mastery; the multiple identities of the oppressed; and the necessity to critique patriarchy, racism, and other
forms of domination that are not sufficiently incorporated into current concepts
of justice anywhere. In fact , be announces plans for a future work that will take
up lhese concems, tbus giving evidence once again of his serious commitment to
an openness in dialogue and the ongoing critically reflective evolution of his
tbought. lndeed, Dussel's intellectual biograpby revea)s a philosopher much more
,:tjlling than most to engage in dialogue with a variety of altemative traditions and
transform his own thinking as he learns from these encounters.

11

Ji offer an intellectual itinerary also means offering a chronology. A chronology
temporal map, a distribution of significant, pivota], cardinal events or mo-5 overa life line that supposedly begins witb birth and ends at the last or lat-
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est point on that W-e line. In addition, it is thought that these pivota! life events
are held together by a logic, a coherence that is discemable. Offering a chronology is a way of disceming that coherence, that logic, that makes alife a unity, that
person's uuique human existence. Clearly, which signjficant, pivota!, and cardinal events or moments are picked out of countless such moments and events is
the product of the intentions of the one who draws the map. The farther removed
from our quotidian and historica.l experiences a thinker is, the more arbitrary and
self-serving is our chronology, and thus the more likely it is that our chronology
will be drawn according to our own standards, rustorical perspectives, and intellectual outlooks.
These remarks are necessary because offering even the briefest sketch of
Enrique DusseJ's intellectual itinerary requires that we make choices that are constrained by our audience, and the fact that this book appears in English and not in
Spanish, German, or French. This chronology, furtherrnore, must take into account that while this volume is for the most partan engagement with Dussel 's
philosophical work, bis oeuvre spans tbe fields of theology, history, and economics. If we were to be attenti ve to ali of these other fields ou whi.ch Dussel has had
an impact, then our chronology wouJd have to foreground and underscore different temporal markers.
One way in which we could temporalize Dussel 's intellectual itinerary is in
terms of the impact certain key Western thinkers (e.g., Maritain, Ricoeur,
Heidegger, Levinas, Marx, Apel, and Habermas) have had on his intellectual development. In such narratives we might speak of a Ricoewfan, Heideggerian,
Levinasian, Marxist, and so on, Dussel. In the same vein, we might speak of a
Catholic Natural Law, phenomenological, ontological, hermeneutical, and pbilosophical anthropological Dussel. While these descriptions are possible, they
would, in fact, do too much violence to Dussel 's uniqueness and originality. Such
chronologies would only tell us a history of the impact of European thinkers and
movements on a Latín American, Third World thinker. But the way in whicb
Enrique Dussel , a Latín American thinker, carne to these movements would be
lost. This is not to say that such narratives should not be offered. There is a place
for them, especially as it pertains to Latin America in particular and the Americas
in general , whose own philosophical traditions are related to the Old World less
as cousins or adopted children and more as younger siblings. I.ndeed, not even a
European thinker can be described solely as either a phenomenologist and
hermeneuticist ora Levinasian and Heidegge rian. Derrida is a phenomeoologist
and Heideggerian, but he is also an Algerian Jew who was formed by the experience of decolonization, the transforrnation of the French left, the eclipse of Marxism, and so on. Derrida is a post- World War II, French , Heideggerian phenomenologist who made the linguistic tum by way of Ferdinand de Saussure, Jacques
Lacan, and Emmanuel Levinas. Similarly, Dussel's i.ntellectual itinerary could be
written as the history of phenomenology, hermeneutics, Marxism, and transcendental pragrnatics, as received, appropriated, and transformed by an Argeotinean
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philosopher who lived through one of the darkest chapters in the history of both
Argentina and Latin American. As a compromise between these approaches we
offer the following chrono\ogy.2
Student Years in Mendoza (1934-1961)

Enrique Ambrosini Dussel was boro December 24, 1934, in the small town of La
Paz, in the province of Mendoza, Argentina. He was the son of a doctor who had
been trained at the turn of the century in the Latín American tradition of positivism and agnosticism. His paternal great-grandfather bad emigrated during thc
l 870s from Schweinfurt, Germany, to Argentina. Enrique Dussel's mother, who
was a militant Catholic, was in volved in all tbe church activities in the town, was
president of tbe school 's parent association, and was the founder of the tennis
club. From both of them, Dussel learned the importance of social service, merey,
hnrrúlity, and hard work. During the 1940s, because of the war and anti-German
feelings, his father was fired frorn his job with an English railway füm, forcing
the family to move to Buenos Aires. After a few years, they moved to Mendoza,
thc capital of the province in which he bad been boro. There Dussel spent his
teeoage years. He was an avid andinista (in contrast to alpinist). He was involved
in Catholic Action, and during his midteens be underwent what he has called a
"profound experience of conversion to the responsibility for the Other,"3 in the
context of volunteering at the Hospital for Children witb Mental Disabilities. He
immersed himself in the spiritual writings of St. John of the Cross, Teresa of
Avila, and St. Bernard. With his peers, he founded the Federación Universitaria
de Oeste (FUO, Eastem University Federation). He was president of the Centro
de Filosofía y Letras (CEFYL, Center for Philosophy and Letters). His student
activism against Perón led to his arrest in 1954.
Dussel did his bachillerato ( 1946-1951) at an agricultura! technical school
and then attended the Escuela de Bellas Artes until 1954, having originaUy intended to be an artist oran architect. In 1953 he began his university studies at
the Nacional University of Cuyo and there be received what he has called "traditional" schooling. At this time in Argentina there ruled the Third Scholastic,
a blcnd of right-wing Catholicism, Natural Law, and conservative Thomism.
Dussel studied under a generation of professors who had been trained in the old
Continental tradition of scholarship: rigorous knowledge of primary sources in
the original languages. He was a student of, arnong others, Arturo Roig, Angel
González Alvarez, Antonio Millán Puelles, Mauiricio Lopez (tortured to death
in 1976 by the repressive regime) , and Guido Soaje Ramos. Ramos made the
dcepest impact on the young Dussel. Soaje Ramos demandcd that bis students
learn Greek, Latín, and German. For four years, Dussel studied ethics under
Soaje Ramos, focusing on the German etbical phenomenologists Max Scheler
and Dietrich von Hildebrand, as well as Aristotle and Aquinas. Ethics was his
concentration during his füst 1miversity years , and he graduated in 1957 with a
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thesis entitled "Social and Ethical Philosophy," eaming a Gold Meda! for his
academic performance. But these were also years of intense student activism
aod, as a foUower of Jacques Maritain, he helped found Democracia Cristiana
(Christian Democracy).
Doctoral Studies in Madrid, Spain (1957-1961)
With his rnaster's degree in hand, and financed by a scholarship, Dussel embarked on a trip to Madrid, Spain, to pursue doctoral studies in philosophy. He
matriculated at the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters of the Central University of
Madrid, where he was required to va1idate his master's by submitting a new thesis. He submitted promptly, under the direction of Antonio Millán Puelles, a new
tbesis entitled "Problemática del bien común en el pensar griego hasta Aristóteles" (The problern of the common good in Greek tbought up to Aristotle). In
March 1958 he submitted his work "El bien común en la Escuela Moderna
Tomista o la Segunda Escolástica del Siglo XVI" (The common good in the modero Thornist school or the second scholastic of the XVI century) for a research
contest at the Colegio Guadalupe of Madrid.4
Later, a revised and expanded version of the validation thesis, and his contest
essay, were incorporated into a trilogy that he submítted as bis doctoral dissertation. The trilogy had the general title of "El bien común: Su inconsistencia
teórica" (Th.e common good: Its theoretical inconsistency). Each volume carried
its own title: volume 1 was "Introducción a la temática del bien común natural
temporal (fundamentación para un comunitarismo personalista)" (Tntroduction
to the theme of the natural temporal common good [Foundations for a personalist communitarianism]); volume 2 was "La problemática del bien común: La existencia del bien común" (Tbe prob1em of the common good: The existence of
the common good); and volume 3 was "Naturaleza del bien común natural temporal" (Nature of the natural temporal common good). He finished this threevolume dissertation, amounting to 944 pages, in April, and he defended it in
June 1959 before a dissertation committee of five professors who unanimously
voted it "outstanding."
In essence, this doctoral dissertation was an investigation into the origins,
sources, and evolution of the concept of the "common good" from the preSocratics to Hans Kelsen. In the opinion of one of the most knowledgeable
scholars of Dussel 's work and life, Mariano Moreno Villa, this work is important for at least two reasons. First, in many ways it already anticipates and discloses the central preoccupation of Dussel 's thought, namely, the quest after the
approximation to the appropriate, although rarely attainable response to the
Other. By means of this work, Dussel sougbt to defend Jacques Maritain against
tbe conservative Thom.ist Charles de Konick. This work defended a position
contrary to the one commonly accepted during those times in Spanish culture.
Against a corporatist society like Spain, Dussel wanted to defend simultane-
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ously democracy and the irreducible and uncircumventable primacy of the
human person.5 Second, it is important because the mode of work of this dissertation, leamed from Wemer Jaeger, whose work on Aristotle Dussel admired, anticipates the mode of production of ali his other works. The careful
and detailed bibliography and exegesis that marked this work would continue
to characterize all of his subsequent works.6
In Madrid he studied with José Luis López Aranguren, Julián Marías, Xabier
Zubiri, aud Pedro Laín Entralgo, who were sorne of the remaining members of
the so-called Madrid Scbool. Tt was, however, Aranguren who most influenced
Dussel atan existential leveJ. Aranguren's personal commitment, his philosophical presence, and bis unwillingness to disregard perfidy, which led to bis expulsion from the university and exile in the United States, impressed upon Dussel the
importance of philosophy's social engagement and responsibility before injustice.
Philosoplücally, Zubiri made an impression, but Dussel only truly discovered his
work much later.
Promptly after he defended his doctoral dissertation, Dussel traveled by boat to
Israel to join the humble community of manual laborers lead by Paul Gauthier.
Dussel spent two years in Israel, from 1960 to 1961. He made his living as a carpenter in Nazareth and as a fisherman on the Lake of Tiberias in the kibbutz
Ginosar. He studied Hebrew and learned of the Jewish passion for the humble, the
downtrodden, the poor, and the miserable and excluded. Gauthier, who was "obsessed with the poor," challenged Dussel to see through the eyes of the poor, from
their perspective. One night, recalls Dussel, he got carried away euJogizing the
merits, cunning, and bravery of Francisco Pizan:o for conquering the Incas with so
few men. Gauthier asked him in return: "Who were tbe poor in this case: Pizarro
or the indians?"7 That very n.ight Dussel recalls writing to bis friend, the historian
Esteban Fontana: "One day we shall have to write the history of Latin America
from the other side, from the underside, from the perspective of the oppressed, the
poor!"8 These two years crystallized into the fundamental existential experience
chat carne to inform all of his future intellectuaJ, epistemological, and hermeneutical turns and projects. His sojourn in the Holy Land also provided Dussel with a
fimhand experience of a place in history wbere a different logic, a different
worldview, had gathered and taken root. In Israel, Dussel confronted traces of tbat
pivotal time in the history of humanity that Karl Jaspers had called Achsenzeit, tbe
Axial Age. When he returned to Europe, therefore, be was to experience a culture
~ k. In his visit to Greece, now coming from the East, from the land of the
deserts, the nomads, Dussel found that this supposed homeland of philosophy had
=iecome alíen. He had become estranged from a worldview he had come to believe
bis own. During these pivota! years Dussel realized that in order to discover,
rescue, a Latín America philosophy, be bad to dismantle the myth of Greece. To
l.l&SCOver the sources of Latin American thought, it was necessary to return to the
:n.oan:es, the Semitic worldview-the mytbo-poetic core of Jewish culture. As he
p111s it: "Jerusalem spoke of the dignity of work, of the possibility of the revolu-
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tion of the poor; Athens spoke of the dignity of the free noblemen, of the impossibility of the emancipation of the slaves."9 Jt was from this cultural clash and
these discordant moral outlooks that his first three works emerged.
The Reconstruction of European Philosophical Thinking (1961 - 1969)

Dussel returned to France to begin theological studies, which he concluded with
a master's in theology at the Parisian Catholic Institute. There he studied with
Jean Daniélou (later to become a cardinal) and Claude Tresmontat. It is during
these early years of the 1960s that Dussel began to write El humanismo helénico
(Hellenic Humanism), a work that was to be published in J976. This work utilized much of the material from his dissertation, but here Dussel sought to make
expEcit the contradictions inherent in the Hellenic life world, which appeared
epitomized in its ontological monism (being is one) and ontic duaEsm (radical
distinction between body and soul), as well as in the aporias of its ethics and politics that exalted the virtue of contemplation over the vita activa and the life of
the polis. By contrast, in his El humanismo semita (Semitic humanism) (finished
in 1964 but ooly published in 1969), Dussel sought to demonstrate tbat the existentiaJ experience of the Semitic peoples, which departed from the beyond, tbe
nothingness of an originating reaJity, aJlowed them to affirm the monism of anthropological carnaEty, that is, the unity of body and souJ .lO These two works
were matched by a third, also began in the same period but finished in 1968 and
only published in 1974, when Dussel had retumed to Latin America: El dualismo
en la antropología de la cristiandad: Desde el origen del cristianismo hasta antes
de la conquista de América (DuaJism in the anthropology of Christendom: From
the origin of Christianity until before the conquest of America). The point of this
work was to excavate through layers of sedimented hístory pressed down by the
forces of cristiandad, Christendom, or the imperialízation of Christianity. Dussel's idea was to rescue the living spirit of Christianity as a prophetic religion on
the síde of the poor and exploited, whicb had been repressed and covered over by
centuries of Greek ontology and anthropological duaJism. This work may be read
as a philosophical prolegomena to the theological reformation that would later be
known as the theology of liberation.
During his years in France, Dussel studied phenomenology and was intluenced
especially by Maurice Merleau-Ponty's The Phenomenology of Perception and
Ricoeur's translations of Edmund Husserl , as we]J as Ricoeur's own writings, in
particular History and Truth and The Symbolism of Evil. lo addition, he embarked
on a serious study of Martin Heidegger for the füst time, who became a leading
formative influence until Dussel encountered the work of Levinas in 1971. lt
could be said that Dussel's work during the 1960s moved from phenomenology
and hermeneutics through philosophical anthropology to Heideggerian ontological hermeneutics. This trajectory is apparent in the philosophical anthropologicaJ
trilogy that he undertook upon his arrivaJ in Europe from the Middle East, as well
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as the essays collected in bis book América Latina: Dependencia y liberación
(Latín America: Dependency and liberation).11
In Paris, Dussel followed the courses of Paul Ricoeur. He worked as a librarian for two years, which gave bim a unique opportunity to become aware of the
extensive bibliography available to scholars in France, of which he made ample
use. In 1963 he received a scholarship that allowed him to move to the Institute
of European History in Magdeburg, during wbich time he met his wife, Johanna.
lt was at the institute that he developed the idea of pursuing doctoral studies in
history at the Sorbonne. Under the direction of Joseph Lortz in Magdeburg and
Robert Richard in Paris, he worked on another doctoral dissertation: "El episcopado latinoamericano: Institución misionera en defensa del indio (1504-1620)"
(The Latín American episcopate: Mjssionary institution in defense of the Indian
[1504-1620)). Research for this work took him to the General Archive of the ludies in Seville. Here, Dussel's ontological herrneneutics and philosophical anthropology were complemented by a rich historical understanding of Europe and
of Latín America in particular. Guided by Leopoldo Zea's reflections in bis
América en la historia (1957), Dussel undertook the project of a history of Latín
America from a global perspective. Thus, in a 1965 essay, Dussel challenges us
to think "Iberoamérica en la historia universal" (lberoarnerica in universal history). In 1966, as a visiting professor at Resitencia (Chaco, Argentina), he delivered a lecture course entitled Hipótesis para el estudio de Latinoamérica en la historia universal" (Hypotbeses for the study of Latin America in universal bistory).
These lectures remain unpublished, although today they would be very relevant
to the debates on globalization and postcoloniality. ln 1968, he concluded bis trilogy on the "anthropological-ethical hermeneutics" of tbe Greeks, Semitic peoples, and Christians with tbe curious but suggestíve subtitle "Until before the
Conquest of America."
After ten years of study abroad, Dussel retumed to Argentina definitively in
March 1967, carrying severa! boxes of unpublished materials, to accept the chair
of ethics in tbe Philosophy Department at the National University of Cuyo. He
occupied this position until 1975.
O rigins of Liberation Philosophy (1969- 1976)

Dussel's pedagogical orientation during tbe first years after his return from Europe can be characterized today as traditional, conservative, and Eurocentric.
His first courses were ali based on phenomenology and European thinkers: Max
Scheler, Merleau-Ponty, Ricoeur, Husserl, Heidegger, and Sartre. This is quite
evident from a work written during 1969, wbich was based on tbe courses he
taught: "Para una de-strucción de la histor ia de la ética" (Toward a de-struction
of the bistory of ethics), the first volume of a projected three-volume work
(which he later abandoned for his five-vo lu.rne Toward an Ethics ofLatin American Liberation). ''Toward a De-struction of the History of Etbics" begins with
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a discussion of Aristotle's ethics, proceeds through Aquinas and Kant, and coneludes with an analysis of the contemporary axiological ethics of Max Scheler,
Dietrich von Rildebrand, and Nicolai Hartmann. It is clear, however, that this is
a Heideggerian work, with references to Heidegger on almost every page. Perhaps what is most interesting about this work is not what it achieves on its own
but what it is meant to be a prolegomena to, namely, an "antiethics of Latín
American liberation." 12
Tn 1969 Dussel also wrote anotber important work for his later philosophical development: "La dialéctica hegeliana" (Hegelian dialectics), later to be expanded
and published witb the title of Método para una filosofía de la liberación: Superación analéctica de La dialéctica hegeliana (Method for a philosophy of liberation: Analectical superseding oftbe Hegelian dialectics). This work, even more than
Toward an Ethics of Latin American Liberation, registers with clarity and precision
Dussel's transition from an ontological moment to the metaphysical (in the Levina<;ian sense), or analectical, moment. What would be formulated in 1976 in a series of short, oracular, very dense paragraphs gathered under the tille of Filosofía de
La liberación cannot be appropriately understood without this pivotal texl.
Toe year 1969 was particularly momentous for Argentina. This was the year of
the Cordobazo, wben the city of Cordoba was taken by students and workers,
replicating in many ways what had taken place in Berkeley, París, Berlin, and
Mexico City the year before. In a highJy charged política( situation, students demanded political engagement and philosophical clarity from tbeir teachers. During these years Dussel carne into contact with Latín American sociologists, economists, and political scientists talking about "underdevelopment," "the
development of underdevelopment," and the "sociology of liberation." Dussel
writes: "In 1969, in discussions with sociologists in Buenos Aires, I began to
challenge my basic philosophical choices. From this emerged the idea: why oot a
philosophy of liberation? Had not Fals Borda (in Colombia) spoken of a 'sociology of liberation'? What would be the presuppositions of such a philosophy?"13
These discussions were taking place just as two important books were published:
Augusto Salazar Bondy's ¿Existe una filosofía de nuestra América? (Is tbere a
philosophy of our America?) (1968) and Leopoldo Zea's response to Bondy, La
filosofía americana como filosofía sin más (American philosophy as philosophy
in itself) (1969). 14 Dussel decided to enter into this debate.
Dussel's works froro this period, 1969- 1972, although still Heideggerian in
character, are aimed at laying tbe foundations for a Latin American philosophy of
liberation: "the terminology was Heideggerian, but the intent was Latinamerican." Ootological hermeneutics bad become insufficient, even a hindrance. In
1971, following the thread of his 1969- 1970 courses on Hegel 's dialectics, he
gave a course on the post-Hegelians: Ludwig Feuerbach, Karl Marx. and S!i>ren
Kíerkegaard. At the urging of Juan Carlos Scannone, Dussel read Emmanuel Levinas's Totality and lnfinity: An Essay on Exteriority, a book that he says awakened
him from his "ontological slumber." This dramatic discovery left a very notice-
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able and disconcertu1g shift between chapters 2- 3 in volume 1 of his Toward an
Ethics of Latin American Liberation. Volume 1, wbich is presented as part I with
the subheading "Presuppositions for a Philosophy of Liberation," is made up of
three chapters: the first is titled "The OntologicaJ Foundation," the second, "Outic
Possibilities," and the third, "The Meta-physical Exteriority of the Other." What
became clear, as Dussel explains, was that "ontology is to think the foundation,
tbe being of the ruling Totality. The project (Heideggerian ontological Entwurf>
of the rnling systems justifies the oppression of the oppressed and the exclusion
of the Other. Little by fütle tbere disclosed utopia (ouk-tópos: 'tllat without place'
in tlle Totality): the project of the liberation of the Other." 15 Still, aJtllough Levinas provided the metaphysical, anaJectical method, he provided neither the intention nor the philosophical telos of Dussel 's philosophy of liberation. A glimpse
at the structure of Dussel's five-volume Toward an Ethics of Latin American Liberation (later reprinted as Filosofta ética de la liberación) bears tltis out. Books
1-2 are a Grundlegung (foundation) from which Dussel will "ascend" to levels of
historical, hermeneutical, and cultural concreteness. Volumes 3- 5 deal with different aspects of the Latin American subcontinent. This movement from the abstract to the concrete is mediated by a history (chapter 6, "Latín American History," made up of sections 40-41; the work is divided in chapters, and each
chapter is subdivided into paragraphs): "Toward a Pre- and Proto- Latin American History" and "Toward a Latín American History." Chapter 7 deals with
"Latin American Erotics"; chapter 7, "Latin American Pedagogy"; chapter 9,
"Latin American Politics"; chapter 10, "Latin American Archeology."
During the early 1970s Dussel also published Historia de la iglesia en América
Latina, as well as Caminos de liberación latinoamericana, in two volumes,
which gathered bis lecture courses on religion, church history, and theology delivered at tlle Latín American bishop's Pastoral lnstitute (Quito, Ecuador), tbe
Theological Institute of the Catholic University of Valparaiso (Chile), and to
groups of bishops in Colombia and Guatemala. Their publ ished form, however,
arose from 1be lecture course he delivered at Nazareth House, which was organized by tbe Justice and Peace Study Center in Buenos Aires. These works were
particularly impo1tant for the development of liberation theology.16 Unquestionably, these were productive and momentous years for Dussel: his work had become known throughout Latín America and Europe, Africa, and part of Asia.
Moving beyond philosopby circles, he was known as a historian, tbeologian, and
staunch supporter of all liberation movements throughout Latin America. And he
became persona non grata for a govemment becoming progressively more violent. On October 2, 1973 , Dussel's house was bombed. Although bis study was
destroyed, no one was hurt. During tbese years the right-wing Peronist forces directed repression and violence against ordinary citizens. Many of Dussel's colleagues and students were subjected to repression, torture, violence, and even
murder. In March 1975, nineteen members of the faculty of the NationaJ University of Cuyo were expelled, including Dussel. Thus began bis ex.ile in Mexico.
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Development of liberation Philosophy and Mexican Exile (1976-1989)

During the first months of his stay in Mexico, having access to neither library nor
archives, Dussel wrote one of his best-known books, Philosophy of Liheration.
This book, however, belongs to the Argentinian period of the development of liberation philosophy and of Dussel's own intellectual i6nerary. In it are summarized and synthesized Dussel's philosophical insights through the mid- 1970s. As
Dussel took up teaching in Mexico at the Universidad Autónoma MetropolitanaIztapalapa and at the Center for Latin American Studies of the Faculty of Philosophy of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) and entered a
new stage of intercontinental cooperation (as a founding member of the Ecumenical Association of Third World Thcologians, or EATWOT) , a new series of
philosophical questions emerged for him.
First on this new philosophical agenda was the clarification of sorne of the failures of liberation philosophy within the Argentinean context. Sorne of Dussel's
colleagues had become right-wing Peronist conservatives. Others had tumed
away from a violent reality by inmersing themselves in culturalism. Second,
Dussel was interested in the role that Marx played in the architectonic of liberation philosophy. Previously, Dussel had localized Marx within the tradition of the
totality or as a post-Hegelian that had bardly made the tum away from ontology.
The return to Argentina after a decade of studies in Europe created a context in
which Dussel had to supersede Heidegger. Now, in Mexico, he had to supersede
bis own líberation philosophy, to go from phenomenology and hermeneutics to
politics and pragmatics.
Specifically, however, as Dussel subsequently noted, four essential facts urged
him to initiate a serious archeological study of Marx. First, contrary to the promises of the "AUiance for Progress," the L atin American continent was spiraling
into an abyss of poverty. Throughout the world, industrialization and so-called
modemization spelled the impoverishment of greater numbers of peoples. Second, the growing poverty and the widening gap between the developed and underdeveloped worlds could only be properly confronted through a critique of capitalism: neither phenomenology nor hermeneutics was sufficient here. Third, to
function as a tool of social liberation, liberation philosophy had to develop clear,
firm insights into both politics and, especially, economics. And fourth, just as
capitalism required criticism, so did "real socialism." A critique of "dogmatic"
Marxism had to be undertaken so as to rescue Marxism for a rejuvenated, nonsectarian Latin American left. 17
The second half of the l 970s and all of the 1980s were devoted to this project
to rescue an analectical, humanist, non-Eurocentric Marx . To these years belong
the following works: Filosofía de la poiesis (1977), later to be expanded and published as Filosofía de la producción (1984); La producción teórica de Marx: Una
introducción a los "Grundrisse" (1985); Hacia un Marx desconocido: Un comentario de los manuscritos del 61-63 (1988); El último Marx ( 1863- 1882) y la
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liberación latinoamericana: Un comentario a la tercera y cuarta redacción de
"El capital" (1990); Las metáforas teológicas de Marx(] 994).
Although these books can be thought of as a quintet, the core is a triJogy in
which Dussel undertak:es, perhaps for the first time in the bistory of Marxist
studies, a detailed study of tbe four redactions of Marx's Das Kapital. Each volume of the trilogy, namely, The Theoretical Production ofMarx: An lntroduction
to the "Grundrisse"; Toward an Unknown Marx: Commentary on the Manuscripts of 61-63; and The last Marx (1863- 1882) and Latín American Liberation, is devoted to tracking down and tracing back the emergence of certain funda.mental concepts in Marx's theoretical architectonic. At the same time,
however, as Dussel is reconstructing the evolution of Marx's economics, he is
deconstructing the ways in which Marx has been misreceived, misappropriated,
distorted, and misunderstood by Western Marxism. In the process, the trilogy
plus the complementary volumes (The Philosophy of Production and The Theological Metaphors of Marx) carne to constitute a rediscovery of Marx 's relevance for a postcolonial situation. Unfortunately, however, this is not very wellknown in the metropolitan centers that regulate the marketplace of
''philosophical'' ideas. Dussel's accomplishment is not unlike that achieved by
Lukács, Karl Korsch, and Antonio Gramsci in the 1930s: they discovered the
historical, dialectical, philosophical Marx of the 1844 manuscripts. Dussel discovered the humanist, metaphysical, antiontological , transmodern, and protopostcolonial Marx of a yet to be understood Capital. 18

New Debates (1989-1999): Debates with
Apel, Ricoeur, Rorty, Taylor, Vattimo

In 1989, two weeks after the fall of the Berlin Wall, during his stint as a visiting
professor in New York and around the time he gave a lecture at the New School
for Social Research about bis work on Marx, Dussel traveled to Freiburg to participate in a conference organized by Raúl Fomet-Betancourt. From this encounter, a new stage of Dussel's work developed, which can be characterized primarily as a debate with Apel's transcendental pragmatics but also with
Habermas's universal pragmatics, as well as the whole tradition of discourse
ethics that descends from their works. To this period also belongs his internationally acclaimed book 1492: El encubrimiento del otro: Hacia el origen del
mito de la modernidad (1992), which summarizes and synthesizes Dussel's
thought on the history of the "American" continent in light of the quincentennial
of the "discovery" of the "new world" being celebrated in 1992. This book, in
fact, is a based on the lectures that he delivered in Frankfurt that year.
The J990s signaled a confrontation with postlinguistic philosophy in general.
While the themes of language, communication, and semjosis are not foreign to
Dussel's work, they appeared submerged under hermeneutics and phenomenology,
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generally undcr the subheading of symbolics. ln the 1990s, the idea of a linguistification of p hilosophy carne to the fore and beco mes an explicit theme of meditation for D ussel. Tbe question, bowever, was not simply, How is philosophy possible after the total linguistification of philosophical concepts? Instead, Dussel
transfonns this question into, How are we to express in postlinguistic language tbe
foundations of a planetary ethics in an age of worscning exploitation and systematic exclusion from the systems and networks of communication tbat decide the allocation of planetary resources? Dussel juxtaposes Apel's discemment of an always already presupposed comrnunity of communication with his own
discemment of the priority of the community of life. Before we are members of a
community of commurucatioo, we are members of a community of life. ln fact,
membersbip in the fonner presupposes membership in the latter. lt is not so much
a queslion of logical priority as of ontological priority. A transcendental pragmatics (or transcendental semiotics) is empty without a transcendental economics,just
as the latter is blind without the former. 19 The works that gather Dussel's confrontation with contemporary postlinguistic philosophy, that is, with the works of
Apel, Rorty, Taylor, Ricoeur, and Vattimo, are The U11derside of Modemity: Apel,
Ricoeur, Rorry, Taylor, anti the Philosophy of Liberation (1996) and La ética de la
liberación ante el desafio de Apel, Taylor, y Va/limo con re5puesta critica inedita
de K.-0. Apel (1998). But it is bis Etica de la liberación that exhibits Dussel's creative synthesis of British, North American, and German postmetapbysical and
postlinguistic philosophy in the second half of the twentieth century.20
Dussel has already moved ahead of this narrativc. He has reccntly published
severa! essays in which he addresses criticisms of his Ethics ofUberation ( 1998).
andas be notes in the epilogue to this volume, he is already at work on a book
that will develop the political implications of his ethics of liberation.
This anthology is meant to be an invitation. As tbe description of his work
shows, Dussel is an extremely prolific , wide-ranging, and innovative thinkcr. The
essays in this book addrcss severa! aspccts of his work but do not encompass the
whole. We hope that thesc essays will show the diverse sides of Dussel's contributions to philosophy and the various ways in which bis work has been taken up.
We also hope that they will inspire rcaders to pursue a more in-depth study of his
writings. Our hope is that readers will feel both invited and welcome to delve
deeper into the pressing questions that animate a11 of his thought: the geopolitics
of the production of knowledge; the self-perccptions of Western society that ob•
scure its interdependence with its Others; and the persistent, historically effective
influcnce of the "colonial difference," as Mignolo calls it, in the formulation of
ali categories of social and conceptual analysis. Most importantly, we hope lhat
an acquaintance with Dussel's work will be an invitation to reflect on t.he insuf
ficiency, the poverty, the "failure," in Levinas's words. of philosophy in light of
thc increasing inhumanity and impoverishment of our world. The contributor~ 10
this volume, dcspite their varied criticisms, unite with Du~sel m the rcali1ut1on
that to face thc suffering of the othcr, and to be preparcd to hccd the interpl'lln
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tion of the Other, requires that we liberate philosophy from its bubris by acknowledging its failures. This must be tbe first step toward a new stage of enlightenment, one that comes this time not from tbe centers of colonial power but
from the underside of history.
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Dussel's Philosophy of Liberation:
Ethics and the Geopolitics of Knowledge
Walter O. Migno/o

E nrique Dussel's philosophy of liberation project has been extended and transformed during the past thirty years, from his early lectures and publications in
1969-1970 to the recent Etica de la liberación en la edad de la globalización y de
la exclusión (1998). Although philosophy of liberation goes beyond the central
body of Oussel's work, he has been relentlessly thinking about such a project,
which T characterize in this chapter as involving ethics and the geopolitics of
know.ledge. I also distinguish two periods in Dussel's sustained work. Toe first period is in Argentina from 1969 to 1975. Tbe second is from 1976 to today i.n his
condition as a politica.l exile in Mexico. Like many other intellectuals, Dussel left
Argentina in the mid-1970s in reaction to the military dictatorship that !asted from
1973 to 1983 . Before leaving, he was a professor of philosophy at the Universidad
Naciona.l de Cuyo. The transition between these two periods is marked by Dussel's
serious engagement with the entire work of Karl Marx. In Mexico, he taught twoyear-long seminars at the end of the 1970s. One result of this seminar was that
Dussel published a trilogy about Marx's work (Dussel 1985, 1988, 1990) anda
critica.l revision of Marxism from Friedrich Engels to Jürgen Habermas, going
through Georg Lukács, V. l. Lenin, and Rosa Luxemburg. However, and this is my
main argument, it was the encounter with the work of Ernmanuel Levinas that
gave Dussel's project its consistent fo1111ulation and creative dimension.
In what follows, l distinguish libe,ation philosophy in general from Dussel's
own version and interpretation. For Dussel, the "original experience" of liberation
philosophy is the awareness and critica] uncovering of the massive experience of
"domination'': a given subjectivity dominating otber subjectivity as universal phenomenon. However, the forms of domination (and liberation) in which Dussel is
intcrested are frarned in the modera/colonial world. Thus we can understand the
rclevance in bis thinking of 1492 and dependency theory (Cardoso and Faletto
1969) and one of üs consequences, the emergence of the concepts of the modem
world-system and world-system ana.lysis (Dussel 1996, 213-39; l998a, 1998b).
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For this reason, liberation philosophy for Dussel is linked to the history of Latín
America. For him, Latin America is the home and horizon of liberation philosophy. Since the formation of his thinking comes from the late 1960s and early
1970s, questions about Latín American identity (and its consequences, Salazar
Bondy 1969; Fals Borda 1970) were and still are very much on his núnd. This is
another reason that for Dussel, as well as for certain branches of philosophy in
LatinAmerica, philosophy cannot be detached from geopolitics. Consequently, the
relentless presence of geopolitics in philosophical discussions reveals its absence
in the universalism of European philosophy, as is clear in Apel's presentation of
discursive ethics and transcendental pragmatics (Apel 1994, 37-56) and in his response to Dussel (Apel 1996, 163-204). Furthermore, I explore this distinction
within Dussel's own work and do not compare it with other existing versions of
liberation philosophy. My reason for doing so is to recognize and honor Dussel's
immense contribution to philosophy and to liberntion philosophy. I first identify
the epistemic potential of liberation philosophy as articulated by Dussel. Second,
I delve into sorne of what I perceive as Dussel's actually limiting his own "discoveries," chiefly by pointing out and capitalizing on Levinas's blindness to the
colonial difference (Dussel's first period) and by reading Marx's concept of "living labor" (lebendige Arbeit) through Levinas's "Otherness as exteriority."

1. WHEN ANO WHY LEVINAS?
In 1975, the Argentinean publishing house Editorial Bonun released a small book
containing two articles, one by Enrique Dussel and the othcr by Daniel E. Guillot.
Toe title of the book is Uberación latinoamericana y Emmanuel Levinas. The text
by Dussel carne from a lecture he delivered in 1971 at the Universidad de El Salvador in Buenos Aires under the title "Para una fundamentación filosófica de la
liberación latinoamericana." Guillot's contribution is a detailed summary of
Levinas's work as published to thát point (Dussel and Guillot 1975). This was pa,_t
of a doctoral dissertation in philosophy at the Universidad de Cuyo under the direction of Enrique Dussel. In "Preliminary Words,'' Dussel also accounts for the
when and why of Levinas, as well as the why not: what are the shortcomings that
young Dussel (at that time in his mid-thirties) found in Levinas's work?
"Cuando leí por primera vez el libro de Levinas, Totalité et infini (1961), se
produjo en mi espíritu como un subsersivo desquiciamiento de todo lo hasta entonces aprendido" (When for the first time I read Levinas's Totality and lnfinity
[ 1961], I experienced an unsettling of every thing I had learned until that time).
With this sentence, Dussel introduces his relationship to the work of Levinas.
Later, following his encounter and conversation with him in París (at the beginning of 1971), Dussel was able to measure more closely the point of encounter
and divergence of bis own thinking with that of the great French Jewish philoso-
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pher. Dussel described this difference as the "great disruption" between Levinas 's
thought and the young generation of Argentinean philosophers. He locates this
great disruption in the following anecdote:
Levinas told me that the great political experiences of his generation had been tbe
presence of Stalin and Hitler (two dehumaniziog totalities and a result of EuropeanHegelian modemity). But wben I told him that the experience not only of my generation, but also of the last half miJknníum of human history was the ego of European
modemíty, a conquering ego, colonialist, imperial in its culture and oppressor of
people in the periphery, Levinas recognized that he never thought that "thc Other"
(Autrui) could have been an (Amer)indian, an African oran Asiatic . . .. Jf Levinas,
as a Jewish thinker, was able to find in his own experience a trace of exteriority to
critique European thought in its totality (particularly Hegel, Husserl and Heidegger),
he had not suffered Europe in its [colonial] totality and Levinas's reference point
continued to be Europe in itself. However, for us (people and intellectuals from Latín
America,Africa and Asia), from the peripheraJ world, that have experienced and suffered Europe , our reference poi.nt is a peripheral history, positive in itself, aJthough
from the perspective of the c ivilized world peripheral histories were considered barbarían, non-being, uncivilized. (Dussel 1975, 8)

Tbe coloniality of "being" was a phiJosophical nonexistence and a historical disgrace. Dusse] assumed the coloniality of being as "being in exteriority" rather
than as "the exteriority of being."
This paragrapb shows tbat the geopolitics of knowledge were already drawn in
Dussel's thoughts in the early 1970s. There is more, however. In his reading and
conversation with Levinas, Dussel also found the lirnits of Levinas 's eroticism in
the face-to-face relationship that confronts not only people across the colonial
difference (Europeans face-to-face with Latín Americans [Amerindians or Creoles, whether mestizo, white or blackJ, Africans, Asians) but across genders. In
Levinas, Dussel finds that women are attributed a passive role that results in the
unintended reproduction of patriarcby. The difference bere is in tbe relation between the erotic and the pedagogic. According to Dussel, in Levinas's work,
women remain passive and are relegated to the interior of tbe house, the dwelling
place, and he finds wanting what Levinas has to say about education. Thus
Dussel introduces Paolo Freire, whose works in education tak:e a critical and liberating bent beyond the farnily from the Third World experience. For Freire, education is a project that leads to the recognition of the coloniality of being and to
its assumptiol,) as a liberating force rather than the shameful place of tbe nonbeing. It is not so much the fact tbat Freire is Latín American but that Latin America is part of the geopolitical spectrum on which the colonial difference of the
modero world had been inscribed and reproduced. By emphasizing this, Dussel
again extends Levinas to the colonial (or Third) world and locates the critique of
totality therein. Thus Levinas, according to Dussel, shows in depth the violence
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of totalitarian politics and by doing so denies the Other as such. Yet Levinas falls
short in suggesting a "politics of liberation" as a next step:
We owe to Levinas the description of the original cxperience, but we should supersede him regarding the implementatioos of mediation~. Startiog from the facc-to-face
scenario, Lcvinas is able to critique a totalitarian erotic. a totalitarian pedagogic and
a totalitarian politic, although grounding himself ontologically in "Sameness." Toe
Other prcsents itseU as absolutely other. .. . it is necessary, instead, to understand that
the Othcr, as other (and notas absolutely other) is not equivoca) but ana-logos. It is
not univoca] eithcr ru. something that is in the Totality of my world, but it is oeither
equivoca! as absolutely externa). "The Other" has the exteriority singular to a person
(io Greek.face) that is not immediately comprehensible but with time and by conviviality and engagement in solidarity, walking the same path of liberation, they (lhe
"same·· and the "other") arrive atan historical communication. (Dussel 1975, 9)

1 would suggest that instead of "superseding" Levinas (a vicw that reproduces a
linear progression of knowledge toward the ideal point of anival, which is indeed
embedded in totalitarian thinking), a spatial and regional conception of knowlcdge be enacted. Thus, while for Heidegger "being" is the totality ofWestern philosophy dwelling in the "Europe of Nations," Levinas introduces the exteriority
of "being" as the fracture within the "Europe of Nations•· from the perspective of
Jewish expcrience in the modern/colonial world . Dussel extends the exteriority of
" being" to the colonial difference. These three perspectives are not to be seen as
superseding each other in search of the final destination but rather as the regionalization of the universality of being from different historical dwellings. The epislemic potential of liberation philosophy cannot consist therefore in the search
for a new totality, this time built from a Third World and post- (orneo-) colonial
perspective. Liberation philosophy, as wc will see in section 3, is one of many
projects of intellectual and social decolonization emerging ali over the planet
since 1970-announcing the crisis of neoliberalism and socialism and their i.mpossibility as abstract universal democratic projects. In the same way that Heidegger's "being" or Levinas's "otherwisc than being" cannot subsume the exteriority of the colonial differcnce tbat Dussel has uncovered, neitber can this
exteriority subs ume Heidegger's ''being" or Levinas's "otherwise than being."
The blindness of Heidegger's "being" and Levinas's "otherwise tban being" to
Dussel's "coloniality of being" (my expression), and tbe awareness of the latter
to the limits of the former, are to be understood precisely as an epistemic potential rather than as a point of arrival. The thinking of "being" from the colonial difference mcans to open up the coloniality of being as a new dwelling for the liberation of philosophy. What wil l be retained is Dussel's uncovering of "third
world" exteriority, crossed by the colonial difference, which Levinac; introduced
from bis cxperience of the exteriority of the imperial difference (e.g., the Jewish
as the "enemy within" in the history of modero/colonial Europe since the sixteenth century). We have then threc parallels and historically located perspectivcs
on philosophy, being, and exteriority.
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2. WHEN ANO WHY MARX?
Although Marx and Marxism were not alíen to Dussel's philosophy of liberation
during the first period (how could it have been in Latín America in the late 1960s
and early 1970s?), Dussel did not engage it seriously during this time. Yet as soon
as he anive<l in Mex ico in 1977 as a política] exile, he engaged in a detailed and
prolonged study of Marx's work. This monumental task culminated in three volumcs (Dussel 1985, 1988, 1990) anda new perspective of Marx's contribution to
the philosophy of liberation and the interpretation of Latín American history
and society, as well as his relevance for it. Reinterpreting Marx along with his
critics, Dussel proposed the advent of a "second century" of Marx's influence
(1983-2083), in which Marx would be i11 the hand of a humaruty (nota political
party or the owners club) critica! of capitalism and projecting a truly social
democracy. In Dussel's view, the "first century" after Marx's death (1 883- 1983)
developed first under the authority of Engels and then under the hegemony of the
Second Intemational (Karl Kautsky, Lenin, Luxemburg) and finally the Len inist
period of the Third Intemational, which quickly fell under Stalinism. After t he
death of Stalin, the period of "occidental Marxism," from Lukács to Althusser
and Habermas, arrivecl.
Dussel's innovation is looking at Marx from the historical perspective of Latin
America (a particular historical articulation of the colonial difference; see Zea
1974, "Filosofía como liberación") instead of looking at "Marx in Latin Ameriea." That is, Dussel undertakes a universal perspective on Marx's works from the
basis of a regional perspective, as regional as that of Engels, Lenin, Luxembourg,
Habermas, or Althusser. In this regard, Dussel offered a solution to the Marxist
impasse exposed by José Aricó ( 1980) , one of the most lucid Marxist thinkers in
Latin America anda key figure (along with Osear del Baro) of the Latín American New Left, that was articulated around the publication of Pasado y Presente
from 1963 to 1980 (Aricó 1988 , 63- 82). Aricó analyzed the limits of Marx himself in order to understand tbe (colonial) situations in tbe Americas and, consequently, the difficulties of thinking Marx from a Latín American perspective or,
in other words, from a particular history of the colonial difference to which Marx
was blind. Curiously enough, Aricó's central reflections on Marx were carried out
in Mexico, where he (as well as del Barco and many others) was in exile for reasons similar to Dussel 's. Aricó was also involved in the book series Biblioteca del
pensamiento socialista, which included Dussel's three books on Marx . However,
there was no public engagement Gust cordial relation~) between intellectuals of
the New Left, grouped around Pasad o y Presente and Dussel's reading of Marx
from liberation philosophy. There were historical reasons (going back to the
1970s in Argentina) that fall outside the scope of this chapter.
From 1977 (Argentinean military dictatorship) to 1990 (thc foil of the socialist
block), Dussel studied Marx becausc he had discovered the concept of "living
work," which he considers the fundamental concept of Marxist ethics and conceptual archi1ecture, Therc is, howcver, a second important point in Dussel"s rein-
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terpretation of Marx 's work that contests previous interpretations from Lukács to
Althusser and Habermas. By reconstructing the stages in the writing of Das Kapital, Dussel is able to advance two interrelated theses. Contrary to all previous interpretations of Marx's work that focused on the concept of totality, Dussel's
maintains that the logico-dialectical grounding of Marx's concept of capital is not
totality but exteriorüy; the absolute exteriority to the totality of capital as a system is the "living labor."
At this point, it is neither a surprise nora secret that Dussel reads Marx througb
Levinas's concepts of "exteriority" as well as "labor." We have already referred
to the limits Dussel perceives in Levinas's concept of exteriority, at the same time
accepting exteriority as an epistemic, ethic , and political fracture in the articulation and hegemony of Western knowledge . In other words , he is accepting that
history of knowledge self-constructed from Greek thoughts to modero science
and philosophy. This is a history of knowledge whose foundational epistemology
has relegated to the exterior other fonns of knowledge and languages (e.g., Chinese, lndian, Arabic, Amerindians) and incorporated them as objects of study or
as cultural commodities rather than as epistemic potential.
Toe concept of "living labor" makes possible the intersection between Marxism and philosophy of liberation as far as philosophy of liberation was logically
defined a<; a form of thinking from the exteriority of European tota lity (that
Dussel would explore later on in Eurocentrism and Modernity (Dussel 1995 ,
1998a]) and the totality of capitalism. In the 1970s, Dussel defined exteriority as
the practice of the oppressed. In tura, he categorizcd the oppressed primarily as
the "poor." However, he was tbinking not only about oppression of the poor but
also about other kinds of oppression, for example, oppression based on gender,
sexuality, age, and ethnicity. Lately, following Levinas, Dussel prefers to identify
the oppressed as the " victims ." How does the "outside" then become the exteriority of "living labor" and why was it so important in Dussel's political and ethical reflections? (See also Chakrabarty 1989, 1993 for a similar, although mutually independent, reading of Marx "after Marxism.")
After reading the four versions of Marx's fundamental work Das Kapital
( 1857 to 1880), Dussel argues that for Marx the "absolute condition of possi bi 1ity for the existence of capitalism was the transformation of money into capital"
(Dussel [1990] 1994b). Dussel advances the strong interpretive hypothesis that
the very beginning of Das Kapital was indeed a search for an answer to this
question. The final answer (and T am here oversimplifying Dussel's argument)
was that " living labor,'' which is neither "labor competence" nor "labor force,"
is labor "before" being part of capital asan economic system. It is labor but noncapital or, in other words, labor otherwise than capitalism. ln this particular
sense , it is exterior to the totality of capital, but once it is transformed into "labor
competence" or "labor force," it moves from the exteriority to the borders of the
system and becomes commodity. In Dussel's interpretation, ''living labor" becomes subsumed, and consequently it is negated in its exteriority (e.g., nonval-
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ued or devalued, as ocium [free time] is negated and becomes negocium [business]). Thus, according to Dussel, Marx develops an argument that answers the
question "how is money converted into capital" by saying that "living labor" exterior to the system must be appropriated, subsumed, and placed in the margin of
the system. There are then two simultaneous operations in the process of subsuming it. One is the situation Marx described under the known concept of "plusvalue": the exchange between labor and money favors the party that bas the
money, not the party that provides the labor. The other is that in the process of
being subsumed, "living labor" is negated and devaluated, pushed out of the totality. At this point, Dussel distinguishes his interpretation from those provided
by the canonical interpreters of Marx's work (from Lukács to Althusser). The
difference, Dussel maintains, is that all previous interpretation focused on the totality of the system rather than on its exteriority. For Dussel, Marx's starting
point and ali Marx's works are nourished by an ethical impulse. The transformation of land into prívate prope11y and the transformation of living labor into
pay labor are two instances in which the analysis of the structure of capitalist
economy is founded in an ethic.
The intersection between ethic and economy in Dussel's interpretation ofMarx
offers quite a different perspective from the interpretation advanced by econornist
and Nobel Prize winner Amartya Sen (1987). Sen assumes and begins with the
individual and self-intcrest in econornics. He rightly critiques the liberal and neoliberal belief that self-interests and rational behavior are one and the same thing:
Why should it be uniquely rational to pursue one's own self-interest to the exclusion
of everything else? It may not, of course, be at all absurd to claim that maximization
of self interest is not irrational, at least not necessarily so, but to argue that anything
other than maximizing self-interesl must be irrational seems altogether extraordinary.
Toe self- interest view of rationality involves inter alia a firrn rejection of the
"ethics-related view of motivation." (Sen 1987, 15)

When he critiques Adam Smith (The Wealth of the Nations, 1776), Sen notices
that Srnith discussed the possibility of famines "arising from economic processes
involving the market mechanism" (Sen 1987, 26). Smith's conclusion is that
''people are led to starvation and famine througb a process over which they themselves have little control" (pp. 26----27). Because of this, Sen argues, Smith was
often used and cited by "imperial adrninistrators for justification of refusing to intervene in farnines in such diverse places as lreland, India and China." According
to Sen, however, there is nothing to "indicate that Srnith 's ethical approach to
pttblic policy would have precluded intervention in suppo.r t of the entitlements of
the poor. Furthermore, "the neglect of his ethical analysis of sentiment and behavior fits well into the distancing of ecónornics from ethics that has occurred
with tbe development of modero econornics" (Sen 1987, 27-28).
Whi le Sen proposes a link between ethics and economics from above (which
of course should not be ncglected), Dussel 's reading of Marx proposes the link
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bctween ethics and economics from below (which of course cannot be isolatcd
from the former). Following Dusscl's distinction between "reformation" and
"transfonnation" (Dussel 1998b, 528-37), we can say that Sen's goal is an ethic
of " reformation" wbereas Dussel's is an ethic of "transformation."' Sen 's ethics
start from thc assertion that peoplc and land should be subjected to the cconomic machine and that the economic machine sbould be ethically programmed. In contrast, Dussel dcparts from the fact that land and people are not
"naturally" subject to capitalist economy. They are "exterior" to the system, the
moment in which they are subsumed into the system (e.g., thc totality), thcir exteriority becomes living labor and land and people are then twice rnarkcd over.
On the onc hand, they are marginal to the system because thcy are exploited; on
the other hand. they maintain the trace of thcir exteriority, which. in Levinas's
term , will not be an alternative to capital but "otherwise than capitalism." This
is one of the strongcst arguments from thc perspective of Amerindians in Latin
America (e.g., the Zapatistas) and of Native Americans in the Unitcd St.ates
(Dcloria [1991] 1999).
I cannot indulge myself in an extended exploration of the consequences of
Dussel's interpretation of Marx. sincc my goal is to cxplain the links between
Marx(ism) and liberation philosophy. However, J will say this: Dussel's interpretation of Marx, through Levinas, opens upa crack between the opposed and symmctrical philosophies of liberalism and Marxism as inheritors of the Enlightenmcnt's contribution to the forrnation of the Europe of Nations. If Levinas
rcflected the ''otherwise than being" (while before him Heidegger introduccd
"being" to counteract the "modem subject'' of liberal thinking), such a reflection
was more than a critique of Western philosophy- it was a critique from the Jewish history and experiencc. ln the modem world-system, Jewish history is the history of the cnemy within, a space inside and outside the system at the same time.
To suggest that Levina<.'s main contribution to philosophy was to think from the
crack in which the exterior and the marginal become at the samc time part of and
yet negated by the system is not too far-fetched. I will go evcn further ami suggest that if Dussel was highly impressed by Lcvinas's Totality and Jn.finity (1961),
it was because he '"saw" in Levinas's philosophy a reflection in and from thc exteriority and the margins. Dussel introduced thc enemy within the modem/colonial world, the colonial expcrience.

3 . COLON IALITY, " THIRD W O RLD," ANO LIBERATIO N PHILO SOPHY

The marginal space in which Dussel locates himself is equivalen! in logic, but not
similar in content. to the historical experience invoked and theori1,ed in Levina-;'s
work. Although Levinas rebounds from what I have called elsewherc the "imperial differencc,•· Dussel is assumed to live in and think from the "colonial differcnce.'' Let me explain. While the conllict between Christians and Jews can be
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traced back to evcn before the sixteenth century, the expulsion of the Jews from
Spain established a Iandmark in the history o f thc modero world. The expulsion
of the Jews, as well as the Moors, was indecd a constitutive moment of moderoity/coloniality. The expulsion of the Jews from Spain (yet not from the rest of
Europe) established the imperial differences within the system. The e xpulsion of
the Moors (and simultaneously the encounter with theAmerindians, the initiation
of the slave trade from Africa to the Americas, and the Jesu it missions in China
since 1582) established the externa! borders of the modem/colonial world. These
events established the colonial differencc or, in other words, the colonial structure
of the modern/colonial world.
It is not by chance but by historical and Logical necessity that Dussel made the
sixteenth century a fundamental h.istorical moment in his conception of liberation
philosophy. Furthermore, if Dussel's philosophical reflections were grounded in
the colonial history of the modem world since the sixteenth century, the historical present in which he embraced liberation phi losophy was the moment in which
the world bad been divided into three sectors: the first, second, and third worlds.
Toe very conception of the Third World was the rearticulation of the colonial difference once the antithesis of liberalism , communísm in the Soviet Union, had
become a h istorical reality. The Third World was, in certain ways, the exteriority
of a system whose totality was divided betwcen " left" and "right." However, the
exteriority of the Third World was a marginal exteriority, since it was also part of
the totality, but a part without power. It is my intuition that Dussel perceived the
similarities bctween the exteriority of tbe Jews in the bistory of the modern/colonial world (and the Holocaust, which motivated a great deal of Levinas's reflections) and the exteriority of the Third World during the Cold War. Toe links between geopolitical spaces and the production of knowledge (in tbis case,
ph:ilosophy) have been clear to Dussel since the 1970s. In his Filosofía de la liberación ([1977] 1980), he included the diagram on page 36.
I would say, then, that there is a strict geopolítica! co1Telation between the
Third World and the emergence of liberation philosophy on the one hand, and between liberation philosophy and Levinas's philosophical reflections on "otherwise than being" after the Holocaust on the other. However, l will not say, as
Moreno Villa ( 1998) does, that Dussel's philosophy is "a Third World philosophy
for the Thiid World" andan intent toward "superseding European ontology." Ido
not think Moreno Villa will assume that Habennas's is an ethic and a political
project only for Europe and Germany, in the same way he assumes that Dussel's
is for Latín America. I have already made this argument vis-a-vis very complimentary readings of Darcy Ribeiro 's theory of civilization, celebrated and recognized as a "Third World theory for the Third World" (Mignolo 1998). If it is possible to maintain statements such as this one, they should be maintained under the
conclition that we limit production of knowledge to its geohistorical location.
Therefore, any theory or philosophy of the First World will be j ust for the First
World and not universal. Marx, as well as Heidegger, Derrida, or Habermas, will
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Figure 2.1 Opppresion of the Colonial and Neocolonial Periphery
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be for the Fust World onJy. Of course, such a limitation wiJJ never occur and I
cannot elaborate here on the implications of such logic. Yet l would like to subm.it the following: if a philosophy of liberation makes sense, its liberation would
be in the first place the liberation of philosophy from its Eurocentric genealogy
within the modem/colonial world. One of Dussel 's major contributions (whether
he admits it or not) is precisely in having opened the gates to a rearticulation of
the rationale between knowledge and geohistorical locations. Consequently, instead of maintaining a lineal conception of the history of philosophy and thinking of liberation philosophy as "superseding" European philosophy, I would instead think in terms of space and the geopolitics of knowledge. Thus liberation
philosophy contributes to "provincialize" Europe (Chakrabarty 1992) and to
show the regional dimension of European philosophy's universality clauns. However, from Dussel's geohistorical and geopolitical point of view, it becomes clear
that the universal claims of European philosophy are linked to the imperial cosmology of the modero/colonial world (Dussel 1996, 213-39; [1974] 1978).
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Dussel's latest book, Etica de la liberación (1998), summarizes his long trajectory since the early 1970s. Tn the fi rst place, his argument has clearly been displaced from the Cold War era to the globalization (post-Cold War) period. T he
maio changes in the argurnent are the recognition of the emergence of new social
actors and the formation of new historical subjects. The working class is no
longer configured as Marx initially expcricnced it, although the process of subsuming living labor and transforming money into capital remains. The "victims"
now are better characterized as "dispensable human lives" under the logic of the
1narket, freed from both the civílizing mission and the constraints of socialist
utopía. Liberation philosophy thus puts the accent oo "transfo11Dation" rather
than " reformation" (Dussel 1998, 528ff.):
La praxis de liberación es la acción posible que transfonna la realidad (subjetiva y
social) teniendo como úl tima referencia siempre a alguna víctima o comunidad de
víctimas. La posibilidad de efecrivamente liberar a las víctimas es el criterio sobre
el que se ftmda el principio mas complejo de esw Etica-que su bsume a todos los
otros principios en un nivel mas concreto, complejo, real y crítico. [italics mine]
El criterio de transformación ético-crítico es un criterio de factivilidad en referencia a las posibilidades de liberación de la víctima ante los sistemas dorninautes: desde
la existencia de la víctima como capacidad efectora (el "ser", lo dado) ....
Por su parte, el Principio-Liberación enuncia el deber-ser que obliga éticamente a
realizar dicha transfonnación, ex.igencia que es cumplida por la propia comunidad de
víctimas, bajo su re-sponsabilidad, y que se origina, práctico-materialmente, como
nonnatividad, desde la existencia de un cierto Poder o Capacidad (el ser) en dicha
víctima.
Se trata entonces del enfrentamiento entre un movimiento social organizado de las
víctimas y un sistema formal dominante (el feminismo ante el patriarcalismo
machista; los asalariados, pobres y excluidos por el desempleo ante el capitalismo
que se globaliza; los ecologistaS ante los subsistemas que destruyen la vida de la
tierra). (1998, 553-54)

T hese paragraphs summarize the current form.ulations of Dussel's philosophy
ofliberation. The main question from my perspective is, What will be the role of
liberation pb.ilosophy once a diversity of social actors and the constitution of new
historical subjects are conceiving, planning, and enacting their own "philosophy"
of liberation? How would philosophy of liberation liberate the victims? ls this a
new formulation of the organic intellectual who believes the victims need a savior? Are not the victims agents of historical processes and constantly struggling
lO liberate themselves?
lt seems to me that the logico-historical possibilities of liberation philosophy lhat I underlined above (e.g., a philosophy emerging in the cracks of thc
mode m/colonial world and from the colonial d ifference) encounter here their
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historical limits as well as their regional potential (like Levinas). The splendors of philosophy (and an ethic) of liberation have been to open up coloniality of being as a legitimate place for thinking, thus showing the regional limits of the universal production of '"modem" knowledge. Its miseries would be
to maintain a "universal" vigilant location vis-a-vis thc "victims" whose liberation is being reclaimed. Once the philosophy of libcration opens up the space
of self-recognition and action for and.from the "victims," it can no longer "dictate" the routes for social transformation <~{ the "victims." The "victims" are
no longer all "illiterates," as Dussel 's imagination of the "poor" sometimes indicates. lndigenous social movements (ecological movements, feminism, ethnic movements, etc.) in Latin Amcrica and elsewhere no longer need a general
liberation philosophy as a guidebook, although liberation philosophy will remain as a crucial space for social criticism. In fact, the splendor of liberation
philosophy has been to create a particular space for social criticism of capitalism from the Third World, with universal value. The misery would be to reproduce what liberation philosophy revealed in its limits: the dictatorial function of instrumental reasons, both in its liberal and socialist versions.

4 . DIVERSITY AS A UN IVERSAL PROJECT (DIVERSALITY):
PHILO SOPH Y O F LIBERATION ANO THE COLONIALITY OF BEING

There was a historical context prompting the outburst of philosophy of liberation .
In Latín America, projects of modemization and development after World War TI
led economists to the conclusion that thinking development and modernization in
Latin America had to begin by recognizing the dependent character of the economy in Latín American countries (Jaguaribe 1970). The intersection of the iníluence of the Cuban Revolution and the critica! liberal projects for the development
of Latin America prompted the emergence of dependency theory (Cardoso and
Faletto 1969, 1979). Both the contributions of CEPAL (Comisión Económica
para Amé1i ca Latina), through its major Argentinean theoretician and economist
Raúl Prebisch (De La Peña 1980), and dependency theory were an inspiration to
l. Wallerstein's conception of the modern world-system building on the dependency of the periphery upon the center. This context explains, on the one hand,
Dussel's early and prolonged interest and engagement with world-system theory
(Dussel l 998b, 1998c). On the other hand, dependency theory brought to the
foreground and into the discussion a concem with the marginal, the poor, and the
miserable as the victims of capitalism. This was particularly true in Latin America when development and modernízation aftcr World War II implied a massive
expansion of the American economy to Latín America in order to counter the effects and consequences of the Cuban Revolution (Ccccña Matorella 1994; Nun
1969). Catholicism and Marxism shared a common concem for the poor, and
Dussel's philosophy of liberation grew out of this intersection.
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Of course, there was an intemational context existing simultaneously with the
events taking place in Latin America: the second wave of decolonizaton. in Asia
and A frica. The first wave was in the Americas (United States, Haiti, and the continental Iberian colonies). Frantz Fanon's Les damnés de la terre (Fanon Ll961]
!963) was translated by Siglo XXI Editores in Mexico and went through eight
editions between 1963 and 1977. Depcndency theory and liberation ph ilosophy
were the equivalents, in Latín America in the l 970s, of the debates about decolonization in Asia and Africa. The difference was the context in which these discussions were occurring. 1n Asia and Africa, the illusion and dreams of nation
building were the dream of decolonization (Béji 1982; Chatterjee 1997), while in
LatinAmerica, where decolonization was 150 years ofd, the vocabulary was " independent development" and "ethical and intcllectual liberation" (Fals Borda
[ 1970] 1987) rather than " decolonization." Toe coloniality ofbeing was, in different ways, being uncovered. This was a task that Fanon himself had already initiated in 1952 with Peau naire, masques blancs (1952). The limits of Marx,
Freud, and Nietzsche that Fanon was signaling at that time in his book could not
have been read yet as the consequence of the coloniality of being.
These were sorne of the sub-Continental and global aspects that prompted the
emergence of fiberation philosophy in the l 970s. My purpose in this section is to
situate philosophy of liberation in contemporary projects, debates, and criticism
of capitalism and Euro-centrism that have erupted all over the world since the
l 970s. I do not intend to be exhaustive. I only intend to point to them for future
discussions.
First was Dussel's own intentional critica! cngagement, mainly with Apel and
Habermas but also with Ricoeur and Rorty. In this engagement, Dussel's project
was and still is a liberation of philosopby as one of the consequenccs of philosophy of liberation. With this dialogue (Dussel 1994c), Dussel contributed to show
lhe regional limits of universal pragmatic or of any theory, from the left or the
right, that acquired its universality piggybacking the universalization of capital11-m. Toe limits 1 indicated before for liberation philosophy are, at the same time,
thc Limits that liberation philosophy uncovers for any universalizing project, startiug with Christianity itself .
Dussel's dialogical engagement with Apel and Habem1as contributed, as I suggcsted above, to the process of provincializing Europe and to the intellectual de"olonization of philosophy and knowledge production. The most radical move of
líbcration philosophy in this regard could be located in two instances. First, the
qucstion is no longer the beginning of philosophy and its cntire agenda but the
bi.:ginning of the modero/colonial world and the role of philosophy in revealing
11ncl undoing colonial forms of domination in the modem world . Second , there is
lhc question of the links between ethics and philosophy ofliberation as a response
to colonial forms of domination, that is, thc coloniality of power. By these two
11,oves. it becomes clear that transcendental pragmatic and the ethic of discourse
In Apel and Habermas are universal in that their geopolitical foundations are kept
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in silence and not revealed. The value and relevance of transcendental pragmatic
and discourse cthics, consequently, should not be ]ocated in their "universatility"
but in their regionality. This is a regjonal philosophy that became the companion
of the modem world and, in its severe critique of modernity, remained blind to
the colonial horizon of the modero world and reproduced, in a secular world, the
good intentions of totalizing designs introduced by Christianity. In this respect,
liberation philosophy will be recognizcd as one of the many projects coming from
the Third World linking explicitly place and knowledge. the ratio between historical locations and epistemic production (see also Eze 1997a, 1997b).
In 198 1, Ranajit Guha introduced the first colleclion of essays. which became
famous as the Subaltem Studies Series, with the following clarification:
The word ·'subaltem'' in the tit!e stands for the meaning as given in lhe Concise Oxford DicJiona,y, that is, "of inferior rank." lt will be used in these pages as a name
for lhe general attribute of subordination in South Asian society whether this is expressed in terms of class, caste. age, gender and officc or in any othcr way. ([1981]
1988,35)

Tbus it appears that the extension of tbe definition of "victims" and "subalterns·• is quite similar, since it includes class, gendcr, and age. To this definition,
l woul<l add sexuality and etbnicity, explicitly mentioned by Dussel and easily integrated into Guha's "in any other way.'· If the semantic extension of the definition is similar, one can say that the term "victims" (and its forerunner, the "poor")
is a vocabulary that can be traced back to Christianity, wbile thc term "subaltem"
belongs to the vocabulary of Marxism. Tbis is difficult to reconcile if we think of
the original moment of Marx and Engels taken posilion vis-a-vis the church, but
perhaps not so distant if we remember Dussel's reading of Das Kapital and its
emphasis on "living labor." Living labor, in Dussel's interprctation, is that which
is exterior to the system and when subsumed remains in the margins and transforms money in capital; in a sense, it is subaltemity (although not the "subaltern··
as a particular group of people) by excellence. If we agree then that for Dussel,
after his extensive reading of Marx in the late 1970s and early 1980s, liberation
philosophy is grounded in the exteriority of living labor in capitafütic economy
and that such exteriority is the paradigm of subaltemity (that includes all the
groups mentioned by Guha and Dussel himselt), then liberation philosophy and
subaltern studies are not a.s far removed from eacb other as one might think.
Perhaps the <lifferences between the two should be looked at primarily in the
<lifference of historical rhythms in postindependence Latín America on the onc
hand and postcoloníal (or postpartition) India on the other. Or perhaps the d ifferences are aJso due to reading Marx and Gramsci together with Foucault and
Derrida on the one hand, and Marx and Gramsci together with Levinas on the
othcr. Tbere is also the fact that subaltem studies was mainly a historiographical
projcct, whereas the philosophy of liberation was primarily a philosophical and
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cthical project. Furthermore, liberation philosophy was produced in the Spanish
language, whereas subaltem studies was in English from its very inception. Al I of
11 111, is uecessary if we are to think liberation phllosophy in Latin America, and
,uhaltem studies in India (and South Asia).
Yet what about Latin American subaltem studies? This project emerged within
1 111111 American studies in the United States, particularly among literary criticism,
rnllural studÍes, historiography, and anthropology, at the intersection of the colli1pse of the Soviet Union and the failure ofthe Sandinista movement in Nicaragua,
w11h South Asían subaltern studies. In othcr words, it emerged as a result of an inLL·r'tlisciplinary group instead of a perspective from history or philosophy, as was
lhl' case for subaltern studies and liberation philosophy respectively. A question renwins, however: Why did the Latin American subaltem studies group engage in
,1,~-:ussion with the South Asían group and not with Latín American projects with
~imilar goals, liberation philosophy being one of them? At the beginning of the
1990s, liberation philosophy was difficult to ignore, even among those who disngreed with it. Toe fai lure of Sandinism can be explained by Dussel's interpretatiun of the limits of Marxist readings of Marx, from Lukács to Althusser and the
Sandinistas. Perhaps one of the reasons for the connections between South Asian
!'.Ubaltem studies and Latin American subaltem studies was that both had a geopolttical framing , SouthAsia and Latín America respectively, although the respective
1111io between the geohistorical location of their members varied and st:ill varies
~rcatly. Members of South Asían and Latin American subaltem studies are part of
,111 equation between production of knowledge and geohistorical location that
places them in a conflictive relation with area stuclies. Instead, Levinas and
1>11ssel linked place and knowledge differently. ln fact, the intersection of place
1Lnd knowledge was a "given" from which exteriority (of the Jewish in Europe and
1hr; coloniality ofbeing in LatinAmerica) was perceived.
IJ the philosophy of liberation cannot be taken as a new sacred project, it has
al least tbree dimensions on which it would be worthwhile to capitalize:
• Liberation philosophy can be seen as an indirect response to Chakrabarty 's
dilemma in the domain of historiography. This dilemma stated in a particular way the tensions between place and knowledge, both knowledge as discip]jne and knowledge "about." Chakrabarty's dilemma was of a disciplinary
nature: the history of the Third World cannot be written as a discipline as
long as it remains a discipline of the First World (Chakrabarty 1992). From
rhe perspective of liberation philosophy, the way out of this dilemrna would
be to work in a double articulation: a projcct of liberation and a critique of
the limits of First World philosophy, recognizing, at the same time, the exteriority of living labor. Liberation philosophy, as living labor, is labor that engages critically witb the totality of the system, that constantly marks its bordcrs and its limits, instead of being subsumed by and from the perspective of
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the system. Thus a way out of the clilemma is to tum the analysis of the logic
of capital in its appropriation and subalternization of living labor on its head
and to claim the cxteriority of living labor as a project of liberation.
• As such, 1iberation philosophy can be conceived as one of many historically
located social and intellectual projects of analyzing, dcnouncing. and overcoming oppressive rcgúnes and social structures, whether they are globally
hegemonic (neoliberalism) or locally hegemonic (religious fundamentafüm
and local patriarchies). If the splendor of liberation philosophy is to contribute to revealing the limits of any abstraer univcrsals (from the left or the
right) and to open the doors for d iversity as a universal project (diversality),
then the philosophy of liberation cannot conceive itself as a new universal.
As long as forms of domination are multiple, there cannot be a single principie of social transformation, and a grand theory is no longer possible. Yet
macrohistories from the perspective of coloniality (not telling the new
"truth" of history but revealing the silence of modern historiography) are
more and more necessary. In this regard, Dussel's macrohistory of modernity/coloniality, in which he locates the philosophy of liberation project, is
comparatively as necessary as it is impossible to bave any single macrohistory. Yet the limits of development and modernization no longer require alternative developments, but are alternative to developments, as Boaventura
de Sousa Santos (Santos [1995] 1998) and Escobar (1995) have asserted.
Consequently, altematives to capitalism are needed-not capitalism otherwise, but rather otherwise than capitalism. Diversality as a universal project
requires a new theory of translation, a theory of translation in multip!e d irections rathcr than translations that fo!lowed the directionality of power
(imperial and colonial), which was conceived and went together with a universal concept of knowledge.
• Liberation philosophy cannot be a monotopic and universal discourse
"speaking" the liberation of the d iverse constituencies of civil society that
can be identified as "oppressed" (racially, scxually, generational!y, economically, etc.) . The time has come when many of Dussel's "victims" or Guha's
"subalterns" can spea.k. by themselves, and both of these scholars know full
well that subalterns have difficulties in speaking. The question for the future
here is double. First , how can academic work join with the intellcctual and
social work of liberation bcing carried out by conununities in subaltern (or
victim) positions outside the universicy'! Additionally, within the university,
how can the philosophy of Iibcration be justa point of reference rather than
a textbook between divcrse academic agendas (ethnic studics, queer studies ,
Latino or Afro-American studies, gender studies, etc.), whose goals are also
to link scholarship with social transfonnation (see, for instance, Alexander
and Mohanty 1997; Alcoff 1997, 1999: and Harding )998)? If the philosopby of liberation owes much to the emergence of new social actors and new
historical subjccts, it is also obvious that it (or any other project from the left
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or the right) cannot speak for them. The great lesson or liberation philosophy
is, perhaps, the libcration of the sacred role assumed by secular science and
cultures of scholarship . Libcration philosophy, not just using thc philosophy
for liberation outside itself, means precisely that thinking wi ll no longer be
attached to the chains of Western epistemology from the Greeks to today,
traveling through Greek, Latin, German , French, and English. After ali , liberation philosophy is a contribution from colonial Spanish in Latín America.
As far as philosophy of liberation is a project in the domain of the academy
but with a desire to be influential beyond it, it has to be open to thc danger
of its own transformation. ótherwise, it could become a new version ora
dogmatic version of liberal or socialist ideas that concluded with forros of totalitarianism that were far beyond the good intentions foregrounding the
original project. Liberation philosophy would be subjected to the same
charges that Vine Deloria Jr., writing and retlecting from the experience of
Native American histories, makes conceming liberation theology. It is something that is good to have as a reformative projcct, although we shall not stop
there. The airo should be to turn liberation against theology instead of assuming theology as a ground for liberation. (Deloria ([ 1977) 1999)
l perceive philosophy of libcration as one of many critical and ethical projects
that have emerged in thc past forty years, and are still emerging, in response to
the increasing oppression of capitalism, globalization, and neoliberalism. These
inc lude critica! projects for social transformation that can complement, but never
be replaced by, noble critica! and ethical projects of reformation, such a<; the theology of liberation, the work of NGOs, or public policy implemented by the state.
As a critica! project in philosophy, liberation philosophy should be in solidarity
with the project of the postcolonial "negative critic" proposed and being executed
by African philosophers. First, what both projects have in common is the history
and awareness of colonialism, or, in other terrns, the need (as an imperial imposition) to <leal with philosophy. Howcvcr, this is the need to deal with philosophy
·'out of place," in Africa or Latín America- although not only in Latín America,
since Comel West has demonstrated how in Anglo America there is, from Emerson to Rorty going through C. S. Peirce and Dewey, a constant evasion of (Continental) philosophy (West 1989). However, in African and Latin American philosophy, the concem with colonialism, coloniality of power, and the colonial
djfference is, for obvious historical reasons, much more acute than in the AngloAmerican tradition. Sccond, the " negative critic" as a project emanating from the
variegated experiences of different countries with European colonialisms (Eze
1997b, 1-21) runs parallel to Dussel's constant refercnce to the colonization of
rhe Americas, mainly by the Spaniards and secondarily by the Portuguese. Tbe
historical rhythms of (post)colonial processes are certainly different. Africa was
mainly colonjzed by northcm European countries and iL~ decolonization took
place in thc sccond half of the twentieth century, whereas in the Americas, de-
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colonization took place at the end of the eighteenlh century. In 1776, the United
States achieved independence; in 1804 tbe Haitian Revolution occurred; and between 181 O and 1830, severa! continental Latin American countries became independent. However, the frame of the modem/colonial world since the sixteenth
century is common to botb traditions. Eze, for instance, asserts that by the tenn
"colonialism'· we should understand the indescribable crisis disproponionately
suffered by the African peoples in their tragic encounter with the European world
from the beginning of tbe fiftecnth century through the end of the nineteenth into
the first half of the twentieth century. This was a period marked by the horror and
violence of the transatlantic slave trade, the imperial occupation of most sections
of Africa and the forced administration of its peoples, and the resilient and enduring ideologies and practices of Europcan cultural superiority (ethnoccntrism)
and "racial" suprcmacy (racism) (Eze 1997a, 4).
Both Dussel's philosophy of liberation and the African philosophy of the "negati ve critic" take issue with the impe1iaJ underpinning of Continental philosophy,
from Kant and Hegel to Apel, Derrida, Habermas, and Foucault (Bcmasconi
t 997). Serequeberhan, for example, confronts thc Limits of Focault's reading of
Kant's "What is Enlightenment?" To Foucault's credit, says Serequcberhan, he
indicates that Kant's emancipatory project "has a domineering and tyrannical effect in 'respect to others;•· that is, non-European peoplc." However, Foucault
never askcd why that was the case and "neither pursues nor responds to the quesúon" (Serequeberhan 1997, L47). Eze, from his part, confronts Heidegger's assumptions about Africa and the "Negro" intclligence: "Nature has its history. But
then Negroe:, would also have history. Or does nature then have no history? lt can
cntcr into the pastas something transitory, but not everything that fades away en1(.'rs into history" (Heidegger. quoted in Eze 1997a, 13). Eze also confronts
IJah~rmas concerning the typologies of Africa and the African worldview that
1lubcrmas develops in his Theory of Comrnu11ica1ive Action, in which he discusses reason and the rationalization of society (Eze 1997a, 13). BasicaJ ly,Africa
is absent from Habermas·s typology of raúonalities. He contemplates Judaism,
Christianity, and Oreek philosophy as forms of Occidental rationality, and Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism as Oriental forros of raúonality.
ot only is sub-Saharan Africa absent but so is Nortb Africa, since islam has also
been forgotten in Habermas's typology. Dussel, as I have mentioned, has engaged
himself in a similar critica! dia logue with Continental philosophcrs (Dussel
J994c, 1996), with motivations similar to the ones that animate the African
philosophers. Bernasconi has recognized these motivations as tbe "challenge of
African to Continental Philosophy" (Bernasconi 1997).

5. CLOSING REMARKS
Ln closing, 1 would like to also bring into this picture of diverse critica! engagement with Occidental (to use Habermas•~ term) philosophy and concept of ra-
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tionality, the contributions of Osage lawyer, activist, and thinker Vine Del01ia Jr.
In an early article on theology of liberation (Deloria [ 1977] 1999) he observed
that "liberation theology assumes that the common experience of oppression is
sufficient to create the desire for a new coalition of dissident minorities. Adherents of this movement indiscriminately classify ali minorities . . . in a single category of people seeking liberation" ([ 1977] 1999, 100). One of the consequences
of this is that liberation theology, thus conceived, is a reformist project that remains under the control of an abstract universal (a Christian conception of liberation): the diversity of singular projects emanating from the personal perspective
of oppressed groups. Deloria adds that liberation theology "does not seek to destroy the roots of oppression, but merely to change the rnanner in wh.ich oppression manifests itself' ([1977) 1999, 100). In a more recent article oa vision and
com munity (ll990J 1999, 108), Deloria contrast~ and compares Christian and
secular Western "vision" with that of Native Americans:
The basic philosophical difference between the American tribal rel:igions and the
world religions. Christianity being the world religion most likely to come into direct
contact with the tribal religions, is the difference between time and space, between
time and places, between rernernbered hlstory and sacred location. At this point Christianity and by extension libcration theology, is io mortal danger. ([ 19901 1999, 116)

Frorn Native American perspectives, the d ifference between white and Indian
people líes in the fact that, according to a Crow Indian chief, white people have
ideas while Indian people have visions. Visions require action and action manifests itself in the community, whereas ideas have a limited relevance. An idea
never reaches the entire community, since "it only reaches those who have the
ability to grasp it and the rest of the community is left struggling for understanding" ([ 1990] 1999, 117). Thus a radical liberation theology, which will join critica] liberation philosophy, should question the basic assumptions of Occidental ralionality such as the continuing concept of time, human description of nature as
absolute knowledge, or " that inductive and deductive reasoning are the primary
tools for gaining k.nowledge" ([1977] 1999, 107). As we have seen, this is notjust
a claim from a Native American perspective (wh.ich will put us again on the reproduction of dichotomies) nor an inverted "us" versus "them" (which will continue reproducing separatism), but a critica! engagement with Occidental categories of rationality from the perspective of Native American visions, African
critica! ph.ilosophy, and Latín American liberation philosophy. The multiplication
of "dichotomies" concludes in a d iversity of understanding, in a diversity or universal projects (diversality) engaging Occidental rationality from local h.istories
and colonized/subaltem knowledges.
Cnstead of saying that philosophy of lioeration is a "new" paradigm and reproJuciog the sense of "newness" and the linear history of mo<lern epistemology, l
would suggest thinking in terms of space and complementary solidarities instead
of superseding the old and bringing forth (again!) a new paradigm, thus translating the Jogic o f de vcloprnent in economy to ali cultural orders. Instead. I would
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say that liberation philosophy invites us to thinlc otherwise, that is, to think in the
spatiaJ simultaneity of local histories, as well as social and intellectual projects
responding to global designs (e.g., neoliberalism or a planetary revolution of lhc
working class) from the expe1i ences of the colonia l difference (the force that produces Du ssel's victims and poor) and colonial subaltemities in the modem/colonial world order.
If there is a "new" paradigm, of which philosophy of liberation is an important
and pioneering member, this paradigrn is not mono-topic but pluri-topic; it is di- or
pluri-versal rather than universal. We have seen sorne of this diversality emerging
from dwelling in the colonial difference: Third World femininism and women of
color, subaltern studies, postcoloniality and African philosophy, and Native American critique of Euro-ccntrism and Christian ity. In Latin America, Amerindian (Yampara Huarachi l 992) as well as Creole (Rengifo Vásquez 199 1; Valladolid Rivera
1998) intellectuals have been reflecting on the contribution of Amerindian thought
and tradition as a critique of development and modemization. When the Amerindian
or Native American perspective, enacted when Amerindian , Native American, or
Creole intellectuals enter the picture, appears, there are two critiques that appear almost instantaneously: one is the reproduction of dichotomies (e.g ., Amerindian versus European cosmologies); the other is the New Age bent of such discourses. Curiously enough, the first criticism does not take into account the fact that such
dichotomies were prompted and constructed by the European colonial discourse. Of
course, they will not be reproduced. Yet, at the same time, it is necessary to tell the
dichotomous story from the Indian perspective as well. Second, clichotomies
abound; they are multiplying ali over the planet , between Eurocentric values and
Asian and African histories and cultures, between Eurocentric values and
Amerindian and Afro-Americans in Latin America and the Caribbean as well as the
United States. As far as the "New Age look" is concerned, we have two choices. One
has already been made. This is to devalue (as anthropologists and Jeftist intellectuals are doing) orto celebrate (like the media, bourgeois "cliscovery" of Amerindian
medicine and art, etc.) Native Arnericans and Arnerindian-based discourscs bccause
of their idealistic perspective. Toe other altemative, opened up by critica! positions
such as ph.ilosophy of liberation, is to enact a critique of Western knowledge from
the colonial exteriority that Dussel has uncovered for us (Dussel [1 992) 1995). This
is the exteriority of the colonial differcnce shared by Amerindians and Native Americans, Afro--Americans, women of color, and Tiúrd World women, and from where
they are already acting and responding. If nothing else (and this is not a small
achievement), one of the great contributions of liberation philosophy has been to initiate the liberation of philosophy and epistemology. The task of the future will be to
push philosophy of liberation to the limits of its own foundation; toward an "otherwise" than philosophy as the ultimate horizon for Liberation or, even better, decolonization of knowledge and o r the social order. "Otherwise than the (coloniality of)
being" will be the horizon for projects of social transformation transcending reformativc ones oriente<l toward searching "being otherwise."
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The M aterial Principie and the
Formal Principie in Dussel's Ethics
James L. Marsh

I n this chapter I reflect on Enrique Dussel's Etica de la liberación en la edad de
la globalizaciún y la exclusión. It is very likely Dussel's greatest book - his most
comprehensive, most original , and most rigorous- a culmination and a synthesis of work that he has been carrying on for years in the ethics and politics of liberation. In earlier work he was responding to and using primarily the work of
Heidegger and Levinas. Since then, Dussel has confronted and critically appropriated, among other thinkers, the political economy of Marx and the discourse
ethlcs of Apel and Habermas.1 This latest work synthesizes Heidegger and Levinas with Marx and Apel-Habermas, early with late Dussel. Since the inauguration of h.is project for an ethics of liberation, Dussel has been concemed with the
reality of economic g lobalization and the way that it negatively affects the Third
World. Very early in his work, therefore, Dussel uses the theme, derived from
Levinas, of the marginalized, excluded, exploited individual and collective
other, relatively extemal to a system of economic, pofüical, and social domination now centered in North America, Europe, and Japan. Ethics, Dussel insists
in his early and late works, must be done from the perspective of the Other. But
now that sense of the Other is richly mediated by Marxist hermeneutics, Habermasian-Apelian discourse ethics, and Dussel's own material ethical principie in
u "critically modemist" or "transmodern," not postmodern, manner.2
Foliowing Dussel, we can say that there is a preferential option for the poor,
oppressed, and marginalized tbat can be argued for in a rigorous philosophical
manner, which is necessary if we are going to be in the truth and stay in the truth.
Olberwise we are most likely philosophizing from the perspective of the oppressive center that claims to be in the truth but actually is not.3
This current, superb work, then, is marked by a systematic development of
D-ussel's ethks, worked out in the forro of a very comprehensive, thoroughgoing,
f'ar-reaching dialogue with the history of philosophy, ethics, and critica! theory.
1lls ethics is in two parts, a foundational anda critical-liberatory. Part I is in turn
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divided into three parts. each covered in a chapter: the material princip ie, the formal, communicative principle, and the feasibility principie. Part 2, using these
principies as positively established, erects a negative critique of national and intemational capitalism, apply ing each p rincip ie in tum. Thus chapter 4, the first
chapter of part 2, shows how such capitalism violates the material princip ie,
chapter 5 how it violates the formal princip ie, and chapter 6 how it violates the
princip ie of feasibi lity. On the basis of this negative critique, we are in a position
to construct a positive, legitimately utopian altemative to the present system. Toe
present system of national and intemational capitalism, because it is antilife, antiparticipatory, and unfcasible for the majority of people living under it, must be
transformed, not merely reformed, into a system that is truly life enhancing and
affinning, genuinely communal and democratic, and really feasible technically
and ethically for all of its inhabitants.
Because I will be focusing on the distinction and relation between the material
and formal principie in D ussel's ethics, I will be concentrating in this chapter
prirnarily on Dussel's chapters 1-2. A fter exposing Dussel's conception of the
principles, l will develop sorne of the implications of these principies as they are
carried out and applied in part 2 of his work. Then I will briefly reflect critically
on the scope and validity of Dussel's achievement. This should be of great interest because Dussel relativizes the role of di.scourse ethics in Apel and Habermas,
while not denying the validity of such ethics. But in Dussel's scheme, discourse
ethics is preceded by a material, ethical principie - a principie of life- and it is
followed by a principle of feasibility, which integrates formal and material ethics
in reflecting on the human good to be achieved in just institutions.

THE MATERIAL PRINCIPLE
Dussel starts chapter I with the follow ing sentence: "This is an ethic of life, that
is to say, human Jjfe is the content of ethics."4 The project of a critica! ethic is to
effect a critique based on the dignity of each human life that is victimized , oppressed, or excluded. The material principie is "the obligation to produce, reproduce, and develop the concrete human life of each human subject in community."5 This principie is universal because each human culture is a way of trying
to achieve the happiness proper to the good life as such. Each society in its econornic, political, and cultural domains has at bottom and ultimately the content of
the production, reproduction, and development of human life . The economy, for
example, produces goods that sustain and enhance physical life, and cultural institutions such as art museums contrib ute to the development of aesthetic life.
Human life, therefore, has various interrelated levels - physical, emotional, econornic, aesthetic, political , intellectual, and religious.6
Dussel here distinguishes between "material" with an a, which denotes the
content of human life on various levels, and "materiel" w ith an e, which refers
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only to the physical leve!. Dussel's sense of material is the first sense, which he
argues is also Marx's sense; Marx also makes human life the ethical criterion in
the light of which capitalism is criticized as unjust and unhappy. Dussel takes
over the norm and critique from Marx and extends them into a critique of capitalism as a neoimperialist. international system in a way that Marx did not develop fully. Like Marx, Dussel emphasizes the concrete, embodied, incarnate
character of human life, but not in a way that denies the distinctiveness of the aesthetic, ethical. intellectual, and spiritual le veis founded on such incarnate being,
expressing it, relating back to it, interpreting it , and transforming it.7
The material principie has two levels, or aspects, a descriptive and an ethical.
It first of ali functions as a criterion of theoretical truth or, as Dussel puts it, a universal, material criterion of practica! truth. Dussel argues as follows: The ethics
of liberation claims that one is able to mak.e lTUe judgments of fact concerning the
life of each human being in community. These judgments do not proceed from an
instrumental or a formal reason but from a substantive reason reflecting on the
production, reproduction, and development of human life . Consider a judgment,
1, "John is eating." When we reflect on the presuppositions of such a judgment,
we see that the proper name, "John," refers to an embodied human subject in
community, who is distinct in kind from inanimate things, plants, and animals.
We realize that John is consciously, rationally, and responsibly choosing to eat in
order to live. We pass easily to the second judgment, 2, "John, who is a living, responsible, human subject, is eating." There is a fundamental recognition here of
the concrete human subject, John, but this recognition is different from the one
that Honneth makes because it focuses more than be does on concrete human life
and its needs.8
Toe descriptive judgment is important because it allows us right away to reflect
on the compatibility between a theoretical judgment oriented to life and a system
of instrumental rationafüy that may or may not be compatible with such j udgments. Contemporary capitalism is such a system; well over 20 miJlion people a
year die under its dom.in.ion from starvation. Because such a system tums out to be
incompatible with the judgment "John eats," there is a logical incompatibility between capitalism and the theoretical judgment that John eats. We can see this point
even prior to reflecting on the properly ethical leve! ofDussel's philosophy.9
We will move to that leve! now. lt is necessary, Dussel says, to effect a dialectical passage from thc descriptive to the ethical leve!, from mere ser to debe-ser,
from thc judgments "John is eating" and "John, who is a living, responsible,
human subjcct, is eating," to ethical judgments. Thus we move to judgment 2b.
"in order to live, it is necessary to eat," and 2c, "if John does not eat, he will die,
commit suicide." From these judgments,judgment 2d follows, "as responsible for
nis life, he ought not to allow himself to die, or it will be suicide." Therefore
judgment 3 follows, "John ought to continue eating." 10
We llave moved, then, from a judgment of biological necessity. 2c, "lf John
<.loes not eat, he will die, commit suicide," to a judgment of ethical obligation, 3,
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"John ought to continue eating." This is a transition from a natural exigcncy of
eating in order to live to the ethjcal responsibility of the subject who is obligated
to eat in order not to die, debe-comer-pura-no-nwrir. 11 This "ought" shows itself
to be both a material and ethical exigency, and it shows how fundamental ethical
judgments about life are. Ethics is not only primarily judgments of value conceming culture or politics; it bears fundamentally on the survival and well-being
of the self, the human being as self-conscious, cultural, and responsible for herself. The ecological crisis is an example. Here we have a situation in which
human beings either deal responsibly and critically with the effects of rampant
capitalism or commit collective suicide.12
Such suicide, however, cannot be argued for without self-contradiction, for we
implicitly or explicitly value life, on the basis of which we argue for collective
suicide. We cannot value our judgment without the life that is its presupposition.
Moreover, we should remember, again, that life is on many levels - corporcal,
emotional, cultural, political, econornic, religious. The material principie includes
ali of these levels in its purview, and it is the presupposition for the further stages
of liberation ethics such as the formal procedural , feasibi lity, critica}, antihegemonic, and liberatory.13
One rnight ask, however, whether the argumentas T have presented it does not
comrnit the naturalistic fallacy in making an illegitirnate transition from "is" to
"ought." 1s not Dussel risking retuming to a pre-Kantian leve) that falls behind
what Apel and Habermas have already attained?14 To his credit, Dussel honestly
faces up to this question. He answers that the charge of committing a naturalistic
fallacy would be valid if he were executing a formal deduction from material istic premises to etlucal conclusion in the manner of Frege or Russell. This argument would indeed be a naturalistic fallacy, but this is not what Dussel is doing.
Rather, he is executing a dialectical grounding,fundamentacio dialectica, 15 on
the level of content, not form, showing how the "ought" is already implicitly contained in the "is." Because our lived body is already making evaluations about
what is good and what is bad, what is healthy and what is unhealthy, and because
our lived body spontaneously desires to live, ethical reasoning simply unfolds
and makes explicit the spontaneous evaluation already going on. Ethical reasoning simply takes up and subsumes and integrates this spontaneous bodily evaluation into a complex human context; the evaluation is not simple or merely animalistic. We will return in our critical evaluation to see how convincing this
argumentation is.16

THE FORMAL PRI NCIPLE
The question now arises concerning the application of the material principie itself. Bccause human beings themselves are reflexive and self-conscious and responsible, the application cannot be automatic or immeiliate. What is necessary
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is a co-principle, a co-dete1míning principie that "produces, from the truth of the
material principie, the validity by means of argumentation that grounds the ends,
means, and values to be effected." 17 Thus application is different from a private,
monological phronesis bccause we are now in an intersubjective discursive context of dialogue. Such applícation also has broader meaning than the usual one
iosofar as it will function discursively in each of the four Further substages of
Dussel's ethic. In stage 5, for example, stage 2 of part 2 o f hís ethics. he will use
discursive, formal reasons to establish an antihegemonic community of victims,
which brings the established socioeconomic system into question and shows its
untruth. 18
Dussel goes on to say that if the content of ethics grounds the material principie of ethics. the formal aspect of morality founds the fundamental principie of
universality and moral consensus. Elsewhere Dussel says that the function of formal morality is that of grounding and applying,jimdamentar y applica,; 19 in the
concrete the nonns, ethical j udgments, and cliverse moments of material ethics.
Without the basic complementarity of the moral n01m, ethical decisions do not
acqu.ire material validity, and they can be affected by egoism, solipsism, and violent authoritarianism. There is a tension here between a more narrow sense of
the moral principie, in light of which it merely applies a material principie already
established, and a broader sense, in which it both grounds and applies the material principie. I will return to this tension in my critical remarks.
What the above implies is that truth and validity are co-determining. There is
no adequate truth without validity. E ven a judgment made by myself, "John is
eating," can be intersubjectively, argumentatively defended. On the other hand,
U1ere is no adequate validity without truth, for intersubjective agreement is about
,omething with content, the truth of a scientific theory, for example, or a moral
o r legal proposition. Otherwise the achieved agreement would mean little to us.
Truth and formal validity, therefore, are related but distinct, both in regard to reft!-rence, reality or intersubjective agreement, and the type of rationality, material
or formally discursive. 20
Dussel distinguishes further between an intersubjecti ve criterion of validity
;lnd a formal, moral universal principle. The criterion of validity is that whicb
governs the process of achieving actual intersubjective agreement concerni.ng
true enunciations in accordance with the better argument in community. Ali the
validity c laims-truth, rightness, sincerity, and clarity-have been obeyed, no illegiti.mate coercion or violence has been used, each of the participants has had
equal chance to express feelings, propositions, and arguments, and no one has
heen excluded from the discussion.21
The moral principie of universal validity says that if we argue intelligently, as
members of a community of communication, we ought to be responsible in our
a.rgumentation as mediation of material truth in order to produce, reproduce, and
Jevelop the human life of subjects with respect to other human subjects perceived
as cqual. If we are consistent in our clairns, concems about life and dignity have
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to translate into struggling for formal validity and being open to accepting the argument of others whom we have already on the level of practica!, material truth
recognized as equal. The argument is now transformed into a moral obligation.22
How does this formal principie interact with the material principie in practice?
Let us consider the judgment "these human beings are living.'' We can say, because of the material principle, that they ought to live. "They ought not to allow
themselvcs to die or be killed by anybody." Toen follows the descriptive judgment, "this person kills person Z with act Y.'' Then because thls person X is responsible for person Z, in light of the material principie, "this person should not
kill person Z with act Y." Or another way of putting the point is "this person committed to killing Z commits a bad act."23
Moreover, when we bring the fonnal criterion of universality into play, we see
that arbitrary, unprovoked killing of one person by another cannot be made a
moral norm. If we try to do so, then we see that this nonn is not valíd morally because eacb person affected by it cannot participate symmetrically in the corresponiling discussion. If I aro dead, I cannot discuss, and if I am killed arbitrarily
without discussion or from having been excluded from a discussion in whicb the
decision was made to kili me, then I have been unjustly excluded from discussion, and my life has been unjustly taken. The validity of the principie of morality links up with the material principie to produce, reproduce, and develop each
human life in community. Because one human life has been taken arbitrarily, the
material principie as universal has been violated; and because the decision was
made to t.ake my life in a discussion that excluded me partially or totally, the principle of morality has been violated.
Ifl try to urguc against killing or against sorne other kinds of violent exclusion,
then descriptively it is true that "l can say now that T am arguing." But from the
descriptivc cl.iirn, onc con infer, becausc of the formal, moral principie, that "(
think tho.t I ought now to pnrticipate and argue.''24 But if this claim is true, it follows thot "I ought nol to be k.illed" because l cannot argue if I am dead.
How is thjs linc of reílection similar to and yet d:ifferent from that of Apel or
Habermas? First, Dussel accepts, as they do, the validity of the moral criterion
and the moral principle. Where he mainly disagrees with them, second, is in their
tendency to reduce truth to validity, the material principie to the moral principie
and, thus, not to distinguish adequately the material principie from the moral
principle.
This difference has many interesting consequences. One of them is that one
cannot, Dussel thinks, give priority to the right over the good, as Apel and
Habermas do; rather, they are co-determinate. To be concerned with concrete
human life is to be concemed with the needs and goods of that life as well as
what is right for that life. Another consequence is that Dussel's liberation ethics
can supply motivation for acting ethically in a way that discourse ethics cannot.
Because the legitimate happiness of the human subject in community is a legitimate and obligatory theme of ethics, then the frustration of that happiness and
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well-being by an unjust social system is a lso a legitimate and obligatory moral
concem. As Dussel will show later in bis work, because capitalism is both alienating (in the sense of producing unhappiness) and unjust, capitalism needs to be
transformed qualitatively and not merely reformed.25
One final consequence of the difference between Dussel and Apel--Habermas
is that without a material principie, discourse ethics lands in a fundamental contradiction, a performative contradiction. Discourse ethics rests on a symmetry
condition: each participant should be able to argue equally with every other participant. If one or more participants is materially deprived, however, lacking food,
housing, education, medical care, and so on, then he is notable to participate as
an equal. The required moral symmetry of communication is violated and rendered inoperative by a real, lived, material inequality of living conditions.
The formal principie, therefore, requires the material principie as the condition
of its own possibility. Otherwise we face a contradiction between required moral
symmetry and the real inequality in living conditions. Dussel refers here to the
"interpellative speech act" through which the materially excluded person appeals
to those in the speech community to become open to tbe materially excluded
Other. Otherwise the speech community is not genuinely universal and thus contradicts the formal requirement of univcrsality.26

FEASIBILITY ANO OTHER CONSEQUENCES
Dussel pursues his inquiry into ethics by articulating a principie of feasibility,
factibilidad. This principie unites the formal and material principies in form ulating a notion of the good tbat articulates itself on three levels: a material level, a
formal level, anda leve) of realization in which we try to establish a concrete social totality as good because it produces, reproduces, and develops human life in
the most adequate manner and because it allows ali persons to participate equally
in the economic, political, and cultural institutions of their society. On tbe leve)
of realization, there are at least three moments - judgments of fact using instrumental reason to reflect on appropriate means to achieve appropriate goals,
strategic reason reflecting on the best way to persuade or manipulate people to
choose means and ends, and ethical reason using the material and formal principles to evaluate instrumental and strategic reason ethically.27
Feasibility rests on possibility, and possibility can take different forms-logical, empirical, technical, and ethical. The latter in the series presupposes the former. If something is empirically possible, then it must be logically possible. If
something is technically possible, then it must be empirically possible. If something is ethically possible, then it must be technically possible. T do not have an
ethical obligation to do what is logically, empirically, or technically impossible.
On the other hand, the former in tbe series does not imply the latter. Something
can be logicaJJy possible witbout being empirically possible, empirically possible
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without being technically possible, and technically possible without being ethically possible or desirable.28
Corresponding to possibility is impossibility. A socioeconomic system is impossible if one or more of these criteria, logical, empirical, technical, or ethical,
is violated. Feasibility in the broadest sense confronts instrumental and strategic
reason with material and formal ethical principies. A social system that is logically, empirically, and technically possible might be ethically impossible, in the
sense that many or most of the people living under this system are not able to live
and develop adequately and to participate equally and fully. Currently the principie of free market competition works for the top L0-20 percent of the population
but not for the starving majority; or it works for the North but not the South. A
system is ethically impossible if it cannot produce, reproduce, and develop the
human lives of ali in the community and if it does not allow all to participate
equally and fully. Capitalism in this sense, although it is logically, empirically,
and technically possible, is ethically impossible.29
A somewhat simple example is the following. (1) "This hungry human being
asks me for alms"; this is a judgment of fact . After reflecting or discussing the
issue with other people, I decide that giving alms is logically, empirically, and
technically feasible. (2) "lt is feasible to givc alms to this hungry person."
After further reflection, I decide that giving alms is compatible with the production, reproduction, and development of my life and hers. Judgment 3 is the
resull: "Giving alms to this person is compatible with the production, reproduction, and development of her life." Aftcr further reflectioo 1 make the following decision, 4, " I have decided to give this person alms," and finally I
conclude that not to give alms is irresponsible. (5) " l ought to give the agreedupon alms to this hungry person." 3º
Now, of course, this is a relatively simple, easy example. In part 2 of his ethics,
the properly critical and liberating part, Dussel becomes more complex. I want to
give a brief example of his thinking here and indicate the power, insight, and fruitfulness of his ethics. First, we make a judgment of fact , 1, "here now is a victim."
Such a person can be unemployed, hungry, homeless, uneducated, or any combination of these. We then move to another judgment of fact, 2, "this situation does
not permit the victim to live adequately, negates his dignity as a human being, and
excludes him from discourse." The cause of this situation is social policíes that exelude or exploit; an example is the policy of the New York rapid transit system discouraging and forbidding begging. This judgment leads to a judgment about a social system X, 3, "this person in rnisery is a victim of system X ." A further
judgment follows immediately, 4, "l recognize this victim as a human being with
dignity andas Other to system X." Such recognition is a judgment of fact, not yet
ethical, not yet employing an "ought," a debe-ser. That occurs in judgment 5,
building on and presupposing the material and formal principles, "this recognition
situates me as responsible for the victim excluded by system X."
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This taking responsibility for the ethical life of the Other will only be properly,
fulJy ethica lly critica! if it not only proceeds from a recognition of the Other as
equal but also sees him as a victim of a system that keeps him hungry, unemployed, uneducated, homeless, and so on. The ethical ought occurs when I make
the judgment, 6, " I am compelled by the ethical ought because I am responsible
for him, to take responsibility for this victim." As part of a communication community that has left me well off materially and allows me to participate fully and
equally, I respond lo the call of the Other, excluded, marginalized, and exploited
by this system.
Consequently, I move to judgment 7, "being responsible before system X for
the victim I ought (it is an ethical obligation) to criticize such a system because
it causes negativity to such a victim." We can sum all this up by saying in judgrnent 8 "that I ought not to act in such a manner lhat my aclion causes or creates
victims because we are responsible for her death, you and I, and consequently we
are responsible for this murder."31
We need to move further, however, for we still have not moved lo the level of
feasibility and the necessity of transforming and not just reforming the socioeconomic system. I will sketch this argument in severa! steps, which occur in
Dussel's discourse of liberation in the last subpart of Ethics 11.
1. A victim suffers the negativity M, which puts at risk in sorne manner his
life.
2. The systern Z causes M in X.
3. The subsystem Y of system Z is tbe cause of M in X (Again, think of the
rapid transit system of capitalist New York City as a cause of hunger because of its new policy on begging).
4. In order 10 eliminate M in X, we have to avoid Y.
S. In order to avoid Y, transforming Z in this way, mediations A, B, C, (technical, economic, political, pedagogical, etc.) are necessary.
6. T hese mediations are feasible here and now.
7. T herefore Y can be a verted and. to that extent, Z transformed.
8. Y cannot be avoided without completely destroying system Z.
9. In order to avoid M and its cause Y, we must transfom1 totally Z into W.
10. In W the victim X will no longer suffer M.
11. Mediations D, E, F, and so on are able to be effected to bring about W
12. These mediations are feasible here and now.
13. Therefore W should be brought about.32 (Again, for the sake of clarity, the
rapid transit system causing hunger to its victims cannot be changed fully
for the beuer without transforming capitalist New York City into socialist
New York City. Because of material, formal, and feasibility principies I
have an ethical obligation to work against capitalism and to transform it
completely into democratic socialism.)
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As wc have seen already and as DusseJ has developed in other books, capitalism is the system Z that needs to be transformed, not merely reformed. Capitalism is a system in which it is ethically impossible to produce, reproduce, and develop the human lives of ali of the people living within it or under it. As already
noted, there are over 20 million people who die every year in the worldwide capitalist system just from hunger: a yearly "worldwide Auschwitz," to use Dussel 's
phrase from a conference held in Mexico City in September 1997 .33
Toe principie of Liberation, therefore, the most comprehensive and concrete
principle in Dussel's ethics, subsumes the material, formal, and feasibility principies from pat1 1 of his ethics into a critique of the reigning socioeconomic system-capitalism. Such a principle is explicitly deontological and expresses a negative and positive task. Negatively l ought to criticize and transform the
oppressive system, Z above, and positively I ought to construct new norms, actions, microstructures, institutions, and systems of ethicity, system W in the above
example. This new system will be good, bueno, in the most concrete, comprehensive sense; and the norms, actions, microstructures, and particular institutions
will be good in a more narrow, partial sense. Thus tbe good at the end of the
Ethics II is related to tbe good at the end of Ethics I as realization to anticipation,
full to empty, concrete to abstract, realized "ougbt" to postuJated "ought."34

CRITICAL REFLECTIO N

We are now in a position to reflect critically in a positive and negative manner on
Dussel's achievement. I personally find what he has done to be enormously impressive. lo one sense, he has put the ethical-political Humpty Dumpty back togetber again. Opposites such as rigbt and good, deontology and teleology,justification and application, duty and happiness, universal and particular, which have
fallen apart in contemporary thought, he has integrated. As one who is engaged
in a similar project, I cannot but be greatly sympathetic and largely in agreement
at least in broad outline with what he has done. And tbere are otber thinkers such
as Paul Ricoeur in OneselfAs Another who are proceeding along a similar path.35
When we consider the way in which postmodemism and Habermasian critical theory are atan impasse in the United States, eacb with its own kind of onesidedness (e.g., Derrida 's prophetic critique of tbe new world order in Specters
of Marx but with a very inadequate notion of reason and Habermas's very developed notion of reason but very uncritical capitulation to late capitalism), we
see tbat Dussel criticizes, relativizes, and subsumes both projects. He integrates
a prophetic critique of the capitalist system with a material and formal notion
of reason, a very developed sense of the oppressed Other with an account of the
normative foundations in thc light of which we can say that the other is illegitirnately oppressed, and a very concrete sense of hermeneutical specificity with
a material and formal sense of universality.
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Both postmodernism and Habermasian critica! theory, Dussel argues, are Eurocentric. Postmodemism reflects the bad conscience of a North American and
European academíc and intellectual who is bright enough to know that something
is deeply wrong with our institutional arrangements but is not perceptive enough
and honest enough to bring into question the socioeconornic system that is the
sourcc of his privilege. Postmodernism is a kínd of safe and easy way to engage
in radical talle without really being radical , a kínd of "critica} criticísm" very similar to the left Hegelians Marx criticized overa hundred years ago. Only now the
ideology is dorninantly French and North American rather than German. And, of
course, in making reason the target of the critique rather than the socioeconomíc
system that is the real cause of alienation and oppression and exploitation, postmodernism deprives itself of the only adequate resource available for critica]
transcendence. Postmodernism twísts in the wind uneasily, praising a liberation it
cannot deliver and claiming a legítimacy it cannot justify. It is the false coin of
liberation masquerading as the true coin.36
Habermasian critica! theory, on the other hand, on an abstrae! ethícal and philosophical level achieves universality and thus overcomes Euro-centricism in principie but caves into it on concrete hermeneutícal and political levels. It leaves the
role of the South, the Third World, in the formation of Europe unthematized
hermeneutícally, and it leaves neoimperialism uncriticized ethically and politically. Habermas's support ofthe Gulf War is an extreme, obvious example ofthis
tendency, but it runs throughout his work and causes it to be reformist, not revolutionary or transforrning in the way that is necessary. Apelian-Haberrnasian critica] theory, we might say, in terms of delivering on its real critica] and revolutionary promise, ends not wíth a bang but with a whimper. And l say this while
fully recognizing the achievements of such theory on more abstract philosophical, ethical, and hermeneutical levels.37
What Dusscl has articulated, most fully in this book and partially in others, is
a new version of critica! theory that trumps both postmodernism and ApelianHabermasian critica! theory whíle retaíning the valid insights of both. Dussel's
version of critica] liberation includes a much fuller use of Marx, a radical rather
than a merely reformist critique of late capitalism , national and intemational; an
insistence on the líved, incarnate, existencial free subject as opposed to the overly
Linguistified subject in both postmodernism and critica! theory; a linking of the
fonnal with the material, right with good, duty with happiness, universal with
particular; and a takíng of our bearings from the excluded and exploited Third
World other rather than social movements or the prolctariat in the North. These
last are certainly not denied by Dussel but subsumed within a grander planetary
ethic. Again, as someone in the North who has been pursuing a similar, critica]
lheoretical path for the past twenty years, l cannot but register a signíficant
amount of agreement.38
And so, with all of this positive response and agreement, I want to pursue one
line of questíoning with Dussel that is at least in part more negatively critical. Such
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a line of thinking does not invalidate what he has done but invites him to go deeper
and use more resources already present in his thought. My first question to Dussel
is whether he has done full justíce to Apel's and Habermus's fom1al principie by
presenting it merely or primarily asan application of the material principle. Most
of the time it is in terms of mere application that Oussel speaks, although occasionally, as we have alrcady seen, Dussel links application with grounding.fundamentar.39 Habenna~ wants to insist on thc role of justification with any norm that
presents itself as a moral norm; such justification occurs in the light of validity
claims, thc universality principie (U) saying that every legitimate norm implies
that ali concerned can accept the conscquences and the sirle effects its universal
acceptance can be anticipated to have for the satisfaction of everyone's interests
(and that these consequences are preferred to those known altemative possibilities
for regulation); and, based on U, the discourse principie (D) saying that only those
norms can claim to be valid that meet (or could meet) with the approval of ali concerned in their capacity as participants in a practica! discourse.
Second. application, according to H abermas drawing on Günther, utilizes a
principie of appropriateness, which says that the application of moral norms must
consult all relevant differences among subjects. An example would be my promising a friend that I will meet him ata party, but another friend falls sick and needs
my care. Considering ali relevant circumstances and norms, I ought to visit my
sick friend. The promise to go to the party can be set in abeyance.40
Third, not only does Oussel not capture this distinction between justification
and application in its full richness and nuance as Habermas understands it, but he
underestimatcs the role communicative action plays in the justification of tbe material principie itself. Recall that we went through a several-step process, starting
with "John is eating" and ending with "John should continue to eat.'' Such a
process is rationative and communicative and uses communicative action to establish and justify, and not simply to apply the material principie.
Fourth, Dussel, to be fair, does not exactly deny what I am saying ali the time.
At times, as we have seen, he refers to the material principie and fonnal principie as co-equal and co-determinative, and the formal principie as not merely applying but grounding the material principle in its universality and rational cogency. Other times, however, he seems to assert the priority of the material
principie to the formal principle and to affirm a pre-originary ethical recognition
of the other as prior to any <liscursive validation. Consider that "recognition of the
other, thanks to the pre-originary, ethical reason is prior to critique and prior to
argurncnt (to discursive or dialogical reason): this is in the origin of the process
and is the affirmation of the victim as subject, which is negated or ignored in the
system as subject."41
In this part of the book Dussel is being very Levinasian and Jess Marxist and
Habermasian, and there may be a tension between and among these influences
and sources of his thought. It is certainly true to say that concrete perception of
the Other is prior to any critica! or dialogical encounter with the Other in a relative sense, although my perception is certainJy informed by prior d1s1:ursive en-
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counters with others. If the Other is not present as embodied, concrete Other, then

l cannot talk with her or engage her ethically. But Dussel conflates this epistemic
priority with an ethical one. l must see the Other in a prediscursive way as an
equal anda victim before I begin to dialogue. I would submit that Tcan only see
the Other as equal and as illegitimately marginalized in the context of a
hermeneutics andan ethics that is already operative at least prethematically in my
encounters with the Other. Indeed Dussel himself talks this way when he talks
about the Other's interpelJative speech act calling into question those within the
Apelian-Habermasian community of communication, claiming to be inclusive
bnt not really being so. Without the prior validity of the communicative ethic of
the community, the interpellative speech act loses its cogency. lndeed, there is a
movement from formal to material here to which I wish to retum. As anyone who
has seen beggars totally ignored by passengers on a New York subway can attest,
what I am talking about is not empty possibility. I think the ethical call of the
Other is always mediated hermeneutically and ethically, not immediately. If, as is
the case, passengers on the subway have bought into the notion of the poor as lazy
welfare cbiselers, then they will see the beggar epi stetnically but will feel no obligation to give anything.42
Building on all of these points, we can ask whether Dussel's argument for the
material principie does avoid the naturalistic fallacy. T have my doubts. I think
that Dussel intends to avoid it. l recognize the importance of d istinguishing between a deductive argument anda concrete, dialectical one. Nonetheless, with all
Qf this said, does the argument final ly convince us? How do we get from "John
is eating" to "John should continue eating"? J confess that I am not convinced by
bis argument, backed by a Jong discussion of human physiology, that spontaneous, bodily, prediscursive processes engage in spontancous evaluations and already see sorne things as values and others as disvalues. Toe question here would
be, Why should such bodily values be ethical, moral values in the full post-Kantian, communicative sense?
It is possible, of course, that with further elaboration Dussel can pull this argament off. I think, however, that he has other resources in his arsenal for unequivocally and clcarly making a stronger argurnent and avoiding the naturalistic
fallacy. Here I think that he would have to take seriously the strand of bis argument insisting that the formal principle is co-determining with the material principle, a claim that is in tension with and perhaps contradictory to bis claim concerning the priority of the material principie over the formal principie and his
claim concerning the preoriginary, prediscursive ethical recognition of the Other,
Dussel at bis most Levinasian.
Here the move I make is to start with communicative action and the correlative
principies U and D and move to the material principie. The argument would look
like this:
1. There is a communication community A composed of at least three persons,

B,C,and D.
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2. As interacting with one another in community, they ought to follow and do
follow the validity claims, comprehensibility, sincerity, truth, and rightness.
3. As a communication community and in fidelity to such validity claims, A
affinns itself as a moral community by affirming U and D.
4. Person D , however, because of material deprivation (lack of education,
housing, food, clothing, medical care, etc.), cannot participate fully or
equally in A.
5. Person D, therefore, makes an interpellative speech act to community A.
"Because I should be able to participate fully and equally by your criteria U
and D, I should be supplied with the material prerequisites of such participation."
6. Therefore community A, in order to be performatively consistent with itself
as a communication community affinning U and D, should commit itself to
producing, reproducing, and developing the human life of each subject in
the community.
Sorne brief comments on this argument are in order. First, as I have already
said, it is a line of argument or is similar to a line of argument that Dussel himself has employed at times. Second, the argument is really consistent with his
claim that the formal principie is co-deterrnining with the material principie. On
a pragmatic level communicative action is used to argue for that material principie; on an explicit, thematic leve! of argument, the formal principie or principies can be used as premises and starting points to reach the material pr incipie.
The material principle, on the other hand, supplies the presuppositions, ground,
and content that make fuU participation possible. Third, the movement from the
fact of communicative action to U and D, premises 1-3, is unproblematic; both
Dussel and Apel-Habermas agree with this movement.
Fourth, the movement from 4 to 6, from the lack of material prerequisites to the
material principie, is not a movement from "is" to "ought'' but from fonnal ought
to an ought of content , from a formally grounded and oriented communication to
one of flesh and blood grounded in material content. Toe naturalistic fallacy is,
therefore, avoided. Fifth, the necessity to move from form to content is again one
of being consistent logically, performatively, and morally. lf l really am committed to foil participation, then 1 must be committed to the material grounds necessary for ful! participation. Otherwise I am in logical, performative, and moral contrad.iction with myself. Last, it is notan objection to say, as Dussel might say, that
such a move makes the material principie less important or formidable than the
formal principie. Since when, T would say in reply, is a conclusion less important
than its premises? What cny argumentative move does is take seriously Dussel's
claim that the material and formal principies are co--determining.43
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CONCLUSION
I insist again that tbe above disagreement and reconstruction are but a relatively
minor cavil about a magnificent, stunning work. And I think that we should remind ourselves again that Dussel is engaged in no mere academic exercise here.
Rather, this is a book written in an intemational context in which Third World
peoples are literally fighting for their very Jíves, and the United States is the imperial power leading the charge in such oppression. I am, therefore, going to conelude with a quotation from the last pages of Dussel's book. It brings home the
real importance of what he is saying and also shows him to be a writer not onJy
of great cogency, insight, and synthetic breadth but also tremendous rhetorical
conviction, persuasiveness, and power.
This globalization is that o í a formal, performative system (the value that valorizes
itself, the money that produces money, D-D'; fetishism of capital) which raises itself up as the criterion of truth, validity, and feasibility and destroys human life, trampling on the dignity of millions of human beings and not recognizing their equality
or much Iess affirming itself as co-responsible for the alterity of the excluded and accepting only the hypocritical juridical exigency of carrying out the duty of paying an
international debt (fictitious) of poor, peripheral nations, even if the debtor people
perishes, fiat justitiam, pereat mundus. It is a massi ve assassination; it is the beginning of a collecti ve suicide.
lt is for this reason that we believe it necessary to erect a principie that is absolutely universal, which is completely oegated by the prevailing system which globalizes itself; the duty of producing and reproducing the life of each human subject,
especially the victims of this mortal system, which excludes them as ethical subjects
and only includes the increase of the value of exchange. lt is a fetishization process
that has carried out a total inversion.44
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4
Can "Liberation Ethics" Be
Assimilated under "Discourse Ethics"?
Karl-Otto Apel

Like a flash of illumination, the following point of departure for a discussion occurred to me during the first encounter between discourse ethics and the ethics of
liberation in November 1989 in Freiburg: Enrique Dussel, after my presentation
entitled " Discourse Ethics Asan Ethics of Responsibility,'' 1 remarked wryly that
about 75 percent of the inhabitants of this earth-he meant the poor of the Third
World- have so far not been able to participate in all discourses, including those
that coocem them. Apparently, this was intended as a well-directed challenge, or
even a central o bjection, to the starting point of discourse ethics. At that moment,
I responded to this objection extemporaneously something like this: Unfortuoately, what Mr. Dussel has said is true. But this is no objection to the grounding
principie of discourse ethics, rather, a particularly illuminating example of the necessity of the distinction between part A and part B of discourse ethics.
1 had introduced this distinction in my presentation, and previously in my book
Discourse and Responsibility,2 in order to render intelligible the problem of the
historical transition to " postconventional morality." In this context, the necessity
of a part B of discourse ethics resulted from the responsibility-ethical recognition
of the fact that the conditions of application for the basic procedural nonns of part
A of discourse ethics (e.g., for the demand for a purely discursive solutioo to all
conflicts of ioterest among human beings) are not, or not yet, given in the world
in which we live. Admittedly, among my examples of this problem, only the problem of the (appropriate) legal condítions which, at least on a global scale, have
not yet been generated. The primarily econornic conflict between the North and
lhe South did not figure in the first position. For example, we stilJ have the problem of the persistence of a "natural condition" of warlike conflict among states.
At the time, I saw the practicaJ concern of discourse ethics-as did Jürgen
Habennas- to be primarily the substitution of strategic solutions to violence with
regulating conflicts of interest through the procedures of a discursive formation
of consensus about validity claims. However, in arder to make these procedures
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of conflict resolution possible, we also had to be concerned with, so to speak:, unburdening human beings from strategic self-assertion through a legal and peaceful order on a global scale. We had to render the discursive resolution of their conflicts of interest, so to speak:, acceptable to them.3
At that time I was of the opinion-this time differing from Habermas4 that the basic principle of discourse ethics (for which there is in my view a
transcendental-pragmatic , ultimate foundation [Letztbegründung])5 does not
only include the formal-deontological principie of grounding norms in practica! discourses but also a teleologically oriented duty. This duty signifies coresponsibility for the historically situated production of the institutional conditions of practica[ discourses and thus, for example, for the production of a
legal and peaceful order on a global scale. For tbis reason, J was willing to
grant to the oppressed and to those deprived of rights on tbis globe the a priori moral privilege, so to speak, of the strategic-if necessary, also revolutionary-enforcement of their vital interests, even prior to tbe deontologically
basic norm of strategy-free conflict resolution in practica! discourses. This
moral priviJege of the oppressed, or their political representatives, is certainly,
however, in turn, like ali validity claims, subject to the regulative and thus also
limiting condition of its capacity for consensus for the members of an idealand counterfactually anticipated- community of discourse.
No matter bow difficult, or even impossible, the real forrnation of consensus
among the opponents of the conflicts of interest may be, there is nonetheless always-foras long as this problem can be the object of philosophical consideration, as for example in the current discussion - the basic possibility to represent
already here and now, in a real community of discourse, the counterfactually anticipated consensus of an ideal community of discourse about the moral privileges of the oppressed and those deprived of rights.
This mucb-to indicate vaguely - about the architecture of parts A and B of
discourse eth.ics already formed the background of my spontaneous response to
Dussel 's "objection" in 1989. What is the relevance of this response today, after
a few discussion sessions between discourse ethics and the ethics of liberation?
Dussel has meanwhile elaborated further his challenge to discourse ethics. He
has done so with arguments that apparently reach far beyond the problems of part
B of discourse ethics- forexample, with the argument that what matters in the end
in ethics is not the regulative idea of the progressive production of an "ideal community of communication" but the idea of the production of an "ideal community
of life" of human beings. The latter would not, or not only, require a transcendental pragmatics of language ora discourse ethics but a "transcendental economics"
that could be developed on the basis of Karl Marx. Further, Dussel elaborates the
argument that a transcendental-pragmatic discourse etbics could at best refute the
skeptic on the level of the academic discourses of philosophy but that it was entirely powerless when facing the real opponent of the ethics of liberation: the cynic
who would not even begin to engage in the argumentative discourse conceming
moral claims about rights. I will come back to these arguments.
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I myself have, in the meantime, further elaborated the architecture of the differentiation between part A and part B of discourse ethics. I did so with rcgard to
viewpoints that were detennined, among other things, by che challenge of the
ethics of liberation (especially by Dussel's and Franz Hinkelammert's recourse to
economics)6 but also by the challenge from another parcy: Karl Homann 's ethics
of a market economy.7 I exposed myself consciously to this confrontation with altematives of economically oriented ethics, which are still prominent today, and l
believe that l learned a good <leal in this confrontation.
What are the consequences of my late coming to terms with estimating the relation between discourse ethics and the ethics of liberation? First , I have to confess that I still view my spontaneous response of 1989 to Dussel's challenge as
essentially correct. Of course, in what follows, l have to give specíal reasons for
this in relation to Dussel 's new arguments. Before I tackle this, l have to indicate
what in my view are the resuJts of my progressive explication of the d istinction
between part A and part B of discourse ethics.

1. THE RESULTS OF THE ELABORATION OFTHE DISTINCTION

BETWEEN "PARTA" ANO "PART B" OF DISCOURSE ETHICS IN
REGARD TO THE INSTITUTIONAL OR SYSTEM-RELATED
IMPLEMENTATION OF MORAL NORMS
I believe that I have learned the following conclusion from the confrontation with
the problems oflaw,8 of the economy,9 and, in this year, again with the problems of
politics- indeed, in this anniversary year ofK ant's project Toward Eternal Peace.10
This conclusion is that one should not exclusively (or even only primarily) thematize the problem of part B of discourse ethics from the viewpoint of an interpersonal ethics of action, or one that is, so to speak, situated beyond institutions.
This viewpoint is probably still the primary one for the ethical orientation of
most human beings. This is because it corresponds to a religious tradition as well
as to its secularization in, say, existentialism and in tbe pbenomenology of the 1Thou relationship. Concerning the problem of an ethics of responsibility - and
thus also the problem of part B of discourse etbics- I myself was for a long time
inspired by Jean-Paul Sartre and even more by Max Weber's distinction -in
"Politics as a Vocation" - between the "ethics of conviction" [GesinnunxsethikJ
and the "ethics of responsibility." Thus for a long time I viewed the problem of
the mediation between discursivc and strategic conflict resolution as one of the
siruated decisions of actions of individual persons, who would have to be held immediately responsible for those decisions .
I still do not wish to disavow this perspective. There remains, of course, the
problem of the solitary decision of the politician who cannot-in the world as it
is uoder the pressure of the responsibility for success- orient himself according
to the pacifism of the Serrnon on the Mount or K ant's recommendation for the
"moral politician" according to the motto ''jiat iustitia, perat mundus." 11
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There is, as well, the examplc ofthe problem ofthe father and breadwinner who
in a corrupt society cannot perform the moral action of paying his taxes alone or
of renouncing-the bribery of state officials, if he thereby ruins his family . .
However, the existential sharpening of thesc kinds of problems-problems of
the necessary deviation of responsible action from the ideally universalizabk or
consensus-capable fkonsensfahigen} action-only seems concrete. For it suggests that the problems of part B of discourse ethics deal with mere exceptions to
the application of part A of discourse ethics, similar to the case of the allowed or
disallowed lie of necessity which, as is well-known, was discussed as the controversy between Kant and Benjamín Constant. 12
Yet this confrontation between, on the one hand, nonsituated, universalizable
maxims of action and, on the other, situated maxims of action passes over the social reality of institutions or functional systems of actions and their quasiself-"t!vident game rules [quasi-selbstverstandliche Spielregeln]. What is lacking
here is a kind of sociological enlightenment-even with regard to those cases in
which a single person, owing to his postconventional moral competence,13 can reflect upon and transcend the habits and rules of institutions; here, the situated decisions tum for this person into existential problems.
Even in these cases, the moral problem of a responsible decision to act can only
be reflected upon in adequate form if we take into account that there are always
already rules and customs of behavior that are morally expected in the complex
sociocultural reality in which human beings live. In our times in particular,
human beings do not normally live in a "face-to-face proximity" and in an immediate encounter of the other14 -be it in the sense of love and of respect, be it
in the sense of the struggle for life and death. Thus they do not live in those situations of the immediate 1-Thou relation that religiously inspired ethics in particular usually suppose. In the life world, human beings must always already satisfy
roles of status and occupation, and through these they are also always already justified to a considerable extent in the behavior that can be expected.
(One would now have to describe in greater detail what this can mean in typical cases, for example, for a soldier who, as a soldier, kills enernies but not prisoners and does not rape women; or for a diplomat who, on duty, deals strategically with the expression or concealment of a truth known to him but does not
deceive his wife or a private business partner; or for a mother who, as a mother,
steals food for her children, or for an entrepreneur who, as an entrepreneur, forces
competitors into bankruptcy, etc.)
At this point, however, I do not wish to retum to the train of thought
[Denkspur] of the Hegelian concept of "ethical lite {Sittlichkeit]" or, as a historical extension of this train of thought, to advocate the reduction of morality to the
respective customs of the different (sociocultural) life forms. Rather, T would like
to present for discussion, as itself a problem of a universally valid ethics, the tension between, on the one hand, the "postconventional" claim to universality of a
personalistically oriented ethics of humanity and, on the other, the morally rele-
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vant rules and habits of institutions and social systems. The problem seems to me
to be the following: is it possible, and even necessary, that a universalist ethics,
which advocates as ultimately valid [letztgültig] the principie of universalizable
reciprocity or respect of all human beings as, in principie, persons having equal
rights, still recognizes the mediation of the validity of all moral norms-not only
by the demands of the specific situation but the prior mediation by the rules of
different institutions or social systems of a complex sociocultural reality?
1.1 In my view, this question is to be answered in advance in the negative (only)

if we hold two false premises (which tend toward opposition) because the necessity and peculiarity of the institutional or system-related implementation of moral
norms cannot be understood under tbese prernises.
1. The first of the false premises consists in the speculativt:-utopian assumption
that the externalization and alienation of the face-to-face relations between persons, an alienation that is necessarily connected with all institutions or functional
social systems, is to be abolished completely. This seerns to me to be the message
of the Marxist utopía of the "realm of freedom" and even more of the Dusselian
utopía, inspired by Marx and Levinas, of pmximidad. 15 1n my view, not only
would, in this case, the alienation and reification of human relations in a capitalist free market have to be abolished-in favor, for example, of a community of
producers and of distribution that is not mediated by any intercourse of exchange.
But also, the alienation and reification of human relations in a state economy of
command (of whatever type) would have to be abolished as well. [t seems to me
that this tendency (which is without doubt religiously and philosophically fascinating) toward the abolition of ali "alienation," even if only understood as a regulative idea, is irreconcilable with any human cultural development.
In my view, this insight, which is directed against an anarchist utopianism, in
no way leads to an uncritical affirmation of all institutions as a quasi-nature of
human culture.
2. The second premise-under which the mediation of morality by a universalist ethics and through institutions and social systems that cannot be adequately
understood-is exactly the opposite of the first prernise. It consists in what is
ptopagated today, sometimes carelessly, as the "morality of institutions," or, more
precisely, the "development of morality alongside institutions," with a complete
rejection of every transcendental, ultimate foundation of ethics. To my knowledge, only Arnold Gehlen, in his cultural anthropology, advocated this position
consistently in this century. He left no doubt that, in his opinion, human freedom
could only grow out of institutional alienation. And he was willing to recognize
as rationally unquestionable and as a nonnative-moral authority any functioning
order of power-at that moment, the order of fascism and later, among others,
ruso the order of the Soviet empire. The position of the "morality of institutions,"
or of the "development of morality alongside institutions," which l called carelcss and is, for example, advocated in Karl Homann's and Franz Blome-Drees's
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ethics of economy, appears far less harmful. For one notices, ata closer look, that
tbis position shows an ambiguity offoundation that is hard to discntangle.
To begin with, Homann distinguishes the "moves of the game" from the ·'rules
of the game" of action in the system of the market economy, and he attributes priority to the "rules ofthe game" as the "locus of moraJity." Therewith, he also supposes that the rules of the game can be altered as morally unsatisfactory and in
many cases should be allered. Morality thus becomes a mauer of the politicolegaJ framework order of the economy. But for Homann, this does not mean that
one would now have to fall back on an ethical, ultimate foundation for the
politico-legaJ framework in order lo ensure its legitimation. Rather, the framework order of lhe market economy is in turn to be legitimized only by institu·
tional metarules: Toe order is to emerge- according to the institutional rules of
(Western) democracy-out of the factical decisions of the state citizens who bear
this framework order. According to Homann, this grounding throughfactical decisions- in the end, througb the factical social contract that is the basis of the
constitution of a democratic, legal state-is supposed to already fulfill the demand for "solidarity" among all human beings, as intended by Christian ethics or
by Kant. Going beyond this, such as taking recourse to a philosophical principie
ofjustice, would for Homann (as for James M. Buchanan, whom Homann is following bere) end up in dogmatic meraphysics. 16
lt is difficult today to keep one's head above water on tbis point, for in my view
it has to be admitted that ali the sites of rules Homann mentions can be and must
be considered institutionaJ mediations of morality in the complex reality of modem society. Do these institutional sitcs of mediation not in tum, however, require
legitimation and perhaps critique on the basis of an independent principie of
morality? Even if, as Homann claims, the game rules of the market economy
could be proved to be factically capable of consensus as rules of a "welfare market economy" according to the rules of Western democracies - and that means
capable of consensus not only in thc sense of a "two-thirds society" but for ali citizens of the respective states-even in this case the systems of rules in question those of thc capitalist market economy and of its democratic metarules-would
by no means already be definitively justified in the sense of a universalist ethics.
For one always, from the perspective of universalist ethics, has to take into account that a factical consensus of human beings (e.g., a nationally limited consensus) occurs at tbe expense of an affected third party, for example-as Dussel
could object- at the expense of thc poor of the Third World.
At tbis point, tbe "parallel logic" of tbe necessary convergence of economicstrategic and moral (qua utilitarian) rationality- which Buchanan and
Homann, as already Thomas Hobbes and Adam Smith, presuppose as a priori
valid- apparently meets its limit. In my view, one does not need to have recourse to metaphysics in order to see this, unless one considered metaphysical
the principie of the necessary capabiliry for consensus of moral norms for all
those affected (also, for example, for the next generations). At least the transcendental-pragmatic discourse ethics would protest against tbis.17
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But with this rejection of Homann's "parallel logic" of economic-strategic and
moral-utilitarian logic rationality, 1 have not, of course, excluded a priori that the
complexity of the rule systems of the welfare market economy, of democracy, and
of the legal or constitutional state with an optima! reahzation on a global scale,
could not in fact be acceptable to all those affected. It is at least more acceptable
than the combination of socialist statism and so-called democratic centralism. I
would even regard this possibility with Homann as a likely one-not on the level
of a transcendental-pragmatic foundation of discourse etbics but on the leve! of
fallible social-philosophical hypotheses. But they wouJd on principie and always
have to be checked against the metainstitutional standard ofdiscourse ethics, that
is, the principie of the universal capability for consensus of ali those affected.
1.2 Therewith, I have arrived at the possibility that I had in view from the beginning: the possibility of a positive response to the question as to the possible-and,
in the sense of part B of discoorse ethics, even necessary - recognition of the mediation of the validity of ali moral norms by the game rules of institutions or functional social systems. This question can and in fact must be answered in the positive if the two following provisos are taken into account:
1. The mediation of the responsible validity of compliance [Befolgungsgültigkeit/18 of moral norms by so-called institutional "forces of circumstance"
[SachzwiingeJ may precisely not, as Homann suggests, be understood as the necessary "development of morality" through the institutional "implementation" of
norms, independently of every transcendental, ultimate foundation of ethics.
Rather, the institution-independent, legitimizing, and critica! function of the transceodental-pragmatic, ultimate foundation of discourse ethics has to remain in effect at ali times in the sense indicated above.
2. lt follows from the first proviso that the norms of morality, which are dependent on institutions or systems as well as these institutions and systems themselves, can never definitively form the measure ofhuman morality; rather, they are
in principie revisable. However, already those material norrns at which human beings can arrive without the presupposition of institutional forces of circumstance,
on the basis of ideal practical discourses alone-that is, the presupposition of the
principie of consensus-formation of part A of discourse ethics-are revisable. In
this case, the fundamental incompleteness of our knowledge about the consequences of following norms-and that means our ideal dependence on the consensus of an unlimited community of argumentation-would still requi.re revisability. But in the case of the necessary mediation of the validity of norrns through
institutions or social systems, we have the additional possibility that the institutions or social systems could prove to be mornlly unacceptable before the forum
of transcendental discourse, which functions as the ultimate metainstitution.
This possibility exists regardless of the fact that the necessity of the institut,onal irnplementation of moral norms has to be recognized. Thus tbe institution
of war, for e xample, is not acceptable before the forum of the transcendentalpragmatic, ultimate foundation of discourse ethics. Nonetheless, an implementa-
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tion of our norms of action in the sense of the institution of war can today belong
to the uncircuruventable demands of an ethics of responsibility. In short, we can
see that tbe necessity of the institutional irnplementation of morality belongs to
part B of discourse etbics. As the "force of circumstance" of tbe institutional mediation, it constitutes part B even before the situation-dependent force of an ethics
of responsibility in the sense of Max Weber or Jean-Paul Sartre. However, in both
cases the ultimately founded principie of discourse etbics remains the site of a
proviso in the face of the circumstantial forces - either the forces of the institutions or tbe forces of tbe situations-which are not capable of consensus and necessitate for our responsible action deviations from the discursive principie of
problem solving.
1.3 Tbe structure of the necessary and acceptable mediation of morality by institutions, which is here indicated in formal abstractness, is justas far removed from
the utopiaoism of the abolition of all institutional mediations of human "relations" as it is from the surrender of these relations to the "development" of institutions or social systems, whicb factically prevails in the cultural revolution. I
shall attempt to illustrate this more closely with regard to the very different functions of institutions or social systems.

1.3.1 Let us begin with the function of politics in its broadest and most general
sense. Tbe condition that Kant aimed at exactly two hundred years ago, the condition of "perpetua! peace" in a "cosmopolitan" legal order, a federation of "republics" - today we would speak of democracies- has not yet been attained.
And this meaos that we still have to reckon with politics as a dirnension that has
not been domesticated by law, a dimension of the strategic self-assertion of systems ofpower, be it states and associatioos of states orbe it power groups within
states, all the way down to the self-assertion of ethnic groups, families, and even
individuals against state power, semistate power, or criminal violence. Today
there can still be situations on all these levels in which the exercise of power in
the sense of part B of discourse ethics is inevitable and justified- that is, as long
as such exercise of power at the same time knows itself to be obligated, to collaborate in its long-term self-supersession in favor of discursive conflict solutions. In short, and exemplified in an extreme case, in the context of a "just war,"
as well as in tbe context of justified self-defense or the defense of a family,
killing can still be an implementation of morality in the sense of the rules of politics in its broadest sense, an implementation that is justified in the sense of the
ethics of responsibility.
Does it, however, follow from this concession to the politically related variety
of the ethics of institutions, that the prohibition of killing-which no doubt, just
like the recognition of equality (and thus of equal human dignity) of ali discourse
partners, belongs to the basic norms of discourse ethics, oonns that can be ulti.mately founded 19 - has been superseded definitively with regard to its political
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implementation in favor of the institutional "devclopment of morality"? According to Homann, this would havc to be the case because he ~oes not grant to the
transcendental, ultimate foundation of morality the function of a proviso in view
of the institutional irnplementation of morality. (The economic force of circumstance of the shipment of weapons into arcas in crisis, for example, can certainly
be suspended, according to Homann, by changing the rules of export for all.
However, such a change could not be founded on the contin uous validity of an institution-independent basic norm of mora lity bur would itself only be an institutionally conditioned, further development of morality. The analogy to the political implementation of the basic aonn of nonkilling is obvious.)
By contrast , the problem is more complicated according to the architecture thar
I suggest, the architecture of the complementarity of part A and part B of discourse ethics: To be sure, given the (still) existing conditions of power politics,
one cannot or should not responsibly act according to the quasi-Kantian principie
of the universalizability of discourse ethics-as if one were a member of the
"kingdom of ends" or of the "ideal community of comrnunication ." But this ideal
principie remains in effect, and it e ven prevails in the functional forces of circurnstance and the corresponding norms of the system of política] self-assertion
by subordinating the latter to a superordinate, moral long-terrn strategy, for example, in the sense of the Kantian project Toward Perpetua] Peace. In other
words, the norms of politics that are related to institutions-and thus quite valid
for compliance- and which (as of yet) still contradict the basic norms of part A
of discourse ethics (e.g., the duty of soldiers to kili) are not genuine, deontological norrns. Rather, in order to be justified deontologically at all in the present,
they must always ar the same time subordinare action to the teleological duty of
changing the political systems and conditions in view of the long-term generation
ofthe conditions of a cosmopolitan order of Jaw and peace.
This postulated combination of deorztologically and teleologically oriented
morality presents itself, no doubt, as puzzling from the viewpoint of the currenrly
prevalent analytic m.eraethics. In my view, this is solely dueto the fact that analytic metaethics begins with conceptual distinctions that abstraer from the historicüy of the basic human condition or suppose a fictive zero point of history (or
the possibility of a new beginning). By contrast, the transcendental-pragmatic
version of discourse ethics-already with regard to the issue of its ultimate foundation- begins with the historicity of the basic human condition . This is revealed
in the fact that discourse ethics presupposes, along with the uncircumventability
of argurnentation, the d ialectical jointure of the a priori of the real community of
comrnunication (and its historically conditioned preunderstanding of the world)
aod of the a priori of the ideal community of communication, which is counterfactually assumed in ali universal validity claims. With respect to the procedural
nonns of the postulated ideal practica] discourses of its part A, discourse ethics
bases itself on the latter presupposition , aod it is thus deontological and ir abl'tracts from history. By contrast , in the regulative principies of its part B, dis-
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course ethics, as a historically situated ethics of responsibility, takes into account
the difference between the a priori of the ideal and the a priori of lhe real community of communication.

1.3.2 In the context of our problem, the systemic function of law-which is distinct from the function of política! systems of power-came into view with the
Kantian project of the long-term generation of a legal order ofpeace within states
and among states. However, the systemic function of law can only be realized if
política] power places itself at the service oflaw. If this occurs-as is already the
case today in tbe form of the monopoly of power of the individual, functioning
states of law [Rechtsstaaten]-it then shows itself that for the implementation of
moral oorms, the systemic function of law is the exact opposite of the systemic
function of politics. While politics (note: in every form of state or governmcnt)
imposes on ali groups organized in the state the circumstantial necessity
[Sachzwang] ofthe responsibility for its self-assertion, the law to which the state,
so to speak, lends its power, is able to relieve the individual groups subject to the
state from the responsible exertion of their strategic self-assertion. Through this
relief, the state is able to approximate the empowering of individuals and groups
to resol ve their conflicts discursively and consensually, outside taking legal steps
or the path of legally regulated negotiations.
In short, the institutions of the legal system make the functionally decisive contribution, so that human beings can afford morality in the sense of part A of discourse ethics. Under the conditions of the law enforced by the state, the morality
of conflict resolution through practica! discourses, relieved of strategic risk responsibility, becomes acceptable to human beings.
Thus, one can say (to sorne extent, with Habermas)20 that morality-that is, the
morality that is relieved of the política! (historically situated!) responsibility of
success, the universalist-deontological morality in the sense of the procedural
norms of ideal practical discourses (in my terminology: morality in the sense of
part A of discourse ethics) - is "equiprimordial" with the establishment of politically enforceable law. (Por two reasons I would not, however, with Habermas,
equate this condition with the condition of the "principie of democracy." First, I
would not do this because the principle of democracy implies too many historically contingent presuppositions of Western, modern development. Second and
more importantly, I would not do this because the principie of democracy has
never had merely the function of the enforcement of universally [and thus internationallyJ oriented law but, like evcry politically relevant principie of organization, has always had to fulfill a function in the framework of the selj-assertion of
a.particular system ofpower. That this is so is revealed today, for example, in discussions conceming the law of asylum in European democracies. Such discussions can never be rendered intelligible from the viewpoint of the "specification
of the principie of discourse" in the sense of the universalizable principie of law
alone. Rather, they must take into account specijically political concems- in part
also for reasons of the ethics of responsibility.)
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In my view, it should not be concluded, however, from this equiprimordiality
of the differentiation of the functions of law and of morality in the sense of postconventional dimensioos of practica} discourses- historically speaking, from
the preceding, unified function of "ethical life [Sittlichkeit]" in Hegel's sensethat law and morality, in the sense of the systematic question of their Iegitimation, could be understood in general as equal specifications of a morally neutral
principie of discourse (as Habermas has recently argued).2 1 Rather, in my view,
in the transcendental principie of discourse, the equal coresponsibility for tbe
político-legal realization of the conditions of practica! discourses on a global
scale (and hence, for example, a cosmopolitan legal order of peace in Kant's
sense) is recognized as moral/y binding along with the morally relevant equality
of all possible partners of discourse. For this reason, in the transcendental principie of discourse , part B of discourse ethics is cofounded as well. This is the
part that cannot yet count on tbe successful differentiation of law and the morality of part A but finds in this telos the regulative idea of its historically situated
responsibility. Yet another conclusion follows: the differentiation of the legal
system, which is equiprirnordial with the morality ofpart A, finds its expression
in the special character of legal norms, namely, in their enforceability through
sanctions. This function- as a morally legitimizable exertion of force-itself
belongs to part B of this ethics. More precisely, this function can be legitimized
as an institutionally related implementation of morality only in part B of thls
ethics, namely, under the presupposition that while in this world we may not
count on the conditions of an ideal community of communication, we can come
significantly cJoser to these conditions by way of the detour through the institutionalization of compulsory norms of law, especially if these conditions of law
can be established on a global scale. (In the democratic, legal state, the system
of law can and must create the conditions allowing its own function to be subjected to control and critique througb the morally oriented discourses ofthe "reasoning public" in Kant's sense.)
After these remarks about the nonn-implementing functions of politics and
law, which can be justified in the sense of part B of discourse ethics, we can now
return to the function of the economic system mentioned above.
1.3.3 Jf one sees the defi ning function of the free market system in the competition of the sellers of commodities, whose result is the qualitative improvement
and the price reduction of the commodities, which is in tum the interest of the
consumers, tben the morally relevant point of the implementation of norms in the
free market system appears to be the exact opposite of that point in the legal system. Human beings are here not relieved of strategic action through institutionalized norms, but, on the contrary, tbey are forced to strategic action, possibly
aga:inst their inclinations. However, this is the case under the furtber institutional
presupposition that strategic action is, so to speak, domesticated through the
game rules (which are valid for all) of the político-legal framework order of the
economy.
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From this structural characteristíc results the followíng double aspect for the
moral evaluation of the market economy. Strategic action, to which ali participants in the market are forced in the sense of their self-assertion, appearsaccording to all basic intuitions of traditional, especially, for example, Christian
ethics-distant from morality, if not hostile to it, because the motives of action,
at least according to their forrn, have to be egoistic here.
However, precisely this fonnal-egoistic conduct is- already according to the
basic insight of the moral philosopher Adam Smith and entirely according to the
epistemological-economic insight of F. A. von Hayek-the motor of the powerful efficiency of a (capitalist) market economy in the sense of the exploratory acquisition of information about possible resources and possible needs for goods.
By way of this orienting mechanism, which depends on the function of nonfalsified price signals, a knowledge about resources and the need of goods, available
locally to the respective market participants, is offered. As can be seen especíally
from the state socialist practice of statism in this ceotury, this knowledge is never
available to any central agency of planning and regulatioo.22
Thus the cooduct of market participants, which is prima facie hostile to morality, is the source of the market economy's enormous socialfunction of maximizing utility. This function, however, only generates benefits for those who can participate in the market with sufficient buying power, while the remainder is, under
certain conditions, deprived of all resources, according to the liberalist presupposition that the pure market economy holds the monopoly of supply. Thus the pure
system of the capitalist market economy leads to the consequence that the goal of
increasing the total utility and the goal of justice-goals that were traditionally
united in the concept of the common good [Gemeinwohl]-fall apart. (In my
opinion, this is reflected in tbe pbilosophical aporía of modern utilitarianism,
which not accidentally developed at the same time as the market economy.)
Thus a division obtains between potential market participants-which today
means humankind. Tt is a dívision between economically relevant bearers of "demand" and those who cannot transform their possibly vital needs [Bedürfnisse]
into economic demand {Beda,f] due to a lack of buying power: the "paupers" or
the "poor" (rediscovered since the beginning of the nineteenth century). This division occurs at first within the countries with a capitalist market economy, and
then, especially at present, in the relation of the First to the Third World. If this
description is correct, the decision as to the moral evaluation of the market economy is necessarily made on the leve! of the acceptance or nonacceptance of the
politico-legal order of the market economy by those who subject themselves to
this order in the sense of the institutional mediation of their morality. For the
(possibly very selective) utility of the market economy can only be evaluated on
this level with respect to its distributive utility for all a.ffected parties, that is, with
respect to its justice. John Rawls's second principie of justice could possibly be a
useful criterion of evaluation bere. According to this principie, deviations from
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distributive, equal utílity are acceptable foras long as the worst-off are still better off tban in an altemative arder.
As I elaborated above, the presupposed acceptance or nonacceptance of the
poütico-legal arder cannot, however, find its ultimare basis in thefacticalformation of consent wíthín a particular society. For such a basis of consent- even íf
democratic- could never by itself guarantee the capacity for consent of the order
for ali affected parties, and thus it could never correspond to the basic principie
of discourse ethics.

2. THE QUESTION OF THE ACCEPTABILITY OF THE
CURRENTLY EXISTING COMPLEXITY OF THE JNSTITUTIONAL
OR SYSTEM-RELATED IMPLEMENTATION OF MORALITY TO THE
ETHICS OF LIBERATION ANO TO DISCOURSE ETHICS:
IS A CONSENSUS BETWEEN THE TWO POSSIBLE?

Obviously, with this question, and after my bríef discussion of the problem of the
institutional ímplementation of moral norms- which in my view is inevitable and
acceptable-I have arríved at the point at which I can enter anew the confrontation with Enrique Dussel. l enter this confrontation in order to show the extent to
which the concern of the etbics of liberation is a concern of part B of discourse
ethics. For my previous elaborations obviously result in the question of whether
the complexity of the institutional or systemic mediations of morality, which I
outlined above, could be acceptable in tbe contemporary world for Dussel or for
the poor of this world, who are represented by the ethics of liberation.
I would like to declare at tbe beginning that I do not consider acceptable the
currently existing reality of the complexity outlined above. To begin with, Ido
not consider it acceptable because-as Dussel correctly remarked at the beginning - the poor of the Third World could bardly participate in a democratic consensus-forming discourse about the framework order of the economy. Up to this
point, there should be a consensus between Dussel and myself, and probably also
between the two of us and Homann. And this means from my perspective that
there is a task here, the task to change (existing) circumstances in the sense ofpart
B of discourse ethics (as a historically situated ethics of responsibility).
In this regard, 1 alJ-eady clarified in my last contríbution to the discussion 23 that
I do not at ali consider Dussel's distinction between the confrontation with the
"skeptic" and the confrontation with the "cynic" as externa! to discourse ethics.
Rather, this distinction offers an especially instructive point of entry into the
problem of the politico-strategic dimension of part B of discourse ethics. For this
dimension in its most poignant form indeed results from a distinction that is itself
discourse-ethical, the distinction between those with whom one can discuss- to
whom the skeptic belongs per definitionem- and those about whom one can dis-
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cuss at best, because they reject discourse for strategic reasons. The cynic represents the latter. However, I also warncd thc cthics of libcration to equate without
further ado the "North" -insofar as it appears as the opponent in negotiationswith the cynic, because that is in my view neither ethically nor strategically (in
the interest of the assertion of the interests of the poor) tenable.
However, if the ethical demand for the alteration of (existing) conditions
should be capable of consensus, then, of course, the crucial question of a globally
understood economic ethics arises: Can the condition be altered through refonns
in the sense of their acceptability for all those affected- for example, by realizing the idea of a social market economy? Or do we need- still in the sense of
Karl Marx- the abolition of the comm.odity-exchange relations of the capitalist
market economy and their replacement by a direct organization of distribution
through the "community of producers"?
I understand Dussel's work, including his most recent utterances, as a vote for
this socialist altemative, that is, as a plea for a "transcendental economics" that is
essentially based on the "labor theory of value" of Marx's Capital.
In my very preliminary and tentative introduction24 to the ctiscussion of the
ethics of liberation, I permitted myself to argue against this conception of Dussel,
and in this context also directly against the Marxian labor theory of value and its
consequences. Before l retum to this argumentation, however, at this point I have
to examine more closely the aforementioned new arguments of Dussel about the
relation between the fundamental methodological presuppositions of discourse
ethics and the ethics of liberation.
2.1 Looking back at my exposition of the theme in the introduction to the discussion with Dussel, I find that the correction of an apparent methodological misunderstanding seems necessary. Jn this context, r argued against the plausibility
of the Marxian and of Dusselian conceptions not on the basis, and in the name of,
the transcendental-pragmatically grounded discourse ethics but on the basis of
an anthropological and social-philosophical discourse. In my view, the latter already presupposes the transcendental-pragmatic theory of ctiscourse, but it presents of itself only fallible hypotheses. Here, I must first of ali briefly examine a
terminological point of difference between Dussel and myself.
In my view, there cannot be a "transcendental economics" because economics
cannot be responsible for the answer to the question as to the conditions of its
own intersubjective validity as a theory. One may very well concede to Dussel
that economics-insofar as it is thematically concerned with the conditions of the
bodily existence of human beings-is ontologically more fundamental than any
theory ofdiscourse, which, of course, already ontologically presupposes the bodily existcncc of human beings. But this consideration-which can lead, in the
sense of historical materialism, to playiog off the priority of the bodily existence
of human beings against the "superstructural" phenomenon of thought (or of discourse) - only shows that Kant's transcendental question has not been under-
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stood any more. (In my view, one must indeed direct this charge already against
the young Marx).25 Io my view, when dealing with the transcendental question of
philosophy, one cannot compare , and play off against each other, bodily existence
and (transcendental) discourse as innerworldJy states of affairs. Por- to put it
succinctly - one can quite well think, or conduct a valid or invalid discot1rse ,
about [über] human life and its conditions, but one cannot live about [über]
thought or discourse. This linguistic experiment demonstrates that what is uncircumventable [das Nichthintergehbare] in the transcendental sense cannot be life
or bodily existence, no matter how fundamental they may be from an ontological
perspective. ''To be the participant of a community of producers or of life is [indeed, from my perspective as welJ] the first condition for the arguing subject as
a living subject." 26 In my view, however, this ontological-anthropological truthwhich, by the way, will have to be supplemented- in no way alters the transcendental-philosophical, foundational primacy of discourse theory.
In my view, we find here the methodologically decisive problem in the possible confrontation between transcendental-pragmatic discourse ethics and
Dussel's ethics of liberation. Trans cendental pragmatics presents itself, according to its self-understanding, as a speech-pragmatic and in tersubjectivist
transforrnation and radicalization of Kant's mentalist transcendental philosopby. From the viewpoint of this transcendental pragmatics, the question as to
the rationalfoundation ofan intersubjectively valid ethics can not be aoswered
by the phenomena of tbe encounter with the destitution of the other (Dussel
with Levinas), no matter bow impressive they are.
Tbe question of foundation can ooly be answered through recourse to the
"self-agreement" (Kant) of reason, wbich is demonstrable [ausweisbar] in a
self-reflexive discourse. The self-agreement of reason, however, implies as a
"communicative rationality" ("cliscourse rationality") that the " interpellation of
the otber" (Dussel), that is, the validity "claim" of every possible discourse partoer, is to be taken into accouot uocooditionally.
This is a demand of our autonomous (i .e., in Kant's sense of giving oneself the
moral law) reason, a demand that is discursively-communicatively explicated.
Por this reason, this demand can secure a priori (in the sense of the transcendeotal-reflexive ultimate foundation of morality) that ooe cannot dismiss the purely
phenomenologically understood appeal of the ''interpellation of the other." This
interpellation, linguistic or prelinguistic, can be linguistically explicated, but it
caonot be dismissed as "heteronomous" and thus as an unreasonable demand [Zumutung] without moral obligation, as would otherwise always be the case. However, this also meaos that tbe "interpellation of the other," say coocretely of the
Third World poor, must be brought to validity by those affected themselves or by
their advocates (e.g., tbe theologians of liberation and the philosophers) in the
discourses about this topic, however deficieot or deformed, while taking into account all pertineot knowledge of the sciences. (In my view, a methodologically
relevant gap opens up bere today between those ethics tbat are, in Levinas's
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sense, phenomenologically oriented and discourse ethics, insofar as tbe latter
must insist on the, at least partially possible, settlement of all differences of interests and of opinion in discourses that are as rational as possible.)
On the basis of this indication of a complementarity of tbe starting points [Ansiitze] of discourse ethics and of the ethics of liberation- starting points that are
irreducible to one another-one might think that one could anive relatively
quickly at a discussion that is oriented toward cooperation. It would be a díscussion about the concrete and more urgent but also, for the philosopher, more difficult question of how, in today's world, justice can be done to the claims of the
others who are excluded from the discourse of the dominant community of communication (more, but not very much more, concretely, the poor of the Third
World). Unfortunately, however, there cannot yet be any talk of the possible
agreement that T just indicated, an agreement about the starting point of the discussion. I had to convince myself of this lack of agreement in particular by reading Dussel 's essay ''The Priority of the Ethics of Liberation over Discourse
Ethics." 27 Precisely the thesis of complementarity which had already solidified
with me toan operative illusion, is here rejected passionately in favor of an equalization of the real foundation with the "revelation" of the claims of tbe other,
transcending reason in the event of the "encounter" with the other.28
To be sure, Dussel assures us of his agreement "with the estimation that valid
argumentation and thus also the ethics ofliberation would be impossible if we did
not succeed in rejecting the skeptic." 29 But he does not see that the transcendental-pragmatic way of grounding ethics through reflection on the uncballengeable
conditions of argumentation-to which also belong the moral-normative conditions in the sense of the recognition of the claims of ali partners in argumentation-is an indispensable presupposition also for "the ethical grounding of the
praxis of liberation of the dominated and excluded," if it is to be rationally compelling. This is so because only in this way-that is, the way of the prior recognition of the excluded others as potential partners of argumentation-can the obligation to consider virtual "acts of interpellation" of these others be rendered
obvious. For Dussel, thc transcendental-pragmatic ultimate foundation of moral
norms is in general only a subordinate methodological self-grounding of ethical
argumentation "on the level of the community of philosophers aod scientists" a special ethics of argumentation, so to speak.30
Dussel does not see that the methodological detour via the securing (Vergewisserung) of what even the most radical skeptic cannot challenge without selfcontradiction has its significance for the ethical foundation of the praxis of liberation itself in procuring in advance a legitimation that is required for the interpretation of every particular case of the "interpellation of the Other." This legitimation renders it impossible to perceive, and thus not to recognize as morally
relevant, the claims of the Other from the perspective of a dominant worldview
of a self-enclosed interna! morality (a "totality" in Levinas's sense).
Instead, Dussel claims that the original ethical rationality lies solely "in the
practica} recognition [Erkennen] that ... constitutes the Other as a person, asan
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Other...." Thus, this rationality exists "prior to every argumentation" (Dussel's
emphasis) and "thus also prior to the Apelian process of transcendentalizing and
grounding." 31 He claims further that it is the "original ethical rationality ... that
represents the rational way to relate to Otherness, to the distinct rationality of the
Other and not (as in Apel) to the difference-in-identity." For, Dussel argues,
"from my/our world ... and in it, the Other reveals himself as transcendent. . . .
The ethical-practical experience of the 'face-to-face,' the respect toward the
Other who is recognized asan autonomous person, is not primarily an experience
of the understanding of being, but a 'letting-the-other-be,' poised in expectation
of his 'revelation."' 32
By contrast, according to Dussel, "every universal morality, including that of
Apel and Habermas," has to articulate itself "always within a pre-givea, conventional "ethical lite [Sittlichkeit]," for example, the European-North American,
conservative, liberal or social-democratic ethical life." For "it would be naive to
believe that the critica] European philosopher could situate himself in a postconventional manner in his everyday life without admitting that bis concrete 'reactions' are those of a member of Western culture-in this point, one has to agree
fully with Charles Taylor." 33
Beginning from the conclusion, so to speak, just like Dussel, I passed
through, and thus do not need to be enlightened about, the reflection on the a
priori of facticity, of historicity, and of the sociocultural conditionedness of our
everyday understanding of the world, a reflection tbat reaches from Heidegger
to the comrnunitarianism of tbe present. However, I have not been converted to
a historicism-relativism in my constant confrontation with this hermeneuticneopragmatic-communitarian turn in, and since, rny book Transformation of
Philosophy (1973). And this means the following with regard to the current
problem under discussion between Dussel and myself.
I am not exactly sure how far, in a concrete case, the dependence of Dussel's
and my everyday reactions oo that conventional ethical life (or on the "morality"
of a "totality" that doses itself off from the outsíde) goes. At least, both of us
could reflect on this ethicality critically and philosophically. (Philosophers, and
later social scientists too, have been capable of this reflection since the Axial Age
{Achsenzeitj of ancient high cultures,34 to which belooged not only the Greek origin of Occidental culture. And this postconventiona/ competence of think.ing
about rnorality and law, which has since that time never been lost, has also expressed itself in our institutions, especially in the constitutional tradition of basic
rights and of human rights, a tradition that is today in the process of global instantiation. Ali of this holds despite the fact that, according to Lawrence
Kohlberg's estimation, even at present only about 80 percent of the U.S. population factically reaches the level of the postconventional competence of moral
judgment.)
On the other hand, however, I know at least the following on the basis of transcendental-pragmatic reflection: In the current discussion between Dussel and
rnysrlf about the concern and the mutual relation of discourse ethics and tbe
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ethics of liberation, it cannot be a matter of one of those "reactioos" that are entirely dependent on conventional ethicality. lf this were the case, I would have to
articulate myself according to Dussel within the European-North American traclition (i.e., according to Dussel, within the "totality" that excludes the other of
the Third World), whereas he supposedly articulates himself withio an enti.rely
different ethicality. Dussel summarizes this Iatter ethicality as "Semitic" and
characterizes it in the following way: "Toe Bantu-African, Primüive-Egyptian
(since 4000 B.c.), Mesopotamian-Semitic world like that of Hammurabi, the
world of the Phoenicians, Aramians, Hebrews, Christians, up to the Muslims." 35
Here, I cannot and will not examine more closely Dussel 's audacious ethnohistorical delimitations. (From the perspective of the conception of the "Axial
Age," maners appear in a somewhat clifferent way, especially in the historical retrospective on the synthesis of Greek and Semitic thought, which persists since the
time of the Church Fathers in the Christian West and in Islam and which, in my
view, presents the real articulatory background of alJ of Dussel's writings.)
In any case, it is clear that the current discussion between Dussel and myself
could not take place under Dusselian presuppositions (self-enclosiog conventional "totalities" of morality oo the one hand, "transcendence of the Other" on
the other). (Already at this point, a perforrnative contradiction, in the sense of
transcendental pragmatics, arises.) In practice, this would mean that a philosophically led understanding [Verstlindigung] between cultures-let alone the
serious effort at a "multicultural" world society of the affirmative tolerance
within the limits of a formal morality of equality that would be binding for all,
and a world society of the cqual coresponsibility of all for the solution to the
problems of mankind- would have no chance. In regard to the real problems of
the relation between the Third and the First Worlds, we would again get into
the-philosophically prefabricated!-dead end that, in my view, already results
if one equates, without further acto, the representatives of the North in their
structure of thought with the philosophical construct of the "cynic."
What is decisive in this situation (in which one could only face, with Samuel P.
Huntington, the "clash of civilizations") is in my view the serious philosophical attempt to reflexively reappropriate [einholen] the current dialogue (argumentative
discourse) in view of its normative conclitions before ali definitive estimation of
the possibility of the dia logue with the other. Ooe has always already entered this
current dialogue (even in his lonely thinking, the philosopher has always already
entered this discourse), and one always already, necessarily, counts on the principled possibility of understanding, even of consensus about validity claims.
Tn my view, this attempt is lacking in Dussel's argumentation, as sketched
abo ve. But it is not only lacking in him but, in my view, in all those thinkers who
today set the tone and presuppose, and only presuppose, to use Heidegger's languagc, the "existential prestructure" of "the being-in-the-world that understands,"
that is, the "ontological prescructure of the understanding of being" in the sense
of the "thrown projection" of a historically conditioned mode of understanding
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the world (in the scnse of the later Wittgenstein, a "form of life"). For a long time
now I have made an effort not to reject this starting point but to demonstrate itas
being in principle incomplete. For this sketch of the "prestructure" of the beingin-the-world that understands the reflection on that part of the "prestructure" that
enabled philosophers to analyze the prestructure in Heidegger's (and Gadamer's)
sense in intersubjectively valid form, and to render conscious on this level of retlection the problem of the multiplicity and difference, and even opposition, of
the modes of the ontological understanding of being.
If the reflexive self reappropriation, as indicated abo ve, of the inescapable
starting point of every philosophy succeeds (the transcendental-pragmatic and
transcendental-bermeneutic turn of thought), then, in my view, we can detect the
aforementioned, historically situated jointure of two a prioris as the foundational
situation of ethics. This is a jointure of the a priori ofthe real community ofcommunication (the unchallengeable belonging to a particular, historically conditioned tradition of a preunderstanding of the world, incJuding an understanding
of morality), and the a priori of the ideal community of communicatíon, which is
necessarily anticipated counterfactually by the universal validity claims of every
criticizable, philosoph.ical argumentation. One side of the dialectical jointure conditions the danger of a cynical self-enclosure of a moral " totality" against all
claims of outside parties (the factically oppressed and exploited others), a danger
that Dussel rightly makes the object of a permanent ideology-critique in view of
Euro-centrism. By contrast, the other side of the jointure (which today, however,
hardly any "pragmatic" thinkers of the North recognize as the necessary orientation of oonnative tbought) stretches out in advance a horizon of understanding
the Other with regard to bis possible "clairns ." This horizoo grounds in partA of
discourse ethics the procedural norms of "practica} discourses" about possible
conflicts of interest (which in my view would be possible under the condition of
a cosmopolitan order of law) . Furthermore, this horizon opens up in partB of discourse ethics a possible justification of ali imaginable strategies of "liberation" in
the sense of the progressive realization of the conditions of applications of part A
of discourse ethics.
Of course, in its a priori of the coresponsibility of all discourse partners for the
d iscovery and consideration of ali claims of virtual d iscourse partners, this transcendental grounding renders itself in advance dependen! on the factical experiential evidences in regard to the necessary interpellation of the other. (This interpellation consists not only in the possible face-to-face experiences of the
destitution of the Third World poor- and in the corresponding experience with
practically excluded ones within one's own "moral totality"!-but also, as remarked earlier, in the merely imaginable c laims of coming generations.)
Nonetheless, the experiential evidences that are here presupposed are anticipated
in advance, and they are placed in advance under a basic norm of intcrsubjectivity in the sense of a universa/ized reciprocity with regard to the ethical interpretability of these evidences (in the sense of principled equality of all interests
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as virtual validity claims in practica! discourses under the regulative ideal of the
effort for the consensus of all those affected). (This basic norrn is, as mentioned
above, already recognized in a thinking with intersubjective validity claims, and,
in this sense, it has nothing to do with the strategic reciprocity of the do, ut des,
which belongs to a different, abstractly limited type of rationality.) This basic
norm, as a horizon of interpretation, is, to be sure, referred in advance to the emotional and sensual affectability in the encounter with the other-so to speak, as a
"context of discovery" of every applicable discourse ethics. But in my view, this
basic norrn cuts off a priori the interpretation that wishes to originally ground the
idea of justice (and the coresponsibility that belongs to it) on the basis of the in
itself "infinite" claim of the "transcendent Other," a claim tbat is experienced as
"heteronomous" and is tbus "context-free'' and without comparison.36
As a basic norrn of transcendental hermeneutics, it respects, along with the
hermeneutic tradition since Friedrich Schleiermacher, the principie individuum
est ineffabile and thus tite nonanticipatable otherness, or "exteriority," of every
other in relation to my or our "thrown projection of the understanding of being"
and thus, if you will, in relation to every "ontology" (in Heidegger's sense). But
it <loes not, as a post-Hegelian and post-Peircean insight, engage in the performatively contradictory attempt to think that which is in principie unthinkable, or
that which is only thinkable as unknowable (Kant's "thing in itself'), as the
essence of reality of the other and his claims. Instead, it supposes, with Charles
Peirce, the definition of the real as the regulative idea of the knowable, which,
however, cannot ever be fully known [erkannt}. In my view, this definition <loes
justice both to the demand for understanding [Verstiindigung}, which is implied
in the basic norm of morality, or for hermeneutic understanding [Verstehen], and
to the related critical modesty in the sense of the awareness of the otherness of
the other. And this definition is also thoroughly sufficient to render intelligible
that the other, as the representative of a foreign culture, can confront the conventional understanding of being of a "moral totality'' (e.g., of the "North" in
Dussel's sense) with his genuine claims and their presuppositions in the sense of
tbe understanding of being, and as a transcendent site of putting the former in
question. However, it is not sufficient to oppose a wholly different thinking, a different reason to the lagos of Occidental philosophy as a whole,more precisely, to
the lagos clairned by Hegel, which is, as is the logos of the understanding of being
in Heidegger 's sense, oriented not toward thc "prestructure" of the "thrown projection" of "being-in-the-world," but rather toward the self-reflection of argumentative discourse. As critically related to Hegel, this definition only brings to
validity the openness of possible experience of every potential, human dialogue,
which in principie cannot be "superseded" (aufgehoben) in the monologue of a
thinker.
In my view, the preceding remarks can be surnmarized in the following way:
as the transcendental-hermeneutic foundation of the normative conditions of tbe
interpretation of possible experiential evidences regarding the possible "claims"
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of the other or of others, the transcendental-pragmatic foundation of the basic
norm of morality stretches out, so to speak, the prior horizon for the discourse-ethical consideration of all of Dussel's "interpellations" of thc poor as
those who have previously been excluded from all relevant discourses. This foundation can in principie transcend the horizon of the conventional understanding
of morality of a self-enclosing "totality.'' lt can provide the bridge to the concem
of the ethics of liberation because it does not, in contradistinction to almost all
currently dominant starting points for an ethics in the West or in the North, begin
with the "strong valuations" (C. Taylor) of a particular tradition of community,
and even less with the strategic self-interests of isolated individuals. lnstead, it
begins witb the a priori of the ideal community of communication, which is presupposed by every real community of communication qua community of discourse. As a regulative idea, this a priori transcends every particular "moral totality" (already in the foundational part A of discourse ethics). Furthermore, (in
the foundational part B of discourse ethics) it can render intelligible the difference between the presuppositions of self-enclosing "moral totalities," a difference that arises in the conflict between cultures, and especially in the conflict between the North and the South. It can also render intelligible the ideal demand for
understanding (Verstiindigung) in an unlimited ideal community of communication, and it can ground the long-term overcoming of obstacles to understanding
as a duty to progress.
Witb regard to this second d imension of the possible application of discourse
ethics to the problems of the etbics of liberation, I have, in the present contribution, put forward the thesis that we are here essentially dealing with the ethical
acceptability of tbe implementation of moral norms. This implementation is in
principie inevitable, but it is still not without reservations in a particular case. It
is an implementation according to the game rules of social institutions or the
functional action systems of society. And I have also already explained that the
currently existing global reality of the institutional mediation of morality cannot
be acceptable to those in the Third World. From this point ofview, forme the primary probleru that arises in the confrontation with Dussel's ethics of liberation is
that of the acceptability or nonacceptability of the system of a (capitalist) market
economy. I would now like to present sorne reflections on this problem that may
clarify my earlier reservations about the recourse of liberation ethics to Marx.

2.2 In tbe aforementioned introduction I found rnyself compelled to argue against
Dussel's recourse to the Marxian thesis of the value of labor in Capital and its
consequences (socialism as the only alternative to the "destruction of nature and
human beings") in a sense that is not grounded on transcendental economy but on
anthropology and social philosophy.
Here, I would only like to retum to onc of the main points of my argumentation. ln rny view, one has not sufficiently understood the argument, first presented
by Habcrmas,37 that Marx. does not sufficiently take into account the difference
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between "labor" and "interaction." One has not understood it sufficiently if one
refen;, correctly, to the fact that Marx always also, in conjunction with the function of the "material exchange with nature" through labor, tak:es into account the
association ofthe subjects of labor in the community ofproducers. The following
passage, for example, is indeed characteristíc of Marx's perspective:
Let us finally imagine, for a change, an associalion of free men, work.ing with the
means of production held in common, and expending their many different forros of
labour-power in full self-awareness as one single social Jabour force. Ali the characteristics of Robinson 's labour are repeated here, bu1 with the difference that they are
social instead of individual. All Robinson 's products were exclusively the result of
his own personal labour and thcy were therefore directly objects of utility for him
personally. The total product of our imagined association is a social producl. One
part of this product serves as fTesh means of production and remains social. But another part is consumed by the members of the a5Sociation as means of subsistence.
. . . The social relations ofthe individual pmducers, both towards their labor and the
products oftheir labor, are here transparent in their simplicity, for production a~ well
as distribution.38

It becomes very clear in this and in many similar passages that for Marx, the
consideration of the societal relations of human beings comes down to the replacement of individual subjects of labor by a collective subject-the community
of associated producers. This community, in partíal analogy to Rob-inson's appropriation of his products of labor, is supposed to distribute the total product of
labor as "objects of utility" -or "concrete use values" -to the members of the
community of producers. On the other band, however, this community, now in
opposition to Robinson, is supposed to reuse a part of the social product as a
means of production. In this way, Marx suggests, the relation among human beings, their work, and their products of labor remain "transparent and simple." But
this appearance stems, in my view, from the fact that Marx says alrnost nothing
about the interaction that has to tak:e place between human beings from the start
in complementarity to labor qua "material exchange witb nature." Instead, Marx
only speaks of the "regulatioo" of labor and the "distribution" of the products of
labor through the collectíve subject of the community of producers.
What is missing here is, in my view, not only the aspect of interaction that one
may cal!, with Habermas-in a certain idealization of life world interaction"consensual interaction." Wbat is missing, first, is the aspect of strategic interaction between human beings that is enacted in the exchange ofgoods and in related
negotiations. This aspect of interactioo is, in my view, and I am here following
the opinion of almost all anthropologists, based in the life world and equiprimordial with labor, and that means prior to the differentiation of the system of the
market economy. If one now takes into consideration this anthropological equiprimordiality of the complementary functions of labor and interaction qua exchange, then Marx's thesis is extremely implausible (as the advocates of the
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"limit-use theory" {Grenznutzentheorie] have pointed out correctly). lt is the thesis that the market (in the sense of the capitalist system of the economy) abstracts
completely from the (concrete) use value of goods-in favor of exchange value,
which is only measured by the expended labor time.
Marx's insight into the tendency toward alienation and reification of human relations in the institutions of the market economy (in the sense of the "fetishism"
of commodity relations) remains in my view correct and ingenious. But this
"alienation" and "reification" cannot be removed completely if only because it is
not only based on the necessity of the institutionalization of labor but also on the
necessity of the institutionalization of (strategic) relations of exchange. If one
overlooks, as Marx does, this second dimension of the differentiation of the social subsystems of the economy, then one cannot sufficiently appreciate the positive achievements of market economy. These are achievements in terrns of the
commercial mediation between scarce resources and potential demand.
With this remark, I do not want to dispute or play down the precarious fact that
the commercial mediation between resources and demand in no way takes into
consideration the concrete (and vital) needs of human beings themselves. The
market system of the economy indeed abstracts from these needs-but not from
the "use values" of goods in general. As a market system, it takes into consideration only the-by ali means "concrete" - "use values" of goods for the bearers
of demand (wbo are supposed to possess buying power) but not the concrete
needs of human beings. (In my view, the relevant correction of Marx 's thesis of
the nonconsideration of the "concrete use values'' by the "exchange values" of the
capitalist market economy would have to be formulated approxin1ately in this
way by a limit-use theory. Thus the "labor theory of value" would still retain a
part of its significance, namely, for those cases in which we can disregard the
commercial achievement of supply [Versorgungsleistung] through the market
(the discovery and mediation of resources and demand), and in which only the
technological leve! of production of the national economies that are competing
with one another orare dependent on regular exchange, has any weight. ln these
cases, the state of affairs of the "unequal exchange," as analyzed by Marxist economists, can in my view really be obtaine<l.)39
Primarily because of the achievement of supply, as efficient as it is selective,
of the market with regard to the concrete needs of human beings, the market
economy is, as I have indicated above, dependent on a compensatory function of
economic and social politics on the level of the framework arder of the economy.
This order ought to be acceptable to ali those involved. In our time, this compensatory function must be fulfilled on a global scale, and that means in the face
of the division of people who profit from the market economy and those who are
excluded from the monopoly of supply by the market economy. Unfortunately, I
am not able to offer any concrete prescriptions for the possible politicoeconornic solution to this task. However, l also do not see that any such solutions
could be offered by the ethics of liberation. In any case, Marx's utopía of the su-
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persession o.f the market economy seem.s to me to be as implausible today as the
liberal or neoliberal utopia, whicb expects the best possible {ulfillment of tbe
demand for "social justice" from the "invisible hand" of the market economy
alone. (Of course, we have to distinguish from this the substitution of the ethical idea of socialjustice by the social Darwinist idea of the inevitable prevailing
of the capitalist market economy along the lines of the "survival of the fittest,"
as suggested by P. A. von Hayek. This solution can in my view no longer be seen
as morally acceptable in the sense of Adam Smith.)
Thus I can by ali means-against Hinkelammert's imputatioa40 -agree with
him (and with L. Kolakowski) that we should resist the utopian "extortion by reference to the only alternative" -either in tbe sense of Marxism or in the sense of
neoliberalism.
Nonetheless, this should not prevent us from considering the concern of the
ethics of liberation-just like the concem of an ecological ethics oran ethics of
peace aimed at the generation of a cosmopolitan order of law-as a current dimension of application of discourse ethics, primarily its part B.
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5
Discourse and Liberation: Toward a
Critical Coordination of Discourse Ethics
and Dussel's Ethics of Liberation
Hans Schelkshorn

Tbe discourse theory of ethics developed by Jürgen Habermas and Karl-Otto
Apel and the liberation ethics of Enrique Dussel have come to attain representative status for the respective political contexts out of which they arise. The passionate discussions they have provoked confmn tbeir significant position. Discourse ethics continues the European tradition of universal morality at a purified
level; it integrates critically the two waves of Enlightenment that European history has crossed. On the other side, the Latín American "philosophy of liberation"
marks the temporary clímax of a development toward a genuine Latín American
thinking. The first (though failed) impulses of this development lie in the independence movements of Latin American colonies in the nineteenth century. In
this chapter, however, l refer only to Dussel's conception,i which is one among
the many different lines of "philosopby of liberation"2 because it leods itself very
well to a critical comparison with discourse ethics.
I will not try to develop a systernatic comparison between discourse and liberation ethics. This chapter should be understood as a contribution to a dialogue
that has been going on recently between Karl-Otto Apel and Enrique Dusse!.3 I
intend to compare tbeir two moral theories in such a way that the strong and the
weak points of each ethics become mani:fest i:n the light of the otber.
Dussel's "pbilosophy of liberation" and Apel's "transcendental pragmatics"
claim to have refonnulated the Aristotelian project of a "first pbilosophy." I do
not consider this question nor the concomitant problem of an ultimate foundation
(Letztbegründung) of ethics.

1. CONTEXTS AND PROVOCATIONS
Moral theory responds to certain problems of morality, for instance, the ecological question, which led Hans lonas to develop a new foundation of ethics. Tt also
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responds when moral claims themselves become questionable, as was the case
with Freud's unmasking of the claims of conscience. It is therefore advisable to
first look at the different contexts of discourse and liberation ethics .

1.1. Discourse ethics as an ethics in the context of science and technology
At the beginning of the itnportant article "Das Apriori der Koromunikatioosgemeinschaft und die Grundlage der Ethik,"4 Apel ontlines the "paradoxes of the
problem situation" that moral theory is faced with today. On the one hand, the
global expansion of modern science and technology has generated moral problems of planetary extension. Today, therefore, we need a macroethics more than
ever. On the other hand, the identi.fication of rationality with value-free science
dissolves the fundamentals of ethics within general validity. Just as religion migrated into the realm of private subjectivity, unable to obtain its own rationality
in front of the dominion of scientific reason, so has ethics. Orthodox Marxism attempted to bridge the gap between subjective action and objective science, but the
price was a deterministic concept of history that fulfilled the totalitarian tendency
of positivistic reason. According to Apel, tbe philosophies of the Western societies have reproduced that duality in the division of labor between analytical and
hermeneutic phllosophy, thus resulting in the privatization of morality. Politics
likewise falls within the competence of instrumental rationality, which in tum is
based on conventions that can only be "grounded" through irrational decisions. A
rational discussion of aims is no longer possible.
Apel therefore develops his discourse in a situation in which the general validity of morality threatens to collapse in the tongs of analytic philosophy and
hermeoeutics. The moral skepticism that represents the common sense ofthe two
main streams of philosophy in the twentieth century has become the central
provocation for discourse ethics.
For this reason its strategy of foundation aims at afundamentum inconcussum
by reflection on the conditions of doubt continuing Descartes's ideas on the level
of linguistic pragmatics. The surprising point of this strategy is that the moral
principie of universalization doubted by moral skepticism is already affirmed in
the act of doubting as a forro of argumentation. Argumentation is impossible
without the moral presuppositions of renunciation of violence and the acceptance
of the equality of rights. With the strategy of the performative elenchus, Apel tries
to make visible the secret moral pillars in the illuminated dome of value-free scie nce and the colo,ful greenhouse of hermeneutics.

1.2. Ethics of liberation as an ethics in the context of dependence and underdevelopment
1n the early 1970s, as Apel started bis oew theoretical path, Dussel developed
in Argentina the "ethics of liberation." Dussel reflects the same planetary process
that Apel has defined as the expansion of science and technology, but from a political and economic perspective. Colonialism and the neocolonial dependence of
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Latin America, and the whole Third World in general, is the central provocation
of Dussel's moral theory. At the theoretical level, Dussel is faced with the critique
of the Western model of development by the "theory of dependence." Although
rumors of the crisis or even the end of the dependencia theory gÓes around today,
it seems to me that the enduring merit of the dependencia theory was to break the
charm of desarollismo (developmentalism) and to definüively put on the agenda
the question of an independent and genuine path of development for the peoples
of the Third World. This question could not remain oa the borders of the social
sciences but became a theme of philosophy as well. Salazar Bondy has pointed
out precisely the specific epistemological provocation of the theory of dependencc. He diagnosed Latin American Euro-centrism as a reflectioa of its political
and economic dependence.5 According to Bondy the imitative thinking of Latín
American philosophy is at the same time victim and perpetrator of oppression.
Inasmuch as philosophy is alienated from its own culture and reality by Eurocentic imitation, it stabiUzes and deepens the cultural alienation of oppressed people. Philosophy discovcrs itSelf as an ideological mornent of a global system of
domination. The philosophy of liberatioa is an effort to escape this involvement
in a credible way.
Against this background Dussel himself feels forced to develop a new foundation for philosophy. He has fu lfilled this task in two steps, first, by a radical
critique of the universalistic claims of European reason and, second, by
searching for a critica! standpoint that is unquestionable by ideological critique. Although we cannot completely escape the amb iguity of history in the
perspective of the ethics ofliberation, solidarity with the poor allows the most
critica! position with regard to the structures of oppression and ideological justification of the "real communication community." The standpoint from which
the vicious circle of alienated and, at the same time, alienating thinking can be
partly overcome is the life of the oppressed, who are excluded by the system.
The ethics of liberation tries to escape its involvement in cultural imperialism
through its preferential option for the poor. That means that the process of liberation of Third World peoples becomes the central theme of the philosophical
discourse. Latín American philosophy seeks its authenticity by understanding
itself as a critica! and solidaristic reflection on the every day struggle for liberation of the oppressed in the periphery.

2. JUSTICE THROUGH PRACTICAL OISCOURSE ANO RESPONSIBILITY
AS LIBERATION: THE TWO CENTRAL INTUITIONS OF DISCOURSE
ETHICS ANO THE ETHICS OF LIBERATION
The basic principie of discourse ethics is related to rational adjudication between
conflicting interests and claims. "Rational" means that only the strength of the
better arguments should decide the conflict. According to Wolfgang Kuhlmann
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the basic constellation is " the conflict of interests and claims between subjects of
reason of approximately equal strength and competence and of equal rights."6
Discourse ethics reconstructs and grounds the moral intuition of universal justice with reference to a consciousness of the fal libilistic status of scientific theories and the experience of cultural relativism. Material questions, therefore, can
be answered only preliminarily; their validity is justified by the consensus of the
concemed- the community of investigators within the scientific discourse, the
affected and concerned in a conflict situation within practical discourses. ln this
way discoursc ethics helps expose and conceptualize an essential aspect of the
factical moral consciousness of Western societies.
Toe ethics of liberation departs from a different standard situation, namely, the
situation of domination, of the denied discourse, and of the instrurnentalization
and exploitation of human beings. The original situation is the encounter with the
poor, the provocation of the oppressed. Discourse ethics assigns this moral experience to the ethics of sympathy and compassion, associating with it irrationality
and even instinctive reflex.7 According to my interpretation, the ethics of liberation reconstructs the intuitions of the traditional ethics of compassion and love on
the actual leve! of consciousness. The traditional forms of compassion are corrected radically (e.g., the reduction of compassion to prívate relations) to the practice of alms, to paternal care, orto partiality without the correcting idea of j ustice.
The most important elements of the transformation of the _ethics of careare:
l. A metaphysics of Othemess: any man or woman isn't only an example of

universal humankind (difference of a prior unity) but, because of his or her
liberty, is a being of radical heterogeneity and distinction (in opposition to
simple difference); correcting the personalistic tradition of philosophy,
Dussel removes the category of the Other from its prívate idyll-the Other
is not only the prívate friend but also the Other gender, the Other generation,
the Other social class, the Other nation, the Other culture. Toe strongest
moral claim líes on the Other outside of the social totality-the orphans outside the families, the poor outside the welfare state, the old outside the society based on efficiency, the strangers outside their native country;
2. A theory of understanding: the only way to understand the exteriority ofthe
Other is through the experience of encounter, proximity;8
3. A theory of the praxis of liberation: the cry of the oppressed demands justice; the sense of liberation is differentiated from Hegel's master and slave
clialectic and from a specific sense of emancipation that neglects the economic dimension of oppression.
Thc paradigm for an authentic liberation is the biblical Exodus, and it has.three
central elements:
l. Toe point of departure is domination as the negation of the constitutive and
historical exteriority of the Other, the instrumentalization of his or her face;
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domination is the denial of the face-to-face relation and the totalization of
the I or We;
2 . Exodus as the outbreak from the system of domination; the process of selffinding that means the detachment of introj ected power and the affirmation
and reconstruction of one's own identity;
3. Toe construction of a new order in which the oppressed could live as an
original and a different person in equality with others.
The ethics of liberation transforms the intuitions of the ethics of compassion
into an ethics of commiseration9 on the leve! of modem political consciousness.
The demands of the poor are responded to through an analysis of the structural
causes of poverty and, departing from this analysis, the construction of a more
just order of society. In our day, the intuitions of the ethics of compassion can be
reformulated only as a political ethics-an ethics of commiseration without any
paternalization. The encounter with the poor has to be transformed into the solidaristic commitment with tbe poor on tbeir way toward liberation. Whether liberation is a reform of the system or becomes a revolution depends on the historical situation. Thus the ethics of liberation corrects and integrates the legitimate
aims of a revolutionary morality without either a deterministic or a utopian theory of history. Liberation is a bistorical process without the guide rope of dialectical laws of history.

3. CRITICAL COORDINATION OF DISCOURSE
ETH ICS ANO TH E ETH ICS OF LIBERATION

We are now ready to compare discourse ethics and tbe ethics of liberation. First,
Apel searches, in the face of the universal relativism of actual philosophy, for an
irrefutable base on which the absoluteness and universality of theoretical and
practica! reason can be grounded. Dussel's problem is more complex: on the one
hand, his appropriation of Heidegger and Ricoeur allows hirn to break with tbe
totalitarian universality of European reason and find a legitimate way to an autochthonous cultural life world; on the other hand he does not want to sacrifice
the absoluteness of ethics to hermeneutical culturalismo lest the critique of the
exploitation should lose the ground under its feet. Therefore Dussel and Apel
have the same problem with hermeneutic philosophy: both want to ground the
absoluteness of ethics in a way that the plurality of the life worlds is not oppressed by a totalitarian universalistic thinking. Apel finds the solution in a
transformation and renewal of transcendental reflection. The hermeneutic description of cultural life worlds presupposes a transcendental anticipation of an
ideal communication community that preserves philosophy from a free fall into
total relativism. Dussel avoids relativism by recourse to Emrnanuel Levinas: the
uncond itionality of moral claims that is grounded in the liberty and the exteriorily of lho Olher , which can be oppressed but never completely controlled. Even
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if tbe Other is killed, he or she keeps his or her secret forever. Thc demands of
the Other, of the poor, transform the attitude of phenomenolC>B,ical uescription.
The phenomenological concept of "experience'' (which is quite different from
scientific objectification) includes an understanding in which thc horizon of the
interpreter is widened by phenomena, but the "epiphany," or irruption of the
poor, provokes the phenomenological description to a moral dccision, to a solidaristic attirude of the interpreter with the poor. This is - if 1 have understood
rightly-the sense of Dussel's phrase "from phenomenology to liberation." 1º
Against tbis background, it become.s obvious thatApel's strategy cannot immediately solve Dussel's problems, and vice versa. While Apel tinds himself in a theoretical universe that is cleaned of every ethical element, Dussel responds to a situation in which philosophical discourse finds itself already implicated in the
ideological justification and legitimation of oppression, and participation in tbe
culrural alienation of his own people. Jn spitc of these differences Apel and
Dussel have a common aim: both ofthem want to develop ethics as macroethicsApel because of the planetary expansioa of modem sciencc and technology,
Dussel because of the global dimension of the North-South confüct. Both of them
try to ground a planetary ethics without any ethnoccntrism. Both discourse ethics
and the ethics of liberation intend to preserve the absoluteness of ethics in such a
way that the cultural forms of the good life are not destroyed. How these common
intentions can be realized shows their respective corrections to Kant's categorical
imperative.
3.1. The search for successful universality: Corrections to the categorical imperative
Discourse ethics and the ethics of liberation share the thesis that has acquired
an almost commonsense character in actual philosophy, namely, tbat Kant's formulation of the categorical imperative cannot serve moral universality as he intended it. Toe complete reversibility of standpoints, of "universal role taking,"
which Kant demanded, remains imprisoned in the nets of a given life world, if it
is merely monologically realized in foro interno by an individual. It is therefore
possible that members of different life worlds .may universalize differen.t norrns
witbout subjective compulsion.
Discourse ethics responds to this problem through its demand for practica! discourses, in which ali concerned should solve their conflicting claims and interests
consensually. Moral theory restricts itself to the reconstruction of the "moral
point of view" -the viewpoint of impartiality outlined only by rules of discourse
formation, rules that constitute the indispensable conditions of argumentation in
order to enable a fair solut ion of conflicts. Toe tree of philosophical ethics, after
the purgatory of science and hermcncutics, has lost almost ali its leaves of substantial morality. All that remains is the structure of a procedural principie as
guarantee for a just solution of conflicts. But the profit of this extreme formalism
is tbat moral theory can integrate the fallibilism of science and the cultural rela-
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tivism of henncneurics without giving up the absoluteness of ethics. Discourse
ethics restricts the field of moral questions to the narrow area of conflicts between
various forms of "good life" that are not touched in their substance. Delegating
controversia! questions to the practica! discourses of the concerned and affected,
discourse ethics avoids the trap of any universalistic morality, namely, the universalization of particular norms. This shou1d also be a debatable conception of a
planetary ethics for the philosophies of the Third World.
But how does the ethics ofliberation solve the problem of successful universalization? In his critique of Kant, 11 Dussel refers to the historical and cultural relativity of human subjectivity that marks the limits of every concrete univcrsalization. Every universalization, therefore, is factually limited. But delimitation
implies exclusion. Because the mere "idea" of unliroited universality cannot overcome the factual limitation of concrete universalization, Dussel tries to open the
factual totality of society from the perspective of the excluded person(s) (in the
sense of the concrete negation). The demands of the oppressed, of those "beyond"
the system, tear the veil off the pretended universality of a concrete society. Toe
irruption of the poor unma<iks the factual consensus in its ideological character.
Toe "monological" universalization (of an individual, a group, a class, a people, a
culture, etc.) is broken concretely by the liberating praxis of the oppressed.
From the perspective of the ethics of liberation the process toward successful
universality is nota process like an approximation toan ideal, like a developing,
evolving, and unfolding of a communication community. lt is instead an anadialcctical proccss of thc praxis of liberation. The oppressed Other irrupts into the
system and opens it to a more extensive totality where there will be new poor who
will through new liberation movements fight again against the litnits of the new
existing Totality. The "vehicle" on the way to successful universality is not only
practica) discourse but also the liberating praxis of the oppressed.
3.2. The problem of monological discourses and the analogical understanding
of the Other
Discourse ethics and the ethics of liberation share the i_ntention to overcome
monological universalization through real interactions. With regard to discourse
ethics, however, W. Lütterfelds has shown the possibility of monological understanding even within practica! discourses.12 The understanding of alien argumentation is dependent on one's own horizon of understanding in which something
can count as "reason." Thus the reasons proposed by the Other remain my own
reasons, and therefore discourse ethícs would continue monological universalization despite the demand for practica) discourses. Lütterfelds draws the conclusion
that the "egological base"13 of real argumentation cannor be eliminated. But he
ends with the thesis that a theory of discourse which takes into account the contradiction between monological and universal reason is "still missing."14 Apel has
answered tightly that the recourse to the "egological base" of argumentation is
" unnecessary" because it was never left. However, Apel has not answered the un-
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sol ved problem of real argumentation pointed out by Lütterfelds: How can alien
argumentation break out of its own horizon of undcrstanding in such a way that
the idea of consensus does not become a mere idea which conceals dissent as already Iiquified. Habermas has outlined consensus as depending on "empathetic
sensitivity by each person to everyone else." 15 But the problem remains unaffected, as unexplained, if the question of how can we thin.k of nonmonological
empathy is not cleared up. My thesis is that Dussel's theory of an analogical understanding of the Other could complement discourse ethics on this point.16
Toe material core of practica] discourscs includes interests and needs, which
should be examined with respect to their universalizability. Although "arguments
transcend per se beyond particular life-worlds," 17 the reasons that the involved
and affected advance for their claims are rooted in their particular life worlds,
their concrete backgrounds of plausibility. The idea of consensus not bccoming a
chirnera depends entirely on the possibility of understanding the claims of the
Other from his own life world. Dussel's theory of knowledge is specifically reIated to this problem. The point of departure is the constitutive heterogeneity of
the Other in her life world; the "irruption of the Otber," the immediate encounter
of "face-to-face" inaugurates the process of understanding. The constitutive
moral act, even prior to verbal understanding, is to open oneself to the Other,
which means to break out of one's own horizon, to break out of the plausibility
of one's own life world (detotalization). Because the plausibility of verbal information and exchanges is rooted in its own history and life world, it is not possible to understand the Otber completeJy. The world of the Other can never become
my own. Therefore personal understanding depends on the revelation of the
Other; it demands an involvement witb the life world of the Other. Toe "egological base" is not left at any time because l can understand anything only by relating it to my own horizon; but this horizon is broadened, expanded more and more
through tbe encounter with the Other. Thus the Othemess of the Other emerges
with the continuing decentralization of the I or the We; the exteriority of the
Other, which could not be "comprehended" within the framework of the initial
preunderstanding, now appears without lifting its mystery.
Discourse ethics and the ethics of Iiberation seem to describe the same thing
from different sides; therefore, thcy stress different aspects. Apel's point of departure is the situation of argumentation. He shows that in this situation the Othemess of the Other is already accepted. Argumentation implies and presupposes
respect for the Other. Dussel's point of departure is the situation of domination,
of the refusal to respect the Other. Therefore the acceptance of the Other, of the
oppressed, the detotalization of the I or We, moves into the center of moral theory. Argumentation appears only as a consequence of this original moral act. The
theory follows the way from domination over interpellation and respect for the
Other to the understanding of her appellation and argumentation.
But Dussel's thesis of the constitutive exteriority of the Other does not intend
to glorify "dissent," as Lyotard has done. On the contrary, according to Dussel,
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the quality of factual consensus depends on the commitment to enter the life
world of the Other and to begin to understand the Otherness of the Other.18 This
cannot substitute the cognitivistic moment of justice in the sense of weighing
claims without respect for persons. There is no justice without a deep understanding of the Otherness of the Other- of her history, her life world, her horizon
of plausibility for her claims.

3.3. "Solidarity" and the problem of partiality
Up to now discourse ethics has defended the principie of justice as the integral
core of moral theory on two fronts: against Jonas's ethics of responsibilityl 9 and
in the context of the Kohlberg-Gilligan controversy.20 Whereas W. Kuhlmann21
concedes a "surplus" in Jonas's concept of responsibility that cannot be fulfilled
by an ethics of justice, Apel and Habermas try to strictly deduce responsibility
and solidarity from the discourse-ethical principie of justice. Discourse partners
in practica! discourses not only comnút themselves to the moral principles of argumentation (e.g., the equality of the dialogue partners, their right to a fair say,
etc.) but also commit themselves to "coresponsibility'' in the sense of a "solidaristic responsibility for the settlement of problems." 22 Habermas accentuates
this coresponsibility as the other side of justice in the sense of the "maintenance
of the integrity of this form of life,''23 in which dialogue partners must be interested to the same extent that they must be also interested in the freedom to respond to raised vaJidity c\aims. Here I neglect the question of whether the intentions of Gilligan and lonas are integrated by discourse ethics in this way. From
the perspective of liberation ethics, this question has to be suspended.
Apel's notion of "coresponsibility" and Habennas's concept of "so]jdarity"
presuppose that we must only protect and extend the already existing social ties
of the real community of argumentation in light of ideal universality (the aspect
of emancipation) . The ethics of liberation develops its concept of responsibility
in a situation in which the social tie is toro, human communication is interrupted.
Jndeed, in this situation the universal idea of j ustice is also present, and thus we
have to concede to Habermas: "Without these idealizing presuppositions, no one,
no matter how repressive the social structure under which she lives, can act with
an orientation to reacbing understanding." 24 But the praxis of solidarity and the
function of actions oriented to understanding changes in the context of domination: solidarity turns into partiality for the oppressed. Partiality means that the legitimacy of claims is anticipated because it cannot be vindicated (redeemed) consensually in a situation of domination. Processes of understanding therefore need
the oppressed's consciousness of their own situation, through which the intemalized role of servant is transformed, challenged, and fought against, and through
which a new identity is established. These processes can be described better
through the d ifferent aspects of the reproduction of the life world, as they bave
been outlined by Habermas (cultural tradition, social integration, socialization),25
but with the important difference that in this context we must speak not solely of
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the "reproduction" but also of the "reconstitution" of the life world of the "oppressed ."26 T he oppressed begin to identify with themselves. They begin to discover their own history (tradition), which was unknown to tbe dominant public
until now. They free themselves from the societal norms that justified their oppression (coordination of actions), they begin to live in the moral norms of their
own tradition, in communities of resistance, thus building up new identities. A
practica} discourse such as Apel demands presupposes the exodus of the oppressed, the exodus from their role as servants. lf the identity of one of the partners of dialogue is broken by oppression, discourse itself turns into its opposite.
Toe partial anticipation of universality, however, has to be vindicated ata given
time. This problem was not treated adequately by Dussel. Successful liberation
leads to a new totality based on justice. ln tbis situation the claims of the formerly
oppressed bave to be redeemed too in a practica! discourse of all concerned in
order to avoid the dialectic between the dominator and the dominated. The ethics
of liberation has not developed suitable categories for this problem. On this point
the contribution of discourse ethics is extremely worthy. The lirnits of liberation
ethics become i.mmediately obvious if the evidcnce of dornination is not strong
enough. In that case the option for partiality (i.e., the preferential option for the
poor) must be open to a rationaJ discourse of aJl concerned. Whoever insists here
on the evidence of domination places himself in the field of dogmatism. What
looks Like cynicism in the context of the suffering of the people in the Third
World becomes more relevant with regard to terrorist organizations Like the Red
Army Faction in Western Germany. Dogmatism is the latent danger of partiality,27
cynicism the danger of an ethics that demands practica! discourses without consideration of the política! and econornic conditions that would make possible their
implementation.

3.4. Toe labor theory of value versus the procedural principie of justice: The
problem of "material" justice
Liberation ethics has complemented the principie of partiality with a theory of
economic justice, thus also reformulating Marx's labor theory of value.28 Dussel
is aware that this would be interpreted in Europe as an understandable but
anachronistic Third World fascination with Marxism.29 Despite the many controversies within critica! theory, there is a consensus among the main philosophers,
including Habermas, that alienation cannot be described primarily in terms of
economic categories. Delegating even principies of a j ust distribution to practica!
discourses,30 the proceduralism of discourse ethics i.mplies a critique of the Marxist labor theory of value. Habermas31 raises two main objections to the labor theory of value that representa certain consensus in Western Europe: Marx did not
distinguish sufficiently between class-specific institutionalization and the positive structural differentiation that capitalism also is. Marx therefore did not possess criteria to differentiate between thc rationalization and reification of posttraditional life worlds. The theory of value presupposes (1) a premodem romantic
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form of economy and is (2) a productivistic theory because it interprets a lienation
below the level of interaction.
These objections are only partially correct with regard to Dussel's theory of
value, especially if we neglect the question of the right philology of Marx. According to Dussel, any production stands in the context of interaction. Its telos is
the reproduction o f human life, which is always a life in community. In its abstract sense economy is a practical-productive relationship-there is a relationship between persons mediated by a product of labor. The theory of value is not
a complete phenomenology of the relationship between humans and nature. lt accentuates only those aspects that should be relevant for econornic justice. Therefore the product is defined only under the perspective of the self-objectification
in human work; the "value" of a product is measured by the quantity of the "objectified life." The two axes of the theory of value are, first, the difference between the value of the product and the value of the working person- the "origin
of all values" - who must not be degraded to a mere value. Second is a theory of
ajust exchange within the criteria of the quantity of objectified life. An unjust exchange must not be considered as an unfortunate circulation of material objects
but as a loss of "life."
Maybe the crucial question concems the function that this theory can obtain.
In Dussel's ethics of liberation the labor theory of value seems to be a fourth formulation of the categorical imperative in econornic terms. The imperative must
"treat the other not only instrumentally but respect him/her as a person" and can
be translated into the terms of the labor theory of value: "treat the other not only
as value but respect him/ber as the 'origin of values."' Respect for the Other has
to stand the test of just exchange.
Thus the labor theory of value is the criterion of ali economic systems. Its validity cannot be limited to a premodern form ofproduction.32 Liberation ethics receives the theory of value for two main reasons: it is related to tbe most serious
problems of the Third World, its econornic exploitation; and the labor theory of
value al1ows liberation ethics to connect itself with the experience of the poor
who must offer their working power for the cheapest salaries. Although they work
very hard, separated from their families and their village, the poor are not able to
reproduce their material and social life. Thus the theory of value fits very well
with the preferential option for the poor. Clearly, the labor theory of value not
only has the function of a moral criterion but also suggests a model for a new econornic system that meets Habermas's objections.
As historical experience shows, we cannot deduce an economic system from
the theory of value; we can only-perhaps-diagnose economical injustice . But
econornical systems are not unlimitedly available. Toe peasant revolts at the end
of the Middle Ages failed hecause the oppressed were missing a practica! and effective alternative to the dominant econornic system. The econornic crisis was not
primarily the effect of a moral failure, since its roots lay in the whole feudal system . Therefore the conflict could not be solved by the reconstitution of the "old
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right." 33 This is not a pleading for an amoral systems theory. But it seems to me
that other criteria than those of the labor theory of value are legitimate in the discussion about economic systems, for instance, the teleological criteria of efficiency or Rawls's principie of faimess. It is understandable that Dussel is afraid
to disguise real rnisery with these abstractive theories. Líberation ethics has
rightly criticized the systems theoretical viewpoint of the economic sciences. But
the moral impulse of liberation ethics threatens to vaporize without practica! alternatives. Today there exists a disillusionment with the history of the altematives. On the other hand the revival of the neoliberaJ desarrollismo shows how the
social sciences move in a circle. No strategy has reached more than punctual successes, which displays the universal helplessness like shop windows. But the poor
cannot afford this theoretical skepticism while struggling for their survival. lt is
the indisputable merit of liberation ethics to have asserted the justified claims of
the poor on the leve! of an ethical reflection.

3.5. Apel 's complementarity principie and the ethics of liberation
Both moral theories obviously presuppose a specific historical situation to
which their categories are related. Discourse ethics is aware of this fact. The procedural principie depends on a "fonn of life that meets it half-way"34 -not in regard to its validity but to its realization. Apel himself speaks of a "lirnit"35 of discourse ethics. At this point we can observe bridges between these two moral
theories. When faced with "the facts of misery," "moral questions are open." As
Habennas says, "Wherever this is the case, wherever ex.isting conditions make a
rnockery of the demaods of universalist morality, moral issues tum into issues of
political ethics."36 Apel admits that "as members of an oppressed class or race,
they possess a priori a moral privilege vis-a-vis the socially privileged, a right to
bring about equality even prior to acknowledging the rules that only have to be
accepted once real equality exists.''37 Habermas notes that "the issue of revolutionary morality (whicb incidentally has never been satisfactorily discussed by
Marxists, Eastem or Western) is fortunately not an urgent one in our type of society."38 But Apel understands that the real life worlds of constitutional states are
still shot through with power interests. Therefore the application of discourse
ethics is still a serious problem even within democratic social structures. This is
why Apel introduces the complemcntarity principie (part B) into discourse ethics
that would mediate between strategic and consensual action. On the other hand,
liberation ethics <loes not reduce its realm of va]jdity to the situations of obvious
oppression because every society has its oppressed, its poor.
At this pointApel and Dussel treat the same sort of problerns side-by-side but
with different instruments. Apel works with types of rationality; the strategic rationality of action-excluded in part A of discourse ethics-now receives an important role under the rule of the procedural principies of argumentation: to serve
life and to establish institutions for practica! discourses. Dussel's theoretical iostruments are rooted in a personalistic philosophy. They recoostruct the historical
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"Iogic" of human relationships. Every social totality, from the intimacy between
man and woman up through the totalities of peoples and states, builds upa horizon that excludes and oppresses the Other. Therefore, solidarity has to transcend
the real regnant social totality and reach to those who are outside. Toe "anadialectic" describes the historical logic of totalization and detotalization. of domination and liberation. of subsumption and irruption of the Other. It is obvious that
these two theoreticaJ instruments are not contradictory; they are close to each
other and could be complementary.
Toe praxis of Iiberation has to decide continuously between mere strategic and
consensual action, and real practica! discourse is always Iimited in regard to time
and to the members who can really participate and so on, meaning that every factual discourse is limjted. It is almost unavoidable that factual discourse implies
consensus at the cost of third parties. Negating the factual consensus by the concrete negation of the poor, preferential solidarity corrects the idea of a mere linear and evolutionary realization of the ideal communication community. At this
point liberation ethics converges with an objection of Albrecht Wellrner against
discourse ethics. Exclusions of women, foreigners, blacks, and gays, for example,
rooted in collective patterns of interpretation that can hardly be corrected with
reasons "but with the pressure of a struggle for recognition and under the influence of new experiences."39 Thus the liberating action of the excluded provokes
the experiences that are the basis of a consensual elimination of inequality.
3.6. The utopian horizon
Discourse and Iiberation ethics try to reconstruct the anticipations that are included in moral intuitions. They agree completely that the vanishing point of
moral practice does not prescribe a historical project but only the horizon in
which al.1projects can be criticized. This is the conclusion reached by the critique
of utopía in the last decades. Transcendental anticipation breaks the totalitarian
dynamics of utopia by overcoming the absoluteness of any historical project. Although Apcl and Dussel agree about the function of counterfactual anticipations
as "regulative ideas," they differ about the contents of moral anticipations. Discourse ethics describes the ideal communication community through the idea of
complete understanding. Dussel has objected that Apel reduces the ideal community to a community of language. in opposition to a community of bodies.40 Ln my
opinion this does not mark the crucial difference41 because, in fact, discourse
ethics treats the dimension of the human body in the context of the question of
i<leology.
According to Apel, complete understanding implicates the linguistification of
the unconscious or "natural" elements of communication. This demands a temporary objectification of the Other, but any objectification must be integrated into
a dialogue that is oriented to mutual understanding. Therefore the ideal communication community includes as the "transcendental presupposition of every critique of ideology" the "postulate of a non-distorted and in basicalJy unlimited
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verbalization of extra-linguistic communicative competence," and that means the
"overcoming of what is merely 'natural."'42 This postulate seems to exceed even
the critique that Wellmer formulated against the scientistic tendency of the ideal
communication community. Wellmer speaks of the idea of "a definitive language," "the original dream of logical empiricism," "complete transparcncy."43
Human liberty threatens to disappear in the "pennanent daylight" (Nietzsche) of
reason. Faced with this idea, Dussel asserts the exteriority of human liberty as the
abysmal source of human vivacity, which cannot be absorbed by the light of
transparency. Therefore the specific ethical anticipation is the "proximity" between human persons; the proximity with timeless synchrony, full with the richness of freedom, so that the Other remains with respect to the one, the regnant totality, an eschatological exteriority. The proximity of persons, not the crystalline
clearness of arguments, mobílizes moral praxis.
Consensus cannot be the adequate moral anticipation. In contrast to theoretical
discourse, consensus is only an element within moral practice that seeks to restore
distorted relationship and communication. Toerefore, the adequate ethical anticipation has to be reconstructed from the other side of the practica) discourse, from
the side of solidarity, as Habermas says. Toe anticipation of solidarity is not the
consensual clearness of arguments but tbe proximity between humans. Whetber
in the face-to-face of tbe child-mother relationship in nursing, or the sex-to-sex
of the man-woman relationship in !ove, or the shouJder-to-shoulder of colleagues
in an assembly tbat is deciding the fate of a country, or the word-hearing of tbe
teacher-pupil relationship in the apprenticeship of living, proximity is the word
that best expresses the essence of persons, their first (archeological) and last (eschatological) ful lness.44

5. CHALLENGES, SUCCESSES, ANO THE SELF-UNDERSTANDING
OF DISCOU RSE ANO LIBERATION ETHICS
If one were to place the two moral tbeories into tbe original context of the other,

their strengths and weaknesses would become immediately obvious. The ethics
of liberation seems to be insecure in the face of theoretical skepticism. The evidence of the option for the poor-which needs no arguments in the context of real
misery- loses a bit of its plausibility in a theoretical space in which claims are
pro ved on the basis of whether they can be doubted or not. On the other hand , the
strict transcendental reflections of discourse ethics threaten to ignore the pressing
questions that arise in the context of misery and oppression, though the foundation seems to be unassailable in the secured rooms of academic discussions. Obviously discourse and liberation ethics are developed in regard to different standards of foundation by which they want to be measured . Dussel tries to expose
and ground the original ethical practice in front of tbe relationships of domination
in ali lífe worlds and cultures, tbe proximity of face-to-face. Apel searches for a
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situation that is unavoidable for the moral skeptic, the well-known situation of
argumentation with its unavoidable moral presuppositions. Without discussing
here the question of an Ultimate Foundation of ethics, wc can relate thesc two
types of theoretical grounding of morality. Insofar as the ethics of liberation competes with other moral theories, it works in an argurnentative situation in which
it cannot avoid the presuppositions that discourse ethics has already outlined.
Therefore, in regard to the foundation of the philosophicaJ theory, it seems to me
that the transcendental reflection of Apel reaches deeper than liberation ethics.
However, liberation ethics is not defeated because moral theory could be restricted to the srnall field of unquestionable sentences. Responsibility is not identical with this principie of justice, as Kuhlmann has shown.45
T he lirnits of discourse ethics become evident where claims cannot be asserted.
Kuhlmann speaks of groups "whose membership is denied because of their competence: sick persons, negros, jews etc.)." He speaks of the problems of the embryo, the question of abortion, and our relationshlp to nature.46 These dirnensions
of responsibility do not necessarily mean the supererogatory practice of love;
they belong to fundamental moral intuitions that every society needs in order to
preserve humanity. Surely it is possible to construct bridges to these problems by
discourse ethics too, but even Kuhlmann concedes that they are more or less unsteady.47 Liberation ethics tries to reconstruct precisely this responsibility from
the experience of the exteriority of the Other who suffers silently oppression, tbe
exteriority of the unbom-tbey who have no voice- or even the exteriority of
"dumb" nature.48
Thus we come to the question of the theoretical extension of discourse and liberation ethlcs. The thesis I tried to represent and defend here was that the ethics
of liberation reconstructs a certain aspect of an ethics of responsibility and solidarity, integrating from this perspective tbe intuitions of justice. On the other
hand, discourse ethics grounds responsibility and solidarity as the other side of
justice. Neither one can be reduced to the other, as I tried to show with sorne examples. A last word on the self-understanding of these moral theories: According
to its theoretical position, discourse ethics delegates ali questions of ethical contents to their discussions within their respective life worlds. lt restricts itself to the
j ustification (and to reminding us) of the moral "point of view." Material positions have to be regarded only as contributions in an open discourse. This rnodesty of philosophical moral theory is correct in view of the fact that moral j udgments depend more and more on the data that science may provide. But this
modesty may be a virtue only in a situation i_n which institutions for practica( discourses have already been established.
Under totalitarian conditions, the material implications of discourse ethics are
obvious.49 In such a situation the deduction of the p rocedura l principie loses its
function of being a mere contribution, and it receives unavoidably a prophctical
character, for instance, statements against censorship, against being convicted
without a fair trial, and so on. Here is a bridge to understanding a little bit bet-
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ter the often breathtaking categorical resoluteness of liberation etbics. Pressed
by the daily death ofthe poor in the Third World, the academic modesty of discourse ethics becomes questionable for liberation ethics. Toe adequate form to
do philosophy is as prophetical philosophy, as the reduplicated "cry" of the
poor.50 D ussel 's philosophy of liberation intends, just as Apel also attempts, to
"inspire the practice of men by a dialogical constitution of sense,"51with the difference that now it is inspired through the liberating action of tbe oppressed. Toe
pbilosophy of liberation understands itself as an "analectic pedagogy of liberation,"52 not as patemalistic avant-garde, not as a revolutionary idea tbat has to
take root in tbe masses, but as a critica! assistance, in solidarity, of the poor on
their way toward liberation:
To think of everything in the light of the provocative word of the people - the poor,
the castrated woman, the child, the culturally dorninated youth , the aged person discarded by the consumer society- shouldering infmite responsibility and in the presence of the Infinite; that is philosophy of liberation.53
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6
Beyond Universal History:
Dussel's Critique of Globalization
Eduardo Mendieta

G eopolitics llas always determined the cartography according to which history
is written. 1 As Adrienne Rich put it, "a place on the map is a place in history."2
Conversely, a time in history is also a place on a map. This is more than a question of perspective, for it insists that history happens more forcefully, authentically, as if for the first time, in certain places, with the concomitant that other
places are relegated outsíde history to the supplemental, to the epigonic. Universal bistory, as has been practiced in the "West," exemplifies this claim.3 One may
argue that the genre ofuniversal h:istory began with Augustine's City ofGod. But
here history is a thin veil for divine history. Nonetheless, it is Augustine's idea of
worJd history as Heilsgeschichte (salvation history) that inspired a whole traditi.on of speculation about the logic and telos of history.4 Since Guizot, Condorcet,
Smith, Hegel, Marx, and Dilthey,history has been concerned with tbe elucidation
and discernment of tbose processes and forces that explain humanity's history
and future. Although Christendom stands behind many of these historians' specuJ ations, most of them have secularized salvation history into Europe's civilizing
rnission. Por many of these great philosopbers of history, the issue of history was
the questi.on of "universal history," that is, of the unity of human historical experience. Their general contention was tbat this unity could be explained in terms
of a series of processes or detennining logics. These invariably tumed out to be
European, Western processes and logics: secuJarization, modernization, industrialization, juridification, Entzauberung (disencbantment), bureaucratization, and
so on.5 Tbese, in turn, were allegedly absent, stagnant, lacking from non-Western
societies-or at the very least still to be brought to them vía diffusion, contact,
and exchange. Not unexpectedly, it was the West that would catalyze innovation
in these non-Western societies. In this way, salvation history became the West's
civilizing rnission, the "white man's burden." Universal history, however,
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emerged in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as the ideology of European
world hegemony. This is the time when European colonialism and imperialism attained their farthest global reaches. Universal history, therefore, became the
apologia for Western expansionism by writing the hlstory of humanity in terms of
any one, or several, of the following tropes: civilization and/or culture, freedom,
the state, technology, civil society, urbanization, and so on-ideals and ciphers
that stood for Europe and the West.6 The type of universal history practiced in the
West, in short, became a way of writing about the "West" and tbe "rest" in a way
that defined tbe latter by "clusters of absences" that turned out to be what the former possessed in abundance and exclusively.7
The project of universal h.istory, however, entered into crisis in the early part of
the twentieth century. Two world wars made it extremely difficult and suspect to
project certain aspects of Western culture as possessing universal validity.8 The
moral and evaluative aspects, taken from the Christian idea of a salvation history,
of universal histories, became highly questionable and indefensible. Europe itself
plunged into a deep moral identity crisis. Lord Acton was to be the last great universal historian, even as his work remained incomplete.9 A new brand of history
was to be inaugurated by Amold Toynbee. His h.istorical project began as a rejection ofuniversal history as had been understood by writers from Frarn;;ois Guizot to
Lord Acton. Toynbee was to inaugurate what is today called "world h.istory": a history of the world in terms of the history of civilizations that rise and fall with the
ebb of tin1e. 10 The West, in this new historical practice, became one of tbe many
civilizations to have its time on tbe lústorical stage. The West was neither the most
advanced nor the most moral nor even the summation and synthesis of ali prior cultures and civilization. Toynbee began to see lústory through a decentered and decentering historical perspective in which the West could no longer claim a place of
privilege orprestige. 11 Th.is orientation was to be furthered by William McNeill, the
best-known American practitiooer of world history. For McNeill, who is the author
of the Rise of the West: A History of the Human Community, 12 however, Toynbee's
approach remained too parochial and not global or planetary enough. More recently, McNeill has lcveled the same criticism at his own work.13
Today, the proliferating discourses of globalizatioa projecc themselves as a new
version of universal history.14 As with the universal histories of eighteenth- aod
nineteenth-century historians, the discourses of globalization emphasize certain
civilizational forces that purportedly collapse ali parochialism and cultural chauvinisms. With globalization theory we seem to be retuming to the orientations of
the Marquis de Condorcet, A<lam Smith, David Hume, lmmanuel Kant, Karl
Marx, or Max Weber, ali of whom could think ofhistory only in terms of the planetarization of certain concepts, processes, organizational principles, and so on.
These, in tum, were taken to be unique, endemic, and autochthonous to Eu.rope
and the West. Globalization has become the West's new cartography, according
to whicb history's map is traced by the planetarization of the free market, laissezfaire liberalism, mass consumption, and mass culture. 15
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In this chapter 1 challenge the ways in which globalization is offered as a new
apología for, and of, the West. I begin with an analysis of severa! recent theories
of globalization. This analysis, although summary and sketchy, will suffice to illustrate the ideological character of sorne of these theories of globalization. I then
proceed to sketch the ways in wbich these tbeories have failed on severa! counts,
namely, with respect to the questions of ethics and history, and their respective
but linked relationships to globalization. My central contention is that globalization has raised the stakes on what kinds of analysis can and should be provided.
Globalization demands of us not just greater attentiveness to deta.iJ but also
greater circumspection concerning our conceptual apparatuses. l suggest that we
need to pay greater attention to the way globalization fits into history and to how
''Western" history looks when seen from a global perspective. Most importantly,
however, globalization appears as an ethical challenge, and this is wby I take up
D ussel's challenge. Therefore, in the final section I discuss the ways in which
D ussel offers usa critica! discourse about globalization that directly addresses the
fa.ilures of its recent discourses.

THEORIZING GLO BALIZATION
GlobaJization can be understood in a variety of ways. It can be seen as a purely
economic project or tbe realization of one. This is, for instance, the view held by
Richard J. Barnett and John Cavanaugh, who speak of globaliz;ation as the realization of global dreams by imperial corporation.16 For them, globalization is the
planetarization of a global bazaar, with its concomitant K-Mart realism aesthetic, the global casino economy, the g lobal labor market, and the global shopping mal!. Benjamín Barber shares sorne aspects of Barnett and Cavanaugh 's approach. In Barber's case, however, globalization is merely the confrontation
between "MeWorld" and jihad-ciphers of economic processes that register as
cultural epiphenomena-which results in the evisceration of politics by economics.17 For Barber, the challenge of globalization is the threat to the possibility of civic participation: "Globalism is mandated by profit not citizenship."18
Globalization can a lso be seen as a culrural phenomenon, or the final fusing of
economy and culture. Fredric Jameson has suggested that one of the distinctive
qualities of postmodernity is that it registers tbis economization of the cultural
and the culturization of economy. In otber words, as culture becomes economy,
the latter turns into the former. Globalization as Americanization is tbe epítome
of this mutation of the one into the otber. 19 In a recent article, Jameson has extended this analysis to g lobalization.20 Arjun Appadurai, on the other hand, who
could also be included under this rubric of interpreting globalization as a cultural
process, is more interested in how sociopolitical processes unleashed by economic imperatives have turned into cultural projects that surpass and cunningly
outwit thcsc imperatives themselves. For Appadurai, globaJization is a new space
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for a new social imaginary that works through the nation-state but also against it
and beyond itas well. fo the last instance, Appadurai is interested in the constitution of a new social imaginary that can no longer be matched or reduced to economic goals and processes alone.21
There are also political readings of globalization. This we find represented in
the work of Jürgen Habennas and Malcolrn Waters,22 although I will only discuss
the former. For Habermas, globalization is the extension to the entire globe of the
highest achievements of the Enlightenment and critica! modemity. To this extent,
globalization appears to be an extension of modernity, if not its final denouement.
In two recent essays, Habermas has directly addressed the question of globalization.23 He has suggested that globalization does indeed consist in a series of economic and political challenges but that the appropriate answers to them require
instituting at a global level the rule of law and one of the greatest achievements
of the twentieth century, namely, the welfare state. In fact, in the face of the many
quandaries and problems that besiege European nation-states, the appropriate answer is to reach out to the law.24 Law becomes the civilizing element. Indeed,
Habermas talles about the juridification of poli tics, at a global leve!, as the answer
to the conflicts brought about by growing cultural ethnocentrism and the atavistic reactions by societies that are trying to survive the onslaught of Europeanization and westernization. As Habermas puts it, "Toe only means of countering the
factual oppression exercised by the dictatorships of developing nations is a juridification of politics {Verrechtlichung der Politik]. The integration problems that
every highly complex society has to master can be solved by means of modem
law, however, only if legitimate law helps to generate that abstraer form of civic
solidarity that stands and falls with the realization of basic rights."25
Toen there is a systems theoretic perspective on globalization , which I think is
represented best by Ronald Robertson, Niklas Luhmann,26 and Martin Albrow;27
for brevity's sake I will discuss only the fust. Roland Robertson, the theorist who
has most consistently contributed to our understanding of globalization, reads
globalization as a profound challenge to the basic categorics of sociology.28 For
Robertson, globalization results from the diachronic and synchronic interactions
within a "global field" that is constituted by four axes, or components: (1) selves,
(2) national societies, (3) a world-system of societies, and (4) human.kind. Synchronically, each one of these components has developed and transformed in relationship with one another. Diachronically, they stand in tension and mutual
codetermination. More concretely, however, we ought to see the development of
a global system, that is, a system that is increasingly interdependent and is aware
of this integration, in the following way: 29
l. The individual self (1) is to be understood as a member of a community

and/or nation-state that through its culture of citizenship endows that individual with inalienable rights; but these rights often stand in contrast to and
in tension with other inalienable rights and conceptions of self of other so-
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cieties (3); even the individual is to be seen, in the last instance, as a particular instance of humanity as such (4).
2. A national community (2) stands in a particularly contentious relationship
to its members (1), who are seen as either rights carriers or members of a
culture and language community. This national community, in turn, sees itself as a member of a community of national communities (3), one that
malees claim to such status on the grounds that it provides to its members a
status closest to those made by and for humanity on its behalf.
3. A global system of nations (3) is established through the coordination, attenuation, and acknowledgment of sovereignty on tbe part of individual
communities (Kant's project in Perpetua! Peace is a perfect example). This
system elaborates, maintains, and legislates a certain set of expectations
with respect to the ways in whicb people are treated as citizeos within their
respective body politics ()). The Nuremberg Trials are a perfect example, as
well as the many challenges of nations befare the World Court. Finally, the
ability of a global system of nations to legislate on human rights offers a test
of feasibility for many humanitarian projects (3). Robertson calls this a reality check.
4. Humanity, in tum, is defined notjust in terms of certain religio-philosophical perspectives but also in terms of concrete rigbts of persons qua human
beings (1). These rigbts are sometimes granted by nation-states, but they are
nevertbeless possessed or claimable by all human beings (2). These rights
in tura are enforced and are given weight by international arraogements and
pressures (3).
These four components of the global field exert a relativizing force on one another. Thus selves are relativized with reference to the notion of humanity, and
humanity in tum is made relative with respect to specific embodiments of selves.
lndividuals, as selves, stand in a problematic relationship to the nation-states that
either nurtures and enables them or disables them. Sirnilarly, nation-states are relativized when viewed from the perspective of humanity and other nation-states.
Robertson has given nice expression to these forces of relativization with a
schema in which arrows cross while extending from each comer of a square,
whose rigbt angles are made up of each component. Interestingly, Robertson
notes, one of the most salient characteristics of this global field is that it both relativizes and further enhances the "identity" of each component. Robertson suggests that globalization is in fact the institutionalization of identity declarations,
as much by individuals, nation-states, and world systems of nations as by humanity in general.
This dynamic of relativization and the institutionalization of identity declaratioo is further stylized by Robertson in an insigbtful formulation. Globalization,
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this extent, globalization results as much in a quest for universalism as for part icularism. G lobalization thus involves thc universalization of particularism, not
just the particularization of universalism.31 In other words, under globalization,
ali societies must be both unique and individual, but they nmst be able to make
universal daims about their uniqueness, particularity, and difference. Robertson
is quick to note that the West is not exempt from this dissolving and integrating
force of globalization. The West is just one of the many cultures in the world, one
which, like ali others, must present itself before the world court of universalism.
In contrast to Bamett, Cavanagh, and Barber, Robertson suggests that g lobalization is prior to modernity and, further, that the imperatives for globalization are, to a large extent, dictated by cultural or systemic-sociological imperatives and not by economic or political ones. 32 For Robertson, g lobalization is
driven by the logic of social systems as systems of agency to which economics and politics are subsidiary. As he summarizes: "Globalization theory tums
world-systems theory nearly on its head-by focusing, first, on cultural aspects of the world ' system' and, second, by systematjc study of interna[ civilizational and societal attributes which shape orientations to the world as a
wbole and forms of participation of ci.vilizations and societies in the globalhuman circumstance."33
Sorne of these different takes on globalization, however, bave tried to elucidate
the liuks that exist between globalization aud history, history and etbics, and ethics
and globalization, with varying degrees of success and self-consciousness.34 Had
they succeeded in their effon, they would have realized that many of their assumptions, as well as ideals and models, were Eurocentric and ethnocentric. In contrnst,
Dussel 's Ethics of Liberation in the Age of Globalization and Exclusion35 is the
most comprehensive, tborough, and systematic analysis of the relationsbip between
ethics, globalization, and history. Before I discuss Dussel's magisterial contribution, I would like to briefly flesb out the relevance of these conjunctives.

Globalization and History
Under this rubric l gather the question conceming the rclationship between globalization and history. Is globalization a result ora catalyst of modemity? Can we
subsume g lobalization into the dialectic of modemization, and to that extent is tbe
latter a product of the spirit of the West alone? Could we in fact view globalization ru; reflexive modemity, as is suggested by Ulrich Beck, Scott Lash, and
Anthony G iddens?36 And concomitantly, can we tben view globalization as a
projcct, modemity's project elevated to a planetary scale? On the other hand, if
globalization entails the corrosion of ali developmental projects and the agents
that heralded them, such as the state and the economy, how then do we do bistory
in a global age? lt is not clear wbat relationsbip exists between a global age and
a global history.37
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History and Ethics
This dyad, although analyzed extensively, has not been framed appropriately with
reference to global history. Ethical perspectives, on the one hand, are always the
result of particular histories. An ethos is coagulated history, so to speak. Aristotelians and Hegelians share this view. History also unleashes processes that
challenge established ethicities (Sittlichkeiten), and, insofar as histories are projects, certain ethical perspectives become the result of certain epochal shifts. We
can see Protestantism, and its resultant ethos of privatization and individualism,
in this l ight. This brings up the question, to what extent, for instancc, can we
speak of a new planetary ethical consciousness that surpasses the reaches of local
and culturally based ethical perspectives? It must be acknowledged that this question has been at the ceoter of Karl-Otto Apel's'8 and Jürgen Habennas's work.39
Yet their views on a postconventional moral consciousness are too rooted in a
particular view of socialization processes that seem endemic and unique to the
West. If we take globalization to entail the relativization of other cultures as weU
as of the West itself, then we cannot work on the assumption that a global moral
perspective can only be forthcoming from a globalization of Western formalism
and neo-Kantianisrn. In short, we must ask what global history stands behind
what new global ethos, and whether we can speak of a global ethos that challenges as well as actualizes what was inchoate in up to now relatively inwardlooking ethicities.

Ethics and Globalization
Globalization, as Jameson has suggested, ougbt to be taken as a philosophical
problern. Robertson, as noted, has suggested that globalization ought to be taken
as a major challenge to the basic categories of social analysis. Globalization
should also be taken as an ethical problem. Por globalization at the very least has
meant the growing gap between rich and poor, developed and underdeveloped,
linked up and unconnected to the flows of information, money, and power, which,
like a stonn, elevates sorne to heights of obscene wealth while plunging others
into abysmal levels of subhuman existence. Globalization, similarly, has also
meant thc relativization of cultures and their views about what human agents can
and ought to do. If we begin with the simplistic realization that an ethical perspectivc consists of the coordination of the concepts of an ethical agent, a criteria for the discernment of the validity of ethical judgments, and the guiding light
provided by cultural goods that acts as moral compasses, then we must ask what
ethical systems are allowed by a global age in which agents, judgments, and cultural goods have been destabilized, rendered fluid and suspect, and in whicb the
reach of individuals and even communities is thwarted by global processes that
even if locaUy unleashed have unforeseen planetary conscquences. At the very
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mínimum we must begin with the realiz.ation that g lobalization commands that
we visualize new categories of ethicaJ analysis.

THE WORLD-SYSTEM OF INCLUSION THROUCH EXCLUSION:
EN RIQUE DUSSEL'S CRITIQUE OF GLOBALIZATION

It is my contention that Dussel's work addresses these challenges . His Ethics of
Liberation in an Age of Globalization and Exdusion is a contribution of paramount importance because it explicitly and in an unprecedented fashion links up
these dyads: globalization and history, history and ethics, and ethics and globalization. l will present his work as being guided by these dyads.

Clobalization and History
Above ali, Dussel seeks to dislodge the ethnocentric and Eurocentric views that
inform most of contemporary philosophy. He <loes this first by demonstrating that
modernity must be read as the result not of an autochthonous dynamic of European culture but rather as the result of the management of a world-system by the
West. In order to demonstrate this thesis, Dussel periodizes world history into
four stages of the "interregionaJ system" (see table 6. 1).40
The thrust of Dussel 's argument is that the West assumes a hegemonic position vis-a-vis other cultures on ly through its becoming the center of a worldsystem that is inaugurated with the discovery of the New World. In contrast to
the standard chronologies and metahistorical philosophical justifications for
the success of the "miracle of the West" or the "rise of the West" (celebrated
since Hegel and informing M arx, Weber, Parsons, Habermas, and many recent
world historians), Dussel argues that the "triumph" of the West can be understood appropriately only when we take into consideration the management of
the world-system that allows the West to obtain a differential advantage over
the East and Africa. In Dussel's view, the willfully myopic conceptualization
and chronology that informs most contemporary Eurocentric philosophy has
resulted in part from a series of conflations, first, from conflating the formulation of the "new theorical paradigm (modernity) with its historical origin, as
well as with the crisis and eventual demise of the medieval paradigm."4 1 Second, from conflating European ontogenesis, so to speak, with world phylogenesis in such a way that a mir.roring (espejismo) effect takes place in which
what were effects of a positioning within a world-system are taken to be intrinsic advantages that belong to the very spirit of the West.42 Most importantly, however, by reframing the question of modernity in terms of Europe's
centrality within a world-system, Dussel is able to talk about the "underside"
of this purportedly "civiliziug" p roject. Modernity emerges from Dussel's reframing ofitas a project that entails a "sacrificial logic," one in which the perpetuator of the sacrifice is exculpated and left blameless for the dernisc :md on-
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Table 6.1 Scbemaüc Representation of the Four Stages of the "lnterregional
System," Which Begins to Unfold As "World System" after 1492

Siage

Diachronic Name of the
lnterregional System

Pole.1· around a Center

I

Egyptian-Mesopotamian
(since the fourth
millennium B.c .):
§0. 1

Without center:
Egypt & Mesopotamia

u

" lndo-European"
(since 200 B.c.):
§0.1

Center: Persian region,
Hellenic world
(Seleucid & Ptolemaic)
since the fourth
century s .c .
Eastem extreme: China
Southeastern: Ind.ian
kingdoms
Western: Mediterranean
New World

m

Asiatic-AfroMediterranean
(sínce the fourth
century A.D.):
§0.4

Center of collllllercial
connections: Persian
region & the Turín &
Tarim , later the Mu slim
world (since the
seventh century A.D.)
Productive center:
China
Southwestern: Bantú
A frica
Western: ByzantineRussian World
Extreme West: Western
Europe

[V

World-System
(after 1492 A.D.):
§§0.5-0.6

Center: Western Europe
(today U.S.A. & Japan ,
from 1945 to 1989 with
Russia)
Periphery: Latin
America, Bantú Africa,
Muslim world, India ,
southwestern Asia ,
eastern Europe
Semi-autonomous:
China
& Russia (since 1989)

So"rr:t: Enrique Dus~el. Erica de la liberaci6n en la edad de la globaliwci6n y de la exclusi611
(Mudild: editorial Trotta, 1998), 21.
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slaught that it unleashes on a world and its cultures, which are to be managed,
civilized, bureaucratized, and secularized. Modemity, whether incomplete or
already exhausted, cannot be understood comprehensively unless we give
voice to the victims of this project.43

History and Ethics
Analogously to Hegel and Charles Taylor, Dussel views ethical systems through
the lens of history. He is also related to Habermas and Apel in that he views ethics
not just as the actualization of a form of life but also as the unfolding of formal
aspects of moral thinking that, in coordination with ethical and cultural goods,
lead ethicities to higher levels of abstraction, fonnalization, and universalization.
His work thus is interested in dcmonstrating how the ethical material and moral
fom,al levels of ethical consciousness are historically conditioned. He discems in
the first stage of the interregional system the dawning of an ethical consciousness
that departs from the recognition of the material, corporeal individuality of the
ethical agent. In the Egyptian Book of the Dead and the Code of Hammurabi, to
mention just a few documents from the first interregiooal system, we find enshrincd, according to Dussel, the respect and reverence for the dignified unity of
the ethicaJ-corporeal subject. This subject is addressed in his or her individuality,
in his or her suffering and vulnerable corporeality.
During the second stage of the intcrregional system, which is marked by the
rise of the military etnpires of the Bronze and !ron Ages, Dussel discems the rise
of metaphys ical and anthropological dualism. For this dualism, matter, rhe body,
living corporeality is a blemish, a fault, a prison, a hindrance. The poles of this
ethical orientation are the rejection of corporeal life and the quest after the One.
Thus in Dussel's view, from Greece and Rome to the Persians, the kingdoms of
India and Taoist China, arose a metaphysics of the absolute as One and a dualist
anthropology inaugurated an ascetic ethics. This ethics of the negation and overcoming of corporeal matcriality meant the superseding of material plurality as a
return- aHeilweg-to the originary unity ofthe fountainhead (Plotinus being the
epitome of this voyage toward the divine).
[n the third stage of the interregional system, the ethical perspective of the
Egyptian- Mesopotam.ian stagc of the system reasserts itself. Partly through
Christianity and Islam, an ethics of the suffering ethical-corporeal subject is proclaimed. Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity are reformation movements formulated in light of the empires that dominated antiquity.
With the fourth stage of the interregional system, we retum to the ethicities of
the second interregional system, during which the great empires of antiquity rose
and brought about the unification of the Eurasian and African continental masses.
The difference is that for the first time we have a world-system in which the relatively autonomous regions of the world are subsumed into a system in which
there is a cenrer anda periphery. The center acts as manager and metropolis, the
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periphery as backwater and colonial outpost. l n analogy to the second stage of the
interregional system, anthropological dualism is reaffirmed and the subject is
conceptualized as a disembodied epistemic subjectivity. The ethical subject is reduced to an appendage of the episternic subject.44
Ethics and Globalization
Perhaps like no other living philosopher, with the exception of Karl-Otto Apel,
Enrique Dussel has been insisting since the early 1960s on an ethical consideration and analysis of both modernity and globalízation. For Dusse l, the processes
of global integration, at first understood by hím through the prism of underdevelopment theory, represent not just historical or socioeconornic challenges, challenges that could be met by the conceptual tools that would refashion the edifice
of social science. For him, modemity/globalization represents an ethical challenge of the first arder. What secularization, urbanization, industrialization, and
colonialism meant as ethical challenges for European philosophers during the \ast
five hundrcd years of the world-system, globalization means for Dussel. Tt is a
point of departure for ali ethical speculation. For Dussel, globalization profiles itself asan ethical problem in two senses, or under two regjsters. First , we cannot,
and must not, circumvent, tum away from, minirnize, or simply neglect the brutal fact lhat lhree-fourths of humanity Lives in massive poverty. 1n absolute numbers, people today are poorer and are more likely to become victims of famine,
drought, and interregional or global conílic.:ts .45 In absolute numbers, developing
nations are less likely to jump-start their economies into the kind of development
that would allow lhem to meet even lhe most minimal standards of dignified
human living. Children and women, moreover, are the general victims of this spiraling into the abyss of subhuman levels of existence.46 Ecologically, culturally,
economically, and politically, the Third World, fast becomíng a Fourth World (to
borrow from Sarnir Amin),47 is succumbing to the logic offinance capitalism-a
logic of chaos, disorder, and economic russian roulette (although Come! West's
term "gangsterization" just as appropriately describes the present world economy).48 For Dussel, globalization spells the material, discursive, cultural , and
philosophical exclusion of the majority of the world's peoples (most located
south of the equator), just as a rhetoric of inclusion and interconnectivity announces their purported participation and coresponsibility for a globalized planet.
Globalization, in short, means for Dussel what Hans-Peter Martín and Harald
Schumman have called the "20:80 society," in which only 20 percent ofthe world
will suffice to produce all lhat is needed, and the remaining 80 percent will be entirely supertluous, supplemental, a burden, a perpetua! lumpen proletariat. To this
it should be added that of this 20 percent, only the top 5 percent will enjoy the
riches produced by world society.49
The second sense in which globalization is an elhical challenge for Dussel concems the development of appropriate ethical categories that will ground an ethics
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for the age of globalization and exclusion. At the core of Dussel 's Etica de la liberación en la edad de globalizaci6n y de la exclusión lies precisely the resolution
to this challenge. ln light ofthe threat to life (understood by Dussel in its plethora
of manifestations, i.e., culture, thought, ecosysterns) that globalization entails, all
contemporary ethics must begin with an affirmation of life. Ethics, in Dussel's
view, thus departs from a recognition ofthe materiality of human agents, who are
always first and foremost members of a community of life. Second, life in its
human plurality, one that is recognized with greater appreciation dueto a global
awareness, requires an arbitration, negotiation, and discemment between different and competing moral goods projected by different and competing fonns of
life (the lústorical encounter between civilizations or cultures, each of which is
generally informed by a mythico-ethical core). Finally, the ethical, as what must
be done in light of the preservation and nurturing of human life, must concem itself with what is feasible, what is materially and logically possible. These fundamental points of departure are summarized and expressed as principles for a foundational ethics: the material principie (practica! truth) that enjoins respect for and
preservation of life; the discursive principie of formal validity (formal morality);
and the principle of feasibility (strategic-instrumental rationality). ln this way,
Dussel offers a middle path between Aristotelian-Hegelian lústoricist communitarianism and Kantian-Rawlsian idealist transcendentalist proceduralist universalism. These three principles concem foundational ethics. They in tum are, and
must be, complemented by the principies that inform a critica! ethics.
A critical ethics is an ethics that departs not just from the affürnatioo of life but
life already under threat, life denied. Ethics thas must contain two necessary aspects: the negative (abstract and universal) and the positive (concrete and particular). It is the latter that critica! ethics elaborates. Paralleling but now articulating
in a positive way, the principies of a critica! ethics are enunciated thus: every system, practice, and norm that makes the life of any or ali humans impossible must
be criticized. Every system that produces victims must be submitted to ethical
censure. The locus criticus of ethics is thus the victim. This is the critica] material principie. Inasmuch as all systems are blind to their victims (they are not recognized as victims, much less as victims of their own logic), the irnperative to inelude ali possible individuals affected by the decisions they make in ali of their
deliberations demands that ali systems criticize their practices of inclusion and/or
exclusíon. When the victims of any system, practice, or norm recognize their victimization, the system is under compulsion to give privileged attention to their
critique of the system, lest the principie of abstract validity be broached (i .e., a
system turns dogrnatic and cynical). To this extent, the critica! principle of abstract formalization and justification turns into the principle of the hermeneuticalethical privilege of the victim. Finally, from every critique that arises from the
recognition of the ways in which any given system mak:es life impossible and
from the imperative to submit every system's practices to validation and justifi-
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cation by all must inescapably result in the commandment to liberate the victims
of the system from the conditions that oppress them and malee their life an impossibility. This last is the liberation principie that gives positive form to what
was merely affinned formally and negatively in the abstract and general principles of foundational ethics.
In Dussel's view, then, tbe appropriate and necessary ethics for an age of globalization and exclusion must begin with the affirmation of life and must include a
recognition of the plurality of ethical goods that must be submitted to a universalization test (whether these goods could be universalized by a community of discourse under conditions in which these discourses would not be vitiated by systematic exclusion), while at the same time recognizing what is both materially possible
and feasible. But since every social system, practice, and nonn is by definition imperfect, all ethical retlection must at the same time seek out the victims of the system, and the ways in which they enunciate a critique of the system, while also seeking to Liberate these victims from their situation of negativity, privation, and lack.
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7
Burnt Offerings to Rationality: A Feminist Reading
of the Construction of lndigenous Peoples
in Dussel's Theory of Modernity
Lynda Lange

I n his book The lnvention of the Americas (1995), the philosopher Enrique Dussel makes an important and interesting contribution to the critica} analysis of European modemity and colonization that includes an approach to the critique o f
modero philosophy. From his location in South America, he is responding particularly to the history of the Spanish conquest of South and Central America, a conquest Tsvetan Todorov terms the worst genocide the world has ever seen (1984, 5).
Dussel aligns his postcolonial theory with feminism, noting the intersection of colonization and patriarchy that makes women a special part of the spoils of conquest
for European men, although he does not elaborare on questions concerning women
or refer to feminist texts. 1 However, reading Dussel from the perspective of a democratic feminist critic, I find many similarities between his approacb to postcolonial criticism and tbat of sorne feminist criticism, similarities that encourage us to
make use of his work for the task of "postcolonial feminism."
His position witb regard to the ongoing confrontation between modernism and
postmodernism is of interest to feminist critics wbo are convinced of the cultural
and gender bias in many modemist concepts and values but are also concerned
about the negative implications for political action that seem to flow from certain
types of postmodernism. More would be in moral agreement with efforts to respect non-European cultures and avoid a Eurocentric approacb to the bistory of
modemity tban would agree to such postmodem views as that t:ruth and value
cannot be communicated across cultures or across such differences in Iife forms
as gender and/or sexual orientation. There are broad similarities between the variety of politicized critiques of "philosophy" extant 1ight now, such as feminist
critique, aotiracist critique, queer critique, and post/colonial critique. They ali
seek to expose tbe biases of philosophical concepts and especially to show how
philosophical concepts presented as universal may be implicitly particular to the
degree tbat they are shaped by the socioeconornic and cultural locations of their
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inventors. They all seek to show, to use Nancy Tuana's (1992) useful critical concept, who is "located in the text," that is, who is talking to whom, about whom.
However, l believe that there are noteworthy differences among these critiques,
which make their implications for both philosophy and political practice different
as well. I aro not referring to differences between feminist, antiracist, and other approaches, which are also important, but to philosophical and epistemological differences that may be found within any of these approaches. Dussel 's work makes
an interesting case study for illustrating this point. 1n addition, because Dussel's
work is much less well-known in North America than tbe work of Europeans in
the same areas, Tam also concemed simply to present h.is ideas and to discuss how
we can best understand what he is doing aod what it may imply for us.
Dussel shares the radical, politically positive edge of postmodemism, whjcb is
to affirm the dignity and validity of the Other. In fact, he used to call himself a
postmodemist. However, he now presents a theory of modemity (that he terms
"transmodem"), which affirms "that ratíonality can establish a dialogue with the
reason of the Other, asan alterative reason" (Dussel 1995, 132). At the same time,
it seems to me that he deepens our appreciation of tbe difficulty of overcoming a
Eurocentric perspective in a manner that is as relevant to "white European feminism" as it is to masculinist Euro-centrism. He could be thought of as saying
something like: Yes, it is in principie possible to overcome Euro-centrism by rational and imaginative means, but it is harder than you may think.
According to Dussel, not only proponents or defenders of the ethos of European modernity but also many of its postmodem or postcolonial critics remain
Eurocentric insofar as they presuppose, whether positively or negatively, that
there is an inner dynamic of European modernity that has caused it to have superior power or effectiveness over non-European peoples. So, for example, a classical affirmation of European superiority considered as beneficia! is that of Max
Weber, that only on "Western soil" have tbere been cultural phenomena that have
produced signs of "evolutionary advance and universal validity" (Sociologie,
Westgeschichtliche Analyzen, Pulitik, quoted in Dussel 1995, 10). This may be
contrasted with a postcolonial view that also presupposes a purely inner dynamic
of European modernity, for example, that of the African-Caribbean humanist
Aimé Cesaire, that "Europe is indefensible" and that at the end of all the mere
" boastfulness," as he terms it, colonization is a poi.son "instilled into the veins of
Europe and, slowly but surely, the continent proceeds toward savagery" (1972,
13). Although writing from a perspective in the African diaspora, Cesaire had in
mind, among other things, the Holocaust of the mid-twentieth century, which occurred within Europe's own boundaries. According to Dussel. however, the
power of modernity (which he does not mean to deny) is the result and not the
cause of the centrality of Europe in a world or global system. The success of violent conquest and colonization of the Ame ricas and Africa gave Western Europe
a formidable advantage over the non-Christian East. European modernity therefore originates, and is constituted by, a dialectical relationship with non-Europe.
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AJthough this view of the constitution of European modernity has been propouaded in other disciplines, for example, the work of Blautia geography (1992),
.Dussel suggests it can be applied specifically to the nature of modern European
phiJosophy as such.
Dussel holds the view (contrary to many postmoderns) that it is not modero
philosoph.ical or scientific rationality that has been an instrument of terror but a
distinctively modero Eurocentric irrational myth that has resulted ia the terror of
what he calls "sacrificial violence." Dussel therefore distinguishes two concurrent paradigms of modernity. One is the rational, emancipatory conceptual content of modernity. Toe other is the negative and irrational myth, in wh.ich Dussel
traces the justification of colonial violence to a "developmental fallacy." This fa1lacy rests on the view that Europe is the endpoiat of a universal developmental
process, toward which ali other peoples must and will go. It is especiaJly relevant
for philosophers (feminist and otherwise) that he finds this "irrationaJ myth" exemplified by philosophy itself. It should not be viewed, therefore, as "cultural
myth," with reference to which modern philosophy has stood as a critic on the
basis of reason. DusseJ 's positioning of the "irrational myth of modernity" is contrary to modern philosophy's positioning of itself as distinct from and opposed to
"myth." This is iatriguing as a criticism from one who now distances himself
from postmodemism.
Dussel maiutains that the developmental fallacy is still present ia much philosophy. However. ia my view, even the bare bones of his theory, as presented so
far, implies an intention to recuperate philosophic reason. In this light, postcolonial critique cannot be leveled in a general way at modero philosophy as such; it
can only be aimed at particular texts. Dussel's work suggests that it is not the case
that philosophy cannot stand as a critic of culture on the basis of reason, but that
for the most part it does not. He therefore avoids what I calla "pan-critica}" effect of postmodemism that disables the very notion of philosophy, in much the
same manner as it may disable political action motivated by social criticism based
on hu manistic reason. Avoidiag this pan-critica! effect makes it possible to consider postcolonial, feminist, and other politicized critiques of "philosophy" to be
themselves "philosophy" (or so I maintain).
How can a postcolonial critique of texts be effected? First, it may be shown
that Europeans saw non-Europeans ia tenns of their own categories, in itself
hardly a surprise. However, without a presumption of European supremacy, a
possible result of this observation is the identification of European categories of
thought as historically particular, by means of comparisons with other cultural
paradigms with noncorresponding categories. If we take this line of thought seriously, it implies that from different perspectives, the world is quite literally perceived, and not just interpreted, as cut up ia different ways.2 This view can
amount to a claim that a European category posited as "universal" is actually
"particular" to European intellectual culture. Dussel argues that Europeans saw
non-Europeans exclusively in terms of their own categories of thought, especially
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in lhe early stages of contact in the sixteenth century. The Spanish perception of
the indigenous peoples ofthe Americas was entirely self-reforential: they literally
did not perceivc the Other as other but rather as deficient examples of the same.
According to Dussel, the Spanish could not, therefore, be said to have "discovered" them. Instead, they "invented" them, first as Asians and then as uodeveloped inferior peoples who would benefit from the arrival of the Europeans. fn the
first century of encounter, Spanish self-referentiality was so strong lhat even the
dazzling evidence of urban development among the Aztecs and Incas that was superior to what the Spanish would have known in Europe failed to suggest to them
that these peoples might be best thought of as different from them rather than as
inferior to them. Toen again, while the Jabel "lndians" for the peoples of the
Americas can be explained as an initial mistake, what depth of seu·-referentiality
explains why the name stuck for five hundred years?
South and Central America were therefore "invented" as undeveloped, regardless of the actual levels of development of different peoples, which the evidence
indicates varied greatly. This invention was then given a brutal epistemological
guarantee, as major cities were reduced to rubble, the people forced into slave
labor, and the population decimated to a small fraction of its previous size.3
Another strategy for a postcolonial critique is to show the action in texts of relatíons of domiaation and subordination. Nancy Tuana's concept of "location in
the text," developed for feminist criticism, may be used to analyze to whom a text
is speaking and about whom it speaks. Those spoken about but not directly addressed are subordinated in tbe text to those for whom thc text is intended. Thus
theory about indigcnous peoples of the Americas and Africa was developed by
Europeans for other Europeans, and never in discursive communication with indigenous peoples themselves. Dussel may also be thought of as identifying what
is called in cultural studies "the gaze," although he does not use that term himself. Toe gaze exemplifies the fundamental asymmetry between those who look,
stare boldly, and identify, and those who are stared at and labeled. It's a bit like
putting something on a board with a pin-there is no question of inlerraction between subjectivities. In the case of people, this asymmetry, which may be identified in both texts and social practices, is a type of profound inequality very familiar to feminist critics. Nothing the indigenous peoples could do counted as
evidence of a high stage of development or political sophistication or true morality, since in European eyes they Iacked these things by definition.
There are other strategies that may illum.inate a critical postcolonial understanding in one way or another. Dussel employs those (such as the ones described
above) that Iend themselves to political understanding and political action. A
more ready affin.ity with política] action is a feature of his work that sets him apart
from sorne more clearly postmodem approaches.
A subtlety of Dussel's approach is that he does not deny that there were (and
are) different levels of development, which may be considered different levels of
value, for example, in the technology of production or in the complexity or sophistication of social governance. He avoids the extreme of the postmodern im-
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pulse that will brook no comparison but that of "difference." Nevertheless, he denies that the European model of development is the only one. A particular limitation of the developmental fallacy is that it presupposes that humans are inferior at
less complex stages of developmenl, and even that the peoples of less developed
cultures are to blame for their condition. Dussel quotcs Kant from 1784: "Enlightenment is the exit of humanity ... from a state of culpable immaturity....
Laziness and cowardliness are the causes which bind the great part of humanity in
the frivolous state of immaturity" ("Answcring the Question: What Is Enlightenment?" quoted in Dussel 1995, 19-20). Although he is a critic of Enlightenment
thinking, Dussel is a humanist in his affinnation that human development (by
whicb I think he means simply whatever it is that makes us different from other
beings) was pretty much fully achieved in its present fonn in Neolithic cultures. [o
my own view, while cultures may vary in type and complexity, it is a fallacy of
composition to presume that individuals in a less complex culture are less fully
human or less capable of development than individuals in more complex cultures.
Regarding the action in texts of relations of dornination and subordination,
Dussel points particularly to the inadequacy of "communicative ethics" (mentioning Habermas and Apel), which does not take into account the profound
asymmetry in the effectiveness of speech and argument created by domination.
This critique is similar to one that has been raised from a feminist perspective
by Alison Jaggar regarding the speech of women. Dussel usefully identifies
what are termed the "conditions of entry" into a discursive community, calling
attention to the very harsh and thorough exclusion of indigenous peoples from
dorninant European discursive communities, an exclusion that was not significantly breached until after the rnid-twentieth century. The significance of conditions of entry in Dussel 's thought will be revisited on closer exarnination of
the developrnental fallacy, in which it is the "conditions of entry" to discursive
community that can be seen as key points of inconsistency with the imagined
ideals of European discursive communities. D ussel maintains a modernist (or at
least "non-postmodernist") distinction between rationalJy held belief (which
can be rnistakeo) and irrational myth. However, part of the power of his work
for me is the way be shows that the point at whicb "rational belief' slips over
into "irracional myth" can be diffi.cult to dücern.

ARGUING A MYTH
Looking more closely at the claim of irrationality regarding European belicfs
about development entails examining the argumentative stages of the myth of
modemity. The case of Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, a Spanish philosopher and theologian of the sixteenth century, illustrates how this irrationality might be spelled
out in a particular thinker 's ideas.
Accordintt to Dussel, in its secondary and mythic content, modemity justifies
an írrationnl prnxis of violence, despite its ideal of discursive community in
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which coercion is unacceptable. First and forcmost, Europe understands itself as
more developed, its civilization as superior to others. lt lacks awareness of its
own historical specificity. This self-image can be accounted for by Europe's practica! centrality in a world system in conjunction with its own highly developed
notions of "universality," "irnpartiality," and "objectivity."
In light of that fundamental first stage, a second argumentative step is that a
culture's abandonment of its "barbarous" differences spells "progress, development, well-being, and emancipation for that culture" (Dussel 1995, 66). Thus one
may defend Europe's domination over other cultures as, in Dussel's words, "a
necessary pedagogic violence," wbich may take the forro of a "just war." Toe
other culture's anguish is justified as the necessary price of civilization and modemization, as well as expiation for its culpable irnmaturity. Since barbarians always resist tbis civilizing process, modem praxis is compelled, quite rightly, to
exercise violence as a last resort in order to overcome obstacles to modernization.
However, the barbarían is at fault for opposing the civilizing process. Civilizing
heroes may then justify the treatment of their victims as "a sacrifice," "a quasiritual act," for the salvation of the victims. Dussel terms them "holocausts of a
salvific sacrifice," using the tenn "holocaust" in its ancient general meaning of "a
sacrificial offering the whole of which is consumed by fire; hence, a complete or
thorough sacrifice or destruction" (Webster's New lntern.ational Dictionary). Finally, the suffering and sacrifice of backward and irnmature peoples is regarded
as the inevitable cost of modemization. As Dussel puts it, "the myth of modemity
declares the Other the culpable cause of its own victimization and absolves the
modero subject of any guilt for the victimizing act" (Dussel 1995, 64).
Considering philosophy, in the case of Hegel, for example, Dussel's rnain point
is not, as might be expected, that Hegel's philosophy helped inspire and justify
colonialism. (This is certainly part of what he seeks to show and is in itself hard
to tak:e issue with.) Dussel's more original argument, however,is thatHegel's philosophy should be understood as a result of Europe's successful colonization of
non-European peoples, not as a basic ideological source of certain attitudes. The
conquest of Mexico was the beginning of a process that made a philosopher like
Hegel possible because Europe's de facto domination made possible a seemingly
reasonable and commonsense belief that Europe was the center of the world and
the point of reference for everything else. Consider the following quotations from
Hegel (various works, quoted at greater length by Dussel J 995, 20--22).
Universal history goes from East to Wcst. Europe is absolutely the end of universal
history.
Regarding America, especially Mexfoo or Peru, and its degree of civilization, our iuformation indicates that its culture expires the moment the Spirit draws near.... The
inferiority of these individuals in every respect is entirely evident.
Africa ... does not properly have a history. For this reason, we abandon Africa, we
will mention it no more.
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What if an intellectual from West Africa, or the middle of South America,
wrote the same things with reference to those cultures and their relation to other
cultures and locations? Far from attracting widespread study of a difficult text, it
would be taken as the ravings of a lunatic, would it not? Whatever we may think
of Dussel's work, sbould we not, indeed, be asking, What are the conditious that
euable someone to think this way and be taken seriousJy?
Apart from philosopby and apart from consideration of the especially rapacious activity of the early Spanish occupation, there is ample evidence that the
majority of European missionaries and colonial administrators throughout the
Americas and Africa believed it necessary to destroy indigenous cultures, even at
the cost of great suffering, before the people could be "civ.ilized," educated, and
prepared to adopta saving Christianity. Dussel maintains that the modero belief
that witbin the discursive community only argumentation is appropriate was
undisputed in principle in fifteenth-century Spain. He emphasizes that the justification of violent recruitment into "Europe" (as an ethos) must therefore be about
how one enters the discursive community, not about how one behaves within it.
The Spanish conquistadores of the sixteenth century thought of themselves as
evangelists and liberators; or at least this was a self-image that was culturally
available to them should they feel a need for self-justification. Given the most
cursory knowledge of wbat they did to the indigenous peoples, this self-image is
now, on the face of it, almost incomprehensible. Yet there is not only a plausible
historical account of it, but in light of Dussel's analysis, there is even an account
to be offered of Linlcs betwcen this attitude and modero humanism and individualism, showing bow sorne of their fundamental philosophical principies can be
implicated in the irrational myth of modernity.
How can violent conquerors be evangelists and liberators? In the early eighth
century, a movement began for the Christian Spanish "reconquest'' of what is now
Spain from the powerful Muslim Moors. This process took a full seven hundred
years, severaJ centuries longer than the period of modemity now under discussion! According to Dusse1, over the centuries a Spanish judicial-military culture
developed of conquista (conquest), with a highly positive identity for conquistadores (those who conquer). The reconquest was completed in 1492, and the conquistadores were liberators of the Spanish people and proponents of Christianity
against powerful unbelievers. Toe Spaniards at once expelled all the Jews from
Spain, along with the Moors, in the same year as the storied "discovery" of America. Nothing intervened in the transfer of conquistador values to their dealings
with peoples initially perceived as "Eastem," like the Moors, and without question unrepentant unbelievers.
Dussel finds a "definitive and classicaJ" expression of the irrational myth of
modernity in the thought of the theologian Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda. Dussel considers him a modem humanist, since he simultaneously expresses the irrationaJ
myth of modemity and the rational and positive content of modernity as Dussel
sees il . Scp111veda cngaged in a famous controversy with Bartolomé de Las Casas.
AlthOuNh J.11~ C'nRIIS embraced the value of Christian evangelizalion of lhe in-
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digenous peoples in America, he was nevertheless an advocate for them against
the forces of violent conquest and exploitation. In 1550 Sepúlveda published a
defense of ''the just cause of war against the Indians."4
Sepúlveda's approach is a mixture of Aristotelianism, humanism, and even
modern liberal individualism (a not uncommon mix in early and late modern phiJosophy). According to the historian Anthony P agden (1987), thcrc were other
voices in this controversy besides Sepúlveda and Las Casas. Important theologians rejected Aristotle's concept of "natural slavery," on which Sepúlveda relies.
However, Dussel's focus on Sepúlveda's thought is sadly justified because it was
Sepúlveda's point of view that carried the day. Moreover, it is sobering to note
that Sepúlvcda was the most "modero and enlightened" theologian in the debate,
not least because of bis use of ancient philosophy. His theological colleagues criticized him for his more historical and philosophicaJ approach, and it was the more
traditional theologians who argued for the inherent rights of the lndians of the
Americas in virtue of their humanity. Sep1ílveda's appropriatíon of Aristotle enables him to argue that the Indians are "natural servants" and that therefore it is
good and right for them to be governed by those who are rational, more perfectly
developed as human beings, and better. The potential affinity between the resistance of women and the resistance of other oppressed groups may be seen in
Sepúlveda 's smooth Aristotelian amalgarnation of a great range of forms of domination in the single figure of the elite European male.
This war and cooquest are just first of al! because these barbarie, uneducated, and inhuman [Tndians] are by nature servants. Naturally, they refuse the governance which
more prudent, powerful, and perfect human beings offer and whlch would result in
their great benefit. By natural right and for the good of ali , the mateñal ought to obey
the form, the body the soul , the appetite the reason, the brutes the human being, the
woman her husband, the imperfect the perfect, and the worse the better. (Dussel
1995, 63)

While this may not sound very humanistic (much less liberal) in the late twentieth century, central values of modero liberal moral and political philosophy, for example, that all individuals are of equal moral wortb and equally entitled to autonomy in virtue of their intrinsic rationality have virtually always been held as
hypothetical. These values have been limited by stipulation of the nature of rationalíty (i.e., if an individual is of a certain type, then .. .) and virtually all modem
philosophers have believed that sorne groups of humans failed to meet the criteria.
These groups have encompassed women, people without property, non-Christíans,
and people of color. Ali these exclusions continue to require contestation.
Sepúlveda is quite clear that even considcring the splendid cities ofthe Aztecs
and Incas, their irrationality is evident in the fact that they are not entitled to own
property and bequeath it to their biological heirs, and in their failure to resist the
authority of the rulers who have so much power over them. In other words, according to Dussel, they have failed to embrace modemity's supreme characteris-
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tics-subjective liberty and autonomous resistance to the arbitrarincss of rulers
(Dussel 1995, 65). Critique of arbitrary forms of power is rightly identified as a
central modem and humanist idea. ln addition, even the most severe postmodem
critics seem to take it for graolcd. This makcs it all the more disconcerting to see
what Sepúlveda does with this same modcrn principie.
Sepúlveda justifies violence as a meaos of bringing indigenous peoples into the
modero European discursive community, evea though rational autonomy and
subjective liberty are core ideaJs of that community, and most especially the
phi losophical community. How? In contras! with Aristotle, it is a modern ideal of
equalíty that power over others, to be legitimate and morally acceptable, should
not just be ratíonally justi fied by elite pbilosophers. but in principie justifiable to
ali members of a society in terms of sorne versíon of the "rational self-intcresf'
of each. In modero secular philosophy, equality is premised on the innate rational
ability of each person to determine his or her own self-interest. rather than have
it imposed by someone elsc, no matter how well-intentioned. Power should not
be mere successfuJ coercion or custom and tradition that have not been evaluated
and found acceptable. The con~ent of those who live under power is supposed to
follow from power's justification in tenns oftheir own good, as those who are rational consent to what is rational, by definition. However, as mentioned above,
modernist ideals of equality havc from the beginning been qualified by stipulations of what rationality is, and there have always been sorne types of people presumed to be exceptions to this "universal" ideal. What of them? The ideal of conscnt may continue to be given lip service. However, their consent oc lack of
consent ceases to be a primary consideration. It becomcs rather a goal: how can
"we" who are rational get "them" to see the light and consent?
Sepúlveda has link:ed the rational justification of power to particular substantive claims about rationality that are recognizably modem and individualistic,
wedding these claims to Aristotelian claims of inherent inequality of rational capacity. In bis view, if those marked for appropriate power are not actuaJly in positions of power, they are justified in using force to bring about arrangements that
will enable them to govem, muchas parents fence in their children and supervise
their activities "for their own good."
From our perspective, the most striking error in this argument regarding indigenous peoples is the Aristotelian concept that there can be such a thing as "natural. human slaves or servants." However, Dussel's critica! analysis works evcn if
this Aristotelian element is eliminated because the developmental faJlacy does not
actually require the notion of inherent inferiority. There was controversy in sixtcenth-century Spain over whethcr the lndians were inherently (and therefore permanently) inferior to Europeans, or whether they simply lacked the education and
culture that would enable them to become as "civilizcd" as Europeans. If the view
were taken, as it was by many, that the lndians belonged to such a benighted culture and belief system that they would nevcr willingly embrace European values
(even though in principie they were capablc of doing so). then initial cocrcion in
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setting them along that path could still be justified. As a justification for coercíve
interference in indigenous cultures, the argument then becomes recognizable as
the attitude, for example, of governments in the United States and Canada in subsequent centuries .5
In my view, it could even be said that these attitudes come too close to wellintentioned late twentieth-century beliefs about the mission of liberal political
ethos to be easily dismissed as a self-evidently wrong product of a colonial age.6
Contemporary movements for self-govemment by indigenous peoples in North
America have been criticízed by their most sympathetic supporters for failing to
be as crucially concemed about subjective liberty or individual rights as Western
liberals are. So, the argument runs, should they be "allowed" self-government before they agree, for example, to European feminist standards of gender equality
or accept as primary principies of liberal individualist rights and freedoms? These
standards may well cut across the cultural distinctiveness that is the basis of their
desire for self-government. Tbere is a fine line between support (moral or practica!) for the aspirations of wornen or other oppressed groups in societies simultaneously struggling for self-determination, and the denial of self-determination to
the group as a whole. Tbe latter means keeping control, witb the unacknowledged
irnplication that the society in question is somehow less able to resolve its inner
conflicts than "we Europeans" are to solve our own inner conflicts and that the
society actually benefits from our continuing control. There is no reason (except
a very naive notion of "progress") to suppose that the colonizers and rnissionaries of modem Europe were, on the whole, less consciously well-intentioned than
we are now.
For Sepúlveda, the nonarbitrariness of power is justified by the rational nature
of those holding power. They are those with the capacity, or power, to promote
the highest forms of human development and therefore uplift those in whom this
capacity or power is not present. There is, therefore, an equivocation on the term
"power." lt rnay refer to an inherent quality ora de facto social position. Because
indigcnous leaders clearly held power as a matter of fact , it cannot be power alone
that justifies itself from a rnodernist point of view. As a result, it is the very concept of rationality embraced by Sepúlveda that seems to justify the assumption of
power by whatever means are necessary, on the part of those with the "rational"
and "right" view of society.
In the relations to Europeans in which they were placed, indigenous peoples
could thus only attempt to demonstrate their rationality, and therefore their right
to subjective liberty and consent , by the contradictory means of voluntarily accepting the domination of the Spaniards! In the light of overarching principies,
they are to be "torced to be free." Yet this notion is itself contradicted. Given the
terms of their entry, they will actually be inducted into European fom1s of subordination (oras Dussel would put it, "intemalized," "covered over"), analogously
to working or propertyless people, women, sorne interna} ethnic and religious minorities, and so on. To a very large extent , this has actually been the fate of the
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indigenous peoples of the Americas, a self-fulfilling prophecy of an irrational notion of development that has oppressively constrained them in a "no-win" situation in relation to those of European origin.
Dussel's analysis suggests that irrationality and self-contradiction can be recognized in the developmental fallacy of modernity even when viewed "from inside," that is, by the standards of the rational, emancipatory paradigm of modernity. He does not want to step away from problems of justification in the spirit of
postrnodernism wherein one "discourse" may be set beside another but there can
be no overarching slandards or values by which to compare them. However, looking closely at how someone like Sepúlveda justified violent domination of whole
peoples-someone who held the modem value that only argumentation is appropriate in discursive community-raises sorne doubts in my mind about Dussel's
neat separation of the rational , emancipatory, conceptual content of modernity
and the negative and irrational myth of development. These two paradigms of
modernity seem to be more entangled than Dussel wants to admit.
Dussel abjures the term "postmodern," presumably because it carries sorne unwanted epistemological and política! associations. However, it seems that his
analysis of modernity would be supported by a characteristically postmodero observation: the belief that one possesses "universal truth" of any sort may function
as a powerful background support to any impulse to enforce a particular view of
rationality, lending to silence those who do not embrace it. Although he does oot
want the term, his nuanced conclusions could still be called "postmodem" inasmuch as they provide an altemative to the features of modemism that have abetted colonization and modero patriarchy by crowning them with self-affirming
philosophies. However, Dussel wants to retrieve the possibility of cross-cuJtural
"truth," so as to be able to say that the destruction of colonization was wrong and
to offer a positive vision for the future.
Tbis book serves only as a hjstorico-philosophical introduction toan intercultural dialogue that will encompass diverse political, economic, theological, and epistemologicaJ standpoints. Sucb a dialogue endeavors to construct not an abstract universality, but an analogic and concrete world in which ali cultures, philosophies, and
theologies will make their contribution toward a future, pluralist humanity. (Dussel
1995, 132)

At this stage in my thinking, Dussel 's analysis suggests to me that it is unproductive to counterpose "modemism" and "postmodernism" too strongly. Dussel
seems to hold out thc belief that the critica( detachment of philosophy is at least
possible , but bis analysis also conveys an important cautiooary observation. Authentic recognition of those Other to our own culture is more difficult than we may
imagine, and the obstacles to it may include what we hold as best among our values, rather than what we more readily recognize as our cultural potential for bias.
lncluded in what we hold as best may be our fenúnist convictions, even when
they are appLied (we may assume with good intentions) to groups of women much
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less privileged than Western middle-class women. For examplc, Dusscl 's analysis
is consistent with, and further illuminates, the argument of Chandra Mohanty
(1991) regarding feminists' treatment ofThird World women. Mohanty argues that
an initial positioning of "women" as a homogeneous catcgory, which has been characteristic of both liberal and radical feminism in the West, leads to the creation of
another homogeneous category: Third World women. The implicit self-presentation
o fWestem fem inist women as secular, rational, and knowledgeable about the "real"
issues, by comparison with Third World women thought to be more oppressed by
religion, family, and tradition, betrays a modem.ist assumption of superior subjectivity. Mohanty points out that the discursive self-presentation of Western feminists
as "liberated" and "having control over their own lives" would be problematic without the foil of Third World women because it <loes not correspond to the reality of
First World women. I would also note that the discursive strategy of positioning
oneself as the more conscíous component of a basically homogeneous oppressed
group stands in the way of material and political analysis of the extent to which
First World women benefit from imperialism themselves.
Mohanty also stresses that there is great diversity among women of the Third
World, not just by culture but also by class and other forms of social power. As a
result, her critique includes the more privileged wornen of the Third World who
write about lower-class, poor, or rural wornen using the sarne Westem-influenced
d iscursive formations. She differentiates among women not by " identity" but by
material circumstances, cultural context, and polüics. Like Dussel, therefore, her
analysis <loes not tend to posit "cultural differences" that we can hope to do no
more than "appreciate" but rather suggcsts the possibility, at least, of general critica) analysis that helps motívate political action.
From the perspective of democratic feminism, the enormity of the holocaust of
the indigenous peoples of the Americas once again reminds us that it is impossible to conceive of any meaningful polarity between "women" and "men" as such.
Paying attention to differences of class, race, and colonization inevitably shows
that, even from within their own relative oppression, in tbese supposedly postcolonial times, middle- and upper-class women of European origin still have
vastly more privilege and power than many groups of women and men combined.

NOTES
This chapter was originally prepared for Globalization írom Below, a conference of Lhe
Radical Philosophy AssociaLion, November 14-17, 1996, and subsequently published in
Hypatia 13, no. 3 (Summer 1998). Il is reprinted here with permission of the journal 's editors and the publishers.
l. "In satisfying a frequently sadistic voluptuousness, Spaniards vented their purely
masculine libido through the erotic subjugation of the Other as Inctian women" (Dussel
1995, 46).
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2. Although this type of claim may be freighted with politicaJ significance, it will not
be news to anyone who has studied W. V. O. Quine, the early R ichard Rorty, or Paul

Ch urchland in thc fields of epistemology and philosophy of science in the last severa!
decades.
3. The point regarding the epistemological guarantee was made by Anandi Hattiangadi
in a graduate seminar of mine.
4. Ginés de Seplllveda's De /ajusta causa de la guerra contra los indios was published
in Rome in 1550. Dussel's references are to the Spanish edition published in Mexico by
Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1987.
5. In twentietb-century Canada, tbe forcible removal of Nati ve American children from
their bornes and communities to residential schools was driven by this logic. Taking them
away from the "backward" influcnce of tbeir own culture and compelling them to learn
European language and culture is a good example of the operation of "necessary pedagogical violence" meant to induct them into "Europe."
6. Dussel himself ijaw this attitude in opcration in the United States du1i ng tbe Gulf War
(Dussel 1995, 64) . lt appeared that extreme violence- indeed, a self-proclaimed "storm" of
violence- was tbe jusl exercise of those whose ostensible principie was subjective freedom.
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Thinking Otherwise:
Dussel, Liberation Theology, and Feminism
Elina Vuola

In this chapter, I approach Enrique Dussel's thinking in the context of Latin
American liberation theology. Severa! liberation theologians use the concept the
Other (el Otro) to clarify the difference of liberation theology from "traditional"
theology. The question of the Other is most systematically elaborated by Dussel.
He is usually counted among the liberation theologians, and rightly so, but his
most important contributions are in the area of phiJosophy and history. He is one
of the founders of the Latín American philosophy of liberation (filoso/za de la liberación), which has close affmities with liberation theology-a movement that
since its beginning has been divided into severa! camps, Dussel presenting one of
them. 1 One of the basic-if not the most important- concepts and starting points
for the philosophy of liberation is the concept of the Other, the question of alterity. Related to this is the question of wbo is the philosophizing subject. Dussel
bases his use of tbe concept on the philosopby of Emmanuel Levinas, modifying
it with the tools of Marxism and dependency theory.
l do not claim to have an expert knowledge of Dussel, whose thinking has undergone severa! major shifts. I am mainly interested in bis influence on liberation
theology, and thus my analysis focuses on his earlier texts. My specific interest in
both liberation theology and Dussel is informed by a feminjst analysis and critique: I argue that there are certain thinking habits in most liberation theologians,
including Dussel, that has made the inclusion of feminist critique in liberation
theology problematic.2 This again has to do with the subject of liberation theology, the Other, the poor. Dussel's influence on liberation theology and its philosophical sibling has been enormous. Many of his ideas are shared by his colleagues, explicitJy or implicitly: an analysis of Dussel's philosophy and ethics
tbus tells us something about liberation theology as a current of thought.
Dussel was one of the fust male Latin American intellectuals, at least in philosophy and theology, to ta.lee up the issue of women's liberation. It is important,
however, to note that sorne of bis ideas developed in very specific contexts and
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have since changed. I am above all concemed with his influence on liberation theology and its openness and capability to discuss feminist concems. Many ofDussel's early views developed from systematic philosophical and historical reasons.
Many of these views are still shared by other liberation theologies.
I remember sitting next to Dussel sorne years ago in the mountains of Norway,
facing a deep blue mountain lake anda glacier, discussing my dissertation project with him. I recognized his openness to discuss critica! issues such as feminism
in the context of liberation theology. Thus my critique here may appear unjustified-those who dare to say something are those being c1iticized. Dussel is a case
in point: he is one of thc few liberation theologians who addresses issues of gender, male- female relationship, and sexism. My critique rises from an empathetic
demand to take a more critica} look at the status of our truth claims. This demand,
as will become clear in my article, is directed at myself and at aU feminists who
advocate taking women more seriously.

SUBJECT(S) OF LIBERATION THEOLOG Y

In this chapter, I look at liberation theology as a current of thought and not at
Dussel specifically. More than in the case of the homogeneous "poor," the opprcssed themselves are now becoming the subjects of theology. Toe encounter/disencounter with the poor is constitutive for the praxis liberation theologians speak about. The option for the poor, the solidarity with the Other, is at
the heart of liberation theology. Still, it is another matter when this Other announces herself or himself as a subject and wants to participate in the very definition of theology. From the point of view of the Other, she or he is no Other.3
Thus the whole discourse on solidarity with the poor and the option for them is
deepened and challenged when the objects of this option become subjects. To
put it bluntly, the oldest Others of Western theology have continued being Others in l iberation theology as well.
Who can represeat "the people," "the poor"? What do liberation theologians
mean when they speak for the poor? Academic liberation theologians prefer understanding themselves as "organic intellectuals'' in the Gramscian way. According to Juan Luis Segundo, liberation theologians have accepted being organic intellectuals, understanding their tasks to be the representation of the community,
the articulation of a foundation for their intra- and extracommunal demands, and
providing for them the fundamentals of a conscientization that is appropriate to
their possíbilities of knowledge and analysis of reality.4 ''There is no doubt that
liberation theology, in its simplest and most basic forms, plays an important and,
in sorne extraordinary cases, decisive role in satisfying these needs." Segundo
"translates" the theologian 's role into "teacbing to analyze reality." This, according to sorne, is a crucial shift in the role of thc intellectual (theologian) from individual scholarly authority to reflective community advocate.5 Even if true, it
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also entails problems having to do with the question of who speaks for whom, and
in what way.6
Obviously, the option for the poor and its theological, epistemological, spiritual, and political consequences can be seen as the major innovation of liberation
theology. But a radical and critica! question about the subject of theology goes
further. The differentiation and extension of the concept "poor" is acceptcd
nowadays by practically all liberation theologians. They have consciously taken
"the dominated and dependent Latin America'' as their starting point, bUl they
have not been as critica] of other "places" that define their theologizing, such as
race and gender.7 This is why the growing dialogue between different liberation
theologies js so important. It does not mean weakening the basic options and innovations of liberation theology or ridiculing them. To the contrary, it means taking them more seriously.
The poor as subjects of liberation theology carry the Marxist heritage, referring
primarily to production and class consciousness. Recent social scientific research
on Latin American social movements stresses the importance of moving beyond
the centralily of class concept in interpreting the success or failure of these movements.8 According to David Slater, the major problem with Marxist class analysis concems the failure to theorize subjectivity and identity.9 He reminds us that
nowhere has the critique of a notion of a unified subject been so effectively developed as in femin ist theory. 10 Referring to Chanta! Mouffe. Slater states that
each social agent is inscribed in a range of social relations connected to gender,
race, nationality, locality, and so on. Every social agent is the sitc of many subject positions. An oppressed subject can also, simultaneously, be an oppressing
subject. 11
This kind of perspective offers us one cxplanation for the conflicting interests
and power struggles inside social movements, which can very well be appl ied to
liberation theology too. The poor as a one-sided (seen primatily as a class) and
homogeneous concept needs to be challenged by the "multiple subject positions
of each_agent in the struggle."
Dussel has in fact been critica! of the tendency to see the poor primarily as a
class. His most important single theoretical tool has been the Other.

ENRIQUE DUSSEL AND THE OTHER
Accor<ling to Dussel, "a philosophy of liberation is rising from the periphery.
from the oppressed, from the shadow that the light of Being has not been able to
illumine. Our think:ing sets out from non-being, nothingness, othemess, exteriority, the mystery of no-sense. It is, then, 'barbarían philosophy."'12
Another impo,tant term in Dussel's early philosophical work is TotaJity (La Totalidad). lt is not merely understood in the classical sense of "the ordered Whole"
oras the u priori ultimale borizon of meaning without which it is impossible to
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attach meaning to any object, including the human being. His anadialectical (ana,
beyond) method is a way to go beyond the dominant Totality, which in a historical sense is that of Europe and North America: '"The Same' (Lo Mismo), as a Totality, is closed in a circle that rotates etemaHy without novelty. Toe apparent novelty of a moment in its dialectic, in its movement, is accidental. .. . 'Toe Same'
devours historical temporality and ends up being the Neutral 'since always."' 13
Modern thinking has been introducing the Other in "the Same" to the extent that
the Totality, as the only possible substance, makes any real alterity impossible.14
What makes it possible to think- or rethink-the Totality outside its boundaries, outside its logic, is the Otherness. The irruption of the Other into the Totality reveaJs not just its boundaries but also its irrationality and, ultimately, its violence. Toe dominant Totality is incapable of acknowledging the existence of the
Other in his alterity/difference.15 Toe basic concretizations of the alterity are to
be found in the relationshÍps male-female, parent-child (also teacher- student)
and brother-brother (including nation-nation). These correspond to three different levels: the erotic, the pedagogical, and the political.16
For Dussel, Othemess is basically a category that refers to domination, or to
the dominant-domiaated relationship in which the Other is the dominated
party, and to the potential liberation of this oppressive relationship. For example, women are the Other not just in relation to men but in relation to the
Totality as well. For the historical reasons of their oppression and domination,
women are the principal protagonists of liberation, at least in the realm of
female-male relationships. 17
Since ethics and philosophy are not separable for Dussel,18 his basic ethical
thesis is that "to affirm the Other and serve him is the good act, and to domínate
him is the evil act." 19 This is the absolute criterion of metaphysics and ethics.20
The Same, like Totality, is the being and its knowledge is the truth (e.g., the ego
cogito of Descartes, the Absolute Knowledge of Hegel, and the Eternal Return of
the Same of Nietzsche). Thus the one who-is-not (the Other) has to be dominated
and ultimately eliminated.2 1 If the negation of the Other is the ultimate wrong. the
ultimate good is his affirrnation through love-for-justice {amor-de-justicia). 22 Toe
radical goodness for Dussel is the conversion to the oppressed Other- be it in
racial, political, economic, or sexual terms. To have "ethical conscience" is to listen-to-the-voice-of-the-Other, the voice that demands justice. Not to have ethical
conscience means killing the Other. This is the same as to say that the Other is
silent.23 The "iUiteracy'' of the dominant culture interprets the Other as a "silent
thing" without taking into account the necessity of listening.24
The Other manifests himself as a face exterior to the ontological horizon: beyond the established and institutionalized Totality. The Other as exteriority is a
condition for a metaphysical possibility of an authentic, creative, new future.25 In
a specific Latín American context, this means that the Other, for us, is Latín
America in respect to the Europeaa Totality, the poor and oppressed Latín American people in respect to the dominating oligarchies." 26 Dussel's anadialectical
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method starts from the Other as somebody oppressed but free, as somebody beyond the Totafüy.27 He puts it very concretely: "The face of the dominated poor
lndian, of the oppressed mestizo, of the Latin American people, is the 'theme' of
Latín American philosophy." 28 This means "the end of the pretended universality
of Europe,''29 the ability to "judge the Totality as overcome and dead ,"3º anda justification of the liberation of the oppressed. The Totality now appears asan ontic
system, one more system, a given system at one moment of history, one of many,
and, finally, asan ideologicaJ system.31

WOMAN AS THE OTHER
In many ways the Other appears as a more open and inclusive category than "the
poor" in liberation theology. Implicitly, they are congruent in the writings of most
liberation theologians. However, the poor become more particularized and specified as the Other. Nevertheless, it does not solve the problem of identity: Who is
the Other to whom? Who is the one defining others as Others? Is the Other also
a subject for himself and herself?
According to Dussel, the conquest of America was an erotic enterprise as well
as being political, economic, and cultural. Toe mestization of the American peoples is the result of the violence of the European conquistador.32 The modem ego
of the conquistador also reveals itself as a phallic ego that is violent by nature.
While the conquistador murders the male Indian or subdues him into servitude,
he sleeps with the female, sometimes in the presence of the husband.33 "Spaniards
vented their purely masculine libido tbrough the erotic subjugation of the Other
as Indian woman," says Dussel .34 This "unilateral macbismo"35 leads both to
alienating erotics36 and to tbe birth of modernity based on irrational praxis of violence.37 If the conquest of America was the start of the modero era, as is often
claimed, then, according to Dussel, we have to overcome modemity not by a
postmodem attack on reason but by opposing moderoity's irrational violence
based on the reason of the Other.38
To deny modemity's innocence and to affum the alterity of the Other, the inculpable
victim, reveals the other face h.idden and yet essential to modernity. This Other encompasses the peripheral colonial world, the sacrificed lndian, the enslaved black,
the oppressed woman, the subjugated child, and the alienated popular culture-ali
victiros of modernity's irrational action in contradiction to its own rational ideal.39

Here the Other is the racially, culturally, politically, and sexually oppressed. As
already noted, Dussel (as well as otber philosophers and theologians of liberation) was strongly influenced by Emmanuel Levinas and his idea of the Otber.40
Besides his historical-philosopbical texts in which the woman appears as one concretization of Othemess, Dussel also writes on more practically orientated questions.
He is one of the few male liberation theologians to touch on issues of sexual ethics
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and the church. He spcaks ofwomen as sexual objects educated to oppression,41 bul
at the same time he has a surprisingly negative understanding of feminism.42
Woman·s liberation supposes that she is able to discem adequately her distinct functions, analogically di verse. One function is thal of being a woman in the couple. Another is that of procreator of her son (hijo). Another is that of an e<lucator. Another
one is being a sister among sisters in the political society. And if one does not k.now
how to discem each of these functions, tremendous errors are committed.43
Dussel differentiates among "femininity,'' "woman," and "human person." A
woman does not equate with fem.ininity, but a woman as a human being "carries
with privilege the human femininity."44 Men and women equally share human personality but femininüy is different from masculinity, even though there is something of the feminine in a man and something of the masculine in a woman.45
What Dussel calls "the metaphysics of fetninin.ity"46 is a dialectical notion that
is not understandable in itself, but in relation to masculinity (the erotic heterosexual relationsbip), to the son (maternity), and to the brother (political realm) .47
Ali this is included in masculinity as well (woman-man relationship, patemity,
and political brother-sister relationship).48 Dussel is careful not to absolutize
what he calls femininity and not to identify it exclusively with the woman (nor
human person with the male).
The difficulty in giving new meanings to these concepts (fetnininity and masculinity) while operating in the binary system they imply as concepts becomes
clear when Dussel becomes more concrete: "The woman, human person, carries
femininity essentially at the sexed, erotic level in the couple, in front of the man,
human personas well, who carries his rnasculinity at the same level. The differences are clear and equality in distinction (igualdad en la distinción) must be defended concretely in all the details."49 ln other texts, he says that "what feminism
proposes to us is an asexual angelism, eve'n though it may not seem so, since it
proposes to us the disappearance of sexual altcrity and that each of us would fulfill love with bimself. .. . No. The liberation of the woman is not tbrough indistinction, but exactly through distinction."50 "Liberation is not merely negation of
domination by the negation of sexual diversity (as when feminism champions homosexuality, test-tube babies, etc.). Liberation is real sexual distinction."51
Many feminist theorists take a critica] distance to Dussel's kind of use of the
term "Otherness," or "alterity." Stanley and Wise reject a notion of "self and
Other" that the self suppose<lly defines ilself against and in opposition to.52 Toe
Pinnish philosopher Sara Heinamaa explains how, for Simone de Beauvoir, the
absolute alterity of a woman- the absoluteness of her alterity- means the attempt of man to negate his own carnality, the "impurity" of his existcnce. Thus
woman as the absolute Other is amale projection. ln this situation, the man in fact
does not encounter thc woman. Woman's alterity is not equivalcnt to woman's
being for herself.53
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0 USSEL ANO OTHERS: CRITIQUES
The Dussel citations above could be from almost any recent Vatican document on
women. It is exactly the "equality in dist inction," taken as naturally and uncritically as Dussel <loes (in the 1970s), that has been cr iticized by Catholic femin ist
theologians:54 Dussel's use of such problematic concepts as femininity and rnasculinity seems to imply a tendency toward traditional definitions of both actual
gender relations and ·'a fem ale/male essence." Or rather, as the recent discussion
in feminist theory on difference makes clear, it is not notions of differencc
(whether between rnen and women or between women) in itself that would imply
difference in value or certain hierarchical relations. lt is the supposed naturality
of difference and its social and political consequences that have been the targets
of feminist critique.
Dussel's implicit references to the naturality of the gender difference take him
close to official Catholic statements in which "different but equal" and "complementarity" of the differences forrn the basis of traditional arguments for clearly
sexist notions of women and their role in society and church (maternjty as
women's principal vocation, tbe absolute refusal to ordain women, etc.).55 (By
saying this, Ido not intend to demonstrate that Dussel in fact would represent the
official Catholic view. What I am saying is that both D ussel and most liberation
theologians come close to a Catholic understanding of sexual difference and, possibly, its consequences in sexual ethics. This happens in an atmosphere in which
the official teaching is not seriously or explicitly challenged, and this again cannot happen without profound changes in the traditional image of women and the
male-female relationship. Many Catholic feminists have in fact done this, but
they are very seldom if ever quoted [or even read] by their male colleagues.)
Thus it should come as no surprise that Dussel proposes "women's liberation"
asan altemative concept for "feminism," which he understands in quite negative
tenns. He rnisunderstands that both historically and conceptually "women's liberation" has been equated with "feminism" for feminist women, on bis own continent as well. However, it must be remembered that many early Latin American
feminists sbared this differentiation, thus understanding ferninism as something
foreign to their reality, preferring to use the term "women's liberation." This is
not the case in tbe 1990s. ln the early 1970s, Dussel hadan idea of feminism as
something that suppresses the difference between man and woman and inevitably
leads to a homosexual definition of erotic relationships.56 This, again, would lead
(inevitably) to the suppression of biological motherhood.57
When speaking of feminism, Dussel explicitly refers to North American and
European feminism.58 This means two things. First, by seeing feminism as something concerning primarily-or even only-First World women, Dussel can ignore it by using anti-imperialist arguments (feminism being "bourgeois" or " foreign"). This way of avo iding the challenge of Latín American feminism is
idcntilitd hy l ,uti n American feminist theologians as one expression of patriar-
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chalism in liberation theology.59 Second, by speakíng of femínism only as a farropean and North American phenomenon, Latín American male intellectuals ignore
the history of Latin American femínism, which has deep roots in the continent.
This is especially questionable in the case of Dussel, who as a historian has mainly
been interested in rewriting Latin American history, "the unwritten history," giving credit to "indigenous" forms of rebellion and cultural self-assurance.60
It is interesting to find this categorical and conservative understandíng in
Dussel: feminists "wanting to be men" (even though he uses "men" for "human
bejngs") and effacing sexual difference (defmed in very traditional terms) in
favor of "asexual angelism''61 and not being feminine (which is practically the
same as undoing sexual difference in his terms), sínce he elsewhere so enthusiasticalJy commits himself to women's liberation.
Many of the points he takes up are implicitly present in the texts of other liberation theologians. As Latin American feminist liberation theologians have pointed
out, the whole issue of fem.inism being omitted in liberation theology is due to the
very reasons that Dussel states explicitly: seeing feminism primarily as a phenomenon foreign to Latín American reality and preferring an uncritical and undifferentiated use of concepts such as women and femininity. Thus it is not totally incorrect
to see Dussel's views as expressing a more widespread opinion among the liberation theologians. This attitude to femínism has changed as the Latín American feminist movement has grown. Nonetheless, even today there is still very little dialogue
between fernínist theorists and Latin American intellectuals, includíng liberation
theologians. Feminist writings are not known, nor are they quoted.
Accordíng to Horacio Cerutti Guldberg, the methodological center of Dussel's
philosophy, the existence of the space (ámbito) of anthropological Othemess, is
very close to a proposal of an ontological difference between "the Third World"
and "the center" (Europe).62 In the male.-female relationship, this would translate
ínto an understanding of an ontological difference between men and women, between a "male" and "female" nature, which, as we have seen, is pretty much what
Dussel supposes. Agaín, he is not alone: there are even many femínists who consciously or unconsciously share this bipolar understanding of gender relations.
Of special interest is Cerutti Guldberg's critique of the "people" as the supposed subject of the philosophy of liberation. lt is worth remembering that
Dussel bimself participates in both the theological and philosophical formulations ofthe Other, the poor, and the people as the starting point for Latin American thinking. According to Cerutti Guldberg, the role of the intellectual as the
prophet is problernatic. The inte llectual is the master, the knower, the thinker,
whereas the Other (the poor, etc.) is necessarily the disciple who is incapable
of thinking for himself or herself.63 The gap between the philosopher (or theologian) and the Other (the poor, the oppressed) is evident. If philosophy is understood as ancilla theologiae, as Dussel according to Cerutti Guldberg understands it, and theology as the ultimate verification of truth ("philosophy as
access to transcendency" in Dussel's words), this results in "salvationalist philosophy," which for Cerutti Guldberg is unacceptable. 64
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For Cerutti Guldberg, this kind of thinking makes itself immune to criticism,
since it "conceives itself as the most profound leve) of ali criticism and as incapable of being criticized because it is 'exteriority' (exterioridad). ... the only
guarantee possible for a permanentJy renewed interpellation is to postulate an absolute 'exteriority' (God). Ali 'analectical' philosophy is a philosophy in the service of a theology redefined as a 'popular theology."'65
A critique similar to Cerutti Guldberg's is presented by Ofelia Schutte, who
understands the philosophy of liberation asan intellectual movement based on a
phenomenological analysis of reality but politicizes it and involves specific
Catholic influence as well.66 Schutte argues that Dussel's philosophical system
rests on the primacy of a fusion of ethics and metaphysics, ultimately based on
the premise of the origin of ali things in God, the Absolute, as "wholly Other."67
This appeal to God and religion makes it possible for Dussel to "justify bis vision of the moral superiority of the peripbery over against the center, since the
periphery represents the voice of tbe poor and the oppressed."68 The postulation
of an absolutely untainted source for truth claims is problematic. Ethically, of
Dussel's two principles- totality (evil) and alterity (good)- the latter ceases to
refer to an otherness or a difference in the postmodem sense but comes to designate the ground for a new absolute.69 Dussel's philosophy seeks to derive its
fundamental principies from faith rather than scientific knowledge.70
Scbutte warns of authoritarianism in Dussel 's philosophical system, since before one is entitled to speak orto make an ethical claim , one must portray oneself as representative of the Other (God, the Third World, the people, etc.).71
Also, the "people" (el pueblo) is represented as weak and in need of help from
superior forces, such as God and his prophets. The people remains an object
that is thought about rather than a group of persons endowed with the capacity
to think for tbemselves.72 Here Schutte coincides with Cerutti Guldberg's critique of Dussel and with my critique of the liberation theologians, whose understanding of themselves as "organic intellectuals" may lead them to position
themselves above and outside the people they want to speak for. She even says
that "the subject of liberation, in bis or her ethical and metaphysical condit ion
as 'other,' is always in need and helpless in Dussel's theory.... Thus the structure of Dussel's theory is built around a subject who must show his or her pain ,
who must say ' help me .' ..." 73 The "people" as a singular collective subject
fai ls to denote the diversity and/or conflicting interests of those who make up
"the people.'' The meaning of "the people'' can easily slip from the context of
an empírica] reference to tbat of a normatively constructed ideal.74
In short, Schutte's critique of not only Dussel but certain tendencies in the
pbilosophy of liberation and, implicitly, in liberation theology, rest on the assumption that
the thcorctical apparatus they [Dussel and others] bring to the problem of the opp1csNl011 uf thc Lnlln American people is not sufficiently liberaled itself to guaranlec 1he llhl11"1l1111 uf Olht'ri,, Wc need a good (critica!) theory whlch can also serve as
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a theory o f liberaLion. Such a theory cannot rcst essentially on the princip1e o f alterity and on the con ílict between the center and the periphery, for wc have seen that
these principles alone do not escape the dualistic, hierarchical, authoritarian, and
dogmatic structures wh.ich have characterized other oppressive ideological systems
in the past.75

According to Schutte, there are three levels of absolutism in Dussel's thinking:
political, religious, anda combination of these two into an absolute ethics of service to the Other.76 Dussel's "yes-to-the-Other" is the absolute criterion of a political cthic.77
Even though both Schutte and Cerutti Guldberg discuss primarily the philosophy of liberation (not líberation theology) and concentrate especially on Dussel,
mucb of their critique can be extended to (other) liberation theologians as well.
The problem here is that only a few liberation theologians have even tried to theorize these issues from a perspective other than their own, whjch, as we have
seen, grant.~ "the poor," or the Other, a status that raises critica! questions. Dussel
is important here, since he is both a philosopher anda theologian of liberation.
As I see it, there are similar difficulties in feminist theology when "women's
experience" is uncritically raised as the sole criterion of theology and ethics, and
in parts of secular feminist theory when foundational theoreticaJ p resuppositions
(such as "man" and "woman") are not critically discussed at all or when these
theories consciously part from an understanding of women's epistemological
privilege only by virtue of their oppressed position qua women. This is an extremely impo1tant and complicated discussion.78 Ido not see a feminist theoretical or practicaJ "package" that as such could be "brought" into liberation theology. Toe argument for tb,is is not that the respective differences between
liberation theology and feminism would make it impossible but rather that they
share similar kinds of theoreticaJ assumptions that man y feel uncomfortable with,
notas much for political as for theoretical reasons.
However, bringing a (self-)critical feminist perspective into the discussion
helps us to see that the theoretical discussion on the subject of liberation theology
and philosophy has sorne practica! consequences. One area in which the issues of
subjectiv ity, gendcr, and religion clash is that of sexual ethics. especially in the
context of the marginalized poor of Latín America. 79

LIBERATION THEOLOGIANS AND SEXUAL ETHICS

L atin American liberation theology can be seen as an intent to bridge dogma and
morality, faith, and Christian praxis. Even though there is no distinctive cthical
theory, the central questions of liberation thcology are of an ethical nature. Thus,
in an ideal situation, faith and ethics would not be separate . Theological reflection in itself would be an ethical act.
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Those few Latin American theologians who consider themselves ethiciSL'i in the
context of liberation theology affinn this. According to Francisco Moreno Rejón,
It is not cxaggerated to affi rm that in its disposition as well as in its methodology,
[liberation theologyl is the most moral of all theologies. In effect. on the one band,
it requires of the thcologian the commitmcot 10 reflect from and oo the praxis of
Christian lifc. On the other band, its methodology postulates the praxis as the starting point and as tbe goal of tbe hermeneutical circle. Thcrefore, we are faced with a
thcology in which the ethical connotations are something subsmnlial and not mcrcly
peripheral derivations.w

According to Moreno Rejón. most Latin American moral theologians sharc the
basic methodology and theses of liberation theology.81 The perspective of the poor
is the starting point for any ethical theory within liberntion theology as well.82 The
option for the poor means incorporating the poor, the nonpersons, as the preferential interlocutors in theological-moral reflection.83 However, it is almost impossible to find any explicit referencc to issues of sexual ethics in the general presentations of the "ethics of liberation." The poor do not appear as reproductive,
gendered beings, nor are the implications of poverty to women discussed.
Antonio Moser, a Brazilian Franciscan brother, has an article on sexuality in the
"Summa" of liberation theology (Mysterium Liberationis, in which all the classical themes of theology are dealt with from a liberation theological perspective).84
But there is very little in Moser's article that explains how liberation theology proposes a perspective ora sexual ethic that ditfcrs from mainstream Catholic teaching. Affirming the goodness of sexuality as God's gíft,85 expressing concem for
sexual liberty,86 and critiquing the most negative attitudes toward human sexuality
is nothing new in the history of theology.87 According to Moser. liberation theology could offer a sociopolitical aspect to tbe discussion on sexuality.88
What are these sociopolitical dimensions of sexuality that liberation theology
could help to illumioate? First, according to Moser, sexual instrumentalization
and alienation result from an ideology that aims at keeping large proportions of
people in the margins of decision-making processes (sexuality in the scrvice of
social and political status quo).89 The commercialization of sex, especially of the
female body, is another aspect of this ideological manipulation of sexuality.90
Further, thcre are other problems, such as campaigns in favor of birth control that
use tbe "ghost of demographic cxplosion" as an excuse for ali kinds of brutalities-indiscriminate distribution of contraceptives, mass sterilizations, and incentives to abortion.91 There are hidden ideological reasons behind these campaigns: they are directed to certain races and the most impoverished people.
According to Moser,
the secret presupposition is that these races and the mo~t impoverished sectors of society, which ure prcdominantly concentrated in the Third World, are those responsible for thc cconum,c, ,Ol.:illl ond political problems. Th,s is why they have 10 be dec-
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irnated in a skilled and progressive manner. With chis, thereal problem, located in the
unjust distribution of goods, remains in the shadow.92

Much of what Moser says is in perfect mutual agreement with official Catholic
teaching on sexual ethics. The praxis starting point of liberation theology in the
context of sexual ethics is not used for an analysis of uneven power structures
(except in terms ofThird World-First World inequity), sexual and domestic violence, machismo, or the real reproductive realities of poor women, including the
lack of access to safe birth control and the high rate of illegal abortions.

DUSSEL AND SEXUAL ETHICS
As noted earlier, Enrique Dussel is exceptional among liberation theologians in
speaking explicitly on issues of sexual ethics. His Catholic background may be
reflected in how he theorizes sexual difference (masculinity- femininity). It seems
that in issues of sexual ethics too he comes close to official church teaching, even
though bis argumentation may be different from that of the Vatican. There have
also been changes in his thinking.
Dussel's ethical system presupposes heterosexuality as normal and normative
human sexuality, without explicitly stating it. Dussel has a negative understanding of homosexuality as a "Totality" in which men are not men nor women
women.93 His rejection of homosexuality is combined with a rejection of ferninism, defined as something that undoes the natural difference between male and
female, leading to a homosexual definition of the erotic relationship.94 Thus "the
most extreme feminism, bom and bred in the opulent North Atlantic world, interprets sexuality from Totality."95 Undoing the difference, this extreme feminism
propases homosexual autoeroticism in which nobody depends on anyone. This
could mean lesbianism and rejection of childbearing, as well as individualism and
hedonism. Tbus it is the counterpart of machismo.96 Homosexuality is "indifferentiation," which cannot be the aim of erotic liberation.97 He even says that "feminist homosexuality ends up surrun.ing up ali perversions." It is, among other
things, "radical loss of sense of the reality of the Other and total schizophrenia."98
In a later text in which Dussel wants to make a critica! evaluation of his philosophy of liberation, looking backward, he presents a somewhat different view
on homosexuality. He states that a homosexual person "must be respected in the
dignity of his/her personality."99 He seems to depart from his earlier understanding of the impossibility of encountering the Other in a homosexual relation, the
Other being defined exclusively in terrns of heterosexual, genital sexual difference. Tbere is the possibility of respect for the Other in a homosexual relationship too. Nevertheless, he considers homosexuality and abortion situations of
"minor eviJ," which makes him an exception among the liberation theologians_HJO
When it comes to contraception and abortion, Dussel does not directly condemn them in the official Catholic way. Nevertheless, in his Filosofla de la lib-
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eración, he speaks of filicide, child murder, as alienation. The liberation of
woman malees it possible that "the couple perrnits the appearance of offspring."101
He also says that "the child is the exteriority of all erotics, its metaphysical surpassing, its real fulfillment." 102 Similarly, he says that
the couple can again totali.ze itself, close itself in a hedonism without transcendence,
without fecundity.... The totalized couple negates the child because it invades as
the Other wbo provokes to justice, interpellates for distinct rights and relaunches the
couple into real history, responsible and fertile. The couple, because of its "pulsation
to totalization." would like to make its voluptuousity eternal without third parties. 1º3

This is clearly the official Catholic position that sexual pleasure without the possibility of procreatioo is morally wrong. According to Dussel , normal and human
sexuality is openness to a child. Fecundity is the seal oflove. 104 Although it does
not become totally clear what Dussel meaos by all this, it is possible toread it, in
the context of his general framework, as a rather traditional Catholic view. 105
In his earlier texts, Dussel mentions abortion explicitly only in the context of
child murder:
The physical or cultural death of the child is pedagogical alienation. The child is
killed in the womb of the mother by abortion or in the womb of the people by cultural repression. This repression, evidently, will always be canied out in the name of
freedom, and by mcans of the best pedagogical methods."106

In 1992, Dussel revised sorne of his earlier theses on abortion as well. There
are two absolute rights-the right of the woman to her personality and body and
the right of the new being to life-confronting each other. This dilemma can be
solved through the old doctrine of "mjnor evil." Dussel bases his reasoning on the
ethical responsfüility of the woman as moral subject who has the primary responsibility of decision.107 Here he comes close to many feminist ethicists who
claim that it is the inability to see the woman as a moral subject that is behind an
absolute condemnation of abortion. Thus the critique presented by Schutte is not
totally justified when she says, "he [Dussel] has equated abortion with murder
(filicide)." 1º8 As we saw, this reading is possible, but it is not the dogmatic stance
of Dussel, whatever we think of his general reasoning on issues of sexual ethics.
Dussel 's overall unproblematized and uncritical use of such central concepts as
the Other, alterity, difference, femininity and masculinity, and so on, produces
both the incoherence and the antifeminism in his ethics. Traditional Catholic
teaching, especially on issues of sexual ethics, apparently has a strong intluence
on his thinking. In his later texts, he nevertheless seems to be more aware of his
earlier political conservatism and its possible consequences.
Dussel exemplifies a general rhetoric approval of women 's liberation as part of
the larger liberation project of Latín America (even though, as we saw, his artificial distinction hotwecn women's liberation and feminism is not wbat Latin
American fcml11INt11 would uppreciale). But when put face-to-face with the con-
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crete living conditions of women-and feminist theory and practice-his thinking appears abstraer and contradictory, if not conservative. According to
Schutte-and here l agree with her-"the process of appealing to the logic of exteriority can easily constitute an evasion when it comes to analyzing the actual social relations of domination and the corresponding struggles for freedom found in
human existence."109
The formal approval of gender equality and condemnation of antiscxual elements in the Christian tradition do not make Catholic liberation theologians
reinterpret the official teaching on issues of sexual ethics of their church. The
same can, of course , be said of Catholic theology in general , including the
magisterium. 110
Moral theology, or "ethics of liberation," in the context of liberation theology
or liberation theology as such, first, does not address issues of sexual ethics extensively; second, when it is addressed, the reasoning strongly follows traditional,
official teaching, which also has been affirrned by the Latín American Catholic
bishops. 111 This is true at least for the Catholic theologians. There is an apparent
conflict between the abstract reasoning in sexual ethical issues and the supposed
praxis starting point, in which concrete problems of the poor form the base for
ethics as well as theology. This again seems to point toward the lack of alternative reinterpretations in the a.rea of theological anthropology, especially concerning male-female relationships and sexuality. 'The poor" as a homogeneous, primarily productive (not reproductive, gendered) category may even prevent such
reinterpretations in Jiberation theology.

THEOLOGY OF (WHOSE) LIFE?

Liberation theology today has also been interpreted as theology of life (teología
de la vida). This is done in a context in which the massivc, real death of people
in thc Third World is seen as idolatry. Concrete human life must be defended
against the powers of death, which thc liberation theologians usually situate in
"the North." 112 According to Pablo Rjchard, one of the major proponents of liberation theology as a theology of life , the Third World is becoming a nonworld,
since the Third World in the classical sense is now less and less needed even for
the production of cheap labor and raw materials. 113 Tbe altemative between development and liberation has changed into a radical altemative between life and
death. Toe only option for liberation theology is to affirm life for everyone ( vida
para 10dos). The option for the poor translates into the option for life. 114 Toe fundamental ethical imperative in Latin America is human life, which in practice
refers to work, bread, roof, education, justice, and security_ll5 The fundamental
criterion for ethical discernment is tbe human life of the real concrete man (el
hombre).116
ln a later text, Richard speaks of the sarne issue in absolute tenns: liberation
theology must take the " radical and absolute option for life." 11 7 "l luman life thus
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becomes a real criterion for discemment and an absolute and universal imperative,''118 and "the denial of life is denial of truth, goodness, and beauty." 11 9 The
theology of life must "guarantee the rcproduction of human life and of nature." 120
ln the realm of ethics, "human liíe is an absolute value." 121 Theologically, the soul
is not saved from the body, as it was in Hellenistic philosophy. but rather the
human being (body and soul) is saved from death. 122
Liberation theology as theology of life takes seriously the concrete, corporeal
life of human beings in situations of oppression and death. 1t is not possible to
discuss this perspective here in detail, but l want to point out one possible interpretation of this position. Official church documents (e.g., the CELAM Santo
Domingo documcnt of l992) have adopted liberation theological language in issues of sexual ethics when the bishops speak of contraceptive imperialism (imperialismo anticonceptivo) against Latin America_l23 Some liberation theologians, such as Antonio Moser, combine this official Catholic view with the
"pro-life'' language of liberation theology, seeing birth control and abortion as the
imperialist weapons of death against the Latín American poor. The silence of
other liberation theologians on issues of sexual ethics, combined with a radical
and absolutist overall defense of human life, opens up the possibifüy of reading
liberation theologians as supporting the official Vatican teaching.124
Actually, in an article to a German audience, Pablo Richard comes quite close
to such a view. He criticizes thc way of thinking that sees massive and cffective
birth control as the solution to the problem (of poverty) in the Third World: "This
solution <loes not have any other use than hiding the real problem and justifying
the prescnt power of death. This solution follows the logic of death of the dominating system." 125 He states that fami ly planning is necessary, but "in Latin America, ali birth control programs until today have bcen planned, financed, and finally, forced, by the USA." 126 This explains the deep distrust of all birth control
politics from outside or from above.127 In the same context, he takes up the central issue of defense of life in liberation theology: "The option for life means saying no to death, not accepting death, not perrnitting even a child to starve; it
rneans radical and unyielded opposition to the death of the poor, not accepting the
death of the poor." 128 What he <loes not notice is how the death of poor women is
intimately and directly connected to issues of unsafe or unavailable contraception, illegal abortions, anda high fertility rate.
Tf "concrete human life" and life of the poor that liberation theologians want to
defend is not further concretized, problcmatized, and differentiated, they may
find themselves in rather surprising company. Does the defense of the life of the
poor also translate into the defense of the life of poor women? If yes, the fact that
poor women die of causes directly related to reproduction has to be taken seriously. This, of course, is one argument in favor of explicating sexual ethics within
liberation theology from the perspective of those who suffer most from the consequences of the current situation- poor women.
Dusscl's os well os olher liberation theologians' -generaJ method and e laboration of t·nnt•rpl~ 11uch 11~ Otherncss may yield useful results in Lem,s of a pro-
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ductive paradigm anda concem with life atan abstract level, but when it comes
to "everyday life" (la vida cotidiana), they end in rather useless abstractions,
even conservative pronouncements.

LATIN AMERICAN FEMIN IST THEOLOGICAL ANTHROPO LOGY

Latin American feminist theologians are not much more explicit than their male
colleagues on issues of sexual ethics.129 Ivone Gebara from Brazil has been the first
(and until today the only) liberation theologian, male or female, to publicly favor
the decriminalization of abortion. In October 1993 she stated in an interview by the
Brazilian magazine Veja that a mother who is not psychologicalJy strong enough to
face up to a pregnancy has the right to interrupt it.130 According to Gebara,
Catholic morality does not reach rich women. They abort, having tbe economic resources to guarantee a surgical intervention in human conditions. Therefore, the Jaw
which the church defends is detrimental to poor women. The abortion must be decriminalized and legalizcd. Even more, it must be realized at the expense oftbe state.
Abortion is today the fifth cause of feminine mortality in Brazil. Toase who die are
the poorest women. 131

Abortion is nota sin. 132
She also states that what made her change her opinion on the issue was her experience living with the poor women of Camaragibe, an impoverished region on
the outskirts of Recife, where she worked as a nun. After being ordered to retract
her statement, she clari:fied her position in an article, "La legalización del aborto
vista desde el caleidoscopio social," 133 in which she says that her practica! starting point is the reality of poor women who are the primary victims of the "violence against life" that numerous illegal abortions bring about. 134 A society that
cannot guarantee employment, health, bousing, and schools is "an abortive society" that forces women to choose between their work and their pregnancy. The
maternal death that is associated with millions of abortions is not denounced in
the same way as the "innocent life" lost
in an abortion.l35 She says her position
1
is a denunciation of institutionalized violence, abuse, and hypocrisy, a position
stemming from the defense of life. 136 She uses the same language that her male
colleagues use- that poverty is an issue of life and death - but in reproductive issues she seems to understand life quite differently from other liberation theologians. lt is the lifc of poor women that is at stake.
Gebara does not discuss the CathoJic teaching on birth control, nor does she
enter into a theological debate with the magisterium. Her position is very pragmatic and, as such, similar to a feminist position on abortion anywhere: there are
always situations in which women resort to abortions. The issue is whether these
are realized under decent conditions or not. Women die of illegal abortions.
Nowhere has criminalization of abortion sol ved the problem.
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Gebara, together with María Clara Bingemer, sees theological anthropology as
central for a Latín American fem inist liberation theology.137 This meaos at least
four necessary changes in traditional theology: a shift from a male-centered to a
human-centered anthropology, from a dualistic to a unifying anthropology, from
an idealist to a realist anthropology, and from a one-dimensional to a pluridimensional anthropology.138 They reject the binary model of specifically female/feminine and male/masculine modes of being and prefer speaking of a feminist anthropology that is closely connected to the present historie moment "in
which women's consciousness is breaking into awareness of their age-old oppression and their age-old stance of compliance with and subjection to the oppressive structures of society and particularly of religion." 139 This, together with
the understanding of the option for the poor as an option for poor woman,140 is
the larger framework for Gebara's public defense of legalization of abortion.
Gebara states that Christian churches' fear of the human body, especially the
female body, has led to the fear of sexuality. Traditional Christian anthropology
is an anthropology of verbal equality but with a patriarcbal and hierarchical
stamp.141 The human body must become a new starting poiat for moral theology.142 This implies accepting a unitary anthropology that intends to exceed dualisms and include the ambiguities inherent in human existence and history.143 A
new tbeology of sexuality should grow from a revised theology of creation, which
must take into account the scientific knowledge of modem times and start from
"the wonder of the body."144
Like other feminist liberation theologians, María Pilar Aquino stresses the unportance of restoring human corporeality, especially in its humiliated female
form. This corporeal dimension is nothing less than existence itself. 1n Latín
America, human existence is being threatened every day by malnutrition, sickness, unemployment, and hunger. Women, especially, also live this threat to their
existence as sexual beings, their sexuality being violated and destroyed. 145
According to Ana María Portugal, the historical weight of Catholicism mak:es
it very difficult to touch issues as controversia! as sexuality and abortion, even
in presumably secular sectors of society or in groups that support femjnist demands for birth control and legalization of abortion in theory. 146 The same is
true of liberation theology, which has "a profoundly masculine look in avoiding
a clear pronouncement on the validity of sexual demands such as the right to
birth control and voluntary abortion, pleasant sexuality as well as the question
of women's ordination." 147 If it is difficult to imagine a radical questioning of
the church, it is even more problematic in the case of liberation theology, since
all inner critique is easily seen as "reactionary" or "counterproductive." Ali
early feminist demands conceming abortion and birth control in Latín America
were met with hostility from these groups, which explained that these problems
were aliento Latín American reality. 148 Even many feminist groups have been
careful in tak:ing up the issue of abortion, for the fear of losing support among
poor religious womcn.149
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When liberation theologians speak of "the radical and absolute option for
life" 150 and of human life being "an absolute value," 151 they do not specify what
they mean by "life." This is important for the abortion issue, since the principie
of absolute right to life informs the Catholic and the pro-life Protestant view. lt is
not my intention to discuss the abortion debate here. l merely want to point out
that if liberation theologians want to create a coherent ethics that includes sexual
ethics, this kind of specification will be necessary.
Most feminists, including Ivone Gebara, when speaking of the reproductive rcalities ofpoor women, consider the issue of life and death from another angle. Ulegal abortions, too many pregnancies too often, and undernourishment are the
main causes of death of poor women ali over the Third World. There will be no
solution as long as the life of the woman and the life of her (potential) child are
pitted against each other. 152
According to Beverly Wildung Harrison, a theologically trained ethicist, almost nothing, especially in the literature of Christian ethics, has been written on
the morality of abortion that fully retlects women 's experience.153 M uch of what
has been written reflects an open misogyny and a lack of concem for women. 154
Misogyny in Christian discussions of abortion is evidenced clearly in the fact that
the abortion decision is never treated in the way it arises, as part of the female
agent's life process. 155 According to Harrison, the discussion of abortion treats
abortion as if it were an isolated actor deed having no relation to the lived world
other than its involvement with prospective bi.rth. 156 For her, as well as for most
other feminist ethicists, "the well-being of a woman and the value of her lite plan
always must be recognized as of intrinsic value in any appeal to intrinsic value in
a moral analysis of abortíon." 157
Harrison joins secular feminist opinions of reproductive rights when she
states that
under the most adverse conditions, women have had to try to control our fertility everywhere, always. Women's relation to procreation irrevocably marks and shapes
our lives... . Women's lack of social power, in all recorded history, has made this
struggle to control procreation a life-bending, often li fe-destroying one for a large
percentage of females. 158

What both secular and religious feminists share is their emphasis on the real-lifc
conditions of real women, especially the most vulnerable of them. Conceptually,
this is very much what Latín American feminist liberation theologians mean by
La vida cotidiana (everyday life), altbough they do not discuss it in the context of
sexual ethics. Nevertheless, much of what Harrison says on the contradiction between the abstract discussion of life, especially in tbe contex.t of abortion, on the
one hand, and the inability to speak of women's Jife in concrete terms, on the
other hand, also applies to those liberation theologians who defend the life of the
poor in rather abstract terms. The poorer the women we are talking about, the
more the issues of tifo, death, and reproduction are bound together.
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LA VIDA COTIDIANA
Why <loes thi s situation exist? Why is it that issues of sexual ethics are not being
discussed critically by Catholic or Protestant liberation theologians, by men or by
women? There are sorne dissident voices. mostly of feminist Ch1istian women
who are close to liberation theology but are not necessarily theologians. Overall,
silence prevails and thus thcre is no theological discourse on sexual ethics that
could present an adequate altemative to the dominant Catholic discourse and
practice. The great majority of Latin American women find no one expressing
their most intimate concerns. And liberation theologians who do take up issues of
sexual ethics seem to agree with official Catholic teaching.
Older liberation theologians have extra difficulty in addressing issues such as
reproduction and sexuality because of their larger perception of society and social and political cbange. A Marxist-orientated political ethics-which informs
many liberation theologians and especially their understanding of praxispresupposes the change of (economic, political, social) structures. A new ethics
of sexuality and a new relationship between men and women would follow these
changes almost automatically. Ora hierarchy of necessary changes would be established in which "women's issues" and reproductive questions were seen as less
important than macrolevel economic changes. 159 Contemporary Latin America
offers us severa! examples of this dynamic. Toe most notable and probably the
most analyzed case is that of Sandinista Nicaragua. 160 The Latin American left in
general has opposed birth control, considering it an impcrialist strategy. The influence of leftist party politics on liberation theology can thus be seen here too.
A further reason for the difficulty in creating spaces of critica! dialogue on reproductive issues in Latin America in both religious and secular circles, including among many feminists, is to be fouad in global perspectives on health and
population policies. Many Latin American feminists insist on the importance of
understanding how intemational organizations and multinational corporations determine national population policies in their countries.16L As already noted, liberation theologians tend to see reproductive issues in the larger context of imperialist population control policy, which is aimed primarily at the poor nations. This
is an extremely touchy and difficult area, and it is aecessary to clarify positions
and the argumeats supporting them. Many Third World countries, including Latín
America, have been targets of aggressive, cocrcivc, international population policies, including forced sterilizations (almost without exception of women), use of
suspect hormonal contraceptives, and so on. lt is understandable that those critica! of Western notions of development-such as libcration theologians-and
those defending poor women •s right to control their reproducti ve capacitiessuch as Third World feminists-suspect any outside control over issues of population, reproduction, and women's health. Nevertheless, there is much confusion.
On the one hand , liberation theologians joining the Vatican critique of "contracepti vc impcriuli11m" mny not want to share the prerrúses behind the critique. On
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the other hand, Latin American feminists defending women's reproductive rights
hardly want to endorse the Vatican policy, although both parties would criticize
coercive population politics.
Clearly, Latin American liberation theology speaks of the poor as its context,
its locus, its starting point, and the subjects of the praxis, but it understands the
poor homogeneously, without taking into account bow poverty affects people differently depending, for example, on their race and gender. Practically speaking,
preventing the death of poor women has not been an explicit part of liberatioo
theologians' agenda of "defending the life of the poor." To do so implies taking a
critical look at how the violence and death produced by poverty affect women differently than meo in the area of reproduction. Ninety-níne percent of ali maternal
deaths in che world occur in the Third World.162 What makes a difference in Latin
America is its being still predomínantly Catholic. Catholic teaching on sexual
ethícs should thus be a special challenge to liberation theologians, who wish to
speak about the complex realities of the poor.
There is an implicit presupposition of what is included in "the praxis." As we
have seen, it is difficult to include women, especially as reproductive beings, in
the supposed collective subject of liberation theology. Feminist (tbeological)
analysis and understanding of a female subject, which is both productive and reproductive, both communitarian and individual. both public and prívate, reveals
this breach in liberation theology. Toe aspect of la vida cotidiana, although not
always sufficiently explicated, of Latin American feminist liberation theologians
makes it clear that there are central areas of human life that not only challenge
liberati.on theology's understanding of the praxis but question the very usefulness
ofitas a norm for theology.
The perspective of la vida cotidiana, as brought forth by Latin American feminist liberation theologians, may serve as a bridge and criti.cal element between
the above-mentioned discourses and practices. Although the concept is not explicitly elaborated in the context of sexual ethics, it nevertheless offers us tools
for taking the praxis of the poor women seriously and, possibly, far a critical-constructive sexual ethical agenda in the setting of Latin American feminist liberation theology. Its defi_nite starting point is in seeing the poor women as subjects
of both their own lives and Latin American theology.

NOTES
l. For a systematic analysis of the phiJosophy of liberation, see Cerutti Guldberg
1988-89 and 1992.
2. l elaborate this more substantively in Vuola 1997.
3. Leonardo Boff and Clodovis Boff observe this when they say that "che poor do not
usually refer to themselves as 'poor,' which would offend their sense of honor and clignity.
lt is the non-poor who call them poor." Boff and Boff 1989, 41-42.
4. Segundo 1985, 150. On the theologian as an "organic intellectual." see also Boff
1986. 137-42, 227-52; C. Boff 1991, 89-93; Boff and Boff 1989, 22.
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5. Engel and Thistlethwaite 1990, 2.
6. According to Horacio Cerutti Guldberg, the theoretical problems and difficulties included in the option for the poor have generally been obviated. If most liberation theologians' claim that "only the exploited and those who side with them can see thc perversity
of the system" (referring to José María Vigil), how can one change position or place
(lu¡rar ), asks Cerutti Guldberg. He criticizes the option for the poor in liberation theology
(with the exception of Raúl Vidales) as sorne kind o f guarantee of orthodoxy and orthopraxis, wbich is not far from "the unsustainable uncriticality of a proletarian science"
(Cerutti Guldberg 1996b, 10- 12). He also says, "Esta opción, que en verdad es un conjunto
de opciones o decisiones existenciales renovadas en diversas coyunturas, no garantiza
nada. Posibilita, sitúa, brinda perspectivas, abre horizontes; pero exige una permanente
alerta racional y autocrítica para seguir avanzando" (Cerutti Guldberg 1996b, 13). According to Cerutti Guldberg, Iiberation theologians confuse different levels of analysis,
which represents a question of cardinal importance and is difficult to resolve (p. 14).
Cerutti Guldberg takes up the sarne issue in another text in a little different way: " ...
una identificación cuasi natural entre teoría de liberación y pueblo pobre, una especie de
annonía preestablecida y de relación no conflictiva entre el pueblo y el pensamiento de su
liberación efectuado por otros ..." (Cerutti Guldberg 1996a, 3).
7. The supposcd collective subject (the poor, the Other) of liberation tbeology certainly has changed tbe role of an academ.ic intellectual. Nevertheless , the majority of the
most prominent liberation theologians are clerics (with a special meaning in the Catholic
Cburch, in whlch women's ordination is out of the question and priests do not marry),
highly cducated, male, and of European deseen!, that is, "white•· in the eyes of the black
and indigenous population. The critique ofthe pretended universality and neutrality of European thcology must be extended to liberation theology itself, especially in questions of
race and gender.
8. See Slater 1994, 12-13.
9. !bid., p. 13.
10. Ibid., p. 15.
11. Ibid.,pp. 15-17.
12. Dussel 1985a , p. 24.
13. Dussel 1987, 1:97.
14. lbid., p . 108.
15. Ibid., pp. 118-27.
16. lbid., p. 128.
17. Dussel 1988, 115. It is the woman who concretizes the alterity in a more radical way
because of her historical sub m.ission.
18. Dussel 1987,2:163.
19. Dussel 1988, 183. In the original Spanish text, the Other is defined in male terms (el
Otm) in spite of the explicit affimrntion of women's alterity and their necessary liberation.
20. Ibid.
21. Dussel 1987, 2:14 (emphasis in original).
22. l bid., p. 37.
23. l bid., p. 56.
24. lbid., pp. 56-57.
25. Tbid ., pp. 59-60.
26. lbid., p, 16 1,
27. !bid,
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28. lbid., p. 162.
29. lbid., p. 173.
30. Ibid., p. I 76.
31. Ibid., pp. 176---77.
32. D ussel 1974, 118; 1988, 49- 57; 1992,407.
33. Dussel 1995. 46.
34. Ibid.
35. Ibid., p. 138.
36. Ibid., p. 48.
37. lb id., pp. 136---37.
38. Ibid.,p. 137.
39. lbid.
40. See Du~~el 1992, 397. According to Schune. "'The categories of exteriority. totality, and alterity used by Dussel are borrowed direclly from the work of the French
philosopher Emmanuel Lcvinas, but these eategories are then applied to a different and,
indeed, contradictory end, insofar as they are subordinated to a political platform of national-popular liberation" (Schuttc 1993. 188). In a recent Finnish dissertation. the
philosopher Sara Heinaman shows how the idea of the woman as thc Other is especially
clear in Levinas's Le Temps et l'Autre . Por Levinas, alterity gets its absolu re, immediate
form in the feminine. Heina.maa points out how Simone de Beauvoir criticizes and reinterprets this understanding of the woman as the Other in Tlze Second Sex. According to
Heinamaa's interpretation of Beauvoir, woman is not the Othcr but is comprehended as
such. When Levinas writcs that woman is a mystcry. he forgets to say that she is a mystery to man. His description of woman is nothing e lse but the cnforcement of masculine
privilege. See Heina.maa 1996, 142-43.
41. Dussel 1974, 122-23.
42. lbid .. pp. 124-26; Dusscl 1990, 25-33. In the foreword to the tbird edirion of his
Filosofía étíca de la liberaci6n ( 1987), he acknowledges this by saying that he cannot criticiLe feminism as he did at the beginning of the 1970s.
43. "La liberación de la mujer supone que ésta sepa discernir adecuadamente sus distintas funciones analógicamente diversas. Una función es ser la mujer de la pareja. Otra es
ser la procreadora de su hijo. Otra es ser la educadora. Otra es ser una hermana entre los
hermanos de la sociedad política. Y si cada una de estas funciones no se saben discernir,
se cometen errores tremendos" (D ussel 1990, 28).
44. Dussel 1990, 29.
45. lbid., pp. 29-30.
46. Ibid., p. 28.
47. Ibid., p. 29. I have consciously used the cxacl English (masculine) equivalents of
hijo and hen11a110.
48. Ibid., pp. 30-31.
49. "La mujer, persona humana, porta la femineidad esencialmente en su nivel sexuado
erótico en la pareja, ante un varón , igualmente persona humana, que porta la masculinidad
en ese mismo nivel. Las diferencias son claras y la igualdad en la distinción debe ser defendida en concreto en todos los detalles" (Dussel 1990. 32 [emphasis in original]).
50. "El feminismo lo que nos propone es un angelismo asexual, aunque no parezca,
porque nos propone que desaparezca la alteridad sexual y que cada uno cumpla consigo el
amor.... No. La liberación de la mujer no es por indistinción, sino justamente por dis1inci611" (Dussel 1974. 125 [emphasis added]).
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51. "La liberación no es negación pura de la dominación por la negación de la diversidad sexual (como cuando el feminismo propone la homosexualidad. los hijos en probetas,
etc.). La liberación es distinción real sexuar' (Dussel 1985a, 101 [cmphasis added]) .
52. Stanley and Wise 1993, 195. See also Benhabib 1992, 148-77; Code 1992, 86,324
(in whlch she speaks ofwomen's refusal to remain the Other); Smith 1989, 145-61.
53. Heinamaa 1996, 150--51.
54. See Carr 1990, 123- 33; Ruether 1983, 94-99; 1987, 30-45; 1990; 1991.
55. See Mulieris Dign.itatem 1988, 325-26, 383- 84, 398. In this apostolical letter, Pope
John Paul JI affinns the equality berween men and wornen based on ontological difference.
There is a proper femininc "originality," which is expressed in femininity. Masculini ty and
femininity are diffcrent and complementary to each other. A woman should not be masculine and a man should not be fenúnine . Femininiry and masculinity have their origin in the
ontological human nature. The former is best expressed in the two dimensions of a
woman's vocation, matemity and virginity.
At the end of the lener, the statement on the impossibility of women 's ordination in the
Catholic Church is based exactly on this theological anthropology in which thc priest acts
in persona Christi. It is essentially a masculine function.
According to Anne Carr, "While there are no longer assertions of the inferiority of
women in Christian ecclesiastical or theological discourse, many official Catholic documents affirm a dual anthropology, the complementarity or 'different but equal' status of
men and women as inherent in naturc, in the created order, and therefore as part of the divine plan" (Carr 1990, 125).
56. This view is still present in the latest edition of his Liberaci6n de la mujer y erótica
latinoamericana (1990). "La mujer feminista, al ver a la mujer oprimida, pero sin salirse
de la 'totalidad' como catego1ía fundamental, propone que la mujer remonte la corriente e
iguale al varón; que suprima la di-fereocia, de tal manera que se bable de 'hombres' sin
más, ni de varones, ni de mujeres. Para llegar a eso habría que pensar en la homosexualidad, pues para que nadie dependiera de nadie, la relación debería ser homosexual; la mujer
consigo misma, con la mujer; el varón con el varón" (Dussel 1990, 25).
lronically, here he uses "men" (hombres) in the generic meaning of "human beings." In
another text, he says clearly; "El feminismo en el fondo lo que quiere son hombres; no
quiere varones ni mujeres .. .. Cuando digo ahora hombre, quiero decir la especie. El feminismo lucha para que todos seamos hombres, no varones ni mujeres" (Dussel l 974,
124-25 [emphasis in original]).
57. Herc Dussel, probably uointentionally, coincides with sorne radical feminists ofthe
early 1970s who saw biological rnotberhood as the rnain obstacle to women's liberatioo.
Sce Firestone 197 l.
58. Dussel 1990, 26.
59. See Aquino 1997, 11.
60. Aquino notes that First World women also often operate with the idea that feminism
is nonexistent in Latin America or that it is a mere reproduction of European or North
American femioism (Aquino 1997 , l 1). Dussel not only ignores Latín American feminisrn
but also defines European and North American feminism as something that promotes "indifferentiatcd individualism typical of English and North American societies,'' which is a
vcry general and stereotypical staternent. See Dussel [1980] 1990, 26.
6 1. Dussel 1974, 125.
62. Cernlli Ouldberg 1992, 236-37. l ronically, seeing Latín America only as a repetitivc rdll'(tlnn 111 l 111rn¡w in nccd of liberatio n, may resul t in the negation of the history of
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Latin American thinking (Ccrutti Guldberg 1992, 238), See also Cerutti Guldberg 19881989, 49.
63. Cerutti Gnldberg 1992, 256---58, 277-78; Cerutti Guldberg 1988-1989, 50-51.
64. Cerutti Guldberg 1992, 279-81. In short, "philosophy, as it is understood by this
sub-sector [of philosophy of liberation] is a specific activity of a philosopher, the only one
capable of opening hirnself to the interpellation with the Other, but who does not open
himself to the interpellation with social and human sciences. Rather, he dictates to them
their epistemic limitations and possibilities. . . . The counter image of this philosophy is
the dominating North Atlantic thinking and its dorninating subject. The subject is not questioned and the philosopher-ethicist appears in his own real life as the norm according to
which one can reach alterity and justice" (Cerutti Guldberg 1992, 283- 84 [cmphasis in
original]). I have translated the ph.ilosopher as "he," since in the original Cerutti Guldberg
uses the male pronoun (el) for the philosopher.
65. Cerutti Guldberg 1988-1989, 51-52.
66. Schutte 1991, 275. Actually, Schutte argues that Dussel is aiming at ·'replacing
Marxism theoretically with something else- that something else being a theory of 'liberation' based on a religious mctaphysics derived from the Catholic patriarchal tradition and
an ethics of 'alterity' borrowed in large part, yet also dcparting sig1iificantly, from the work
of the French phenomenologist, Emmanuel Levinas" (Schutte 1991 , 276).
67. Schutte 1991, 276.
68. lbid.,p. 277.
69. Schutte 1993, 178-79.
70. Schutte 1991, 278.
7 1. ]bid., pp. 280-82. Schutte does not discuss a further difficul ty in this configuration:
How does one become a representative of somebody else? Who gives the philosopher/the
theologian the legitimacy of representing somebody else besides himself or herself?
72. lbid., pp. 281-83.
73. lbid., p. 283.
74. Schutte 1993, 162.
75 . Schutte 1991, 287 (emphasis in original).
76. Schutte 1993, 187-88.
77. fbid. , p. 187, quoting Dussel (emphasis in original).
78. I discuss this in the theological context, claiming that much of the conceptual weakness in ferninist theology could be clarificd by a deeper dialogue with nontlJeological feminist theory (in Vuola 1997).
79. When speaking of sexual ethics, I refer mainly to questions concerning reproductive
rights (not to marriage, divorce, sexuality in general, and so on). Reproductive rights as a
concept was originally formulated by women activists or, more precisely, women's groups
involved with health issucs like reproductive health. The Women's Global Network for Reproductive Right~ has defined reproductive rights as women's right to decide whether,
when, and how to have children - regardless of nationality, class, ethnicity, race, age, religion, disability, sexuality, or marital status- in the social, economic, and political conditions that make such decisions possible. Toe struggle for reproductive rights also contains
a radical critique of patriarcbal society and the dominant development model. Reproductive
rights are human rights inseparable from other basic rights. Feminists are united in their insistence that the moral agency of women seeking to shape their procreative lives must be
respected. See Andolsen 1996, 249; Dutting 1993, 2; Petchesky 1995, 153.
80. Moreno Rej6n 1991 , 275 . Similarly, see Cuesta 1987, 599; Moser 1984, 258; Vida!
1991.
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81. Moreno Rej6n 1991, 277.
82. "La ética de liberación afirma expresamente el lugar desde donde se elabora, esto
es, su punto de vista, su situación y también cuál es su interlocutor, o sea, su toma de posición. Esto es lo que significa la expresión la perspectiva del pobre: explícitamente se pretende mirar la realidad desde el lugar y con los ojos del pobre ..." (Moreno Rej6n 1991,
281 [emphasis in origjnal]).
83. Moreno Rej6n l 99 1, 282; Cuesta 1987, 605.
84. Moser 1991.
85. Ibid., pp. 112-13.
86. Ibid., p. !09.
87. Ibid., pp. 114-15.
88. Ibid., pp. 119-20.
89. Ibid., p. 121.
90. Ibíd.
91 . "Blandiendo el fantasma de la 'explosión demográfica' y de la consiguiente falta de
recursos para atender a las necesidades básicas de todos, se señala el control sistemático
de la natalidad como única salida. Y para garantizarlo, todos los medios se consideran válidos: desde La distribución indiscriminada de cualquier tipo de anticonceptivos. hasta la esterilización en masa y el incentivo al aborto" (Moser 1991, 121).
92. Moser 1991 , 121-22.
93. Dussel 1985a, 97-98, 81; Dussel 1990, 25- 26.
94. Dussel 1990, 25.
95. Dussel 1988, 116.
96. lbid., p p. 116-17.
97. Ibid., p . 117.
98. " ... la homosexualidad feminista termina por sumar todas las perversiones, es la
univocidad total de la sexualidad, es pérdida radical del sentido de la realidad (una esquizofrenia completa) del Otro, es el final solipsismo del ego cartesiano o europeo .. ."
(Dussel 1988, 117).
99. Dussel 1992, 407.
100. Ibid., pp. 407- 8.
101. Dussel 1985a, 102- 3.
102. "El hijo es la exterioridad de toda erótica. su superación metafísica, su cumplimiento real" (Dussel 1985a, 107).
103. " . .. la pareja puede nuevamente totalizarse, cerrarse en un hedonismo sin trascendencia, sin fecundidad . ... EL hijo es negado por la pareja totalizada porque viene a irrumpir como el Otro que pro-voca a la justicia, in terpela por derechos dis-tintos y relanza
a la pareja a la hlstoria real, responsable, y fecunda. La pareja, por la 'pu)sión de totalización,' querría eternizar su voluptuosidad sin terceros" (Dussel 1988, 118).
104. Dussel 1988, ll9.
l05. Ofelia Schutte also pays attention to this: "Despite his controversia! and radical
rhetoric, especially in the sphere of politics, Dussel's ethlcal principies do not contradict
the magisterium or teaching authority of the Roman Catholic Church" (Schutte 1991, 277).
Schutte's general estimation of Dussel is that he cannot be seen as a critical or progressive
thinker, and thls is especially true of hls view of women. In that respect. Dussel's theory
"is as conservative as traditional patriarchaJ thought" (Schutte 1991 , 284).
106. "l.n muene física o cultura l del hijo es la alienación pedagógica. Al hijo se lo mata
en la vlcnuc lit lo mudl'(I ~r el nborto o e n el vientre de l pueblo por la represión cultural.
Esta rt"J1101lón, e• 1 vltli,111<,, ~, cfccninrtt siempre en nombre de la libcn ad y con los
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mejores métodos pedagógicos" (Dussel 1985a, 108). And "en conclusión la maldad del
pro-yecto erótico , por su propia totalización, signi fica alienación del Otro (la mujer en
nuestra sociedad machista), y, meta-físicamente infecundidad (muerte del hijo, sea por no
desearlo, sea por abortarlo . . .). En cambio, la bondad erótica se despliega como servicio
del Otro (en especial liberación de la mujer), y por apertura que esto significa y en esa
misma apertura la bondad csfecundidad" (Dussel 1988, 108 [emphasis in original]).
107. Dussel 1992, 407.
108. Schutte 1988-1989, 64, referring to Dussel 1985a, 1987, 1988. In 1993, Schutte
too recognízes a "modification to sorne extent" in Dussel 's views (Schutte 1993, 202).
109. Schutte 1993 , 189. According to Schutte's argument, Dussel's ethics presupposes
that the oppressed havc to stay in the privileged position of exteriority in order to be able
to speak ro the estab\ished system of domination. Concretely, this could mean that women
have to remain in their opprcssed position, thc poor have to remain poor, in order to maintain Dussel's pure, uncontaminated "exteriority" (Schuttc 1993, 189). "One must rcmain
on thc períphery if one is to receive the moral blessings associated witb alterity" (Schutte
1993, 201).
1JO. In ali recent Vatican documents concerning women, their oppression is stated and
condemned, and their equality with men is defended. Nevertheless, this is not applied to
the church itself (e.g., women's ordination is not seen asan issue of equality, even though
the arguments against it are derived from a theological anthropology that makes women
unsuitable for the priesthood). Nor is the linl( between a theo\ogical anthropology that unconditionally accepts women's full humanity and the traditional teaching on sexual ethics
made clear.
111. See Documentos de Mede//{n 1969, 26--32, where the validity of the encyclical
Humanae Vitae is stated. There is nothing especially "Latin American" in this part of the
Medellin documents, if "antinatalist demographic politics" is not seen as such. This endorsing of the official Catholic teaching in sexual ethics continues in the documents of
Puebla (1979) and Santo Domingo(] 992).
In December 1990, the state of Chiapas in Mexico decrirninalized abortion in cases of
rape and scrious genetic or other fetal malformation, a~ well as for reasons of family planning. As such, the new legislation differs notably from most ofLatin America. Chiapas is
the poorest statc of Mex.ico, and it is home to the largest part of the indigenous populalion.
In recent years, it has become internationally well-known as the base for the zapalista indigenous insurrection movement. Toe bishop of Chiapas, Samuel Ruiz García, is known
for his sympathies for both the wpatista cause and liberation theology. S0011 after the new
legislation, he issued a pastoral letter condemning the decriminalization of abortion. He
too pointcd out how a demographic population policy (including mass sterilizations) on
the part of the United States and intemational agencies such as the Intemational Monetary
Fund can be interprete-el as aggression against the predominantly indigenous population of
his diocese. He strongly denounces machismo and violence against women, but he also
judges sorne feminist demands as rcflecting a similar mentality, as when women consider
the new life they are carrying "as their prívate propcrty." Sce Ruiz 1994, 435-53. The pastoral letter of bishop Ruiz is one more example of an argumcnt whlch derives its contents
si.multaneously from the anti-imperialist discourse of liberation theology in defense of the
poor and from the traditional sexual ethical teaching of the Catholic Church.
In the U.N. 1nternational Conference on Population and Developmenl in Cairo, September l 994, Latin American bishops-including Ruiz García- followed the Vatican and
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l slamic fundamentalists in opposing the proposed conference document, saying that its
proposals would hurt the poorest of people, especially indigenous lndians. See F ox 1995,
285, 293.
112. See Richard 1987, 93; 1994, 104.
113. Richard 1991, 3.
114. Ibid.
115. Rich ard 1981, 56; 1988, 94.
116. Richard 1981, 56.
117. Richard 1994, 94.
118. !bid., 95.
119. íbid.
120. lbid.
121. Ibid., p . 100.
122. Ibid., p. 106.
123. Nueva evangelización, promoción humana, cultural cristiana 1992, 62.
124. Actually, Pope John Paul U's eleventh encycLical, Evangelium Vitae (The gospel
of life), issucd in 1995, sets ou t a moral vision aimed at overcomiug what the pope refers
to as the modem "culture of death." The encyclical wishes to portray a consistent ethic of
life, in which issues of abortion, euthanasia, and capital punishment are treated. See Fox
1995,3 17- 18.
T hus the language of morality in terms of lifo and death is present in both the Vatican
teaching and liberation theology, and in similar absolutist terms. The context and the contents differ, but less so in issues of sexual ethics than in other areas of moral theology. At
least libcration theologians should be conscious of this potential dilemma.
125. Richard 1986, 16.
126. lbid.
127. lbid.
128. Ibid.,p. 17.
129. According to Phillip Berryman, "compared w itb their feminist colleagues in North
America and Europe, Latin American womeo theologians are still rather timid. especially
on reproductive issucs" (Berryman 1995, 118). They do not necessarily have to be "comp ared" with thcir colleagues in the industrialized countries. The whole issue must be treated
in the historical and cultural context of Latín America- both the reasons why sexual eth ic~
has not been high up on the feminist theological agenda and the ways it might be taken up.
130. Nanne and Bergamo 1993.
131. Ibid .
132. Ibid .
133. Reprinted in Revista Con-Spirando, December 1993.
134. !bid .
135. !bid.
136. "Mi posición frente a la descriminaJización y la legalización del aborto como ciudadana cristiana y miembra de una comu nidad religiosa es una forma de denunciar e l mal,
la violencia institucionalizada, el abuso y la hipocresía que nos envuelven , es una apuesta
por la vida, es pues en defensa de la vida" (Revista Con-Spirando 1993).
137. See Gebara and Bingemer 1989, 1-19, 9 1.
138. [bid., p. 3. Gebara and Bingemer propose this in a Mariological context, but the
same anthropolo¡ical princ ipies can be seen guiding their ovemll theological approach . The
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pluri-dimensional anthropology "takes into account the different dimensions of humankind
as it has evolved through history and as countless elements have left their mark on it. The
human being is not primarily a definition but rather a hlstory within space and time . . . .
human beings are not first good and then conupted, not first corrupted and then saved, but
rather hurnans are thls whole complex reality striving to explain themselves ..." (Gebara
and Bingemer 1989, 10-11).
139. Ibid., p. 14.
140. Gebara 1987.
141. Gebara 1994, 80.
142. lbid., 77.
143. Ibid., 82.
144. Ibid., 85-86.
145. Aquino 1992, 160.
146. Portugal 1989, 5.
147. Ibid., p. 6.
148. Ibid.
149. Ibid.; Saporta Sternbach et al. 1992, 402.
150. Richard 1994, 94.
151. Ibid., 100.
152. On feminist theological perspectives on abortion, see especially Harrison 1983;
Harrison 1985, 115-34 (togethcr with Shlrley Cloyes).
153. Harrison 1983, 6.
154. "We have a long way to go before the sanctity of human life wiJI include genuine
regard and concern for every female already born ..." (Harrison 1985, 115).
155. Jbid., p. 123.
156. Harrison 1983, 9.
157. Ibid., p. 16. She also discusses at length how the understanding of when life begins has been changing through the history of theology.
158. Ibid., p. 122.
159. In working with poor women, feminists leamed that so-called taboo issues such as
sexuality, reproduction, or violence against women were interesting and irnportant to
working-class women- as crucial to their survival as the bread-and-butter issues emphasized by the male opposition. Latín American feminists began redefining and expanding
the prevai\ing notion of revolutionary struggle, calling for a revolution in daily life
(Saporta Stembach et al. 1992, 404).
160. See Molyneux 1985, 1988; Randall 1992. Toe Sandinista government was not
only reluctant to confront the Catholic Church, whose hierarchy already supported the political opposition. Many of the Sandinista leaders presented views on contraception and
abortion that contrasted with those of feminist organizations supportive of tbe govemment.
Toe issue of population growth was seen by President Ortega as one of national interest,
with the main problem being U.S. genocide in Nicaragua and thc contras.
161. Saporta Stembach et al. 1992, 403.
162. World Health Organization 1996, 2.
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9
Locating the Absolutely Absolute Other:
Toward a Transmodern Christianity
Roberto S. Goizueta

In the early days of the twenty-first century, we are becoming increasingly cognizant of the complex and profoundly ambiguous character of the historical
process of globalization. If globalization was heralded as a panacea for the
world's social ills not long ago, the Third World debt crisis we are currently witnessing has made us painfully aware of the underside of globalization: billions of
human beings are excluded from the process altogether. What is clear is that,
whether or not we are willing to admit it, contemporary societies will survive together or they will die together.
The roots of the globalization process can arguably be traced to the conquest
of the Americas in 1492, an event that, as Enrique Dussel has so perceptively
noted, signaled the birth of the modero period:
Amerindia is part of "modemity" from the moment of the conquest and colonization
(the mestizo world in Latin America is the on!y one as old as Modernity}, since it is
the first "barbarían" which Modernity needs in order to define itself ... . European
Modemity is not an independent, autopoietic, self-referring system, rather it is a
"part" of the "world-system": its center. Modernity, then, is a phenomenon that globalizes itself; it begins with the simultaneous constitution of Spain with reference to
its "periphery." ... Simultaneously, Europe . . . will constitute itself as center overa
growing "periphery." 1

From its very origins and of its very essence, modemity needs and dernands a
center and a periphery; conquest is not tbe consequence but the origin of modernity. "Before the rest of Europe," writes Dussel, "[Spain and Portugal] subjected
the Other to conquest and to the dominion of the center over the periphery. Europe then establisbed itself as the 'center' of the world (in the planetary sense)
and brought fortb modemity and its myth."2 The individualism and rationalism so
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often associated with the origins of modernity are, conversely, merely derivative,
legitimating consequences of the center-periphery global structure:
The "rationalization" of political life (bureaucratization), of capitalist enterprise
(administration), of evcryday life (Calvinist or Puritan asceticism), the disembodiment of subjcctivity . .. the non-ethical charactcr of every economic or political action (underst0od exclusively as technical engineering), the suppression of practicalcommunicative reason replaced by instrumental reason, the solipsistic
individualism which denies community, etc.... are ejjects of the realization of that
function proper to Europe as "center" of the world-system.3
Though not always as manifestly or explicitly as during the conquest of the
Americas, religion has played and will continue to play a crucial role in the
process of globalization. Today, cultural and economic "globalization" is accompanied by a resurgence of religious fervor of every stripe, especially in the Third
World. And io the United States, a multitude of "spiritualities" are emerging and
filli.ng the vacuum created by the decreasing influence of institutional religion,
especially mainline Protestant Christianity. (The fastest-growing segment of the
publishing business in the United States is the area of "spirituality," broadly defined.) For the first time in recent memory, religious (again , broadly defined) television programs have achieved broad-based popularity and financia! success,
not just on Sunday momings but in prime-time progranuning.
Accompanying the noninstitutional fonns of spirituality evident in such programs as Touched by an Angel, however, the rise of religious fundamentalism
seems anomalous in its emphasis on precisely the kinds of religious institutions
and traditions that noninstitutional and New Age spiritualities eschew. These latter reflecta smorgasbord, or pastiche, of religious influences, while the former
put forth fervid apologías for rigidly defined and i.nterpreted religious traditions;
the "wishy-washiness" of one exists alongside the often triumphalistic selfrighteousness of the other. Toé old Chinese blessing has been realized: we do indeed live in interesting times.
Yet what is merely of interest to some-especially scholars and social criticsis of life-and-death significance to others. Toe floruit of postmodernity in the last
decades of this century has affected almost every area of scholarship, including theology and the academic study of religion. We must question, however, the extent to
which the learned discussions concerni.og what the ''cultured despisers" call postmodernity have impacted the everyday lives of the vast majority of persons, who
today remain shackled by poverty, injustice, and despair. Neither the idyllic, unstructured eschaton foreshadowed by postmodem prophets of ambiguity, "Otherness," and "difference'' nor the economic-technological liberation promised by the
proponents of "globalization" has seemed to materialize. lndeed, Third World peoples are becorni.og increasingly restive and defiant in the face of such promises.
In providing us with intellectual and practica! instruments for understanding
and confronting the anomalies of globalization, and the role of religious forces
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in that process, no contemporary author is more helpful than Enrique DusseL
Rooted in the histories of the Latin American peoples, his thought nevertheless
engages fully contemporary trends in Europe and North America. Not content to
remain enclosed with.in the confines of those histories, however important, be
insists on bringing the particularities or "difference" of those histories to bear on
the larger, global processes. In other words, Dussel's writings rernind us that a
truly liberative interpretation of reality will be one that resists both the postmodero absolutization of particularity and the modero negation of particularity
(or absolutization of one single particularity, tbe European). Rather, liberative
praxis and theory grounds itself in the particular, in the sociohistorical particularity of difference, precisely in order to disclose and affirm the universal implications of difference; the preferential option for the poor generates truth
claims valid not only for the poor but for ali peoples. "Tbe Philosophy of Liberation," insists Dussel, "is a counterdiscourse, it is a critica! philosophy born
on the periphery (and from the victims, the excluded ones) with a global intent.
Tt has an express consciousness of its peripheral character and its exclusion, but
at the same time it has a global intent."4

GOD, EUCHARIST, ANO GLOBALIZATION

Mucb of the virulent criticism suffered by Dussel and other Latín American liberation theologians over the past th.irty years has accused them of reducing faith
to política! action, thereby eliminating the transcendence of God. Contrary to the
opinion of sucb critics, however, the work of Enrique Dussel and the other principal liberation theologians has been concemed precisely to safeguard the transcendence of God over against those theologies wh.ich, either implicitly or expticitly, would identify God with the status quo, that is, with the existing social
order and the self-interest of those groups benefiting from the status quo. It is this
very issue which, in my opinion, must be the starting point for the consideration
of Dussel's understanding of religion and, more specifically, Christianity in an
age of globalization .
Drawing on the thought of Emmanuel Levinas and Xavier Zubiri (aJong with
that of Martín Heidegger and others), Dussel has elaborated a highly cliffercntiated, sophisticated understanding of "Othemess" and "the Other." In doing so, he
has engaged contemporary European and North American conversations on Othemess and difference. Thc salience and significance of Dussel's discourse on
Othemess stem from the fact that, unlike that of most of his interlocutors from
the North Atlantic area, that discourse is grounded i11 a preferencial option for the
victims of history, the victims of modern conquest. This starting point is precisely
what allows Dussel to both preserve the transcendence of God and avoid the tendency of North Atlantic theologies to reduce that transcendence to an ahistorical
abstraction. Toe philosophical analogue of this expressly theological tendency
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has been the empty, ahistorical notion of Othemess and difference evident in
postmodern philosophies.5 Dussel proposes, instead, a highly concrete, historical
Otherness as the mediator of transcendence. "The Other," argues the Argentine
philosopher, "will be the other woman or man: a human being, an ethical subject,
the face as an epiphany of liv ing, human corporality. . . ." 6 And the word
"epiphany" is not incidental to his argument, for the corporeal, historical, human
Other is indeed the revelation of the ''absolutely absolute Other," namely, God:
"'Toe Other' ... bas an analogous meaning: it can be the anthropological Other
... or it can be the absolutely absolute Other: other not only than the world but
than the very cosmos."7
If God is transcendent, that is, if God is not comprehensible within our
"world," then God will be found first (not exclusively, but preferentially) in
those loci that are themselves incomprehensible within our world, those loci that
are anomalous or nonsensical within the world-system. Above all, the transcendent God will be encountered among those persons who, as victims of the worldsystem, have been excluded from the world-system and thus remain invisible to
the "center." Any religious worship that does not begin on the periphery, among
the excluded victims of the world-system, can only be worship of an idol , a god
who legitimates the system of domination either explicitly (e.g., the conquest) or
implicitly (e.g., the privatized faith of bourgeois Christianity). True worship
originates in "liberative praxis with respect to and for the oppressed in whom
one recognizes the epipbany of infinite Exteriority."8 ln Christological terms, the
transcendent God will be encountered, first, on the Cross; the Crucified Christ,
and ali those other persons who continue to be crucified today, must be the starting point of Christian theological reflection.
According to Dusse1, the intrinsic connection between the struggle for justice
and the worship of a transcendent God is nowhere more evident tban in the eucharistic liturgy, which is always at the same time a religious act andan economic
act. The eucharistic bread is at the same time "the substance of the eucharistic offering" and "tbe fruit of common human labor, exchanged among those who produce it."9 Since the bread is "tbe objectivized life of the worker" whose labor
makes possible our liturgical celebration, "those who offer God bread stolen from
tbe poor give God the life of the poor as their offering." 10
The connection between justice and worship and, conversely, between domination and idolatry is powerfully made manifest in the life of the Spanish missionary Bartolomé de Las Casas. Arriving in the New World as an encomendero,
Las Casas was eventually ordained a priest, joined the Dominican Order, and
committed himself to the evangelization of the lndians. Though known for bis
cbaritable treatment of tbe Indians in bis care, Las Casas nevertheless did not initially see a contradiction between his Christian, priestly calling and his role asan
encomendero. This changed as he was preparing to celebrate the eucharistic
liturgy one day. The Spanish Dominican underwent a conversion that would dramatically alter h.is understanding of his Christian faith, bis priestly vocation, his
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role as a missionary, and, especially, his relationship with the indigenous peoples
of America. While studying the Scriptures in preparation for his homily, Las
Casas carne across a text from the Book of Sirach (34:18-22):
Tainted bis gifts who offers in sacrifice ill-gotten goods !
Mock presentS from the lawless win not God's favor.
Toe Most High approves not the gifts of the godless.
[Nor for lheir many sacrifices does he forgive their sins.]
Like the man who slays a son in his father's presence
is he who offers sacrifice from the possessions of the poor.
The bread of charity is life itself for the needy,
he who withholds it is a person of blood.
He slays his neighbor who deprives him of his living;
he sheds blood who denies the laborer his wages.11

This text opened Las Casas's eyes to the meaning and import of the liturgical
action he was about to undertake. As a slave owner, he would be offering to God
bread and wine that were the fruit of the labor of the Amerindians in his care, men
and women who themselves remained poor and hungry. In the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass, he would be offering to God the "objectivized lives" of his workers; he
would be sacrificing their lives on God's altar, tbereby committing the worst kind
of sacrilege and blasphemy. Any God who wouJd countenance and accept such a
sacrifice could not be the transcendent, just God of the Scriptures but a mere ido!,
a "god" who legitimates murder.12
This realization led to Las Casas 's subsequent decision to release bis slaves, himself becoming a tireless defender of the Amerindians. If the Spanish conquistadores
and missionaries condemned the lndians for their practice of human sacrifice, he
argued, the Spanish Christians themselves were guilty of human sacrifice when, in
the Mass, they presented their offerings of bread and wine, wbich were products of
the blood, sweat, and tears extracted from the indigenous peoples of the Americas.
If the Amerindians did not accept the message preacbed by the Spanish missionaries, such recalcitrance was not only understandable but, indeed, justi.fiable; what
the Amerindians rejected was not the God of love preached by the Spanish but the
"god" of hatred and violence manifested in their actions. In that context, the Indians had not only a right to reject "Christianity" but a duty to do so, for what they
were rejecting was not Christianity but an idolatry more destructive than the " idolatry" practiced by the indigenous peoples themselves.'3
As Las Casas had so prophetically argued, if at the very heart of the Christian
faith is the assertion that "God is love," a genuine respect for and love of the
Other is a condition of the possibility for any authentic evangelization. In other
words, an authentically intersubjective praxis is the fundamental criterion of the
credibility and validity of the Christian faith: "everyone who loves is begotten of
God and hn~ koowlcdge of God .... God is ]ove, and be who abides in !ove
abidet. in Ci111l1 .11111 Clnd 111 him" (1 John 4:7, 16) .
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Tbus the possibility of an authentic intercultural dialogue witb non-European
Christians, or an autbentic interreligious dialogue with non-Christians, in no
way precludes the possibility of making normative truth claims; such dialogue
neither presupposes nor demands a radical relativism whicb would, like sorne
poststructuralist postmodem philosophies, reject the possibility of making such
truth claims altogether. On the contrary, if the central Christian truth is precisely that "God is !ove" (i.e., God is intersubjective praxis), then that truth is
validated when and where one finds true respect for and dialogue with the
Other. Conversely, where such intersubjectivity is absent, regardless of any express claims, the truth of Christianity is being denied. Paradoxically, then, a
genuine openness to non-Christians and, a fortiori, to non-European Christians
is a necessary precondition for Christian evangelization and the development of
a truly global Christianity. Truth is constitutively and essentially intersubjective, communitarian. 14
Here, Dussel points to a fundamental fallacy underlying both rnodem and postmodem philosophies, namely, tbe assertion that universality and particularity are
incommensurable and dichotomous. Once such an epistemological fallacy is assumed, globalization can only be understood in one of two ways: either globalization involves the dominative imposition of one particular (e.g., culture or religion) on other particulars, or it involves a radical relativism that would deny any
particular the ability to make universal truth claims. If the former alternative is
characteristic of modernity and the larter characteristic of postmodernity, Dussel
posits wbat he calls a "transmodem" altemative:
Each culturc's claim to universality ... indicates the presence ofthe universal material principie in ali of them, what opposes ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrisro or cultural
fundamentalisrn is the attempt to impose on other cultures the universality wh.ich my
(our) culture "clairns", before having been intersubjcctively and interculturally
demonstrated. Each culture's serious claim to universality should prove itself
through rational dialogue when there is confrontation with arnong cultures. And
when cultures confront each other historically, dialogue is possible within thc universal c\aims of each .. . Toe discursive intersubjective moment is precisely the procedural moment thatformally makes possible such dialogue. . ..15

MATERIALITY, RELIGION, AND GLOBALIZATION

Precisely because religious and cultural intersubjectivity is always also material, socioeconomic intersubjectivity, such dialogue presupposes the existence
of just material relationships between the participants: germine dialogue is impossible between master and slave, between a conquistador bearing firearms
andan unarmed Aztec woman, between a wealthy person (who refuses to surrender his or her wealth) and a poor person, or between a Christianity backed
by economic and political power and Third World religions without access to
such resources.
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Dussel's emphasis on the socioeconomic mediation of all human relationships,
inclucling those specifically and cxplicitly religious in character, remains one of
his most significant contributions to contemporary discussions of multiculturalism and globalization. Postmodern discourse on Othemess and difference remains inevitably abstract if it remains inattentive, not only to the cultural, racial,
gender, and religious mediations of Othemess but, even more concretely, to its
socioeconomic mediations-which are also implied in the Others: "a universal
principie of ali ethics, especially critical ethics [is] the principie of the obligation
to produce, reproduce and develop the concrete human life of every ethical subject in community."16 If religion and, a fortiori, liberative religion is concemed
with human life, it must be concerned with that life in its utter concreteness,
namely, in its materiality and corporeality. These, in turn, imply productive and
reproductive relationships. This is in no way to suggest that human life can be reduced to production and reproduction. Rather, the spiritual, religious, transcendent character of the person is always mediated by (not reduced to or identified
with) socioeconomic relationships. These latter necessarily influence (not "determine") the former.
The import of Dussel's argument here is that it guards against an individualistic, ahistorical understanding of globalization. An authentic globalization,
which would allow and respect both the particularity of different cultures and
their common "claim to universalíty" (not just the claim to universality of European cultures), means much more than simply an "openness" to other points
of views and religious traditions. Such a globalization presupposes a just global
economic o rder, one that would foster the participatíon of all peoples. ln fact , argues Dussel, the contemporary understanding of globalization in the West promotes an affective "openness" while simultaneously fostering and legitimating
the active exclusion of billions of human beings from the economic order. Paradoxically, such "globalization" and exclusion go hand in hand. "One should not
forget," notes Dussel,
that the final or macro context of this Ethics [of liberation] is the process of globaliza/ion; but, unfortunately and simultaneously, that process is the exclusion of
the great majority of humanity: the victims of the world-system. GlobalizationExclusion refers to che double movement in which the global Periphery finds itself
caught: on the one hand, the presumed modernization within the formal globalization of capital ... but, on the other hand, the material exclusion . . . of the victims
of that presumed civilizing process.17

The starting point for any process of globalization that would pretend to promote a genuine pluralism among world cultures and religions must thus be a particular sociohistorical locus, namely, that of the excluidos. "In the victim , dominated or excluded by the system," asserts Dussel, "concrete, empírica!, living
humun subjccti,vity is re vealed, it appears in the last instance asan 'appeal ' : it is
thc subjec1 who 110w con 11ot-liye and crics from pain. lt is the appeal of the one
who cxcl11h1111 ' I 11111 h11111,11y!' ' P<'cd me, plcasc!"' 1"
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In short, an autbentic globalization presupposes a praxis of liberation that tak.es
as its starting point the vida cotidiana, the everyday suffering and struggles of the
victim (of a dominative, false "globalization") and seeks a transformation of those
social structures that deny the victim bis or her historical agency as a human subject. ln other words, the condition of the possibility for creating a "community of
communication" wherein a dialogue among equals can effectively take place is the
liberation of those peoples who today remain excluded from participation in such
dialogue because they are not deemed to be full historical subjects. The preconditioo for such global equality is, paradoxically, a preferential option for the victims:
''The person who functions critico-ethically should (is obliged to) liberate the victim, as a participant (dueto the 'situation' or 'position', Gramsci would say) in the
same community to which the victim belongs.... This obligation has a universal
claim; that is, it is true for every act and in every human situation."19

TOWARD A TRULY GLOBAL CHRISTIANITY:
RETRIEVING THE GALILEAN JESUS
Enrique Dussel's analyses of modernity and postmodernity offer crucial insigbts
into the future of Christianity in an age of globalization. His analyses call for a
radical reconceptualization ofthese categories. More specifically, Dussel calls for
a relocation of these categories, a transposition of modemity and postmodemity
from their European and North American theoretical locus to a Third World practica/ locus. Until now, scholarly analyses of modemity and postmodemity,
emerging out of the Europeao and North American academy, have read and interpreted these categories through rationalistic, individualistic lenses, iovariably
reduciog these categories to theoretical constructs which, in turn, "produce" historical consequences.
This process is nowhere more evident than in the Western tendency to identify
the origins of modernity with the emergence of the Cartesian ego cogitans and,
consequently, the practical, material, historical features ofmodemity with the effects or consequences of Cartesian rationalism. Dussel's recent writings presenta
thorougbgoing, systematic critique of this profoundly rationalistic interpretation
of history. Instead, argues Dussel, the Cartesian ego is the culmirzation of the
process initiated by the conquest.20 This "cooversion" is only possible, however,
when, like Bartolomé de Las Casas, we view history not from the perspective of
the conquistador but from the perspectíve of the indigenous person. More specifically, it becomes possible only when we eoter into practica] solidarity with the
indigenous person and ali victims of domination. Toen and only then is modernity revealed, not as merely a worldview or philosophical system but as, mucb
more profoundly, a way of being, of acting in the world.
Such a reinterpretation of modernity yields, in turn, a reinterpretation of postmodemity. For, with the possible exception of Emmanuel Levinas. postmodern
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tbought remains beholden to and limited by tbe very rationalistic, individualistic
modero epistemologies tbat ir seek.s to subvert; poststructuralist postmodernism
presupposes that which it rejects. It presupposes an incommensurability between
particularity and universality, between knowledge and reason, between affect and
intellect. Indeed, it presupposes them precisely in order to subvert them. If modems reject the first element in each polarity in order to absolutize the second,
postmoderns rejec t the second in order to absolutize the first. Wbat modems and
postmoderns have in common, then, is their inability to affirm the organic unity
of corporeal Jife as it is lived. Both, therefore, silence the cries of the victims: the
füst by ignoring them and the second by relativizing their universal claims.
Modernity suffocates those críes while postmodernity prevents them from making any normative, universal truth claims.
Dussel here effects the same transposition of the theory-praxjs relationshlp
that is so central to the thought of ali liberation theologians. He, however, has
been able to work out this transposition from within contemporary modernitypostmodemity debates in a unique, groundbreaking way, thereby lending bis
own voice as a Latin American to a conversation that has for too long been limited to North Americans and Europeans. Caught between the Scy ])a of a modem
universalistic univocity and the Charybdis of a postmodern fragmented
plurivocity, we are thus offered a way out. Dussel posits a third possibility, the
"transmodern,'' which will avoid both modem universalism and postmodern relativism. While modemity and postmodernity presuppose the sarne dichotomous,
dualistic epistemology, transmodernity is characterized by a holistic, organic
epistemology rooted in the act of solidarity with the victims of history. Precisely
because, as opposed to the operative paradigms (or "myths") of modemity and
postmodernity, the notion of transmodern.ity refers not so much to a new way of
tbinking as to a new way of living in relation to Otbers, it rejects the subjectobject dichotomy underlying both the modero and postmodem paradigrns.
Likewise, the transmodem paradigm proposed by Dussel rejects both the conceptualist rationalism of modemity and the irrationalism of poststructuralist
postmodernism. Instead, transmodemity makes possible the retrieval and revaluation of the excluded cultures, the cultures and lives of the victims precisely as
rational:
I seek to overcome modernity not through a postmodem attack on reason based on the
i.Jr.itional incommensurability of language-games. Rather, I propose a transmodem opposiLion to modernity's irrational violence based on the reason o/ che Other. ... The
Other encompasses the peripheral colonial world, the sacrificed lndian, the enslaved
black, the oppressed woman, the subjugated child, and the alienatcd popular cultureali victims of modcmity's irrational action in contradiction to its own rational ideal... .
Toe discovery of the ethical dignity of tlle Other purifies Enlightcnment rationality beyond any Eurocentric or developmcntalist communicative reason and certainly beyond
purely strategic, instrumental rationality. . .. Thus I hope to transcend modem reason
nol by ncg111ing rcason as such, but by negating violent, Eurocentric, developmentalist,
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hegemonic reason.. .. The transmodem projcct achieves with modernity what it could
not achieve by ÍL5elf- a corealization of solidarity, which is analectic, analogic, syncretic, hybrid, and mestiw. ...21

Concretely, then, what are the implications of Dussel's argument for religion
and, more specifically, for Christianity in an age of globalization? What might a
transmodern Christianity look like? What seems clear is that, whatever the answer to those questions, they will not be found primarily in the places and among
those groups that have heretofore-or at least in the last five ccnturies- defincd
Christianity. No longer can we assume that the "center" of the Christian world is
in the North Atlantic region. A transmodem Christianity will privilege one particular social location, that of the victims who, as excluidos, most fully reveal the
"absolutely absolute Other," thereby safeguarding tbe transcendence of God
against the ever present tendency to identify God witb historical success and conquest. The Christianity of the twenty-first century will be defined above all by
precisely those excluded peoples who represent the underside of the much
vaunted "globalization" currently under way. Whatever tbe wishes and expectations of ecclesiastical elites and their epigones, the Christianity of the future will
increasingly look like the Christianity ofThird World peoples (whether these Living in their nativc countries or having emigrated to First World countries). And
that Christianity is, as Dussel suggests, "syncretic, hybrid, and mestizo," born out
of a solidarity that "bonds center to periphery, woman to man, race to race, ethnic group to ethnic group, class to class, humanity to earth, and occidental to
Third World cultures."22
Like so much of Third World Christianity historically, the Christianity of the
next century will likely be characterized by a "mestizaje," a mixture and confluence of multiple races, cultures, and religions.23 A Christianity that takes seriously
the challenge of an authentic globalization will reject the impenetrable barriers
that North Atlantic Christianity has erected between the "saved" and the
"damned," between the Same and the Other. If borders between cultures, religions, and nations are necessary to preserve particular identities, those borders
will nevertheless allow for mutual interaction.24 A border need not function as a
frontier that only expands and excludes; it need not function as a safeguard for
the illusory purity of one side. Even if too often denied in practice, an alternative
understanding of the border is implicit in the mestizo history of Latín America:
A border is the place at which two realities, two worldviews, two cultures, meet and
interact. . .. at che border growth takes place by encounter, by mutual emichmcnt. A
true border, a true place of encounter, is by nature permeable. [t is not like medieval
armor, but rather like skin. Our skin does set a limit to where our body begins and
where it cnds. Our skin also sets certain limits to our give-and-take with our environment, kecping out ccrtain germs, helping us to select that in our environment
which we are rcady to absorb. But if we ever close up our skin, we die.25
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lndeed, the emergence of a truly global Christianity will represent the retrieval
of a long-forgotten element central to the very essence of the Christian faith,
namely, the Galilean character of God's revelation in the person of Jesus Christ;
a truly global Christianity will be a Galilean Christianity, one bom on the border
between cultures androoted in the experience of mestizaje.
The multicultural border experience is centra] to the Christian Gospels. That
the Jesus portrayed in the Gospels is repeated.ly identified as a "Galilean" is crucial to understanding the Christian kerygma and crucial to understanding the
global character (in the genuine sense articulated by Dussel) of the Christian message. 1n the Synoptic accounts, Jesus comes from Nazareth in Galilee, meet.s his
end in Jerusalem, and, fi.nally, ret.ums to GaliJee, where he appears to the apostles after bis resurrection (Mark 14:28; Mattbew 26:32; 28:7, 10, 16).
Tbe Galilee into whicb Jesus was born was very much a borderland, a distant
part of Palestine borderiug on the non-Jewisb populations of Syria, Plúlippi, and
the Decapolis. It was thus often viewed by first-century Jews as "a Jewish enclave in the rnidst of 'unfriendly' gentile seas ...." 26 The Roman adrninistrative
cities of Sepphoris and Tiberias were centers ofHellenistic-Roman culture. Consequently, Jewish worship in these cities was "dramatically affected by the influences of Hellenistic-Roman culture aod political domination."27 "Jt is possible,
perhaps even likely," argues Richard Horsley, "that sorne Jews considered themselves faithful even while they utilized what would be classified as pagan or
Greco-Roman symbols as a matter of course in their everyday Jives."28
This Galilean reality is at the very heart of the Christian doctrine of the lncarnation, the belief that God became human in this particular person, Jesus of
Nazareth. As Virgilio Elizondo observes, "The overwhelrning originality of
Christianity is the basic belief of our faith that not only did the Son of God become a human being, but he became Jesus of Nazareth .... Jesus was not simply
a Jew, he was a Galilean Jew; throughout his life he and his disciples were identified as Galileans."29
And prccisely as a Galilean, as someone who carne from an area of "mixed"
races, cultures, and religions, Jesus was scomed and excluded:
Scripturally speaking, Galilee does not appear important in the unfolding drama of
salvation and, culturally speaking, at the time of Jesus, it was rejected and despised
by the Judean Jews because of the racial mixture of the area and its distance from the
temple in Jerusalem. Por the Jews of Jerusalem, Galilean was almost syoooymous
with fool! ... The Galilean Jews appear to bave been despised by ali and, because
of the mixture of cultures of the area, they were especially despised by the superiority-complexed Jerusalem Jews. Could anything good come out of such an impure,
mixed-up, and rebellious area?30

The answer to this question is what Elizondo calls the "Gaillee Principie": God
chooses "what is low and despised in the world" (1 Corinthians 1:28):
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The apparent nonimportance and rejection of Galilee are the very bases for its allimportant role in the historie eruption of God's saving plan for bumanity. Toe human
scandal of God's way does not begin with tbe cross, but witb tbe bistorico-cultural incarnation of bis Son in Galilee. . . . That God has cbosen to become a Galilean underscores the great paradox of tbe incamation, in which God becomes the despised and
lowly of tbe world. In becoming a Galilean, God becomes the fool of the world for the
sake of the world's salvation. Wbat the world rejects, God chooses as bis very own.3 1

If the Jewish center of power in Jerusalem could not conceive that God's word
could be revealed in such a region ("Search and you will see that no prophet is to
rise from Galilee" [John 7:521), it is precisely in the midst ofthis multicultural reality that, in the person of Jesus Christ, God's !ove and power are made manifest.
Thus the universal truth revealed in Jesus Christ is, paradoxically, the truth of
the intrinsically intersubjective foundation of all reality. lt is in the Galilean particularity of this person, Jesus of N azareth, that we encounter the universal truth
revealed in the person of Jesus Christ: God is love. As Las Casas so courageously
insisted, any form of Christianity that allows or legitimates exclusion and domioation is, ipso facto, a denial of the very truth it professes aod, de facto, an example of ídol worship. A truly global Christianity is thus a Christian ity that allows for the crossing of borders, thereby affinning in practice the belief that truth
is intersubjective, that God is love.
By insísting on the concrete, historical mediation of Otherness in the face of
the victim and, hence, in the concrete, historical mediation of the "absolutely absolute Other," Enrique Dussel empowers us to reread history from its underside
and thus move beyond the false altematives posed by (post)modem cultures.
Tbose false alternatives have yielded a "globalization" made possible only by excluding literally billions of human bei.ogs from full participation, as equaJs, in the
globalization process. An authentic globalization, one that is truly pluralistic, demands that tbe process be initiated, not from within the centers of power, but from
the margins, from the borderlaod. And it is precisely there, on the border, that
Christians will encounter the liberating God who chose to become human in the
person of a Galilean Jew, a mestizo who defies all attempts to tura borders into
barriers that separate or into frontiers that ell:pand aod exclude. lt is in Galilee,
then, that a truly global Christianity will be bom.
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Theory

and Alterity:

Dussel's Marx and Marion on ldolatry
Michael O. Barber

A lterity questions theory, and yet it takes theory to show how theory has notadequate1y responded to alterity. Even the philosophical discourse that theorizes
about theory and alterity cannot escape this dialectic between theory and alterity.
ldolatry, a theological concept that plays a central role in the thought of Karl
Marx as reconstructed by Enrique Dussel and in Jean-Luc Marion's philosophy
of religion, involves i.n each case a certain theoretical subsumption of alterity.
This chapter preseots, compares, aod cootrasts these two conccptions of idolatry,
and traces their implications for the broader philosophical question of the relatiooship between theory and alterity. Finally, it suggests that neither critique of
idolatry can do without the other, if one is to escape new forms of idolatry.

IDOLATRY IN DUSSEL'S READING OF MARX
Enrique Dussel, author of a widely acclaimed three-volume study of Marx based
on a careful readiog of Marx's manuscripts i.n Berlin and Amsterdam, admits that
his attention to the religious aspects of Marx's thought depends on the practica!
exigencies of Latin America, Asia, and Africa- all seeking to reconcile their own
religious traditions with versions of the Marxist theory that, in Dussel's víew,
supports the struggle for justice on these continents. 1
DusseJ reads Marx's general theory, which establishes the framework for his
more specific account of idolatry, differently from the tradition, which regularly
understands Marx as a materialistic reaction to Hegelian idealism. lnstead,
Dussel begins by poi.nting out linguistic and conceptual parallels between Marx 's
Grundrisse and the theology of Friedricb Schelling, who opposed G. W. F.
Hegel's phiJosophy of identity. For Schelling, God stands outside of Hegelian
being- and hence is Nonbeing- and this Nonbeing by a free act brings into
being an independent creation, which contrasts with Hegelian being insofar as it
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is the necessary unfolding of the divine essence itself. According to Dussel, Marx
appropriated this idea of a creative source (fuente or Que lle as opposed to fundamento or Grund) for living labor (trabajo vivo, lebendige Arbeit) which, while it
is nothing with respect to the capitalist system, creates its value. Even though
capitalism acts as though it were the Ground, self-founding, like the Hegelian
deity, Marx goes behind it to its font, to the laborer who, at the first moment of
meeting with capitalist, confronts capital as noncapital, as the nonbeing (no-ser)
or nothing (nada) of capital, who, once subsumed (i.e., hired and thus integrated
within the system), creates from out of his or her nothingness the surplus value
that malees capitalism possible. Having taken his starting point outside the system, Marx utilizes Hegel's logic as a model for the unfolding of the capitalism
system itself, in which the "essence of capital" appears through its various manifestations. While it is true that Marx transfonns Hegel's logic into an economics,
his novel contribution, in Dussel 's view, is not to materialize idealism but to commence with living labor, an analogate of the Schellingian God and to undertake a
hermeneutics of capitalism from the perspective of the forgotten alterity that produces capitalist wealth from out of its own poverty and nothingness.2
Citing Marx's Grundrisse, Dussel starts with living labor, which is the status
of the laborer outside of capitalism, "dissociated from ali means of work and objects of work," a "total despoliation, a nudity of ali objectivity," "absolute
poverty," "an objectivity that coincides with [his or her] mere corporeality." But
this labor "posits itself as the capacity to work, deprived of substance, endowed
merely with necessities [e.g., hunger] and faced with its alienated reality, which
does not pertain to it but to the other person (i.e., the captialist); labor does not
posit is own reality as being-for-itself, but mere beingfor-the-other." Having
contractual ly exchanged his or her capacity to work in retum for a wage that pays
for a day 's subsistence, the laborer produces a value beyond that which is paid for
his or her subsistence- the surplus value-out of which capitalists take their
profits, cover other expenses (e.g., rent) and absorb Iosses, as when supply exceeds demand. On this interpretation of capitalism, Marx's famous quote from
Capital comes as no surprise: "Capital is dead labor which only reanimates itself,
in the manner of a vampire, by sucking on living labor, and it lives the more living labor it sueles on."3
This general framework forms the setting for Marx's theory of idolatry, which
for Marx essentially involves conceiving an object as a fetish, "apart from any
'relationship-with.'" Toe following statement by Marx "posits the entire theme
frontally," in Dussel's opinion:
This wise man [Samuel Bailey]- of the Ricardian school- converts value (Wert)
into something absolute, into a "quality of things" instead of seeing in ir something
relative, [as pertaining to) the relation between things and social labor, a social
labor in wbich prívate work is the basis and in which things are not determined as
something endowed with autonomy. but rather are the mere expression of social
production.4
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According to the process that Marx. calls the "absolutization of value," merchandise to be sold on the market may be considered without regard for the production relationships that brought it into being and, in particular, without regard
for the labor time that workers invest in it beyond the time for which they are recompensed for their maintenance and that yields a surplus value for the capitalist.
When this process occurs, products seem to possess their value as a mysterious,
innate property, as if somehow the capitalist paid for the making of products and
then released them on the market, where they gain a profit beyond what was paid
to produce them; as if the value "self-valorized'' from itself; as if a self-creation
of value from nothing were occurring. When the relationship between the production process that endowed products with value as well as the role of labor in
that production process, namely, to produce surplus value, is forgotten, mercbandise begins to manifest the characteristics of an idol:
This value, as the ultimate essence of capital, tums ínto a fetish: made by human
hands-like the baals or idols that the prophets of Israel denounced- altbough it is
nothíng more than human labor, objectivated and accumulated [in the thing), yet it
has turned into an autonomous power, autonomized, which begins to possess the attributes of a "god": a subject, self-creating from nothing, eternal , infinite ....5

Marx. develops the metaphor of idolatry by presenting capital as Moloch, to
whom is offered the blood of its human victims, as the '"foreign god' that was enthroned on the altar next to the old false gods." This god, proc1aiming "the production of surplus value as the unique and ultimate end of humanity," demands
"asceticism, renunciations, and sacrifices: frugality and prudence, the despising
of mundane pleasures." 6
Dussel rightly observes that this theological lauguage pervades the entirety of
Marx 's discourse, and he shows how Marx exteods the metaphor of idolatry to
the different determinations of capital. Merchandise, goods in the marketplace,
present themselves as having value of themselves, autonomous, absolute, without
relation to the living labor that produced them under the conditions of social labor
(as opposed to comrnunitarian conditions). Similarly, money, whose value of exchange is the general equivalent of the exchange values of ali other merchandise,
appears as detacbed from the merchandise produced by living labor and so as ali
the more bearing its value of itself. Hence Marx describes itas tbe god Mammon
and depicts itas bearing the stamp of the beast of the Apocalypse. In a third determination, when living labor is subsumed within the capitalist system as
salaried labor, even labor (specifically the force of labor) itself begins to appear
as a component ofthe capitalist system, like machinery, as a piece of merchandise to be purchased in the marketplace. At this point the worker, ignorant of his
own surplus-value producing power, believes that the totality of his or her realized labor is equi valent to the salary he receives, as if his or her labor were a thing
of valul! meeting anothcr thing (money) mystically endowed with value in the
marketpl11ct•, Wh l.'1C they are cxchnnged.
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Furthennore, machinery confronts the worker as an animated monster, maintaining an "autonomous figure" over against the worker, as dead labor that "sucks
on the force of living labor," even though labor produced the (su.rplus) value out
of which the machinery was purchased. The product becomes another locus of
fetishization when the capitalist equates the price of cost (what it costs to produce
the product) with the originary value of the product (as it comes from the factory)
and when the capitalist makes a profit by selling at a market price above this price
of cost or originary value. In this way, thc true origins of profit, unpaid surplus
labor, are "obscured," "mystified," or "hidden," and it would seem that the product's fetching more value (in the market) than went into it (in the factory) is a kind
of creation out of nothing. Likewise, in the circulation of goods (supply and demand), it is not seen how supply and demand do not produce value but rather distribute surplus value (e.g., low demand calls for lower prices that will cut into
one's surplus value). Similarly, the circulation of capital, as for instance financial
capital (e.g., the gaining of interest), takes place on aplane far removed from the
productioo process and living labor; here, capital appears ali the more to generate
value of itself. But interest paid (and thus also received) is taken out of the surplus
value produced by labor. Marx concludes by noting how the process of fetishization progresses from the production process (dose to living labor) to the commercial/financial capital, which seems most able to produce value from itself.7
For Dussel, prior economies did not bide the labor of the slave in antiquity or
the tribute of the servant in feudalism , but capitalism is adept at hiding the sphere
of labor behind the veil of capitalist processes. There is no appearance of idolatry in capitalism, since only capital, merchandise, circulation, interest, and so on,
are visible. However, insofar as tbese mechanisms of capitalisrn seem both to act
autonomously, of tbemselves, creating value and exacting sacrifices, and to conceal the human productive activity that created their value in the first place, they
are idols. Furthermore, just as idolatrous Hegelian being substituted for the true
Creator of being, namely, God, who is presented in Schelling's theology and who
from outside the system freely creates bcing out of nothing, so capitalist
processes substitute for the true creator of their value, from beyond the system,
also creating out of its nothingness: living labor. Thus simply by showing these
seemingly secular processes of capitalism as religious, in tenns of gods and divine forms, Marx, as understood by Dussel, effectively develops a religious critique of political economy, and thus Marx, for Dussel, is doing far more than exercising the sense of humor for which he was renowned.8
Furthermore, in this crossing of discourses, the religious critique of political
economy also becomes a critique of religion itself insofar as it is wedded to a
false econornic god. Thus Marx shows himself preeminently an atheist with respect to capitalism, but in so doing, in Dussel's view, he adopts an antifetishist
and anti-idolatrous stance very much akin to that of the prophets of Israel or the
founder of Christianity. Dussel contends that this interpretation of Marx as the antifetish.ist of capital places him within the tradition of a religion of liberation,
whose God Marx in no way opposes.9
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Although Dussel's interpretation presents a Marx open to religion insofar as
Marx never embraced indiscriminate atheism or intuitive materialism (such as
Ludwig Feuerbach's) or cosmological materialism (such as Joseph Stalin's),
Dussel also readily and repeatedly acknowledges that Marx was only an implicit,
fragmentary, and negative theologian, who, while not formally pursuing theology,
opened a new theological space. In addition, D ussel is cognizant of the Limitations
of Marx's theology, which constitutes a first negative moment of a dialectic that
denies idolatrous gods, as did the prophets. But this negative moment ought to be
the propadeutic to the affinnation of an "alterative Absolute" who is revealed in
the poor, the widow, or the orphan, who líes on the exteriority of the system and
who breaks in, interpellates, calls, and provokes from this exteriority.10
Toe great contribution of Marx, however, is to have delved beneath previous
economic discourse, which, for ali its pretense to being "scientific," regresses to
a "primitive" form of religiosity-idolatry-as Dussel points out in an essay entitled '"Habermasian Theology and Economy."
Once the "market" or "capital" has been disconnected from "living labor," "economic science" (Wirtschaftwissenschaft) occupies itself esscntially with fetishized
problems within the horizon of the market (or exclusively from the perspective of
capital). It becomes concerned with the calculation of the rate of profit (of the valorization of value), without any re lation with the person, value (as the objecrivation
of life), or ethics (as a judgment on "unpaid" \abor).'1

Por Dussel, only by beginning with the Other on tbe exteriority of capital, the
one annihilated by the usual economic discourse, can one detect tbe fetishization
of such economic discourse, a fetishization that needs as its condition this annihilation of the Other and effectively promotes it.
Fetishist autoaffirmation o f the totaliry supposes the negation, the annihilation of the
exteriority, of the other or the-other-than-capital.
As a moment practically unrecognized by the previous Marxist tradition, Marx always takes his starting point from the exteriority of living labor, the other than capilal, whose elimination being supposed, capital is fetishized. This fetishi zation needs
as its condition the annihilation of the other than capital.12

IDOLATRY IN MARION'S PHILOSOPHY OF RELICION
Jean-Luc Marion's philosophy of religion also involves a sustained struggle
against idolatry. For Marion, the idol is not so mucha false god versus the "true
God" of the p rophetic discourse, but rather a "manner of being for beings," a
mode "of apprehension of the divine in visibility," to be contrasted with its alternative, the icon. The decisive moment in the erection of an ido], according to
Marion, hns to do not with its fabrication but with the gaze that falls and fixes
upon it, nwi h1p llw ictol ruthcr than the ido! making thc gaze. Whatevcr Lhe idol
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may be-thing, man, woman, idea, oc god-it returns the gaze to itself, acting as
a mirror that dazzles the gaze in such a way that its character as a núrror remains
invisible, just as in Dussel's view the idols of capitalism are not seen at ftrst as
idols. Marion notes how in idolatry the gaze comes to rest, admitting nothing beyond itself and thus separating off from itself for the first time the "invisable,"
that which cannot be aimed at or taken into view, precisely because it is shut out
of view. However much an obscure glirnpse of the divine might become visible
in the idol, the idolatrous gaze delimits the divine to its own measure.13
Toe idol ultimately becomes understandable by contrast with the icon, in
which one Jooks onJy to find oneself more radically looked al. lnstead of the invisible mirror of the idol that sends the human gaze back to itself alone and cordons off the "invisable," the icon opens in a face that gazes at human gazes in
order to summon them to its depth. Thus the icon renders the invisible visible by
teachiug the gaze to correct itself, to move from visible to visible as far as infinity, to surpass itself by never freezing on a visible. If the ido! is constituted
through an "aisthesis" that imposes a measure on it, in the case of the icon, an
"apocalypse" substitutes for the aisthesis, since the icon recognizes no other
measure than its own and its own infinite excessiveness, offering an "abyss that
the eyes of men never finish." While the idol dazzles its observers through an invisible mirror, those regarding the icon themselves become visible mirrors of an
"invisible gaze that subverts us in the measure of its glory." Wbereas the idol is
always in the possession of the gaze, which is its solitary master and which runs
the risk of seeing no more than its own face without even perceiving itself doing
the gazing-like the idolatry of capitalism that is not even recognized as idolatry-another face opens upon one's eyes in an icon. 14
Toe idol "can exercise its measure of the divine by concept" insofar as the idolater attempts to comprehend the incomprehensible and refuses to be measured by
the excessiveness of the invisible that enters into visibility through infinite depth
in the icon, which "obliges the concept to welcome the distance of infioite depth."
This conceptual idolatry, by which one presumes to know the divine, define it,
and measure it to the dimension of one's grasp, fonns the presupposition of the
various fonns of atheism that often reject the limited concepts of God that idolatries present. Hence, as Marion puts it, every conceptual atheism "is worth only
as much as the concept that contains it." Thus Nietzsche's account of the "death
of God" is directed against the "moral God," but, like the critique of idolatry by
Dussel's Marx, such a critique of anido! <loes not eliminate the possibility of God
but even provokes the coming of a new dawn of the divine beyond the twilight of
discredited gods. Marion's extension of the idea of idolatry to conceptual atheism, in which human discourse determines God by equating God with a concept
·and thus transforms God into "God," one of the infinitely repeatable "gods," nevertheless raises a self-referential question that Marion himself recognizes. lf the
suspicion of idolatry reaches to every conceptual enterprise conceming God, is
the suspicion itself disqualified? That is, one would seemingly have to have at
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least sorne nonidolatrous conception of God in order to be able to identify an idolatrous conception. Must one not be somewhere beyond idolatry in order to identify the locale in which idolatry takes place?15
To provide just such an overarching perspective, Martin Heidegger malees use
of the ontological difference that separates Being from the beings whlcb it transcends even as it reveals itself in them. Onto-theology, insufficiently appreciative
of the ontological difference, has reduced Being to an ens, the ens supremum,
which grounds beings frorn itself as causa sui. In Heidegger's view, by conceiving God under the figure of efficiency and foundation, one ends up reducing God
toan idol, before wbom one is unable to pray, sacrifice, fall to one's knees, play
music, or dance-aspects discoverable to anyone attentive to the revelatory
power of Being. Altbougb God cannot be equated with Being, like Being, God resists being reduced to a being among other beings and instead needs to be approached with openness to revelation. Heidegger 's deployment of the ontological
difference to escape onto-theological idolatry raises for Marioo the furtber question as to whether beyond the idolatry proper to metaphysics, tbere appears another, second idolatry, proper to the Heideggerian thought of Being as such.
The thought that thinks Being as such cannot and must not apprehend any thing but
beings, whicb offer the path, or rather tbe field of a meditation, of Being. Any access
to sometbing like "God," precisely because of the aim of Being as such, will bave to
detemúne him in advance as a being.!6

Marion aligns Heidegger with Thomas Aquinas, whose preference for summum ens over summum bonum as the first divine name sets hlm al odds with St.
Denys in a medieval debate that Marion reconstructs. When Denys prefers the
goodness of God over God's being, it is nota matter of assigning summum bonum
as a better name for God, but rather in the apprehending of God 's goodness a dimension is cleared "where the very possibility of categorical statement conceruing God ceases to be valid, and where the reversa] of denomination into praise becomes inevitable.'' By contrast, for Aquinas the intellect talces precedence and the
first thing the intellect conceives is being (the ens ), since everything is knowable
only inasmuch as it is. For Marion, Aquinas's strategy involves a questionable
privileging of one access to God over another.
The ens appear:s first, at least on condition that one takes the point of view of human
understanding; the primacy of the ens depends on the primacy of a conception of tbe
understanding and of tbe mind of man. Toe primacy of the en.y has nothing absolute
or unconditional about it; it relies on another primacy, which remains discreetly in
tbe background. But it is tbis sccond primacy tbat one must question, since it alone
gives íts denonúnation to the ens, to the detriment of tbe good (and of the Dionysian
tradition) .... From the point of view of the understanding apprehending an object,
lhc t'llf comcR l'irst. From the point of view of the Requisite, that gives itself without

limlt, goodne~1 rcmuins füst.'7
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But even if Heidegger succumbs to a second fonn of conceptual idolatry, bow
<loes one thiok outside of the ontological difference? Would this not condemn one
not to be able to think at alJ? Marion admits that God must be thought only under
the figure of the unthinkable. Moreover, since that which I cannot think still remains a concern of my thought and so is thinkable to me, Marion sees the need
for an unthinkable that exceeds as much what can be thought as what cannot be
thought. The task comes down to one of "working love conceptually." 18
What seems to be at stake ultimately is the rnanner of access one adopts toward
God, of letting one's language be taken up on the basis of the mystical (rather
than epistemological) demands of that to which the language pertains (and to call
it an "object" of that language is already to asswne a scientific approach). After
ali, as Marion observes, "A gift ... does not require first that one explain it, bul
indeed that one receive it," and, in fact, one's baste to explain may disclose an inability to receive. 19
In L'Idole et la distance, vía a linguistic pragmatics, Marion develops more
fully th:is question of access. To begin, Marion examines the language of categorical predication in which one seeks to state the essence of something, to indicate it adequately, to coincide with what it exhausts as an object, to comprehend
a subject by the sum of that wbich is predicated of it, in brief, to produce objects
and elirninate the distance between subject and predicare. But the predication, in
the sense of the rigor of predicative language, is unacceptable a propos of God
and "its impossibility protects us frorn an idolatry- of supposing that this predication itself is fitting (conven.able)." By contrast, Denys tums frorn the dire of the
Janguage of predication to the word "praise (louer)," adopting another model of
discourse that would not settle for predicating of God either a category or an inverse category (e.g., "God has no name" instead of "God is this name"), but that
rather involves an inverting of the usagc of predicative categories at all. Hence,
Denys resorts to propositions of the type "x praises the Requisite (God) as y" and
thereby surpasses mere categorical predication by introdudng a metalinguistic
elaboration that makes explicit the relationship between the praiser and God
through the deternünation y. Tn addition, by employing this type of formu lation,
the praiser indexes the inadequacy ofthe attribute being applied to God by the refusing to identify God with the property y, which is not being categorically predicated here. This performative language game of praise also clearly incorporales
tbe speaker within its performance because it depends on the play between three
terms: the propositional enunciation ("I praise you as y"), the praiser, and God.
Without the amplificd pragmatics that includes these three terms, the discourse of
praise would deterioratc into a semantics of predication "a<; impertinent as it is
idolatrous" insofar as it abstracts from and forgets the richer, more reverent matrix from which it emerges. Allhough this language game of praise requires rnuch
further elaboration, Marion manages to enumerate severa) of its distinctive propertics: its significations do not require ver.ification, its prayerful expressions are
neither true nor false (as Aristotle also observed), it belongs to a quasi-liturgical
form of Iife, and so on. This game needs to be lmderstood on its own tenns.20
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After such a critique, though, one might ask how theological theory would
ever be possible again. And yet there are numerous indications that Marion hjmself recognizes the need for theological tbeory, as, for instance, when he insists
on the need for apologetics to make it clear that faith has need of speech or listening for its transmission and that one can make use of any means to transmit
faith. Perhaps Marion's purpose is not to abolish theological theory but to ensure
that it incorporates a concem for alterity-a purpose to which he gives expression when he cautions that "only the Said that lets itself be said by the Father can
assure the pertinence of our logos conceming him," that the theologian must interpret texts "from the po.int of view of the Word," and that properly theological
language must "Jet itself be taken up again on the basis of the .. . mystical demands of that to which it pertains." Jndeed, the very works by which Marion insists on the rights of the alterity of God within theology, such as God witlwut
Being or L'ldole et /,a distance, exemplify theological theory at its best, illuminating the insufficient attention to the alterity of God in other theological approaches, the ontotheologists, Heidegger, and Aquínas. And yet certainly Marion's works do not fall under the discourse genre of the Dionysían praiser? Just
as Edmund Husserl must occ upy a transcendental theoretical plane in order to
map out regions of being and the approaches appropriate to them, must not Marion be doing sometrung similar in order to make the case that God differs from
other "objects" since one approaches God more approp1iately through praise than
through theory? Does this thcoretical perspective of Marion's suppress the alterity of God in the very endeavor to uncover and preserve it? The dialectic between
theory and alterity seems to have just barely begun.2 1

AUSEINANDERSETZUNG: DUSSEL'S MARX
AND MARION, THEORY ANO ALTERITY
Idolatry in Dussel 's reconstruction of Marx is to be tocated in the theoretical discourse of economics insofar as it detaches its categories from labor, which first
produces value out of its nothingness, and attributes to the products of labor (the
work of human hands) and the exchange and circulation of tbese products the
power to generate value from nothing and to elicit the sacrificial worship appropriate to a deity. By identifying such theoretical discourse as idolatrous and superstitious, for ali its pretense to scientificity, Dussel's Marx illustrates the role of
economic theory in the suppression of alterity even as it hides th.is suppression
beneath a theoretical veneer. Thus Marx, according to Dussel, recovers the forgotten exteriority of capitalist totality- through a religious discourse as critica! of
economic theory as it is of religious discourse uncritical of its own economic presuppositions. For Marion, in the ido) the gaze delimits the divine to its measure
as opposed to the icon that subverts the gaze, and one can further exercise idolatry by delimiting God througb concepts or even by imposing the constraints of the
ontological difference on God such that God becomes merely a revelatory locus
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of Being beyond concepts. For Marion, the alterity of God demands not so much
a better theological theory but the forsaking of theory itself in favor of a prayerfuUpraiseful approach to the Other of theory. Both Dussel's Marx and Marion undertake a critica] ethical hermeneutics of economicaJ and/or theological theories.
Commencing with alterity, they dismantle those theories that occlude the Other
by hiding the Other's production of value or subjecting the Other to epist.emic/ontological condítions at odds wíth the approach the Other requires, ínterposing an
ido! between the theoretician and what is God or godlike.
Without gaínsaying the achievements of either of these thinkers, one can ask
whether tbese theories, which highlighl the deficiencies of other theories with
respect to aJterity, are themselves sufficiently self-critical. While Dussel's reconstruction of Marx criticizes economic and religious theories that bury the
other of capitalism, one wonders whether this recoostruction is sufficiently selfcritical of its own potential to marginalize the Other. There is evidence for a lack
of self-critique when one compares Dussel and Marion, for while Dussel's interpretation of Marx treats the menace to alterity posed by capitalist theory,
Marion criticizes theological theory's suppressioo of alterity insofar as it is theory. Hence, Marion, by tuming bis attention to whether theory itself is suppressive of alterity, ata minimum raises the question of the relationship between theory and alterity to a more self-referentiaJ pitch than Dussel does, at least in Las
metáforas teológicas and "El concepto de fetischismo en el pensamiento de
Marx." Given the history of the twentieth century, there is sorne danger in any
version of Marxism tha1 would locate the danger to alterity only in capitalist theory without a critical exarnination of theory itself, including its own theory, in
reference to alterity. Moreover, it would not be self-consistent for Dussel to develop Marx's critique of capitalist economic theory on behalf of alterity and
never at sorne point inquire into whether theory in general, including his own,
might be detrimental to alterity, although such an inquiry, on a more abstract
leve! than his more concrete examination of capitalist economic theory, need not
directly jeopardize his conclusions on the concrete Level.
Whereas Dussel's weakness may lie in overlooking the full impact of alterity
on theory, Marion tends to favor alterity at the expense of theory. Marion engages in a project of criticizing theological theory that has not dealt adequately
with God's alterity, and yet to fulfill just this project Marion in l'ldole et la distance must articulate a rather sophisticated linguistic pragmatics theory of Janguage. In addition, in God without Being, when he claims that language must be
taken up "on the basis of the mystical (rather than epistemological) demands of
that to which the language pertains," he inevitably presupposes, without thematizing, a metaphysical/epistemological/linguistic framework that specifies what
"approaches" are appropriate or not to what "objects," since God is such that
theory is not as appropriate a mode of approach as praise. While the demands of
God may well be mystical rather than epistemological, the statements constituting the theory in God without Being that coordinates those demands with an ap-
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propriate approach, though they can elude self-reflection, plainly seem to have
epistemologica1/metaphysical/linguistic status. Theoretical discourse is required
to illustrate the inappropriateness of a theoretical approach to what is approached. Furthermore, none of the clearly theoretical statements of L'Idole et
la distance or God without Being take the form of a Dionysian performative of
praise, however much they may seek to preserve the alterity of God that other
theological theories slight. Without a self-reflection on the status of the statements in his own works, Marion can fall prey to a similar kind of critique as that
which Jacques Derrida proposed to Em.manuel Leviuas, namely, that his aspirations to the infinitely Other resulted in an empiricism understood as a philosophical pretension to nonphilosophy-a futile attempt to arrest philosophical
discourse without philosophizing.
Toe criticisms being raised heredo not i mpugn the contributions of Dussel and
Marion, but rather suggest that a more generalized problematic arises within their
work- the tension between theory and alterity-and that this problematic needs
to be considered by a self-reflective, philosophical (transcendental?) approach
that makes the problematic explicit at a level above and beyond their concrete
analyses of capitalist theory or theology. For how can one consistently criticize
other theories for negating alterity without inquiring about the potentiality of
one's own theory to negate alterity (Dussel)? Or how can one criticize other theories for not taking account of alterity insofar as they are theories, all the while
that one is making use of theory to produce such criticism (Marion)? In other
words, how <loes one incorporate ali the critical force of alterity within one's own
theory and not abandon theory? Justas Levinas's phenomenology of alterity underlies Dussel 's and Marion 's concrete analysis of economk and religious theory,
perhaps Levinas's own methodological self-reflections on his phenomenology
can aid in reconciling this tension between theory and alterity emergent within
the works of those for whom he has been a mentor.
Early in Totality and lnfinity, Levinas undertakes a pbenomenology of alterity
that does not take for granted the commonsense view of relationships as reversible, where terms are indifferently read from left to right and vice versa,
wbere A goes unto B as B to A. Although such reversibility fonns a constitutive
strata of meaning within human relationships (to which Levinas builds a bridge
by his explanation of the Third), Levinas retums to a forgotten moment of experience, where one faces another person who, radically separate, morally commands one to service from a height and brings a notion of meaning prior to one's
Sinngebung, indepeadent of one's initiative and power. The Other facing the I introduces an unsettling moment, the pennanent possibility of contestation, into a
common discourse that will forbid it forever from being merely the unfolding of
a prefabricated interna! logic. If one were to conceive this relationship as only reversible, as A going unto B as B to A, with A and B equal to each other, one would
have to prescind from this moment of facing where the other is given above oneself. One woold hnvc to adopta retlective position (one could call it C) and look
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upon oneself and the other as interchangeable components "in a system visible
from the outside," with the Other no longer accessible as he or she would be to
an I facing him or her.22
But later in Totality and lnfinity Levinas undertakes a very interesting selfreflective turn on the entire theoretical perspective of Totality and lnfinity itself.
Although fully aware that the I and the Other cannot enter into a cognition that
would encompass them and crystallize them into a system, he yet asks, "Do we
not name them together?" Totality and lnfinity is itself a theoretical work that
places the I and the Other on a conceptual map, inevitably viewing them from an
outside perspective. Even as it discusses the I facing the Other, given from a
height, it itself is not in that 1-position facing the Other, but rather describes ü and
locates tbe T and Other as two loci with varying features characterizing each
locus. As if to accentuate the difference between a theoretical perspective that describes the lived experience of tbe Other and that lived experience itself, Levinas
continues by pointing out that the formal synthesis that names the I and the Other
is part of a "conjuncture of transcendence, breaking the totality." In other words.
subtending the theory tbat describes the l and the Other, that encompasses them
within a totality, that belongs to what is "said," there is a lived, saying relationship in which the Other is experienced as given from a height, as tbe interlocutor
to whom I am responsible, as an unsettling source of ever possible contestation.
Later in Otherwise than Being, Levinas continues to highlight this difference between theory about tbe Other and the disruptive, lived experience of the Other by
describing how theories function, laying out and synchroa.izing terms, binding
them in syntheses, collecting dispersion into a presence, tying up ali loose ends,
even including within themselves whatever might threaten to undo a system of
thought (e.g., as the pragmatists always incorporate a principie of fallibilism
within their theories). But again beneath every "said" that ties everything together, that thematizes the Other, is a saying relationship toward the Other who,
"as interlocutor, has quit the theme that encompassed him, and upsurges inevitably behind the said." And even when I thematize this one who upsurges, he
or she would upsurge behind that thematization, and so on and so on. Levinas,
more aware of his own theoretical approach and less of an empiricist than J acques
Derrida, believes even as early as Totality and lnfinity, admits in Otherwise than
Being that ali philosophy, everythi.ng said, all theory, inchuling his philosophy, involve a betrayal of the sayíng in the said. As a consequence, he would, at least at
this point, seem to concur with Marion 's critique of theory as theory and thus to
engage in a more profound self-critique than Dussel.23
But one might object that Dussel's lack of self-critique of his own theory pertains only to his works on Marx and that in these works one ougbt not expect a
more general account of theory, since these works focus specifically on capitalist
theory and its suppression of alterity. However, in other works at key moments
where such a generalized self-critique after the pattem ofLevinas would have been
appropriate, Dussel never undertakes such a self-reflection. For instance, in his
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Method for a Philosophy of Liberation, subtitled Analetic Overcoming of the
Hegelian Dialectic, the tbird edition of which was published in 1991, Dussel examines his own philosoplúcal method, dubbed the "analectical method." But here
he falls short of the critique of theory that emerged both from Derrida's critique of
Levin.as in "Violence and Metaphysics" and from Levinas's response to this critique in Otherwise Than Being, published seventecn years earlier than Dussel 's
Method. In a key methodologicaJ section, number 26, entitled "El Método Analéctico,'' Dussel proposes an analectic method that "goes beyond (más allá)" a dialectic, "that comes frorn a higher leve! (ana-)" than a dialectic, a method that
takes its starting point from the other '' beyond (más allá) the system of the totality." Dussel continues by highlighting the difficulties of thinking the Other from a
discursive perspective within the totality. He emphasizes the need for an intrinsically ethical relationship with the Other that is not merely theoretical, that partakes
of an ethos of liberation, that involves being silent before the other, listening like
a disciple and placing faith in the word of the Other even though it appears confusing to one's own ontological horizon of comprehension. For al! the insight
fulness of these comments on alterity, which surpass Levinas in severa] ways,
D ussel does not go quite far enough, since he points to the inadeguacies of thinkiog the Other from within the totality without reflecting on the theory by which he
portrays the inadeguacy o f this thinking from within the totality. He fails to retlect
upon this theory, these statements, his own theory, whjch, as theory, stiJI encompasses the other within a totality, like the totalities that Dussel criticizes, however
much Dussel's criticisms of these totalities improves upon them.24
At another point in this same discussion, linked to the difficulty of understanding the Other from within the totality, Dussel explores whether his discourse
about the Other brings the Other within the same. Here Dussel climbs to the same
pinnacle from which Levinas asked, "Do we not name them together?" and then
proceeded to see the inadequacy of theory to the Other, since it lays out in the
mode of "along side of' the direct, full-face welcome of the Other. But at this
point, Dussel does not retlect, as Levinas, on the limits of theory, but instead introduces a new distinction. One ought not state that the Other is "different'' from
th,e Same, for the word " different" makes reference to Heidegger's ontological
difference in which the being that differs from Being still belongs to Being, in
which the individual still falls within the totality. Rather, in arder to keep the
Other from falling under the totality from which he or she is to be distinguished,
Dussel recommends that one speak of a metaphysical "distinction," which "indicates better the diversity and <loes not suppose a previous unity." Precisely where
Dussel might have recognized the limitations to theorizing as such, he instead
i.:nds up refining further his own theoretical distinctions and protects his own theory from the intrusion of alterity.25
This blind spot in Dussel's thinking reappears in The Invention of the Ameriras, where he argues that he is advancing a transmodernity that will not negate
reason as such but violent Eurocentric, developmentalist, hegemonic reason, as if
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his own transmodernist recuperation of the "emancipative tendencies of the Enlightenment and modemity" in dialogue with ''alterative reason" will be exempt
from the li.mitations that Levinas uncovers. Furthennore, in his most recent work,
Etica de la. liberación en la edad de la globaliz.ación y la exclusión, Dussel presents Levinas as valuing rationality as long as it ta.lees its origin from alterity and
even acknowledges that Levinas redefines philosophy from the point of view of
diachrony,26 but even here be repeatedly bypasses the self-reflective tum in Levinas's thought. For Levinas, rationaJity not only takes its start from alterity, but it
also betrays the very alterity it struggles to describe, limping after its wrestling
match with alterity, like Jacob after the encounter at Peniel-as Levinas himself
adrnits with regard to rationality and specifically the very rationaJity by which he
gives his own account of alterity. In this most recent work, it is instructive that in
Dussel's entire fourteen-page discussion of Levinas (with the footnotes), including his explanation of the transition to the second Levinas after Totality and lnfinity, there is no mention of Derrida's "Violence and Metaphysics," the work that
pinpointed the paradoxical connection between theory and alterity in Levinas's
own thought. Levinas had already begun to appreciate this paradoxical coonection in 1otality and lnfinity but dealt with it much more thoroughly in later works,
particularly in Otherwise Than Being.21
Finally, Etica de la Liberación en la edad de la globalización y la exclusión,
which divides into two parts, each witb three principies, articulating positive imperatives in the first part and in the second a negative critique when tbose imperatives are thwarted, introduces telling modifications in Levinas's phenomenology
of alterity. For example, prior to the discursive rationality of the Frankfurt School,
Dussel locates an "elhical originary rationality" in which one discourse partner
recognizes another as equal, since "to argue seriously one must have already recognized the Other as equal." Later in part 2, when this formal morality of equality is violated, tbe Other is recognized through an "ethical pre-originary rationality" as a victim of the system, dominated, excludcd, notas equal but as Other.
WhiJe Dussel's Jegitimate point here seems to be to distinguish an interlocutor integrated within the systern from the more deeply suffering victim excluded from
it, nevertheless when (in ethical oóginary rationaJity) he describes the Other,
given prior to discursive rationality (prior to the Third in Levinas's terms), as
equal, the Levinasian emphasis on inequality, asymmetry, and the height of the
Other fades from sight. These features of the Other, belonging to any Other,
within or outside of the system, and accessible to the attuncd phenomenologist,
posean obstacle to any exhaustive theoretical comprebension of alterity. By eliminating this height of alterity (even in preoriginary rationality, since even the victim is not spoken of as commanding from a beight), Dussel eliminates a fulcrum
for the critique of every theory, including his own. Moreover, these sections of
Dussel's thought leave one with the impression that only that theory that produces
the victims that ethical preoriginary rationality affirms is oppressive and that ali
other theory is free from limitations. FinalJy, would one not be more broadly crit-
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ical of one's own theory if one recognized one's interlocutor within the system as
also commanding respect, from a height, even though this interlocutor may not
suffer as acutely as does the victim outside the system?28
Although Levinas envisions the tremors of alterity rattling throughout theory,
it must aJso be pointed out that this critique of theory is only half of Levinas 's picture. A case can be made that when Levinas reflected upon his own philosophicaJ
development he carne to understand that much more than a betrayal of the saying
is going on in theory. For the very theory of Totality and Infinity, as good phenomenology, refuses to accept uncriticaJly and delves beneath commonsense
thinking and the theories under its sway insofar as they have blanketed over the
experience of alterity, the ethical summons, the height, the disturbance to tranquil
synthesis that the Other provokes. If common sense and its theories betray alterity, then Levinas's phenomenology reduces that betrayal, however much it might
still bettay the saying in the said, that is, insofar as it is theory at all. Even the critical showing in a said of how the said betrays the saying in volves a reduction of
that betrayal, since it improves upon a said that proceeds oblivious to the betrayal
of the saying, and thus this reduction of the bettayal represents a positive achievement. Toe very critique of theory as betraying alterity does not result in a disparagement of reason or philosophy, does not result in skeptical paralysis, but gives
birth to a new philosophical vocation, a new model of philosophizing: philosophy is called on henceforth to reduce betrayal of the saying in the said.
I t [God] is non-thematizable, and even here is a theme only because in a said everything is conveyed before us, even the ineffable, at the price of a betrayal which philosophy is called upon to reduce. Philosophy is called upon to conceive ambivalence,
to conceive it in severa! times. Even if it is called to thougbt by justice, it still syncbronizes in tbe said tbe diacbrony of tbe difference between the one and the other,
and remains the servant of tbe saying that signifies the difference between the one
and the other as the one for the otber, as non-indifference to the other. Philosophy is
the wisdom of !ove at tbe service of love.29

One could argue that there are many "saids," the theological or economic or
sociological, that betray the saying relationship, that there are many theories tbat
support orders where alterity is denigrated, and Levinas here charges theory with
tbe task of reducing such betrayal and denigration, even as his own theory about
theory has done. In this regard, Marion and Dussel in his reconstruction of Marx
airn at improving on previous theories that betray the saying in the said to a much
greater degree than do their own theories. And so both Marion and Dussel can be
seen as continuing the project Levinas began when he allowed alterity to penetrate into the inner sanctum of philosophical theory itself.
Still, one ought not deny that Marion and Dussel have yet to integrate the two
poles of theory and alterity as satisfactorily as their mentor has. One wonders if
pcrhaps Marion is reluctant to acknowledge the theoretical character of his own
critique of theological theory precisely because such an acknowledgment would
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seem to coopt alterity. Similarly, Dussel may shy away from allowing alterity to
shake his own theory perbaps because he fears that be would undennine thc very
alterity he strives to defend tbeoretically.
Perhaps, though, tbis opposition and reconciliation between theory and alterity
can lead to a final, increased appreciation of Dussel's contribution. If Dussel criticizes capitalist tbeory as idolatry by bringing to light the alterity it obfuscates,
then the very alterity he rescues needs to act back upon bis own ultimare tbeoretical perspective. The very alterity he upholds requires the self-critique of his own
theory. To be sure, sucb a critique leaves theory more humble, conscious of its
limits and deficiencies, and more aware that it starts with alterity and fails it to an
extent lik:e ali other theories. But it is from this fragile starting point, chastened
by alterity and already responsible to it, that theory commences its vocation of
seeking to reduce the betrayal of the saying in the said, wherever such a betrayal
may take place, whether in economics or theology. In fact, one can be so concerned about not doing justice to alterity and bemoaning reason's limitations and
weaknesses, one could be so besct with legitimate Nietzschean and Levinasian
scruples about theory, that one would might never get around to the task of theoretical liberation that Levinas envisions as co-originary with and flowing from his
critique oftheory-a task that Dussel has already pursued in depth.
In this regard, Dussel's frequent reliance on the spatial rnetaphor of exteriority
can be iUurninating, even though the rnetaphor also appears to move in the realm
of reversible relationships where A and B , interior and exterior, are fixed in relationship to each other by a rational view from outside, at the leve! of what Levinas calls the Third. In the light of Dussel 's proclivity to use this metaphor, however, it is no wonder tbat he has been able to accommodate the rationality-oriented
Frankfurt School more than Marion, for instance. But in this rational view from
outside, in this reflective removal from what is immediate, one is also able, as
both Levinas and Dussel suggest, to take distance from oneself, to see the limited
position one occupies, to see from the exteriority but also to see that there is an
exteriority. From such a perspective, the meticulous preoccupation with whether
one's philosophical theory betrays alterity, as important as it may be, can seem
quite narrow in view of the vast suffering that so many others experience at the
hands of political and economic forces that easily and constantly cover up the.ir
betrayal of the saying in a said. In this context. the very effort to avoid succumbing to theoretical idolatry can itself succumb to a kind of idolatry, in which one
fixes one's gaze on anido! that returns one's gaze to one's self without one even
seeing it and that confines the mass of human suffering to the invisable. If the very
alterity Dussel serves requi.res Dussel to Jet bis theory be shaken, then tbe very endeavor to allow alterity to shake theory must also, in the name of the very alterity
it serves, move beyond the endeavor to shake theory in the name of alterity, toward liberating alterity whercver it is betrayed. In so doing, it will be following
the path that Emmanuel Levinas announces and that Enrique Dussel has already
extensively traveled.
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11
Dussel on Marx:
Living Labor and the Materiality of Life
Mario Sáenz

For the reconstruction of a Latin American philosophy it was necessary to " de-struct"
the Greek myth. For an understanding of the culture of the Latin American people it
was necessary to begin from Jerusalem more so than from Athens. Jerusalcm spoke
of the dignity of work, of the possibility of a revolution of the poor. Athens spoke of
the dignity of free noble men, of the impossibility of the emancipation of the slaves. 1
It is also clear from these arguments how grossly Feuerbach is deceiving hirnself
when by virtue of the qualification "common man" he declares himself a communist,
transforms the latter into a predicate of "Man," and thinks it is possible to change the
word "communist," which in the real world means the follower of a definite revolutionary party, into a mere category.... He is a man or, rather, since F. simply places
tbe essence of man in the community, he is a comrnunal man, a communist. 2

Enrique Dussel's philosophy of Iiberation strives to be a constitutive element of
the "critica! community," and it attempts to position itself between the interests
of the "(oppressed) victims" anda legitimation of the "new world order" under
the last phase of globalized capitalism.3 Thus Dussel develops a concept of transformation that is moved by the utopian moment implicit in the spatial periphery
and the temporal pulsion toward alterity, rather than the developmentalist description of a logic of development that would move inexorably beyond capitalism, Many of the theories of the "center" (the latest phase of critica} theory and
postmodemism, most notably) have partly resigned themselves to the system by
affirming a gray formalism (the so-called praxis of validity in Jürgen Habermas's
latest work, for instance), for they originally presented themselves as alternatives
to the revolution cum science of the Third and Fourth Intemationals. With the
moral collapse of "really existing socialism," ldeologiekritik and the dialectics of
suspicion of the "great narratives" were left with nothing but the formal-theoretic
presumable advancements of the Enlightenment: liberal form without liberal content. By contrast to the "self-defeatism" of the privileged, Dussel has developed
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a systematic theory of human liberation that has assimilated c1iticisms of his earlier works,4 while never giving up the "pulsion" to move toward the representation in theory of those who have been oppressed, victimized, and excluded by the
system of domination.
Dussel 's latest work has been an ongoing debate with sorne of the theoreticians
of the most pertinent ethical theories today (Karl-Otto Apel's discourse theory,
Habennas's communicative ethics, and Taylor's communitarian ethics, tomention only a few) and the construction of a material, rather Lhan formalistic, ethies
of liberation of significance for tbe oppressed and exploited of the new world
order. But during the 1980s Dussel developed a Marxist interpretation of Marx
and effected an appropriation of Marx 's economic theory that laid sorne of the
groundwork for the material principie of his current ethics, which is unthinkable,
as Dussel has claimed, without an economjcs (not simply a sociology) of life.
In this chapter, I explore sorne of the facets of Dussel 's appropriation of the
"economic" Marx. Dussel develops his analectical interpretation ofMarx at three
levels: the poiesis/praxis distinction, the living labor/labor power distinction, and
the center/periphery distinction.
Here, for rea~ons of space, 1 examine only the last two levels. The first leve! is
explored elsewhcrc. Although the first is more abstract and foundational conceptually than the other two, we need to examine Dusscl's conception of living labor
in order to understand his conception of poiesis and the matcriality of lifc.
Before touching upon those ctistinctions, we need a definition of "analectics."
By analectics. Dussel means that which lies "outside" or "beyond" the reason of
a system of domination; furthermore, it is " the place of affirmation wilhin which
the negation of the negation in the system can take place."5 Every sociopolitical
totality is in principie a system of domination. for it excludes exteriority. Only an
analectical pulsion can intend that exteriority. The analectical moment is the
" positive" moment that remains outside the dialectical negation of the partkular,
for it points us to the exteriority of systemic person-to-person relations.

LIVING LABOR/LABOR POWER DISTINCTION

This distinction is a key distinction in Dussel's M arxjsm. It is in fact central to his
analectical interpretation of Marx's economic theory. Its guiding thread is the notion that "exteriority," not totality, is the fundamental category in Marx 's economic discourse.6 On it he bases not only his reconstruction of the philosophy of
liberation as Marxist, but also his critique of central figures of Western Marxism
(notably Georg Lukács, Louis Althusser, and Karel Kosík:) as totalizing.
Dussel attempts a synthesis with Marx's thought in severa) major works of the
1980s. What is characteristic of those books is the following: a close reading of
Marx's cconomic texts, an attempt to briog together Marx's theory with Dussel's
own philosophy of liberation and dependency theory. anda rejcction of much of
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commonly accepted Marxist theory not simply for beíng in disagreement with
Dussel's own philosophy of liberation, but also for being in disagreement with
the core of Marx's own theory.
In thís section of the chapter Tconcentrate on sorne aspects of that e lose reading in order to determine the possibilities opened up by a synthesis of Dusselian
ethics and Marxist theory and also to analyze the implicit notion that fundamental concepts of the philosophy of liberation were intuited by Marx. Furthermore,
I consider the possibility of synthesizing Dusselian ethics and Marxist theory in
a new creative synthesis for the needs of the oppressed under what I call postindustrial imperia1ism.
Dussel claims that Marx's concept of living labor must be interpreted from the
standpoint of an exteriority that cannot, qua exterior living labor, be absorbed by
the totality of capital. Dussel uses the following passage from Marx's Manuscripts of 1861-1863 in order to prove hi.s point:
The dissociation between property and labor is expresscd as a necessary law of exchange between capital and labor ["up to now"-says Dussel in a note within the
text- "there is only one difference with the Grund,isse, but from now there begin
importan( corrections"]. As n.01-capital, not-objectified work , the capacity to labor
appears as: J . n.egatívely: not-raw material, not-instrument of work, not-product, notmeans of life, not-money; it is work dissociated from ali the means of work and subsistence, from al! of its objectivity, as pure possibility (Moglichkeit). This total dispossession is possibility of labor deprived of ali objectivity. It is the capacity of labor
as absolute poverty, lhat is, full exclusion from objective wealth. The objectivity that
the capacity to labor possesses is the corporeity (Leíblichkeit) itself of lhe worker, his
own objectivity. 2. Positively : not-objectified work, but as activity, as living source
(lebendige Quelle) of value. It confronts capital as thc reality of universal wealth, as
its [capital's?J universal possibility that is found in activity. This work is the one that,
as an absolutely contradictory entity witb respect to capital, is a presupposition of
capital and, on the other hand, presupposes at same time capital.7

From the above Dussel concludes the following:
Thus when the worker has not yet been subsumed by capital (or, io its esscntial and
originary principle, by money), he is mJt value, he is not money, he is not capital.
What is he then with respect to the totality of capital?-, and do we begin here the
debate with Lukács or Kosik? Can it be said that "living labor" as reality and category is thc same thing as "wage labor" or labor alrcady subsumed within the totality
of capital? In so far as it is su bsumed, it is a detennination interna! to capital. But as
long as it lws-not-yet-been totalized, living labor is reality (the reality most absolutely real for Marx, and the measure of al! unfulfillment in the to tality of capital);
it is the exterior. We give the namc of "exteriority," and the alterity of the other dislinct from capital, to this metaphysical position (beyond being or ontological reflection) of the worker in so far a~ he is corporeality (poor and naked body), in so far as
be is a person, [and] insofar as he is the not-being of capita!.8
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Here we find one of the most novel aspects of Dussel's Marxism. Toe most
well-known interpretations of Marxism (from the Third and Fourth Intemational
to the various generations of critica! theory, for example) view Marx's conception
of the "positivity" or the "negativity" of tbe worker in a dialectical and yet
nonanalectical sense. In tbis case, the objectification of labor under the rule of
cap ital entails both its poverty once it has been objectified (for the product is
alienated from tbe laborer), as well as its wealth as (and not simply in) the process
of objectification. lfthat is the case, the reference to wealth is labor power's value
for capital and not for the laborer who has the capacity to labor. Toe capacity to
labor of living (not yet objectified) labor is not tbe exteriority of labor (vis-a-vis)
tbe totality of capital that is not absorbed by capital, and yet it is the source of tbe
value of capital. Rather, the capacity to labor is, if you will, the exteriority of
labor vis-a-vis the laborer who, under the rule of capital, is alienated from bis or
her activity. That alienated activity expresses itself as both the activity itself and
the capacity to labor.
Metaphysically, it should be said that Dussel's representation (although this is
clearly not the appropriate term) of living labor as exteriority seems to bave a
"noumenal" source, although more cxactly witb a Schellingian flavor to it and,
hence, not noumenal! It is beyond what is conceptualizable, and hence it is absolutely positive (see figure 11.2 at tbe end of this chapter). But its posiüvity is
not the positivity of facts, but rather the positivity of transcendencc. lt can be
pointed to as that which remains unnegated by the system, and-in a Hegelian
terminology with an anti-Hegelian focos-as tbat which is actual but is unconceptuaHzable. It is thus unrepresentable and yet it can be pointed to. In a sense it
is a Kierkegaardian leap into that with which one cannot communicate, for it is
not a subject.9 The difference here is that it is Kierkegaard with a politics. This.
it seems to me, is partly the result of the influence of Levinas oo Dussel mediated
by the radical politiciwtion of the Latín American intellecrual during tbe l 960s
and 1970s.
Second, Dussel makes an intimate conceptual connection between livi.ng labor
and abstract labor. He is aware that it is abstract labor that produces value qua social labor. Also, he defines the exchange value of a comrnodity as Marx does,
namely, as tbe quantity of labor socially necessary to produce that commodity.
Hence, labor power qua commodity has its value determined in the same way,
that is, as the quantity of labor socially necessary to (re)produce it. Furthermore,
he distinguishes, a<s Marx does, between social and communitarian work. But
tben he goes on to say that living labor (qua exterior to capital) is the producer of
value . By contrast the more traditional interpretation of M arx's critique ofpolitical economy is that Hvi.ng labor is the creator of value precisely as abstract (social) labor, and thus as alienated labor, as labor exterior to the humanity of tbe laborer b ut not "exterior" to capital. It is an externalization or a "parting with''
(Entiiusserung) that takes place not simply at the moment when living labor ereates surplus value as it works a surplus time beyond the amount socially neccs-
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sary to reproduce the value of labor power. It has already taken place at the time
when living labor produces value, that is, when it reproduces its own value laboring the socially necessary time for such reproduction. For already living labor
is alienated from itself; it has been forced under the aegis of capital to become
what it is not, namely, labor power and, thus, a commodity. But Dussel wants to
distinguish between living labor in abstracto as producer of value, on the one
hand, and living labor in concreto under, say, tbe domination of capital and beyond necessary labor time for the reproduction of the abstract value of labor
power, as the creator of (surplus) value, on thc other. In this way he distinguishes
between the production and the creation of value. He does so, not only to distinguisb between the production of value, the production of value as the objectification of Life, and the creation of exchange value in the exteriority of living labor
from the nothing of capital, but also in order to posit an exterior transcendentality, anterior to the system of domination.1bis is why in Dussel "Living labor'' (el
trabajo vivo) assumes a double dimensionas alienated exteriority and, qua labor
power, exploited worker.
In the attempt to synthesize Marx's critique of pofüical economy with his own
ethics, Dussel overplays, it seems to me, the distinction between labor as producer of values and labor as creator of (surplus) value even under conditions of
capitalist domination in which labor as producer of values is already a producer
of commodities and itself, qua labor power, a commodity. This is important for
Dussel so that tbe moment of exteriority is preserved even at the heart of capitalist production, namely, the process of production of commodities and tbe creation
of surplus value. He redefines the meaning of the terms "positive," "negative,"
"exteriority," and "contradiction," as well as "totality." Those terms mean different things in the dialectics of traditional Marxism and the dialectical analectics labored by Dussel.
Dussel's analysis is interesting also in that bis criticism of Marxist tbought in
his early Ethics was based on the traditional reading of Marxist theory (whether
the one developed by Soviet socialism or the one tbat developed in Western Europe in reaction to it). For the early Dussel, that Marx was totalizing not so much
for the reduction of Life to production, but rather for the reduction of life to the
totality of what-is.10 Dussel's Levinasian and Schellingian attack of that time was
nourished by Levinas's conception of exteriority and Schelling's affirmation of
the positivity of the Absolute beyond the negativity of the concept. The more recent Dussel has not ceased to be nourished by both of these two fountains of antirationalist (rather than irrationalist) thought. Instead, he has reappropriated
Marx by emphasizing the "analectical" and "positive" aspects of Marx's theory
of labor.
Intuitively, Dussel's interpretation of Marx's mature anthropology seems accurute. Living labor (LL in fig. 11.1) is exterior to capital (C). In the process of reificotioo (r) of labor by capital within the capitalist system, not only <loes living
labor become a thing, namely, what it is not, and hence what it is becomes noth-
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Figure 11.1 Schematization of Relationships
LL----r------>C-------·-->AL (reduction of human activity to commodified labor power)
u- v ~ L / e - v

LL: living labor; r: reification; C: capital; AL: alienated labor; L: the labor power
commodity; u-v: use value of labor power; e-v: exchangc value of labor power

ing to capital, but then it thus becomes alienated labor (AL), and qua labor power,
it becomes a commodity valuable for capital insofar as it has an exchange value
(e-v) that in its use produces more value than it has (surplus value). It is in the
process of reification of living labor, and its consequent transformation into
something that has exchange value and is, therefore, q ua labor power a commodity, that laborers are confronted by the power of the world of commodities as
a living power and human relations become mediated and progressively reduced
to relations between commodity things (what Marx called the fetishism of commodities). TI-tus human labor (L) is the source of all value, but itself, qua living
labor, it is nota value. Only as alienated labor, as labor power, does it have an exchange value and not simply a use value (u-v). The schematization of these relationships may look like this:
1n this schema, living labor is an exteriority to the system of capital. In
Dussel's philosophy ana theology, living labor is both metaphysical dis-tinctness
and, I would add, metasystemic dis-tinctness (lo dis-tinto rather than lo diferente). By "metaphysical" Dussel means to adjectivize those aspects of life that
are not reducible to a systemic "totality." This is to be distinguished from "ontological'' interpretations of Marxism that, qua ontological, do not according to
Dussel move beyond or outside the horizon of the systemic totality. In this case,
they are unable to interpret adequately the anthropological dimension of M arx's
mature works, says Dussel.
Already in his earlier pre-Marxist Ethics Dussel refers to the Other as having
an, and being in, exteriority. However, it is not then called living labor but simply the Other, and the system is not called the system of capital but "the Same."
With the confusion of the Totality with the only dominating pole, the domjnated
comes to be a dif-ference ("the other") interna! to "the Same." If that "other'' disrespectfully attempts to arrogate for itself the right and the justice of declaring itself, not
dif-ferent ("the othcr"), but di.s-tinct, "outside" then ofthe Totality, oras "exteriority"
(the really Other), it would signify a danger to "the Sarnc" as dominating-totality. ln
this case, "the Other," who defends its ''exteriority," would have to be eliminated.11
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It may be possible to bring together the "ontological" tradition of so-called
Western Marxism with Dussel 's novel "metapbysical" interpretation through a
metasystemic analectical a posteriori rereading of Dussel and Marx, as I argue
at the end of this chapter. For now, however, I mention a third point regarding
Dussel 's interpretation of Marx: Dussel brings together in a way that l regard as
problematic what Marx has to say on living labor and social labor. Dussel does
distinguish between social and communitarian labor, as Marx does. However,
when it comes to the question, What creates value? Dussel says that it is living
labor, according to Marx. The problem lies in Dussel's interpretation of living
labor as "exteriority," that is, as a metaphysical category beyond capital. But
Marx does refer to living labor as social labor, and social labor is alienated
labor to be distinguishedfrom communitarian work. Either living labor is social
labor, in which case living labor is not,for Marx, "exteriority," or it is not social
labor, in which case it would not be for Marx a creator of values . Th.is is oot to
say that Marx is right in his views. Rather, it is a statement to the effect that D ussel may here equivocate regarding Marx's views. For Dussel, living labor is "exteriority" but not so unambiguously, it seems,for Marx. Furthennore, the eqwvocation may run deeper, since Dussel does state that, according to Marx, social
labor is the creator of value and is alienated labor. If so, living labor is for Marx
social and alienated labor.
Nonetheless, we must not lose sight of the fact that Dussel is appropriating
Marx's theory and tbat Marx did have-contrary to Habermas's reading of
him12- a conception of the human that went beyond instrumentalism and instrumental action, but also beyond the reality constructed by the capitalist system.
Dussel seems to claim that that "beyond" is an exteriority to the system, which is
uothing to the system but is, nonetheless, the positive source of the validity of the
Marxist critique of capitalism.
Also, running beneath Dussel's interpretation of living labor as exteriority, as
the creator of values but itself not value, is the conception of God proper to the
Semitic ethical-metaphysical tradition of creation from notbing: For Dussel,
nothing is the nothing to the system.
We can see that move more explicitly in a theological work, Dussel's Ethics
and Community.
The "value" of the product, then (and we must keep in mind that this value is independent of its function in capitalism), is simply the quantiry of objectified human life
attaching to that product. lt is in complete accord with the Hebreo-Christian concept
of "creation" to say that the subject of work, the human person, is the sole "crea tive
source of va/ue": human beings produce, ex nihilo subjecti- in the absence of any
material substrate (and hence, in due course, in the absence of capital as material substrate)- what we call "value" (for the moment, in general, or in ahstracto).13

Dussel, then, thinks that creation out ofnothing is the source of value. He goes
on to contrast this with nature, which "has no value." 14 That may be true in a
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Marxist theory. However, that is not the only "material substrate": social relations
are part of the materiality of the human (hence Marx. 's coinage of the phrase "the
materialist conception ofhistory"). Today, cultural Marxists see that material substrate also in the cultures by which we live and have meaning. Ultimately, however, the human creation of value ex 11ihilo subjecti is built on the analogy of
God's creation out of nothing. Thus Dussel says that "only God creates from
nothing. Out of infinite, unconditioned freedom, God has created the entire universe."15 Clearly, that is a case, or rather the case, of creation ex nihílo "in the absence of any material substrate."
Dussel quite rightly uses the Semitic tradition to show how the pretension of
capital that it creates value is an ex.pression of its own fetishistic nature and idolatry.16 However, it does not follow that labor power creates value (not even use
value, which also requires a "material substrate," and therein lies another equivocation in Dussel, who moves freely from use value to exchange value) independently of the conditions of exploitation under the rule of capital and, more
generally, independently of the conditions of life in any social system or, rather,
in sorne social system. Toe abolition of capital and commodity fetishism requires
the abolition of labor and exchange value. Marx never gave up this critique of
Proudhon and Lasalleanism.
Wbat Dussel is going to try to do can be sensed already. He wants to argue
that living labor is, in itself, outside the sphere of capital. To do this successfully in EngJish, we would have to keep in mind that Dussel's trabajo vivo is
" living work," to be distinguished from the usual meaning of "living labor'' in
the Marx.jst tradition of the English-speaking world. Living labor in that tradition is already alienated work, to be distinguished from the activity of producing that the human being as such does under any condition of human existence.
But Dussel is not trying to create another category. Rather, he is reformulating
it on a foundation of exteriority rather than totality. Thus by "living labor"
Dussel means an exteriority that is the source of ali value but is itself, therefore, without value. We can see this view in a later comment by Dussel on the
Marx of 1847 and 1849.
In this short work [ Wage, Labor and Capital, 1849] we can see that Marx had not yet
developed as a category the concept of surplus value and, furthermore, was not clear
about the difference between work (living labor [trabajo vivo]), as the source of all
value (and because of it without value), and the capacity to work [capacidad de trabajo] (or labor power [fuerza de trabajo}), which has value. The insistence in the text
on the terms "labor power" is perhaps part ofthe Engelsian correction. [This text was
corrected and published by Engels in 1891.] 17

Thus it would make sense to say that on the basis of the relation of domination
of capital over labor, "living labor" is forced to sell itself for a wage.18 For it is
one's living labor that is also alienated, besides one's "labor power." 19 That is,
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one's living labor is, through wage slavery, alienated from its capacity to labor;
furthermore, one's living labor is the alienated subject. Dussel has introduced
here another distinction, namely, one between labor power and the capacity to
work. The former is, if you will, practica!: it is part of the person-to-person relationship that is intrasystemic. Toe latter is poietic; it belongs to the human as productive and creative. But it has its metaphysical support in the analectical character of human Otherness and exteriority.
Dussel cites Marx: "By labor power or capacity for labor we understand the
aggregate of the physical and spiritual faculties that exist in the corporeality,
in the living personality of a human being."20 This is a telling translation. The
English edition translated it thus: "By labour-power or capacity for labour is
to be understood the aggregate of those mental and physical capabilities existing in a human being, which he exercises whenever be produces a use-value of
any description."2 1
Dussel wants to show that Marx 's conception of labor is "analectical." Thus he
stresses Marx's indecision in the early section of Capüal's first manuscript regarding the worker's Arbeitsvermogen, or Arbeitskraft.22 This is a conceptual distinction for Dussel. Unfortunately, Marx was indifferent to either use and he decides in later sections to use the term Arbeitskraft (labor power), which ended up
"producing significant equivocations in the later Marxist tradition."23
"Capacity" to labor better indicated the "potentiality" anterior to the use or consumption of labor (before the contract and the subsumption of living labor in capital). By contrast, labor "_power" {fuerza] better indicates the "activity" or actual use
of living labor. Furthermore, since Marx uses the concept of"living labor" only very
sporaclically, there is not a clear discovery of the difference between the previous
"capacity" that has value, the "power" utilized in the labor process. and "living
labor" as the subjectivity (i.e., personhood and corporeality of the worker) without
value and which has "capacity" and "power" as its own detenninations.24

Dussel goes on to say that part 2 of volume 11 of Capital ("Toe Transfonnation of Money into Capital") is the most important subject of Capital "because it
is bere, in the dialectical logic of Marx's scientific discourse in which there takes
place the 'passage' (Übergang) from non-capital to capital, from 'living labor' to
objectified, subsumed, and 'incorporated (einverleibt)' labor. ... In this chapter
2 [i.e., part 2 in the English translation] Marx studies the contradiction between
the 'owner [poseedor] of living labor' and the 'owner of money.' ..."2.5
But Dussel does not really define yet the meaning of living labor for Marxfrvm
Marx's texts themselves. Whenever he enters into a description of living labor for
Marx, he ends up referring to something as defined by capitalism, for example,
the "owner of living labor'': living labor as a commodity. However, Dussel seems
to be right on a related matter: there must be something "anterior" to labor commoctified, something that J take to market, where it is commodified under the con-
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ditions of capital. Toe question is, Is that what living labor means for Marx? The
answer depends on the interpretation that we make of Marx, whether as an
analectical ora "scientific" (whether "scienti:fic" is interpreted as either dialectical or analytical) thinker.
lt seems to me likely that Marx meant by "living labor" that which is reducible
to both the capacity for labor and labor power. Thus it has value. It is distinguishable from objectified labor, as variable capital is from constant capital. It is
labor power for sale (capacity) and capacity in use (labor power). The substance
is, if you will, realized in its predicates or detenninations.
Nevertheless, I agree with Dussel that there must be something anterior and
that this anteriority would represent the "ethical" or the "metaphysical" moment
in Marx's critique of capitalism. But Dussel argues that such ethical critique is an
integral part of the categorial framework of Marx's "mature" writings. Dussel
tackles this bull by the boms in bis reinterpretation of the philosophical categories
implicit in Marx's economic theory.
In "Philosophical Interpretations of Marx 's Work" Dussel discusses and criticizes six interpretations prevalent in Western Marxism, namely, tbose by Lukács,
Korsch, Marcuse, Kosík, Althusser, and Habermas.
The cornmon thread in the discussion in this chapter is the failure of these
thinkers to realize that Marx 's thought grounds itself on that which is exterior and
anterior to the totality. Thus he concludes the following on Lukács's interpretation:
ln Lukács there is ontology and nothing else: There is not a superation of ontology.
. . . One can see this clearly in the chapter oa "Toe Reproduction of Society as Totality." Thus " social being [gesse/lschaftliche Sein]" is for Lukács the name of the
human being. But for Marx " social'' is contrasted to "communitarian," and it also has
often a negative sense in its most strict sense....
. . . By having overvalued the importance of "totality," he [Lukács] has fetisbized
it in some sense. One does oot see that he discovered the " creative source of value,"
the "substance" that posits surplus-valueftvm the nothing of capital [i.e ., from that
which is nothing to capital].26

Lukács is criticized also for the excessive Hegelianism ofhis Marxism, as well
as for bis belittling of Schelling as merely a "reactionary," not realizing, says
Dussel, that Schelling was the first post-Hegelian. Of course, Stirner was also a
post-Hegelian, but Dussel is interested here in Schelling's "radical critique
against Hegel."27
Regarding Marcuse's thought, Dussel says that Marcuse passes superficially
from Hegel to Marx vía Kierkegaard and Feuerbach. lt "seems that LMarcuse] ignores the role that Schell ing and the 'positive philosophy' played."28 This latter
reference to the "positive philosophy" is significant and fundamental to Dussel's
second order retlection on his interpretation of Marx. Dussel speaks about various types of "positive" philosophy, ranging from French positivism to twentietbcentury analytic philosophy, but also '"positivisms' such as those of the postHegelians (Schelling, Feuerbach, Kierkegaard, etc .) among whom one would
have lo include Marx himself." 29
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In th.is last sense, "positivism" means tbe recovery of the "reality" or ''positivity" of
what is beyond the horizon of the world, of thinking, of the system, and not merely
as "possibility" or potentiality (the "negative"), but as "reality" (the positive or, that
is, that which is revealed for Schelling, what is believed for Kierkegaard, the sensible object for Feuerbach, and "living labor'' vis-a-vis capital for Marx.30

Regard ing Karel Kosík, Dussel argues that Kosík's Dialectic ofthe Concrete is
an "excellent expression of 'Marx's ontology."' Furthermore, he shows the importance of "totality." But Kosík: <loes not go as far as explicitly discovering the
"exteriority" and "anteriority" ofliving labor in Marx as "perhaps the point of departure of ali of Marx's thought."31
Dussel saves his sharpest criticisms for Althusser and Althusserian Marxism.
Dussel states that bis major criticism of Althusser's reading of Marx is that
Althusser bases it on what Marx says he did and not on an analysis of the development of the texts themselves "line by line."32 There are, however, more substantial criticisms.
Althusserian structuralism does not allow Althusser to see beyond the "totality." Althusser grounds his analysis on the Engelsian base--superstructure model
in which the economic mode of production is the base " in the last instance," or
ultimately. On this is based Althusser's anti-Hegelianism and his view of a
"Marxíst" rupture with Hegel in 1845. For Dussel, however, if there was any
rupture, it was in 1857 and it was because of Marx's use of "a strictly philosophical-Hegelian 'problematic."'33 Furthennore,Althusser g ives too much irnportance to Marx's 1857 introduction to the Grundrisse. But that is a provisional text.
Altbusser does not seem to be aware of the distinction between living labor and
objectified labor, says Dussel; this is a distinctfon of "which Marx <loes not seem
to have an explicit consciousness." 34 This point is crucial for Dussel's interpretation. Dussel argues that ali the significant later distinctions made by Marx arise
from this foundational distinction. Thus in reference to Althusser's privileging of
Marx's August 24, 1867 letter and his Marginal Notes to the Treatise on Political
Economy of Adolph Wagner (1882), Dussel claims that the latter contains obvious Hegelian concepts-such as the notion that exchange value is a "fonn of appearance" of the value contained in a commodity.35 Dussel also states that ali of
Marx's concepts on labor, namely, the double character of labor, abstract labor
and concrete labor, use value, and exchange value, are based "on the previous distinction between 'living labor' and 'objectified labor."'36
Althusser 's excessive reliance on and misuse of the notion of the mode of production is a "deformation and hypertrophy of a category in Marx." Althusser uses
that concept instead of the '"concept of capital in general' (totality of multiple deterrnínations) ." This concept is absent in Althusser 's interpretation, says Dussel.37
Finally, Dussel deals with Habermas's reacling of Marx. There are two aspects
of Habermas's reading that Dussel "recovers." Fírst, Dussel stresses the conncction that Habermas sees between Marx 's and Schelling's phiJosophy of nature (i.e.,
the naturalization of the human is the humanization of nature) in such a way that
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in both Schelling and Marx tbere is what Habermas calls ''The Hidden Materialism of the Philosophy of the Weltalter."38 (Toe English translation of Habermas's
Theorie un.d Praxis <loes not include this essay.) Second, Dussel points to "the attention that Habermas lends to the western Jewish philosophical tradition."39
But Dussel's analysis of Habermas's shortcomings follows immediately.
Dussel stresses the fact that Habermas does not have an economic theory of Marx
but merely a sociology; also, he questions the lack of analysis of peripheral societies in Habermas's analysis of modernity.40 An element of the criticism that is fundamental to this work is the issue regarding Marx's conception of activity. For
Dussel, as already noted, Marx does not reduce labor to instrumental activity, even
ifthe later Marxist tradition does. For Dussel, the instrumentalization ofhuman activity is part and parce! of the totalization of human activity. It is thus a systemic
demand on the human being. This view of Marx 's theory of action is going to determine Dussel's criticism of Habennas's Marx. Dussel rejects the view that Marx
did not have a "criterion or mediating category that allows him to make the concept of alienation more precise. We have shown, and Habermas ignores this, that
'living labor' is the essential category to allow such precision ...." 41
Dussel thinks, in sum, that Habermas misunderstands Marx when he attributes
to Marx a unilateral comprehension of poiesis anda negation of praxis. On this
misunderstanding, says Dussel, Habermas bases false conclusions. For in Marx
the relations of production have not only an instrumental significance but also a
practica] one.42
Regarding "the configuration of the global process of capital," Dussel argues that
Marx is himself arguing at three levels: first, he is trying to show that the "law of
value" rules over all the moments of capital, from value to surplus value to prices.
Second, that linkage through the law of value of all of those moments is "one permanent and essential 'crisis': .. . a necessary contradiction. This is the question of
'devaJuation' that appeared in the Grundrisse. "43 Finally, there is a third "anthropological ... ethical, metaphysical sense" of the text in question, says Dussel.
Ultimately, both the " law of value" and the "crisis" of capital attempt to show to the
political "everyday consciousness" of the concrete exploited worker that the totality
of the economic moments of capital (and, because of that, of classical political economy as well: value, price, profit, etc.) are onJy unpaid living labor [trabajo vivo]:
robbed human life. The being of capital, and the pretended "sources" of income
(profit, rent, and wages) are the not-heing of living labor (the reality of human subjecti vity as e.xteriority and anteriority to capital as totality). What is least important even though it has epistemic importance-is the "technical" di fficulty of building
''.~cientifically" the categorial mediations from value to prices. What is important for
Latin American philosophy, but even more so for the exploited poor, is to discover
its metaphysical (more than ontological) deep imention: ali dead or objectified labor
(capital) is alienated, subsumed, ethically perverted living labor. This not only shows
capitalism's necessary or essential collapsc (which because of it can always be postponed empirically), but also the antihumanity of its own being, the non-ethicity of its
radical position, namely, a social relation of exploitation.44
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Dussel continues ascribing an analectical position to Marx 's own mature economic writings. This anaJectical position requires that living labor be the kind of
human activity that is exterior to the capitalist system or any system. lt is anterior
to the capitalist system of production; this is in part the reason for Dussel's comment that Engels added the restrictive term "capitalist" to Marx 's reference to
production in its totality.45 But it also lies underneath it, and it has to be unearthed
by a critica! investigation. Thus in El último Marx (1863-1882) y la liberación
latinoamericana Dussel states, regarding the relation of profit to surplus value
and, ultimately, to living labor, that there are in Marx four terms of comparison .
Su:rplus value and rate of surplus value, profit and rate of profit, su:rplus value and
profit, and rate of surplus value and rate of profit. Su:rplus value and the rate of surplus value are always the foundation, the invisible, the (ontological) essential with
respect to the founded, the visible, what appears (i.e., the ontic pbenomenon). The
deep level of production and, even more so, the transcendental leve! of living labor,
appear under a superficial form in circulation, thus producing the fetishist mirage.46

Dussel argues that Marx 's critique of the fetishism of capital is a critique "from
the subjectivity of living labor" of the inversion of the relationship that places
capital as the subject (personifies it) while reifying labor and placing it under the
dominion ofthe th.ing (i.e., objectified labor). He has support for this in Marx's
own writings. The conclusion is Dusselian.
Marx tbinks then from a very clear metaphysical paradigm. Production is the esseotial, deep , invisible leve!, where subsumed liviog labor is exploited and creates surplus value. The essential spbere is not phenomenal. ...
According to Marx, the relation capital- labor is the first [relation]. It is a metaphysical relation in our sense of the term. It is the relation of tbe thing (i.e., capital
as objectified or dead labor) witb the person, with the subjectivity of tbe corporeity,
that is, the subject (i.e., the exteriority of the poor before tbe contract with capital).
Marx is interested in the person, work, subjectivity, and because of that, he is interested in the umpaid surplus labor that produces surplus value. By contrast, tbe relation capital-surplus value is secoodary, since it confronts objectified labor with objectified labor; neither capital (the totality) nor su:rplus value (robbed new value) are
living labor anymore. Furthermore, the relation of capital to labor is concretely variable capital against li ving labor; while the relation of capital to surplus value is only
that of ali existing value with the surplus that had just been extracted.47

Thus Dussel sides with Marx when he says that "profit is the phenomenal form
of surplus value."48 But what is not "phenomenal" is, according to Dussel, "metaphysical." By the latter term Dussel has meant that which is beyond the system of
domination, but he has also meant the God of the oppressed expressed in the face
uf the hungry and suffering victim. The metaphysical thirst for oneness with God
nflcr the sinful fall expressed in one's acts of injustice toward others seems to be
part of many religious practices (e.g., the Jewish Yorn Kippur). lt is, of course,
true tbat Marx's critique of comrnodity fetishism is not self-consciously built on
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metaphysical duality.1t is in history and witbin a sociaJ system that one is to find
domination and self-diremption or, altematively, liberation and self-integrity. Yet
Marx's thought on this issue is still, as Gramsci once said, encrusted with scientistic positivism. And, in fairness to Dussel, he contrasts metaphysics with ontology,49 and the totalizing apparent, in Dussel's view, in Western Marxism. That totalizing can be seen in the uncritical and Eurocentered conception of modernity
assumed as true by much of Western philosophy and social theory. Through the
totalizing of the power of sameness, the cultural other becomes, in Dussel 's vi vid
description of tbe bestiary created by modero conquest and colonization,
Oviedo's beast, Hegel's future, O'Gorman's possibility, and Alberto Caturelli's material in the rouglz. The Other is a rustic mass dis-covered in order to be civilized by
the European being {ser] of Occidental culture. But this Othcr is in fact covered over
[en-cubierta} in its alterity.50

Here Dussel partly follows on the line of thinking that was also developed, albeit without a class consciousness, a few years before by the Mexican philosophy
that arose from the Mexican Revolution. It asserted the identity of the Latin
American as it was confronted by its negation in Eurocentered thought. Thus the
principal philosopher of culture in Mexico's twcntieth century, Leopoldo Zea,
formulates the legi timacy of philosophical reflections on Latín American identity
as a critique of tbe covering up (encubrimiento) that began with the so-called discovery (descubrimiento) of the Americas. Tbis is a covering up that marks, says
Zea, the "first globalization." 51
Man [sic} tries to manipulate other men, not recognizing in them fellow men but useful or useless objects . ... Such is the problem, an ancient problem forman and bis
philosophy-the question of tbe concrete Being of men occupying a vast region of
Earth and subjected to the manipulations of others. They are the victims of a gigantic cover-up over identity begun on October 12, 1492 . . ..52

Dussel goes beyond Zea's conception of identity precisely in that he formulates
the presence of alterity as a repressed latency that is expressed in the exteriority
of the present rostros of the oppressed of the Americas. Toe mestizo is only one
of them. There are also "the Jndians; who s611 remain invisible to modemity"; the
enslaved Africans and their dcscendants; tbe native criollo elites (after tbe mestizo); the peasants; the workers; and the "marginales."53
Dussel is particularly critica! of the rnyth of modernity that arises to cover up tbe
Other and sacrifice their humanity at the altar of a conception of progress and matumtion that is mistaken to be a Western phenomenon.54 Dussel takcs Habermas to
task precisely for this prejudgment.
Habermas ... suggests an intra-European definítion of modemity whlch commences
with the Renaissance and the Reformation and culminates in che Aujk/iirung. Latin
America, Africa, or Asia have no importance for lhe philosopher from Frankfurtl ln
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this sclf-centered Eurocentric definition. Habermas identifies European particularity
with world universality... . Habermas dismisses the relevance of the discovery of
Latín America and thereby denies its historical reality, just as Hegel did.55

Tbe Euro-centrism of Habcrmas's view of modernity is disguised by his excessive forrnalism, whicb Dussel criticizes for its inability to develop an ethics of
content (material), and its conscquent inability to develop a critique of late capitalism tbat is in effect a critique of capitalism.56
[Discourse ethics] does not propose a "critica/ postconventional ethicity," but rather
a formal "postconventionality" within the hegemony of the cultural ethicity and tbe
system of the North of our planet, without an explicit consciousness of its complicity with that system.57

Habennas's forrnalistic self-image is indeed present in his reconstruction of
Kohlberg's tbeory of ontogenetic development, which-by merely adding to the
psychologist's tbeory a seventh stage in the postconventional level that rather
tban bring critica! theory to bear on a "fonnalistic ethics" - reduces critique to a
formaJism58 that can no longer seize the self-reflective spirit of the masses with
"the struggles and wisbes of the age."59 But Habermas's political formalism can
also be seen in his latest work, which in its ahistorical and declassed formalism
reprcsents the result of tbe "de-economization" of human material life and, in that
way, the very dematerialization of human life. Ultimately, this implies, as Dussel
has seen rightly, an uncriticaJ disregard of the place of the periphery in the formation of the economy, tbe cuJture, and tbe society of "tbe center" of power in
today's wor ld.
While there is implicit in Dussel's thought a distinction between the poiesis of
life and tbe praxis of alterity that calls for their reintegration for the sake of the
life denied to the marginalized Other, there is, by contrast, in the latest version of
Habermas's noncriticaJ theory, particularly in his Between Facts and Norms and
the earlier The Theory ofCommunicative Action, a sharp diremption of the poiesis
of meaning from the praxis of validity.
According to Habermas, the production of meaning is particularizing. But such
fragmenting and centrifugal tendencies are countered by the universalizable (and
centralizing) tendencies of validity claims impl:icit in speech acts.60 Habermas derives the universalizing force of his theory from the latter. On the basis of that
ideal, Habermas rcgards modernity asan unfinished project. Furthermore, he regards the ideaJs of modemity (i.e, as captured by the European Enligbtenment) as
still necessary and desirable for tbe emancipation of humans from unnecessary
forms of repression and domination.
lt seems to me, however, that the uncoupling of discourse theory from the material conditions of life, to use Dussel's tenn, throws into question not only the
effectiveness of tbe theory of communication elaborated by Habermas (is it criticul?) but also the validity of the tbeory itsclf (is it true?). It is interesting how for
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Habermas the situation is otherwise once the linguistic turn has taken place.61 In
his opinion the "recasting" of practical reason in terms of communicative rationality preserves the issues of precommunicative practical reason without the latter' s naive nonreliance on social science. However, Habermas assumes an independent history of ideas that leads presumably to bis conclusions thus collapsing
issues of meaning and validity.62
This presupposition would render DusseJ's questions regarding the connection between modernity and its sacrificial myth a purely empirical question to
be resolved by retranslating them into the consensus theory of truth proposed
by Habermas, and whicb Dusse l must accept in order to have a hearing. lronically, Habermas wants us to simply take for granted the independent and dematerialized history of philosophical ideas that lead eventually to his own linguistic tum.63
The transformation of practica! reason into what was to become eventually the
communicative reason developed first by Apel and then by Habermas himself assumes a philosophical movement independent from social conditions, unless one
assumes a progressivist movement in society, as Habermas himself does with tbe
notion of a progressive rationalization of communicative structures and a scientific decoupling of reason from the tradition: "basic psychological and sociological concepts can be interwoven because the perspectives projected in them of an
autonomous ego and an emancipated society reciprocally require one another."64
The reader may find this analogy between social formation and normative levels
of maturity peculiarly suspicious, not only because of the very un-Freudian transformation of Freudian psychoanalysis into a transparent ego ideal but also because of the obvious implications regarding relations between different cultures
and social classes. Yet we have to keep in mind Habermas's musings regarding
"Occidental reason."
We are implicitly connecting a claim to universality with our Occidental unáerstanding of the world. In detennining the significance of this claim, it would be well to draw
a comparison with the myth.ical understanding of the world. In archaic societies myths
fulfill tbe unifying function of worldviews in an exemplary way-they permeate life
practice.. .. Toe degree of rationality of worldviews evidently does not vary with the
stage of cognitive development of the individuals who orient their action within them.
Our point of depanure has to be that adult members of primitivc tribal societies can acquire basically the same formal operations as the members of modero societies, even
though the higher-level competences appear less frequently and more selectively in
them; that is, they are applied in more restrictive spheres of life.65

Habermas then goes on to show, in a lengthy discussion of Weber's theory of
rationalization and the "disenchantment of the cultural tradition," how in fact the
West has a "high rationalization potential" by contrast to the Orient's "low rationalization potential."66 In addition to being a good source of raw materials, the
Orient must have indeed been a burden calling with the seductive force of ali her
wiles the military representatives of universal reason " back to Ma ndaJay."67 But
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this post-Weberian attempt to look at the transition from community ordering to
societal ordering in presumably nonbureaucratic ways does end up assuming the
philosophical necessity to embrace a noncritical theory (i.e., a theory that refuses
to question its own particular interests unless it is done in its own particular
terms68) because of the philosophical invalidity of critical theory, insofar as this
latter embraced the rationality of a content, or what Dussel would call the "materiality of life."
However, questions remain about the generalizability of the theory of a praxis
validity claims itself and, to that extent, of the wisdom of a complete linguistic
tum as well, unless we maintain open the possibility, as Dussel does, that the
production of meaning affects the claims to validity of speaking subjects . It may
not be justifiable to maintain that the production of meaning represents a historical (horizontal) dimension, while the praxis ofvalidity is presented as solely occupying a metacultural (vertical) dimension. lt is precisely the threat of an imposition of meaning that accounted for the force of critiques of the (other)
subject (i.e., in Stirner, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche) and the "collective subject"
(in Marx).
The decoupling of the praxis of validity claims from the material basis of existence (including, of course, the production of rneaning) raises serious questions
about d iscourse theory. Jt begs the question to clairn that discourse theory surpasses the divide between "factic ity" and "validity" because of what amounts to
its self-referential interest. Self-referential interests can only be tested when the
Other as Other interrupts the isolated reference to themselves. Does this mean
that the Other has to accept the rules of the game in order to play with validity?
Has not the Other as Other brought into question that self-referentiality? What
would it mean to include the Other in the language game? lt seems to me that the
possibility of that dialogue was present in the early works of Habermas in which,
paradoxically, the interest of reason in itself was based on the presumed universality of reason expressed in human "quasi-transcendental" interests. But then it
was possible to question that reason and its interest in emancipation by an examination of the poiesis that gave rise to its content. Now it is no longer necessary
to raise that issue. All roads presumably lead to the North Atlantic, and it is a
purely empírica! question why it is that now-discursive reason 's interest in itself
arose first in the West. The strange lack of self-criticism in the latest Habermas
reduces itself to an accusation that the Other does not have the cultural resources
to criticize discourse theory.
The development of constitutional democracy along the celebrated "North Atlantic"
path has certainly provided us with results worth preserving, but once those who do
not have the good fortune to be heirs of the Pounding Fathers turn to their own traditions, they cannot find criteria and reasons that would aUow them to distinguish
what is worth preserving from what should be rejected.69
In particular, Habermas's recent assertion that it is possible to channel "the
ghetto'' to "society's norms" not only expresses the infelicitous representation
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of th e ghetto as the nonsocial, but also it ta.kes away ali responsibility from
Habermas's own version of the "social" (presumably the ideal speech situation
implicit in liberal legal theory) ata time when the issue is not the rechanneling
but the transformation of channels, not the validity of discourse theory but its
effectiveness .7º
In fact, the vcry ineffectiveness of discourse theory may be indicative of a
more serious problem: Its interest in the preservation of discourse modes that
benefit the real material conditions of existence of smaJI sectors and social classes
in societies both at the center and at the periphery of the world-system. H so, then
discourse theory functions as a cloa.k to disguise the preservation of a particularistic poiesis of meaning and privilege. Discourse theory has become the new
world order's "point d'honneur, its enthusiasm, its moral sanction, its solemn
completion, its universal ground for consolation and justification."71
In contrast to a linguistic tura tbat privileges "what-is," Dussel's analectics
seeks to show how exclusion and domination are produced by the very praxis of
modernity, which I develop in the following section.

THE CENTER/ PERIPHERY DISTINCTION
This issue occupies a prominent place in Dussel's "philosophy of liberation."
Gilberto Pérez Yillacampa has stressed how Dussel's move toward the redefinition of the Other as living labor brings the Latin American problematic of dependence into the process of world history. Dussel 's "Latin American reading" of
Marx, says Pérez Villacampa,
shows how [Dussel] now brandishes Marx as a critic of tbe totalitariaa culture tbat
has justified the negation of the other, while before [in bis earljer writingsJ he excluded Latín America from the historico-universal process because he consídered
Marx a representative of eurocentered ontological thought.72

Much as the exteriority of Schelling's conception of the positive served as a
met.aphor for the reconstruction of Marx 's economic theory on the basis of the notion of exteriority, Wallerstein 's reconstruction of the meaning of historical capitalism is central to Dussel's reconstruction of a Marxist dependency theory. According to Wallerstein, we must discard the progressivist model of historical
development that has distorted many Marxist theories of development. Addressing both the transítion to capitalism and to socialism, Wallerstein argues that
the image ofhistorical capitalism having arisen vía the overthrow of a backward arístocracy by a progressive bourgeoisie is wrong. Instead, tbecorrect basic image is that
historical capitalism was brought into existence by a landed aristocracy which transfonned itself into a bourgeoisie because the old system was disintegrating.... If this
new ímage is correct however, it radically arnends our perception of t.he present tran-
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sition from capitalism to socialism, from a capitalist world-economy to a social
world-order. Up to now, the 'proletarian revolution' has been modelled, more or less,
on the 'bourgeois revolution'. As the bourgeoisie overthrew the aristocracy, so the
proletariat would ovcrthrow the bourgeoisie. This analogy has been the fundamental
building block of the strntegic action of the world sociafü;t movement.73

This model has been influential in Marxist circles, including dependency circles, that, first, saw history as progressing toward socialism on the basis of a
model of successively dominant collective class subjects (not much unlike
Hegel's conception of the development of the "objective Spirit" along the succession of dorninant nation-states),74 and, second, saw a national subject, a people, assume the role of both the national bourgeoisie and thc national proletariat
in the poor countries because of the incapacity of both to carry out the tasks of
development. Although Dussel has often spoken in terms of the "people,'' he has
done it in the terms of an analectics of exteriority that also attempts to respond
against the charges of populism in his theory.75 Tt seems to me that Dussel first
developed the notion of a popular exteriority (under the influence of Levinas and
the social tasks and demands of the Argentine situation during the 1960s and
1970s),76 enriched that conception of exteriority through his Schellingian and
Judeo-Christian reading of Marx's conception of living labor, and finally synthesized the two through, in part, Wallerstein 's theory of world systems.77
Nonetheless, Pérez Villacampa is partially right. Dussel's rereading of Marx
links his ethics of the 1970s to a critica! tbeory of dependency that recovers
Marxism for Latin America and, ultimately, a new ethics of the Other for capitalist globalization. His search for the origins of dependency theory in Marx 's own
project is important for the legitimation of dependency theory in Latin American
Marxist cu-eles. Apparently, it is one of the two major purposes of Dusscl's work
on Marx, the other being, as noted above, the reinterpretation of Marx's theory of
labor along analectical lines. But it is nota purpose isolated from Dussel's philosophy ofliberation. In fact, the conceptualization of dependency theory and that
of his ethics share sorne very profound similarities, which raises an important
question: Was Marx's theory implicitly a dependency theory?
Dependency theory may be defined in general and simplistic terms as follows:
1t is an antidevelopmentalist theory that describes a system of colonial and, later,
ncocolonial underdevelopment (and distorted or uneven deveJopment) in the
t:ountries and regions of what carne to be called the Third World. The theory
cluims that this system ofunderdevelopment and distorted development was produced and reproduced by the pattems of domination that the countries of the cenll•r (or the colonialist and neocolonialist countries) imposed on the Third World
10 augment the wealth of the capitalist class of the center countries (whether of
i:olonial times or of neocolonial and postcolonial times). The consequence of this,
uccording to the theory, is a development in the peripheral countries that is subordinate to the needs and interests of the capitalist .class of the center countries
llllU <loes not respond to the needs and interests of the people of the periphery (ex-
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cept, often enough, the indigenous bourgeoisie).78 Instead, what characterizes the
social and economic situation of the periphery is high unemployment and low
salaries for those employed (including those employed in the new factories producing export products) and generalized poverty.
Tbus little changes with every tum of the wheel of intemational capitalism. In
fact, if we add to the description of dependency what is going on today we can
discover more of the same, significantly in those countries that have assumed
most fully tbe neoliberaJ project of development: the concentration of capital in
advanced technologies, the colJapse of unproductive medium and small capital
companies, monetarist policies to reduce income in order to counter inflationary
pressures, and a sharper concentration of wealth with a widening gap between
rich and poor.
Dependency theory is also a critique of developmentalism, namely, of the beLief prevalent then (and now) among bourgeois economic circles that underdeveloped countries only need economic development along the lines of the already
developed nations and regions of the world in order to attain social welJ-being.
Dependeotists, however, argued that the linear model of development offered by
economic planners and advisers erred in two important ways. First, the developmentalist linear model of development assumed a time line of development with
the developed countries at one end of the line and the underdeveloped and developing countries at the other end, moving (if moving at ali) inexorably toward developed status. But such a characterization of the process conveniently glossed
over the marked differences in wealth, consumption of resources, and quality of
life-a gap between rich and poor that was growing ever broader. Second, developmentalist theory is blind to the "development of underdevelopment" that is
produced by the development imposed by the capitalist countries of the center.79
In general, dependency theory refers to the interna! character of dependence of a
socioeconomic system on another. It is irnportant to stress the intemalized character of the dependence. lt is not an externa! domination of one country or system by another. Instead, the domination and the exploitation of one country by
another are intrasysternic: they are part of the system of dependence. In my opinion, the dependence does not have to be cotemúnous solely with a capitalist system; pattems of intemalized dependence may atise in other socioeconornic systems, for instance, in the extinct Soviet bloc. Hence, a critique of dependence and
of domination based on the internalization of dependence pattems need not be a
critique of capitalism.
But Marx's critique was a critique of capitalism. Does it mean that a dependency theory is not possible as part of that critique? Not at all, but they are not
identical. Marx's critique of capitalism includes an implicit critique of irnperialism and colonialism, but only within the context of capitalist development. But it
is not true that Marx treats colonized and neocolonized countries as countries that
could not develop any longer except outside the capitalist sphere. However, the
most visible currents of dependency theory in Latin America have asserted, often
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under the exigency of the revolutionary conditions of the 1960s and 1970s, that

if dependency theory has an aspect without which it is not dependency theory any
longer, that aspect is the hypothesis that the "peripheral" countries have exhausted their Iines of development within the system of dependence to which they
belong. In this way, Latin American dependency theory was able to draw as well
from the "Latin American Marxism" ofthe Peruvian José Carlos Mariátegui, who
had asserted as early as the l 920s that Latin American development was no
longer possible under the sphere of influence of capitalism. Referring to the
agrarian situation in Peru during the mid-1920s, Mariátegui wrote in 1926 that
bourgeois solutions to tbe economic problems of the Peruvian countryside were
no longer feasible.
In keeping with my ideological position, 1 believe that the moment for attempting the
liberal, individualisc method in Peru has already passed. Aside from reasons of doctrine, I consider that our agrarian problem has a specia1 character due to an indisputable and concrete factor: the survival of the Indían "community" and of elements
of practical socialism in indigenous agriculture and life.!!O

That view may complement Marx's view, and that is precisely what most dependentists have tried to do. But Dussel goes further. He develops dependency
theory nondevelopmentally from Marx's own theoretical project after having
transformed Marx's fundamental project as one built.from andfor the salce ofthe
exteriority of living labor.
Thus any account of Dussel's development of dependency theory must be prefaced with the awareness that Dussel is critica! of "historicist" and "phenomenalist'' theories of dependency in Latin America that ultirnately became, in distilled
form, the mainstream social theory about Latin America in Europe and the United
States. Thus Gary W. Wynia's The Politics of Latin American Development summarizes a very "un-Marxian" dependency theory when he simply states that it is a
theory that holds that "domestic and intemational structures are inseparable"81 and
that military regimes during the 1960s and 1970s were the result of the requirements of dependent development and for the sake of the stable relations among
multinationals, large domestic industry, and the state.82 Similarly, Francis
Fukuyama assumes such a phenomenalist account of dependency in his neocorporativist critique of dependency theory in The End of History and the Last Man.l/3
While Dussel provides a sophisticated critique of other currents of dependency
theory in Latín America, he simultaneously articulates a conception of dependency theory that brings together Marx's economic works, Wallerstein's hypothesis of the world-system, and Dussel's own dialectical analectics. Regarding depcndency theory, Dussel finds historicist works wanting precisely for the
undcrdevelopment of the conceptual categories necessary for understanding depcndency, namely, "categories as fundamental as value, price of production, or
transference of surplus value." 84 But Dussel criticizes those views that regard depcndency theory as merely an application of Marxism; Marx's theory was nota
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finished project: "to assign us only an 'application' of an unfinished theory-such
as Marx's-would be to define ourselves within an unacceptable 'cultural and
scientiftc dependence. "'R5 Yet Dussel argues against thc view that a Marxist dependency theory is impossible because dependency theory stresses "national contradictions," whereas Marxism stresses "class contradictions." This position was
taken by Latín American social theorists such as Agustín Cueva and was also assumed by Marxist theoreticians in the United States.86 Thus, for instance, in the
same year that Cueva wrote his essay, Elizabeth Dore and John Weeks wrote a
critica! essay trying to show the categorial incompatibility of Marxist economics
and dependency theory. Of course, it is true that while Marx did see possibilities
of socialist revolution in sorne "peripheral" countries, he did not think: that they
had exhausted the lines of their socioeconomic development with.in capitalism;
that would have been a wrong-headed position, and Marx never took it. But Dore
and Weeks did not rest on the historically anecdotal; instead, they tried to show
that a dependency theory which assumes such a stand is implicitly stating that
"inequality among countries is not the result of capitalism itself, but of a 'country' Josing 'its' surplus."87 lf so, Marx's critique of capitalism, as a critique of the
"exploitation of labor in the social fonn of labor power (free wage labor)"88 by a
class of capitalists, rather than a country, becomes de trop. Whether Marx's critique is still adequate or not is another issue. However, a theory of dependency
that claims to embrace Marx's own theory would be hard-pressed to show, if
Cueva and Weeks and Dore had been right , that dependent capitalism is dependent because of the extraction of its surplus by a country rather than a social class.
Dussel wants to show (against Cueva and, therefore, against theories such as
Weeks and Dore's) that class and national contradictions are dialectically connected and, therefore, inclusive of each other. Dussel cites Marx on that issue:
"From the fact that profits may be below surplus value it follows that nations can
continuously exchange between them . . . without thereby obtaining egua! profits
... except that in this case it does not happen in the same measure as between
capitalist and laborer."89
Dussel tries to derive dependency theory from the Marxist theory of surplus
value. It should be stressed that the Marxist theory of surplus value used by
Dussel is the one he develops in his reading of the Marxist concept of living labor.
As I stated in the previous section, there are Schellíngian and religious metaphors
implicit in that reading. However, it is a mistake to carry that metaphor too far. Tf
we did, we would simply transform Dussel's own dependency theory into an undifferentiable affirmation of a metaphysical positivity that is always other than
the totality of wbat-is. Dussel's critique of developmentalism is a nuanced recovery of a nondevelopmentalist Marx anda critique of merely sociological and historicist accounts of dependency and exteriority. Thus we must move beyond the
Schellingian inspiration and, as I said above, we must keep in mind tbe influence
on hjs thought of social theorists such as Wallerstein.
Whether in terms of classical theories of imperialism, or more contemporary
ones such as dependency theory, social formation, excentric, hybridization mod-
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els, and so on,90 ali those theories seem to share what Baran and Sweezy called
more than thirty years ago the "hunger of the multinational corporations for maximum Lebensraum. " 91 Ifl am right regarding my interpretation of D ussel, f think
that he would add that multinationals look for "living space" because they need
living labor for their profits. lt is with Dussel's own recovery of the "economic"
Marx for dependency theory that I am now concerned.
According to Marx, capital is created from the use of surplus labor. To the extent, however, that more and more capital is converted into constant capital, the
rate of profit goes down. It is arguable that the decrease in the rate of profit has
been countered by the superprofits obtained by multinational capital through the
exploitation of cheap labor in the peripheral countries, although rapid technological changes and the creation of value by new technologies is, oddly enough, not
considered by Dussel. However, there is little evidence for thinking that the reason for the superprofits lies in the fact that there is more living labor in peripheral labor than in the labor of tbe central countries. 1n fact, there would be less
abstract social labor in the labor of the peripheral countries than in that of the central countries precisely because of the relatively low productivity of the labor of
the peripheral countries due, in large part, to the use of less productive technologies and, therefore, a lesser organic composition of capital. There is no paradox
here. O r it is as rnuch of an apparent paradox as the one exploded by Marx in
Capital: It is not the quantity of labor power that measures the values of commodities, but rather the quantity of socially necessary labor. The quantity of socially necessary labor in the peripheral countries allows for the making of large
profits by multinational corporations even when cutting-edge technology is being
used (as is the case witb the "maquiladoras" of peripberal countries, such as Mexico). It is not lhat living labor is producing more value; rather, under conditions
of global capital, labor power in peripheral countries has less reproductive value.
Couple that with lhe monetarist policies that effectively keep workers' incomes
depressed so that there is less inflationary pressure on prices, and it can be seen
that in fact contemporary dependency produces superprofits by reducing what is
sociaJly necessary for workers to live and reproduce. That is accompanied by the
introduction of cutting-edge technologies in both the central and the pe1ipheral
countries.
A passage of great significance for Dussel's own brand of dependency theory
i&tbe following by Marx from the 1863- 1865 Manuscripts.
Tbe fundamental law of capitalist competüion, which política! economy has not yet
understood, namely the law that regulates the general rate of profit and the so-cal led
prices of production detennined by it, bases itself . . . on this difference between the
vafue and the cost price of the co=oclity, as well as on the possibility that arises
from that difference to sell the commodity with a profit and below its value.92

This is significant for Dussel because it establishes the possibil ity of a Marxdependency theory that may establish how it is possible for the imperialist
eounlries of the center to exploit the colonized and neocolonized countries of lhe
11111
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periphery. Thus Dussel says that the contradiction between price and value of the
comrnodity is merely apparent, for
in reality, the difference between the "sales price" (there are rnany types of "prices")
and the value of a commodity is equal in global world capitalism as a whole (or in
the abstract). Only at this level do they coincide, and that is why the Jaw is fulfilled.
In ali other cases, whether concrete or abstract, it is a matter of a distribution of surplus value of a capital that is transferred to another [capital]. Global surplus value
does not change, but what changes is its presence in the individual capital, in the
branch of production, or in the country. Marx is thus able to save the fundamental
principie that living labor produces ali value and surplus value. Every price is
founded on and is derived from sorne value.93

Dussel arrives at this point thus: First, all value and surplus vaJue are objectified living labor. Second, a commodity placed in the market has its "rnarket
vaJue" determined by competition (with other cornmodities); tbus competition
exerts a leveling function by transferring value and surplus value from sorne commodities to others.94 Third, Marx calls "price of production" the process by which
competition equalizes profits between branches and countries and distributes surplus value from sorne capitals to other capitaJs. Fourth, the "price of production"
functions as the center around wbich "market prices" revolve.95 Fifth, market
value explains oscillations in supply and demand, and not vice versa: ultimately,
it is socially necessary labor that determines value and, mediately, market value;
market value determines suppJy and demand; and supply and demand determine
market price.96
Work is always the point of departure and arrival. Furthermore, Marx is interested in
the ethical question, that is, in the degree of exploitation of labor.... If one forgets
about commodity value (as sorne post-Marxisms do, such as is the case with Paul
Sweezy), the categorial link between living labor and price is lost, the law of value
ceases to fulfill its funcúon, and market mechanisms begin to revolve around and
[move] from capit.al itself; Thus capital is fetishlzed and living labor is negated.97

Dussel argues that Marx had decided to write a treatise on competition explaining more fully the movement of surplus value from one capital to another.
For it is by means of competition that surplus value is transferred, distributed, or
leveled off; it does not create value.98
Dussel argues that this type of analysis is more concrete, and under it falls the
issue of foreign commerce and dependency, which would in tura counter the tendency of the rate of profit to fall: "peripheral, underdeveloped, and dependent
capital is exploited by central and developed capital; this exploitation is a compensatory mechanism against the law of the fall of the rate of profit."99
Dussel stresses that for Marx commercial capital, interest, and credit do not
generate value, although the fetishism of capital makes it appear otherwise. Thus
Dussel quotes Marx:
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Toe absurdity of capitalist representation attains here its culminating point, since instead of ex.plaining the valorization of capital by the exploitation of the capacity to
work, it goes on inversely by explaining the productivity of the labor force as if the
latter were also that mystical thing that is called ínterest-bearing capital. uXJ

So far, then, Dussel has presented two basic points in bis reading of Marx's
economic theory: living labor is an exteriority to capital, and dependency theory
shows how surplus value is transferred from peripheral capital to metropolitan
capital. Toe latter requires a rethinking of capitalism, in particular, a move from
on.ilinear to multilinear conceptions of the history of capitalism. Dussel clairns
that Marx begins to do precisely that during the 1870s, when he analyzes the
peasantry and Russian socioeconomic formations .
During the 1870s Marx tackled a problematic of great importance for Latin America,
which may have something to do with his relatively low theoretical fruitfulness [duríng lhat period]. It has to do with the research on less developed capitalist countries,
tbe peasant question, and .. . the issues related to the Russian peasantry. It is possible that Marx finds himself (then] open to a theoretical space that questioned sorne
of the presuppositions of the period preceding 1870, for instance, his use of England
as the model for the study of capital in general, in such a way that he would have
generalized as essential to the concept of capital sorne determinations that were specific to the more developed central capital; perhaps, he should have considered it instead as a case of developed capitalism.101

Thus Dussel attempts to show that there were strains within Marx 's theory that
should lead us to fruitful developments in dependency theory. Although this does
not commit us to say that Marxian theory is a dependency theory, yet the two may
be synthesized in a creative and categorially defensible way.
1 had mentioned above that Dussel's reconceptualization of Marx 's econornic
theory integrates, in addition to dependency theory and dialectical anaJectics, aspects ofWaJlerstein's theory of world systems. 102 Following Wallerstein, Dussel argues that the present world-system arose with the conquest of America. That conquest marked the birth of a new system that led to the eventual collapse of the
interregional system in which Europe was only a periphery to the Mediterranean
African-Arab center. Also, with the establishment of the world-system, the first
world peripheries arose-Latin America and then Asia and Africa. According to
Dussel this marks the birth of modemity, which includes not only Europe but also
what is Other to Europe. Modernity is a global phenomenon, notan intra-European
rhenomenon. Since its origin, the developmentalist and sacrificial paradigms that
lcgitimated not only the view that Western Europe gave rise to the idea of autonlllnY but also the legitirnation of conquest, colonization, and war against the Other
hove been attached to it, like a tumor that is knotted to the nerves of an organism.
Dussel argues that the birth of modemity thus gives rise simultaneously to the
~·en ter and the periphery of the world-system, meaning that modemity is the rise of
b{1th the identity of the system (in this case a global system) and the excluded Other
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qua excluded. It follows, it seems to me, that thc Other, whí le categorially a priori,
is historically a posteriori. Thus it is possible to develop a conception of Dusselian
critique that is grounded also on the notion of the analectical a posteriori.
The notion of the "analectica1 a posteriori" may be a non-Dusselian category, for
it comes close to the ontological díalectical affirmation that the Other arises from
the same. We know that Dussel was critical of ontologizing interpretations of dialectic (at one time, in fact, identifying dialectics w ith ontology). For
Dussel, analectics implies a movement toward an a priori Other. This is so because
Othemess, or alterity, is in Dussel a positive actuality that is beyond a totality, and
thus it is-albeit it is unconceptualizable within the notions of the totality- and
therefore it is not for that totality. What for Hegel would therefore be undialectical
dross, Dussel's Shellingianism constructs as the analectical and positive moment of
the clialectic. Toe a prioricity of the analectical moment for Dussel is exemplified
in his first ethics, in which alterity is typified as an absolute positivity; it is also apparent in his works on Marx in which the other is a metaphysical creator of value
from outside capital and capitalism, and in theological works such as Ethics and
Community in which the metaphysical community is contrasted to the concrete historical society as " alterity" to " sarneness." Finally, a similar metaphysical framework is found in his more recent works, such as lrrvention ofthe Americas and Etica
de la liberación. Thus, for instance, the references to Aztec and Tupí duality in the
first text do point to a notion of analectical a priori as a categorial ground that nourishes Dussel's cultural analysis.103 In the latter work, there is a similar representation of the analectical moment as a priori when Dussel elaborates on the historical
passage from the Neolithic stage 1 to the stage 2 of the early metals as a movement
from duality to a masculine uníty for which difference and plurafjty are constructed
as sin and the fall. 104
It seems to follow that for Dussel, alterity can only be port.rayed as an a priori
positive moment that is denied in ali ontologizing. If so, Eduardo Mendíeta would
seem to be right that Dussel 's thought represents the necessary metaphysical
complement to the politics of discourse ethics. The implication was that not only
did discourse theory stand in need of a metaphysics, but also that Dusselian metaphysics could not be a politics. 1º5
However, it is possible to see in the narrative of the rise of modernity a representation of the analectical moment as a posteriori, insofar as it is created in
the birth o f the new ontology. And yet it is possib le to preserve the Dusselian
critique of ontologizing (and of any ontological dialectics) insofar as the creation of that analectical moment from lhe same is not the exhaustion of its reality. In fact, the O ther as excluded is one of the integral marks of modernity.
In the case of an analectical a priori, the mean ing of alterity is metaphysical
and protohistorical. Tn the case of an analectical a posteriori , alterity is historical, but it is not reducible to " the same" of the ontological totality, for the
same is not productive of the Other. Instead, both the same and the Other account for the development of the reality that in its inception gave birth to the
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same as dominator and the Other as excluded and dominated. The positivity of
the other-in Dussel's Schellingian sense of positivity-rests also on the fact
that it is not reducible to the categories imposed by the same. FinaJly, that positivity is also apparent in that the Other accounts not only for sorne of the negacive aspects of modernity (its ontologizing and sacrificial features) but also
for its liberating "metaphysical" possibilities.
Is the Other "outside" history? O nly in the sense that history has a hegernonic
quality, but not insofar as that history is or can be contested by the periphery to
the hegemonic center. Thus the exteriority of liv ing labor to capital is metasystemic vis-a-vis capital and it is, therefore, a priori to capital. However, it is a posteriori and intrasystemic to capital once it has been integrated into the movement
of capital production, that is, once it has been through the historical expropriation
(e in fig. 11.2) of the instruments of labor by a nonlaboring class (the nascent
bourgeoisie), alienated from tbe laboreras labor power to be bought and used in
the production and creation of value (i.e., the reproduction of its value under the
socially necessary conditions of capitalist production ata given time and the creation of surplus value "from the nothing of capital," as Dussel says). Furthermore,
living labor (LLI in fig. 11.2) is a posteriori and extrasystemíc (or metasystemic)
to capital in the sense that it has a history that precedes the rise of the capitalist
system (CS) and incorporates other past systems (PS), that is, other traditions,
other social relations, and, as is often the case, other (precapitalist) forms of domination and exploitation of labor.
Thus the historicity of human labor (and need and desire) do not preclude its
exteriority to capitalism; on the contrary, it requires it. But it is an exteriority that
is only metasystemic (outside the totality of a particular system) and not meta-

Figure 11.2
Capitalism

Historical Antecedents to the Exteriority of Living Labor under
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LLl: precapitalist living labor; LL2: Living labor under capitalism; L: the
labor power commodity; AL: alienated labor; u-v: use value of labor power;
e•v: exchange value of labor power; e: expropriation of instruments of labor
during rise of capitalism; r: reificatioo of living labor; CS: present capitalist
system; PS: past system
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physical. This distinction is also mcthodologically important, for an analectical a
posteriori reading of exteriority preserves or keeps open the spirit of critique on
the analectical moment. The analectical moment's apparent "positivity" disguises
its own negativity or self-negation. Therein lies the significance of Hegel's critique of an absolute positivity and his view that ali consciousness is "something
that goes beyond lim.its, and since these limits are its own, it is something that
goes beyond itself."106 But this is also, in my view and as I tried to show above,
tbe significance of Marx 's own conception of living labor as, to use Dussel's terminology, a "positive exteriority" 107 vis-a-vis capital, Marx's nicht-Kapital
within the sphere of domination of capital and as itself the negation of precapitalist forms of production. These are the two senses of a posteriori to which I just
referred: First, living labor (LL2 in fig. 11.2) is logically dependent oo capital (C)
insofar as it has become a commodity bougbt and used in the production process
for the production of value and the creation of surplus value; ami, second, it
(LLl) is logically antecedent to capitalism insofar as it has a history of social conditions and precapitalist formations that constitute it.
This effort at a reconstruction of Dusselian critique without an anaJectical a
priori is in part unfair to Dussel, for it should be obvious to anyone that Dussel's
tbought is profoundly inspired by the phenomenology of religious service to humanity. Schutte's early characterization of Dussel's philosophy of liberation as
emphasizing the spatial, in contrast to the more temporalizing philosophy of liberation,108 as we11 as Cerutti Guldberg's categorization of Dussel's philosophy of
liberation as ahjstorical, are true only insofar as Dussel does reject historicist contructions because of their real or imagined tendencies toward hegemony and exclusion. Yet I find it unproductive either to remain bound to the content of
Dussel's early work regarding Marxism, feminism, and homosexuality orto be
suspicious about the theological and religious aspects apparent in his work. For
religious experience and faith do not exclude critique nor does Dussel 's concepúon of the a prioricity of the analectical moment proscribe its construction as an
a posteriori and yet irreducible moment of history.
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See Domenico Jervolfoo, in bis "Per una filosofia della liberazione da] punto di vista cosmopolitico," Anthropos 180 (September-October 1998): 74-80, 75. Finally, regarding
Kusch, see Rodolfo Kusch, Esbozo de una antropología filosófica americana (Buenos
Aires: Ediciones Castañeda, 1978). In this work, Kusch develops an "ontology of the
poor" on the basis of testimonials andan ethoography informed by Heideggerian thinking
(p. 37) and the estar, rather than ser, of the (Latín) American (p. 92).
77. For Wallerstein 's influential text on Dussel, see Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern
World System, 2 vols. (New York: Academic, 1974).
78. l am grateful to the North American econornist David Andrews of Cazenovia College for this essential and importan! clarification (David Andrews, e-mail to author, 28
August 1999).
79. Horacio Cerutti Guldberg, Filosofía de la liberación latinoamericana, 2d ed. (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1992); Gustavo Gutiérrez, A Theology of Liheration,
trans. Caridad Inca and John Eagleson (Maryknoll, N .Y.: Orbis, 1988) l6ff., 5lff. (15th anniversary edition); and André Gunder Frank, Lumpenburgues(a: Lwnpendesarrollo (Mexico: Series Popular Era, 1974), 13-14, 33.
80. José Carlos Mariátegui, Seven lnterpretive Essays on Peruvian Reality, trans.
Marjory Urquidi (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1971), 33.
81. Gary W. Wynia, The Politics of Latín American Development, 2d ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984), 127.
82. lbid., 130.
83. Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the La:.·t Man (New York: Avalon,
1992), 99-103. This work by Fukuyama is notable principally for its attempt to ground
predatory capitalism (so-called Liberal democracy and free-market econornics) on what
amounts to cultural corporativism or a "community" feeling of solidarity for vertical (i .e ..
unequal) structures in "posthistorical" societies. See Fukuyama, E11d of liis1ory, 237, 3 J8.
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326-27, 334-35, 338 for Fukuyama on civil rights, posthistorical adventures of "noble
warriors" in "historical" societies, and the legitimation of "megalothyrnia."
84. Dussel, Hacia un Marx desconocido, 324.
85. lbid., 326.
86. lbid., 328.
87. John Weeks and Elizabeth Dore, "International Exchange and the Causes of Backwardness," Latín American Perspectives 21, nú. 2 (1979): 66.
88. lbid., 65.
89. Marx, Grundrisse, cited in Dussel, Hacia un Marx desconocido, 328.
90. For a review of the literature, see Patrick Wolfe's review essay "History and lmperialism: A Century of Theory from Marx to Postcolonialism," American Historical Review, April 1997, 388-420.
91. PauJ A. Baran and Paul. M . Sweezy, "Notes on the Theory of lmperialism," in
Economic lmperialism, ed. Kenneth E. Boulding and Tapan Mukerjee (Ann Arbor: Un.iversity of Michigan Press, 1972), 170. This essay appeared originally in Monthly Review,
March 1966.
92. Cited in Dussel, El último Marx, 74.
93. Ibid.
94. Ibid., 75.
95. Ibid., 76.
96. Ibid., 77.
97. Ibid., 77-78.
98. Ibid., 81-82.
99. lbid., 85.
100. !bid., 116.
101. lbid., 133- 34. See also 238ff.
102. Immanuel Wallerstein, Tlie Modem World System: Capitalist Agriculture and the
Origin of the Europear1 World-Economy in the Sixteenth Century (New York: Academic,
1974), 1:346ff.
103. Dussel, lnvention of the Americas, 84-85.
104. Dussel, Etica de la liberación, 33.
105. Eduardo Mendiet.a, "Discourse Ethics and Liberation Ethics: At the Boundaries of
Moral Theory," Philosophy and Social Criticism 21, no. 4 (1995): 111-26, 121.
106. G. F. W. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A. V. Miller (Oxford: Clarendon,
1977), 51.
I07. Dussel, Hacia un Marx desconocido, 368.
108. Ofelia Schutte, "Crisis de identidad occidental y reconstrucción latinoamericana,"
Nuestra América 4, no. 11 (1984): 61-68, 63.
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Power/Knowledges in the Colonial Unconscious:
A D ialogue between Dussel and Foucault
Linda Martín Alcoff

Enrique Dussel and Michel Foucault would no doubt have made an odd couple- the global ethicist and the principled localist-but both have brought power
and domination center stage to any discussion of ethicaJ norms, discursive rules,
and even methods ofjustification. And there is an audible echo in their respective
critiques of tbe Habermasian style of political theory for its complete inattention
to the realm of tbe concrete, the material, and tbe embodied. [t is also the case,
though notas widely known, that Foucault no less than Dussel attempted to contribute directly and actively to revolutionary movements. 1
Nonetbeless, there are significant lines of demarcation. Dussel 's patience with
postmodernism seems to have come to an end, wbereas, although Foucault hated
labels, his work resonates with, and in fact has helped to define, the postmodern
sensibilities that hold the Enlightenment and its Marxist critics in equal disdain.
In contrast, Dussel criticizes postmodernism as being ineffective in its critical
goals andas a mere diversion from the fundamental crisis of our time!¡_ (of which
the crisis of reason identified by the postmodemists is only an offshoot) economic globalization and its resultant global genocide. In Dussel's view, postmodemism's epistemological skepticism excuses the refusal to risk interpreting
the needs of the disenfranchised. Foucault, for his part, would no doubt have been
borrified at the global sweep in which Dussel casts bis universal claims, the absoluteness with which he declares bjs claims to be valid, and the very project to
develop and defend universal ethical norms.
AJJ of this is obvious. Still, I want to ask a question that has a less than obvious answer: Might there be a productive dialogue between the two, even if occasionally volatile? A reason for thinking so is that, despite tbeir significant differences, Dussel and Foucault can be viewed as having complementary projects, the
one developing an immanent critique of European discursive regimes, tbe otber
developing an extemal critique from the perspective of the victims of these
regimes in the Third World. While Foucault reveals the ways in which subjects
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are constituted within various modem European institutions, Dussel reveals the
myths of modemity through which the colonized Othcr continues to be construed.
One looks inward, whereas the other looks from the outside, so to speak. In a
sense, both are transmodern: normatively reflective about the local conditions of
ali thought.
In tbfa chapter l imagine a dialogue between thc two across these different positions. I argue that, in fact, the complementarity of their projects might allow
each to offer significant help to tbe other. The point is not that either Foucault or
Dussel should drop his own agenda in favor of the other's, but that certain aporías in each philosopher's work could be resolved without sacri:ficing their own
central theses by making use of certain arguments of the other. l argue that
Dussel, in particular, could sidestep sorne recurrent objections his critics have
been making about his homogenizcd construction of "the oppressed" and its epistemically privileged status by the employment of Foucault's concept of subjugated knowledges.
The following sections of this chapter explore certain difficulties in each
philosopher's work that could benefit from and perhaps even be resolved by a
cross-pollination. In regard to Foucault, I explore how an attentiveness to colonialism and the formulation of an ethical hermeneutics, such as Dussel employs
it, would have ( 1) allowed him to reconcile the obvious normative undercurrents
in his work with his epistemological thesis that knowledge is always counected
to power and (2) expanded and deepened his analysis of the deployment of
biopower and its regulatory regimes conceming populations. J also use Dussel's
work to explore why it is that Foucault's own discourse replicated a colonial unconscious, as critics such as Ann Laura Stoler have demonstrated, despite his sophisticated understanding of theory's relation to power. In regard to Dussel, I
consider how Foucault's account of power/knowledge might ( 1) bolster his justificatory strategies and epistemic claims, thus making them more plausible, and
(2) help him avoid the reifications of identity that sorne critics have alleged. A
coverage of these issues in no way exhausts the potentially fruitful topics of conversation between the two but is more than enough for a single chapter. I begin
with Foucault.2

FOUCAULT'S COLONIAL UNCONSCIOUS

It is uscful in this context to begin by considering the debate over Foucault's
postmodemism. Sorne have even wondered whether it makes sense to call
Foucault a poststructuralist, much less a postmodemist: his writing up to The Archaeology of Knowledge is unquestionably structuralist. Although his focus
changed after that work, whether he ever repudiated the earlier approach is dubious.3 Clearly, Foucault rejected tbe existence of stable, cross-cultural, deep underlying structures that could be named and grouped and applied to any society,
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ala Lévi-Strauss. bul to tbe extent that structures can be understood as horizontal and shallow ruthcr than fundamental and deep he was a structuralist about
knowledge, power, and experieoce.
The debate ovcr Foucault's postmodernism, a debate to which he contributed,
however obliqucly, shortly before his death, has not been as easy to resolve.4 The
normative thrust of Foucault's examioations, as well as the fact that his project
was a pursuit of self-awareness, makes his overall oeuvre appear continuous with
the modemism one can find in the early Frankfurt School. And he h imself strikes
a conciliatory note with the critica] modemjsm of Kant when he suggests that tbe
Aujkliirung aimed toward a "critica! ontology of ourselves" and is best conceived
as "an attitude, an ethos, a philosophical life in whlch the critique of what we are
is at one and tbe sarne time the histo1ical analysis of tbe lirnits imposed on us and
an experiment with the possibility of going beyond them."5 Foucault aJso pointed
out that to tbe extent that modernity is an "attitude" rather than a period of history, an attitude that involves a critica! de-reification of the present that entails the
attendant project to produce oneself, chis attitude must be equally applied to the
Enlightcnment. Tn one sense, then, Foucault may be taken as the first (or perhaps
second, following Nietzsche) consistent modernist, given the fact that his very relationship to modernism was recognizably contingent.
Toe usual charges that philosophers of the critica] theory persuasion, which ineludes Dussel , make against postmodernism-that it consists of unceasing negativity and relativism, that it disables reason in any fonn, that it deemphasizes the
political and economic in favor of the exclusively culturaJ-cannot be directed
against Foucault. He offered the most important unveiling and interna! critique of
the methods and effects of modem European domination written in thls century,
training a generation of theorists to look at the disciplines of the body, the finality of sexual identities, and the slippery decenteredness of power for tbe ways in
which modero Europeanized subjects are yoked to the wheel of political and cultural normativity by new, less easily visible, but no less tyrannicaJ, ropes and tethers. Though his own aporías fai led to produce a useful discourse of liberation that
might extend globally, Foucault gaJvanized new developments in feminism, cultural theory, and social science that began to imagine how a different future rnight
be reaJized.
Thus Dussel's general charges against postmodernism do not apply to
Foucault . lt is interesting to compare Habermas 's criticisms of Foucault in this regard, which are surprisingly weak but typical of the tenor of much of this perspective on Foucault, arguing that because Foucault understands knowledge and
power as always connected, he thereforc collapses knowledge to power, evacuating ali epistemic criteria from efficacy in judgment.6 But a necessary connection
between power and knowledge <loes not cntail a collapse of knowledge to mere
power unless one holds, li.ke the positivists but certainly unlike Habermas in rus
othe r work, that knowledge, to count as knowledge, must be made pure of ali political conccm.7 Still. Foucault has di fficulty in explaining how his own no rma-
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tive interests (however implicit) can be reconci led with an account of
power/knowledge. The problem is not that epistemic criteria play no role but that
normativity would seem to require a resignation to discipline once again, the reinstatement of a self-policing mechanism by which Western societies divert resistance. For this reason, Foucault never addressed explicitly or reflected on the
obvious nonnative undercurrents in his work. Acknowledging their very existence would threaten the viability of his archaeological and genealogical methods
as he understood them. 8
But once we look at this problem from Dussel's point of view, the solution to
this contradiction at the heart of Foucault's work is obvious. Foucault's fundamental mistake is to collapse the sphere of norms into the sphere of norrnativity.
That is, he retreats from norms because he mistakenly thinks they are always involved in normativity: the disciplinary practices of the Confessional, the Panopticon, the self-help manual, ali of which produce a self-loathing that can be assuaged only through mastering the techniques of disciplined action. Moral norms,
his followers continue to mistakenly believe, are always norms of disciplinary•
practice.9
However, it is possible to set out a concept of the good, and oblígate the individual toward action, but without the norrnalizing, pathologizing, or disciplining
effects of the norms of the modem subject, which are produced and ingenuously
enforced in contemporary capitalism. Dussel's material ethical principle, for example, demands that we work to sustain life and work to create social conditions
in which such work can be effective, but he does not say bow, when, or where.
Unlike doctrinal Christianity, liberation theology in Dussel 's interpretation outlines no weekly rituals to perform and, unlike modem-day sexual discourses, it
implies no types or categories of the nonnormative. "Sin" is not about practices I
may perfonn or fail to perform but about institutionalized domination.10 Dussel
rejects the "social morality" that is focused on individual action and argues instead for the creation of ethical communities, that is, communities without the exploitation of labor, the destrnction of the earth, and the systematic production of
poverty, malnutrition, and famine.
Dussel condemns not individuals so much as global systems, impossibly large
and diffuse, which are more correct targets for moral outrage than the individual
acts that modem moral philosophy often condemns out of context, oblivious to
social location. Dussel's target is what Foucault might have called the historical
a priori of the present, both tbe material-structural and the narrative-cultural
background that makes possible the ongoing global genocide of starvation, deprivation, and war. His ethics resernbles the types of strategies that Foucault suggested we pursue which airn toward the disarticulation between power and current truth regimes. Because he is not an individualist, Dussel does not direct his
ethics toward prescribing and proscribing individual practice: he recognizes that
it is the material-structural background that yields possibilities of action. Moreover, like Levinas, Dussel locales the moral viewpoint in an exte riority, a sitc of
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incomprehensibility to the present discourses, a site that thus commands no regulatory regime. Foucault's exposure and critique of disciplined practices and subjectivities similarly aims to uncover wbat cannot be thought in the present regime
in order to produce new subjectivities, new resistances.
Thus neither Foucault nor contemporary Foucauldians need forgo his critique
of normativity in order to embrace Dussel's norms. They can maintain the critique of disciplinary normativity as a principie feature of contemporary Western
societies while distinguishing normativity from norms, understanding that the
disciplinary normativity that Foucault analyzed does not exhaust the realm of the
normative or the possibilities for norrns.
Moreover, Foucault's account of power/knowledge need not be sacrificed either. Dussel's moral pronouncements have the air of absoluteness about them, but
they are not founded in any epistemically transcendental realm by which mortals
can grasp the outlines of the infi nite. I share to sorne exteot the worry of critics
who fear that Dussel's project works to reify the poor and absolutize his epistemic
perspective, as l explain in thc next scction. But this problem does not emerge because he posits the Ding-an-sich or denies that power and value permeate ali
judgment.
Rather, lik:e Marx, Dussel grounds norms not in a value-free science but in, aod
directed toward, the material, concrete lite of the oppressed. And he disallows
norms whose application exceeds technical and empirical possibility. This approach provides an immanent and contextual rather than a transcendental basis of
justification, even though it then produces global imperatives. Dussel explicitly
and forcefully rejects the abstract generalizations about justice one gets from, for
example, Rawls, precisely because such generalizations ignore and eveo deny the
material context of their enunciation. He has argued for a philosophy and an
ethics of liberation and, in effect, a theory of injustice because these alone are relevant to a Third World context. Thus Dussel appeals to grounds that are hardly
neutral polüically: it is the condition of oppression itself that carries within it the
norms conveyed by Dussel's system of ethics. ln this sense, the moral knowledge
Dussel claims is indissolubly connected to relations of power and is aware of its
own historicity.
Toe second issue I listed above concerned Foucault's anaJysis of the deployment of biopower, or the realm concerned with the regulation of populations and
their sexuality. Although Foucault did address the creation of racialized bodies
and the gencalogy of racism, he did not approach the theoretical analysis of
biopower through any type of connection with colonized subjects or the regulatory regimes of sexuality first instituted in the colonial encounter. He understood
correctly that biopower and racism are co-constitutive, that the regulatory control
of populations was bound up with the systems of hierarchical classification that
worked through the new biological discourses of race. Thus it is even more surprising tbat be neglected to explore the relation of the regimes of power/knowledge that he located in modernity with colonialism.
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It is true that Foucault's conceptual explanation of discursive formations inspired other theorists working in the history of colonialism to develop novel accounts of the role of knowledges in the colonial project and also to explore the
ways in which disciplinary practices that became widespread in Western Europe
in the eighteenth century were preceded by techniques devcloped in the
colonies. 11 And one might be tempted to say that although his work made possible sorne such accounts, this was simply not Foucault's project. One cannot fault
a philosopher for failing to take up every politically importan! project, especially
not someone like Foucault, who contributed such an extensive, varied, and rich
corpus to social theory.
The problem with Foucault's work on biopower, however, is that this omission
affects thc vcry core of bis claims. Foucault alleges that the modem tactics of
power are characterited by the move from premodem forms of powcr, which
were organized toward repression and cxclusion, to modem forms of power,
which are organized around proliferation and expansion, or the move from the
sword, which threatens life, to the norm that takes charge of it.12 Repression remains an aspect of the modem tactics of power, but it is not its motive force or
central organizing principie. Power has moved toward modes of gencration and
dcvelopment in which the attempt to proh.ibit certain actions is replaced by a long
list of necessary actions to be performed. However, recent theorists of colonialism have established that the true "laboratories of modernity" existed not in Western Europe but in the colonies, where masses of iodigenous peoples were ruled
by small mioorities of Europeans. There the disciplinary regimes of bourgeois
lifc, the self-discipline and self-control arranged on the basis of various behavioral norms, were first developed quite by necessity. Foucault does not consider
this in his account of the modem form of power. Will proliferations and norms
continue to be the central concepts necessary for undcrstanding the circulations
of power in such a wider context? In particular, where is the analysis of alterity
as the formative ground of modemity, the threat whose alarming cntry into European cosmographies after the encounter with the New World engendered the very
concept of a normative humanity by which the Other might be denied thc means
to live?
Dussel identifies the defining myth of modernity as the claim that European
culture was "superior and more developcd" and that the culture of the Other was
"inferior, crude, barbarie, and culpably immature." 13 Given this, the normalizing
practiccs goveming scxuality as a central feature of biopower might well have
emerged not onJy in relation to the deployment of populations but in the cootext
of establishing and dcfending Europe's claim to superiority. Establishing the superiority of the elite became suddenJy inadequate in the colonial context; the entire culture needed to be established as superior, which required a comparative
mechanism that could be used across interna! divisions of class. race. and gcnder
Without such a culture-wide comparison. the proper response to thc encounter
might have been a negotiation between the elites from each culture. A clnim ol
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European superiority could not be maintained if only a small minority of the population possessed the superior attributes. Hence, for example, the "missionary position" became the symbol of Christian and European superiority as a practice
that (supposedly) transcended class and other differences. The legacy of this cultural comparison continues today in the form of a birthright attached to whiteness,
across all interna) difference, to social recognition and economic inclusion.
The discourse of modernity emerged in the first instance in an encounter with
a radically different culture. It was this encounter, as Dussel explains, that produced a Europcan subject whose very subjectivity was predicated on the conquest, that is, whose subjectivity was defined in terms of their response to the cncounter: the conquest. This was the decisive criterion of dcmarcation between
Europe and its Others, though it required (and requires) a performative repetition
to enact this superior status, a repetition apparently without end. Thus the core of
the European subject is not a disciplinary regime of normalizing practices but a
conquest of alterity, upon which the normalizations are organized toward establishing the justice ami justifiability of the conquest. To truly subvert thc coherence of this system and it'l characteristic tactics of power one must not simply repudiate the modero disciplinary regime but develop a rearticulated relation to the
Other. J would suggest that we can already see the European subject preserving
its defining features despite the growing insecurity of disciplinary identities and
the increasing skepticism against norms of all kinds. The new postmodern cynical turn toward political and axiological nihHism has already proven itself quite
capable of maintaining a subject that retains the right to conquer and continues to
believe in its own global superiority; in fact, its own cynicism is now used to establish that superiority against thc more "primitive" or "unsophisticated" cultures
that retain the capacity for belief in values, religion, and the possibility of political optirnism.
Foucault's analysis of modero forms of power is, of course, as necessary to
this political critique of modemity as Dussel's reconfigured global teleology.
Foucault's conceptual apparatus is necessary to revea) the nature of the laboratories of modernity and the kinds of subjectivity they were able to produce. Still,
one is entitled to ask Foucault for an explanation: in his expansive horizontal
readings of modera discourses, readings that sought out relations of coherence
rather than deep structural causes to provide explanations, why did he forgo attcnding to the relation between an emerging bourgeois subjectivity and the colonial encounter out of which the very discourses of subjectivity, that is, of subject
und object, emerged? The encounter initiated widespread debates over the criterin of humanity, spurred by the question of whether indigenous peoples of the
Americas met those criteria. lt was out of this debate that the modem social and
hi(')logical sciences devcloped, those very discourses that Foucault has illurninatcd so well.
In her study of Foucault's account of race and racisms, Stoler points out that
thc primary argument in the History of Sexuality: Volume One concerns a shift in
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the tactics of power prior to the eighteenth century and then beyond it. In the earlier period sex was regulated principally by marital rules govcmed by the Church;
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries sex and matrimony separated into
distinct regimes of discourse and regulation. Foucault doesn't offer an explanation for this shift, and Stolcr suggests that he did not consider such an explanation necessary. She says that
he only hints al those "economic processes and political structures" in which the decline of absolutism and monarchy and the rise of liberalism undermined lhe social
lúerarchíes based on lines of deseen! and called for new ways of naturalizing the inequities on which an emergen! bourgeois order was based. Whereas for Foucaull,
racisrn has not yet appearcd in its modero form, this is preciscly that rnoment whcn
others have sought its emergence. 14

In other words. Foucault carne close enough to the explanation that would have
ftlled in his story to feel the heat, so to speak, and yet remained mystifyingly
oblivious.
Clearly, Foucault's myopia was a product of his own historical a priori, which.
by his definition, sets out the doma.in not of the true and the false but of meaning,
and thus the domain of that which can even be entertaincd as possible. By neglecting the importance of colonialism in his explications of what he took to be
the key discursive shifts in Europea.o modernity, Foucault manifested a healthy
dose of Euro-centrism in the form of an implicit but unmistakable denial that anything externa/ to Europe could be one of Europe's key constituting elements. The
myth of autogenesis has fascinated the masculine unconscious for centuries, according to Irigaray; the myth of being an unmoved mover grounds the European
unconscious, according to Dussel. To.is is tbe only way that it is possible for Europe to function "as the beginning and end of history." 15
Dusscl argues that such explanations as Foucault's are ultimately "provincial"
accounts of modernity:
While modemity is undoubtedly a European occurrence, it also originales in a dialectial rclation with non-Europe. Modernity appears when Europe organi;Ges thc initial world-system and places itself at the center of history over against a periphery
equally constitutive of modernity. 16

Thus the effect ofEuro-centrism is not merely that it excludes knowledges and
experiences outside of Europe, but that it obscures the very nature and history of
Europc itself:
When one conceives of modemiry as part of [a) centcr-periphery system instead of
an independent European phenomenon, the meanings or modemiry, its origin, development, present crisis, and its postmodern antithesis change. 17
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It could be argued that there is another explanation, an explanation with
more ready evidence, for Foucault's neglect of colonialism-his antipathy for
causal explanations. lt is surprising that Stoler is surprised by Foucault's reluctance to offer an explanation for the transformation in discursive regimes,
given his famous antipathy for teleological explanations behind the surface
phenomena he studied. Gary Gutting accounts for this as based in Foucault's
primary interest in the "'consciousness' (evaluative and cognitive) that underlies ... beliefs and intentions. Consequently, the standard causal approach of
historians, while useful as a starting point , cannot of itself answer the questions he is posing.'' Foucault found the "standard causal approach of historians" incapable of elucidating the hjstorical a priori. 18 Foucault also critiqued
the usual sort of causal accounts that refer to Weltanschauungen as so amorphous as to be magical. He thought that causal factors, even if they can be established, will only pertain to the subjects of history and thus will be irrelevant
to an archaeological focus on discursive formations. 19
But in Dussel's work colonialism figures as a cause of precisely the historical
a priori that FoucauJt sought out and not in a subject-centered account. Dussel
suggests that there are vital connections between Hegel's developmentalist ontology and colonial ex,pansion, as well as Descartes's ego cogito, which can stand
back and survey the whole of human knowledge and the conquering subject who
can name, map, and plunder entire continents. The creation of the myth of modero reason-that imposing "modem Reason" on the vanquished will be to their
benefit-can only be fully understood in its material, historical context. Said's
Orientalism, a text that was Foucauldian only up to a poiot, provides another example. Said contextualizes his archaeology of orientalist discourses within an
overall frarnework of política! economy. Explanations for discursive changes are
not to be found merely provincially through horizontal relations of coherence between vastly different textual enunciations, but also vertically through the actual
material practices of colonial rule.
Even more importantly, this causal explanation establishes that the fundamental
transformation of European discourses will not happen apart from its global context. Toe postmodemists' belief that their own advancing, intemally developing,
lhcoretical and political sophistication will completely transform European knowledges is tnistaken. Dussel is very clear on this point: "Modemity will come into its
fullness not by passing from its potency to its act te.g., by a self-development of
its own critica! agency], but by surpassing itself through a corealization with its
once negated alterity and through a process of mutual, creative fecundation."20
Thus Poucault's antipathy toward causal explanations cannot free him from the
cbarge of Euro-centrism. Foucault's bl indness to his own colonial unconscious is
cnnblcd by his refusal to engage with European alterities, which he justifies via a
n:pudiation of causal analyses. Befare one follows him in this repudiation, I
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would s uggest , one should consider what colonial desires are invested in this
dread of causality.21

DUSSEL'S POWER/KNOWLEDGE
D ussel proposes to break through the closed circle of Euro-centric universalism,
which is incapable of acknowledging either the alterity of perspective of those on
the underside of E uropean modemity or the fact that their suffering is caused by
modemity itself. His method for this task involves exposing the universal pretensions of Eurocentric reason as provinc ial, and he propases to replace it with the
concept of a situated reason that is grounded in the perspective of the poor and
oppressed of the earth, particularly of Latin Ame,ica. It is from this perspective
that he proposes to judge the adequacy of existing theories of global economics
and of ethics. The perspective of the Other of modem ity, then, provides him both
the means of critique and the means to construct a more adequate p hilosophy.
Toe danger that this approach poses, howevcr, is that any criterion of justification that is bound to a particular perspectiva) location will tend toward either relativism or absolutism. lt will tend toward rclativism if it holds that j ustificatory
perspectives are incommensurable and thus that there is no possibility of understanding or j udgment between them. It will tend toward absolutism if it holds that
justificatory perspectives are not incommensurable and that there is the possibility of understanding and judgment between them, but that one perspective (in
Dussel's case, the perspective of the poor and oppressed) is privileged over ali
others merely by virtue of its location. This makes it indefeasible to objections
from the outside and immune from any episternic or ethical fallibilism, and thus
absolutist. No matter which of these altematives is chosen-relativism or absolutism-sucb an approach will be fundamentally irrational.
Dussel explicitly rejects relativism and states his intention to use the particular
perspective of the opprcsscd to j udge across differences. As a result,he is charged
with authoritarianism. 'Iwo of the most common criticisms of Dussel's philosophy of liberation are that it must necessarily entail the authoritarianism of the invulnerable perspective and the irrationality of a position that declares itself immune from externa! critique. Ofelia Schutte raises these criticisms as follows:
Dussel's approach to a philosophy of liberation has been marked by at least two disturbing characteristics. The first is the postulation of an absolutely untainted source
for, or undisputed authoríty at the origin of, its claims to truth or justice. For Dussel,
philosopbical truth is a mattcr of deriving various imperatives from a set of u.ncontaminated first principies .... Second, the ethical and political theory emerging from
this approach is marked by a dualistic undcrstanding of good and evil. Ethically.
there are two principies: totality (evil) and alterity (good).22

On Schutte's reading , rather than enable critique. Dussel's perspectiva! foundation ultimately obliterates it.
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Schutte is especially concerned that this immunity from critique will absolutize the traditional Church teacbings that Dussel has defended, cspecially those
that condemn feminism, abortion, and gay rights. Elina Vuola in chapter 8 ofthis
volume tak:es up thesc concerns and makes strong arguments about why such positions against ferninism , abortion, and gay rights are in contradiction to the
basic tenets of liberation theology itself, which seeks to reprcsent the oppressed.
But Vuola and others have also pointed out that Dussel's earlier positions on
these topics have been revised and, in their view, improved in more recent work
in response to his feminist critics. Sorne, like Schutte, continue to hold that
Dussel has not changed his views enough. But however this debate about the
substance of Dussel 's ethical and political positions comes out, the issue I wish
to focus on is the basis upon which he justifies his positions. If this basis is problematic, it will continue to be so no matter how much Dussel revises the substance of his positions.
In his recent book Ethical Hermeneutics: Rationalisrn in Enrique Dussel's Philosophy of Liberation Michael Barber offers a defense of Dussel against Schutte
and Horacio Cerutti Guldberg, who has also criticized Dussel for authoritarianism andan embrace of irrationalism. Barber's defense centers on an explanation
of Dussel's incorporation of Levinas in his form ulation of the philosophy of liberation. Barber is not arguing that Dussel is merely an acolyte of Levinas, and be
shows how Dussel develops Levinas's views in novel ways. But he argues that,
in regard to this critica} issue of the justificatory foundation for Dussel's ethical
claims, his use of Levinas is especially important.
Barber suggests that the criticisms made by Schuue and Cerutti Guldberg are
based on their lack of knowledge about sorne of the philosophical traditions upon
which Dussel draws, most importantly Levinas. Although Barber does provide
sorne textual evidence to support bis claim that Schutte and Cerutti Guldberg are
unfamiliar with these traditions, his evidence is circumstantial and relies primarily on the substance of their accusations. From my knowledge of Schutte's work,
1 would suggest that her critique of Dussel would not be assuaged by a better understanding of Levinas: as a strong Nietzschean, she would, l suspect, mak:e the
same criticisms of Levinas! 23 Schutte's preference for a creative, transformative
approach to ethics, and one that allows for the possibility of total transvaluation,
will conflict with the Levinasian project of providing an ultimate foundational
bedrock for ethics in the face of the Other. On Schutte's view, critique requires
that we be committed to the possibility that every norm will undergo a transvaluation; on Levinas's view, critique must be pursued within an immovable context
of our obligation to the Other and, indeed, that obligation will both limit and
structure the process of critique itself.24 Thus, even if Dussel could be absolved
of the charge of irrationalism and authoritarianism, Schutte would be likely to
continue to disagree with him unless he were to adopt a Nietzschean approach to
ethics.
ln my view, Barber ably defends Dussel through his explanation that the Levinosion npproach Dussel is drawing from is in fact neither irrational nor authori-
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tarian despite its defense of an absolute ethical principie. In regard to the first
charge, Barber points out that, on both of their accounts, one can "and ougbt to
turn to principies of consistency, equality, and impartiality ..." in order to criticize the Otber's prescriptions, and that this is required by the very mandate to
serve him or her.25 Blind servi lity is not in the true interests of the Other. Thus
one's absolute obligation to the Other is not obviated when one critiques the
Other's claims; critique does not necessitate undermining the absolutism of the
ethical injunction to serve the Other. As an assurance against the possibility that
such critique will "disguise oppression" or that a critique of the Other will be
used to justify maintaining the status quo, Levinas counsels that the process of
critiquing and testing norms should be done "against the face-to-face."26 Also,
Levinas characterizes the encounter between self and Other as dialogical, not
monological, and as necessarily unfolding in a "struggle between thinkers, with
ali the risks of freedom ."27 Thus an absolute commitment to the Other does not
require one to relinquish one's autonomous critica! faculties but to use them both
for and witb the Other.
Second, in regard to the charge of authoritarianism, Barber argues that, in actuality, taking one's foundation in the Other "affords no consolation or security"
and in fact "undermines any pretense to surety." 28 Here a Levinasian position is
once again shown to be articulating a new form of rationality instead of embracing irrationality. In fact, Barber quotes Levinas declaring that "the essence of reason consists not in securing forman a foundation and powers, but in calling him
in question and in inviting him to justice."29 This is no foundation in a traditional
or classical sense. It provides no bedrock of indubitable propositions or necessary
method, but only an ethical dictum that serves as the necessary criterion of vaiidity in all cases of judgment. Still, little is said about how one can know whether
one has fulfilled the criterion.
Barber's arguments establish that there is room for botb critique and fallibilism
withjn Dussel's philosophy of liberation. But there are other issues that remain
conceming his own justificatory strategies and his conceptualization of identity.
I will address each of these in tum, suggesting ways that Foucault's work could
supp)ement and strengthen Dussel 's in regard to these two topics.
Lcvinas and Dussel both want to ground philosophy in ethics, but what is
ethics grounded in? Dussel rejects the claims of discourse ethics to provide an ultimate foundation for normative claims through principies said to be implicit in
the communicative process: Dussei claims that attending to the fact of materiality, that is, to the fact of oppression, must necessarily precede the formation of
such principies in order to provide the very conditions witbin which such principies can be judged as adequate. Against this, James Marsh has argued that a1though materialist principies must necessarily precede the application of discursive principies, it is tbe discursive principies that are necessary to epistemjcally
justify the materialist principies. Thus they have a logical, if not temporal or practical, primacy.
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lf Marsh is right but Dussel continues to reject discourse ethics as his foundation, this retums him to the original problem of perspectivalism, at least in part.
How docs perspectivalism justify itself if alljustifications ultimately relate to perspecti ve? What account can Oussel offer for his own foundation lhat is consistent
wilh the terms of his own philosophy?30 Moreover, given that Dussel takes lhe
perspective ofthe Olher, it remains to be asked how he locates himself or any theorist in lhis very process. The answer that discourse ethics gives is that the lheorist, like any language user, always already has normative commitments and, in
particular, commitments with regard to Others in the dialogical process. Dussel's
persuasive criticism here is lhat such commitments are themselves variant, depending on who is involved in lhe encounter. The question of who is involvedwho can be involved-relies on prior commitments regarding equalizing material
conditions. But if this is so, lhen what grounds or motivates lhese prior commitments? Here is where Foucault rnight be useful.
Dussel's project to descubierto (uncover) and to desocultar/escuchar (heed)
the viewpoint of the oppressed resonates with Foucault's project to promote "an
insurreclion of subjugated knowledges" against dominant or hegemonic knowledges.31 Subjugated knowledges are those lhat have been disauthorized by the
dominant epistemic rules and discourses. They are local and partial as opposed to
lhe knowledges that seek global hegemonic status, not just in the sense that lhey
have not yet achieved dominance but in lheir refusal to seek dominance. They do
not construct competing unitary, formal, totalizing theoretical systerns that seek
to subsume ali local elements within a single umbrella; rather, lhey are formulated as local in their very structural preconditions or foundations:
what this essentially local character of crilicism indicates in reality is an autonomous,
non-centralized kind of theorctical production, one Lhat is to say whose validity is nol
dependenr on the approval of the established regimes of thought. 32

Foucault makes both political and epistemic arguments to defend lhis preference for subjugated knowledges. Foucault believed that totalizing theories must
by definition impede the development of local critique. and thus they require, in
a way subjugated knowledges do not, acts of distortion and omission in order to
ma.intain lheir own justificatory status. Moreover, the política! goal of resistance
is abetted by these "naive knowledges" that are located "bcneath the required
leve( of cognition or scientificity."33 lt is here in "these local, popular knowledges, lhese disqualified knowledges, that criticism perforrns its work." 34 The
Ltistorical a priori, or unconscious, in place ar a given moment will only be subverted by a force from lhe outside, from beyond what it itself can comprehend or
accept; otherwise, its very rules will not be challenged.
Allhough Foucault's account suggests a political binary, in which subjugated
knowlcdges are clearly and wholly valorized against dominant knowledges, he
docs not suggest that subjugated knowledges are innocent, or "pure" (i.e., free
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from the ubiquitous power) . All knowledges are "linked in a circular relation with
systems of power which produce and sustain (them], and to effects of power
which [they] induce ... and which ex.tend [tbem]." 35 The difference between subjugated and dominant knowledges is not that one is related to power and the other
is not, but the kind of relations tbey have to power.
How does tbis help to address the problem of justifying Dussel's claims about
justification? Foucault 's account offers support for Dussel's charge against botb
postmodemists and critica! tbeorists that Euro-centrism cannot be overtumed entirely from within Europe by his claim that it is in tbe disqualified knowledges
that criricism wíll do its work. There are no European subjugated knowledges tbat
are as subjugated as those marked non-European, which are often deemed unworthy of any consideration before they have even been heard. This provides a
justificatory defense for priviJeging the perspective of the oppressed that is epistemic and not only moral. But Foucault's account also supports the claim that
knowlcdges cannot be judged purely epistemically in the sense of sorne valuefrce process, and that they should not be judged in this way even if it were possible. The location, effects, and particular relation to power must ali be considered in assessment. As postcolonial theorist Ania Loomba explains, "innocence
and objectivity do not necessarily have to be our enabling fictions. The more we
work with an awareness of our embeddedness in lústorical processes, the more
possible it becomes to take carefully reasoned opposirional positions ..." 36 Tlús
helps explain how Foucault's inclusion of epistemic considerations in judging
subjugated knowledges ultimately demonstrates that the epistemic and the political cannot be neatly disentangled.
Foucault's understanding that all knowledges exist and are sustained in and
through their relations to power softens the Manicbean tendencies that the politics of resistance of ali types can easily fall into. And it suggests that subjugated
knowledges will also require critica! genealogies that trace their relations to
power and their effects, thus guarding against an absolutist characterization of
critica! claims.
Foucault's account advises that we should not aim for the totalization of subjugated knowledges, or simply a revcrsal of the binary. As a consequence, we
need not justify a given perspective by showing that it is truly universal , capable of ex.pressing the truth for the totality. We need only show that it has disruptive potential or, in other words, that it provides effective critique not just of the
surface substance of a discourse but of its underlying logic. The knowledges that
Dussel is trying to bring to bear on contemporary Western philosophy are decidedly subjugated ones, existing below the level of cognition, not even subject
to debate in the main Anglo-European arenas of knowledge production. Using
Foucault, Dussel can justify his privileging of these knowledges over the dominant Western ones on both political and epistemic grounds: they require less violence and distortion than Eurocentric knowledges require just to be maintained,
and they provide an effective and expansive critique.
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But, one might argue, won't Dussel's claims be weakened by this association?
How can he justify the attempt to create a global ethics or to make claims with
universal applicability? Foucault's approach would effect a contextualization of
Dussel 's project and render it more self-conscious about its own location and
strategic aims. Neither the call for a global ethics nor the content of Dussel's
ethics should be weakened by this: a demand that would range over the whole
globe can theoretically come from any location, and given tbat in this case it is
said to come from those around the world suffering the most from the current
forms of neocolonialism, this both justifies and explains the global demand.
Rather, a contextuaJization of Dussel's arguments through the use of Foucault's
conception of knowledge would strengthen Dussel's claims by rendering them
less vulnerable to the sort of skeptical attacks he receives from those who are concerned, understandably, about the dangers of any totalizing philosophy.
Dussel's conceptualization of the perspective of the Other that informs and
even defines his subjugated knowledges relies heavily on identity constructions
such as "the poor," "the African," "the Amerindian," "the violated woman," and
''the oppressed." Commentators have worried about the reifying tendencies of
these constructions that might suggest one-dimensional characters who do not
have thc ability to speak or that homogenize such large groups without seeming
to attend to the inevitable differences and conflicts within each category. On the
one hand, 1 sympathize with Dussel's plight of wanting to bring into the center of
philosophy a consciousness of suffering and needing to locate that suffering in
concrete and particular contexts by what are inevitably clumsy shorthands. How
can anyone talk about the oppressed without having to resort to such problematic
categories? Can 't a writer assume that readers today will be aware of the limits
of these identity constructions and the pragmatic context of their use?
On the other hand, it would be helpful to have Dussel's own thoughts about the
issue. Afew distinctions need to be made here. Dussel's use of identity categories
is meant to mark the social locations and collective experiences that yield a critica! perspective on the excuses and self-justifications made in the metanarratives
of world capitalism. In other words, what he is really after is the epistemic perspective, not the metaphysics of personal identity. Still , assuming that epistemic
perspective can be correlated to identity involves one in various commitments
about the nature of identity.
Of the identities that Dussel invokes, there is a significant distinction to be
made between those that refer to one's social being and social location and those
that refer only to one's social location. Tbat is, for categories like "woman,"
"Amerindian," "African," and so forth, identity refers to a stable and (mostly) unchangeable feature of a person, whereas for categories like "the poor" or "the oppresscd ," identity refers to where one is located right now on the map of social
relations. This is not an identity in quite the same sense in terrns of lived experience, though it rnay be as important or even more important in an individual's
life . But it is not quite the same because it is an identity that Jiberation would re-
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move, whereas the previous sorts of identities may well remain after Liberation.
Thus the goal in the latter set of identities is to overcome the identity, in a sense,
whereas the goal in the former is to liberatc the identity. To be su.re, in the liberation of "woman," di verse women would have more self-determination in construing their own undoubtedly diverse interpretations of living life as a woman,
and sorne would Jikely seek ways to opt out altogether. But "woman," unlike
"poor," is not an identity that in principie or by definition has to be overcome for
liberation. This distinction is then relevant in the epistemic perspective conferred
by identity; women may be airrúng for a voice as women, whereas the poor may
also want to be heard but toward the goal of completely eradicating even the future possibility of alife such as they have known. This difference will entail different criteria by which effective resistance is measured.
There are those who argue that any identity constructions-woman, Amerindian, poor and so on-are equally oppressive and equally metaphysical illusions.37 l do not share that view, nor do I share Foucault's own general skepticism
toward identities or identity politics. Nonetheless, sorne of Foucault's insights
about the constitutive relation between power and identity categories could be
useful in fashioning an account that would help Dussel elude his critics.
Foucault took an antiessentialist view on at lcast sorne identities, notably gay
identity. He argued against thc claim that gayness signifies something latent
within, no matter the outward manifestation or behavior. Sti 11, he did not oppose
gayness as an operative term in ali cases, and toward the end of his life he actively pursued the experience of being out, or being identified and identifiable,
in a gay community. David Halperin says that Foucault portrayed homosexuality as "nota given condition but a horizon of possibility, an opportunity for selftransformation ...."38 Thus he wanted to hold on to the dynamic possibilities for
interpreting one's identity without letting it become limiting or stifling.
If lived experience belies the essentialist accounts of identity, how did they
come abour and wby do they persist? This is where Foucault suggests that powcr,
once again, plays the role of not simply labeling preexisting phenomena according to its own ends but of inciting, eliciting, and shaping life in ways that connect
with desire as well as the circulations of power. His examples include the notion
that we have a sexual identity as heterosexual or homosexual for life and that our
sexual identities can be more finely tuned within a typology of perversions reinforced by the pleasures produced for the priest, the doctor, the psychologist, and
the host of now legitimated voyeurs who can pry into our practices in the name
of salvation or science but, in either case, no doubt enjoying themselves.
These examples may seem far removed from the references to "the poor" in
liberation theology or Dussel's philosophy of liberation. But it is instructive in
suggesting two points, first, that thc concept we have, and promote, of liberation
must involve self-determination over the very identity categories that are referred
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to. All identities are dynamic, though to different degrees. But even those such as
gender and sexuality should be approached as "horizons of possibility" rather
than names that correspond to inherent characteristics. Second, because identity
constructions are not simple correspondences to preexisting natural kinds, and
because they are therefore susceptible to the wind currents and directions of
modes of power, there needs to be a retlective awareness about the possible (but
not inevitable) ways in which given identity categories may feed desire or support dominant power/knowledges. This means that in practice it is irnportant to
regularly ask such questions as, What is the source of this identity category? How
m.ight it be connected to power and desire? What dominant knowledges will its
consolidation help to expand? Today there is excellent work that analyzes, for example, Taino identity, the new pan-Latino identity, and other identity constructions for their political genealogies and ideological effects.
In the United States, categories used to refer to the lower classes have become
minefields of connotation. "Welfare mother" connotes black women, even though
most mothers receiving assistance are white. "Urban poor" connotes black and
brown peoples. By invoking these connotations, politicians can lure rural whites
to disidentify with them, as if being a person of color is a prerequisite to being
poor and living in a city. "Feminist" connotes overprivileged white women with
no children, thougb most women in tbe United States support at least a basic feminist agenda. Toe "oppressed" is not even a category that resonates in mainstream
U.S. discourse, and many probably believe that only a marginalized ultraleftist or
conspiracy theorist could use such a term. Perhaps it is the case that the invocation of such categories as Dussel's makes progressive theorists in the United
States uneasy for entirely local reasons, but identity categories operate in every
discourse to signify whole belief systems that may not be made explicit. The
transference of liberation theology, which circulates within a priroarily Christian
context, to a philosophy of liberation that can be effective in a broader domain requires a consciousness of these variable meanings and their possible effects.
I would still maintain, however, that identity categories are entirely legitimate
shorthand markers for the kind of epistemic location that Dussel is seeking to
marshal against Eurocentric glorifications of globalization. If the only category
he ever used was the "the poor," that might indeed suggest that he is unaware of
or unconcerned about the conflicts and hierarchies of race, gender, sexuality, nationality, and so on, that problematize the potenti al solidarity of this group. What
exists here is a conglomeration of "subjugated knowledges" rather than a single
ooe, but it seems reasonable to consider the subjugated positionalities en masse
sometimes, givcn their shared disqualified status and critica] potential. Thus a
more fleshed out account of his use of identity categories, andan account that incorporates Foucault's lessons about their fluidity and potential relation to power
and desire, should be all that Dussel's severest critics could ask for.
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and his hospitality.
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Epilogue
Enrique Dussel

T he editors of this volume, Linda Martín Alcoff and Eduardo Mendieta, who
generously conceived and organized this book, initially asked me to comment on
the works included in this compilation in a prologue. However, I thought tbat an
epilogue would be better, since it would give the reader time to read tbrough the
critiques and expositions of my work presented here. In any event, the task is clifficult, since I have to transforrn myself into a reader of what my colleagues say
critically (whetber negative or positive) of my work. To fulfill tbe editors' request, J will put forward sorne general impressions.
To begin, I would like to make an initial clarification. Jn Latin America the inteUectual has the challenge, in addition to tbe normal academic duties of the European or American world, of having to establlsh the bases for the construction
of an explanation of the cultural reality from which his or her own reflections
emerge. This everyday world is not easily apparent. 1t is not sufficiently analyzed,
and there is a risk in taking the European and North American historical-cultural
reality as one's own. The need to deconstruct one's own "ground" demands that
tbe Latin American philosopher have at his or her disposal broader and more precise epistemological instru:ments tban those required by North American or European ph_ilosophers. I uoderstood this immediately upon my 1957 arrival in Europe, where I resided for ten years, including two years in Israel. I am, then, a
philosopher, but I also have had to leam a vast historical culture and to be trained
in the science of religioo as indispensable requirements to clarify the prior ontoJogical-bermeneutical question: What does it mean to be a Latin American? What
is Latin America as a cultural entity tbat as my "mother" (as Octavio Paz put it in
bis Labyrinth of Solitude) has a millennial Amerindian history and that as my "father" has a Mecliterranean Greco-Latin, Jewish, Muslim, and Christian-Hispanic
tradition?
This, however, should not leave the impression that I arn conflating epistemological horizons. In fact, even though the title of this work points in the di269
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rection of "philosophy of liberation," among the works included there are references to history, theology (in !he sense of Kant's philosophical-natural theology
or Leibniz's Theodicy), and even liberation theology. In addition, sorne of the
contributors have used texts from severa! of my theological works in philosophical expositíon. This gives me cause for concem. In effect, in Latín America, unlike the United States, there is a long-standing secularizing tradition within philosophy of maintaining the distinction between d iscourses of religion and
philosophy. Being by vocation and profession a philosopher but also belonging
to a Jewish-Christian cultural hemisphere, I have therefore undertaken to obtain,
in order to comprehend sufficiently my concrete historical reality, college degrees in history and the sciences of religion. 1 Given t he cornplex historical circumstances in Latin America, I had to be a political activist during the decade of
the 1950s, as a student and university political leader, and since the end of the
1960s, as a contributor to the radical renovation of one of the contemporary universal religions (Christianity, which opened the road to a critica! moment within
the Muslim, H indu, and Buddhist traditions, namely, liberation theology) , which
has had profound consequences in popular movements as well as great social
and political influence. l helped initiate a tradition called "crit ical history of the
church." 2 I helped forrnulate the already known and recognized liberation theology as a professor in the IPLA (Latín American Pastora l lnstitute)-Quito,
Ecuador- since 1967. B ut this did not hinder me as a philosopher in initiating,
with sorne colleagues (J. C. Scannone, O. Ardiles, A. Parisí, et al .), the tradition
that we named "philosophy of liberation," even while I was a university professor of philosophy (which was my primary task and modus vivendi). ! have written works on these three discursive, epistemological fields, but I have always exercised great caution not to confuse them or even treat them in the same work.3
In the present edited volume, sorne essays are strictly philosophical (the majority), sorne are theological (i.e., Roberto Goizueta's and Elina Vuola's), and sorne
move frorn one discourse to another without explanation or acknowledgment.
Toe authors of the articles are, in sorne cases, very knowledgeable about my
work, but not in other cases.4 I would like to thank the latter for having invested
the time to get to know my work, although 1 am concemed that a partía! acquaintance with my work can lead to ambiguous or inadequate interpretations.
That is why I have given in to the temptation to indicate concepts and ideas in rny
work that have not been considered here, and other analyses more complimentary
of my work. But most importantly I urge the reader to appreciate the circumstances and concrete realities in which philosophers who come from a peripheral
world like Latin America, which is by necessity not well known in the "center,"
must work, and the speciaJ circumstances that limit him or her (but also illuminate his or her path), paying special attention to biograpllical and historical time.
A document written during the 1970s, which was created under a military dictatorship anda conservative, fundarnentalist (in Argentina, frequently fascist) envi
ronment, cannot be compared with a document that was written during the 1990s,
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created in a context with much more freedom and with a critical awareness of a
process already accomplished .
lt is thus necessary to keep in núnd the biography of the author, and to take into
account not only the date of the E nglish version, and not only the date of the
Spanish version, but also the actual date of the production of a work. For example, El humanismo helenico (Hellenic humanism) was writteo between 1961 and
1963 (the partial fruit of a doctoral dissertation defended in 1959); it was published in 1976, when I had already been exiled from Argentina. This book remained ltidden in the basements of the University of Buenos Aires because it had
been banned by the military dictatorship. lt was not until 1983, when the first
govemment of the contemporary democratic period was elected, that it was sold
in bookstores. So it has remained untranslated. accessible only in Spanish, that is,
without baving been able to enter into the "discussion" of the pbilosophy of the
"center," until the present.
The contribution by Walter Mignolo, my friend since I first met him in Puebla
several years ago while he was delivering a course on postcolonial reason, situates the philosophy of liberation within the horizon of North American debates. I
thank him for bis constant support and encouragement to continue onward with
our work. First of ali , I agree with him when he points out that the philosophy of
liberation should not "dictate the routes for social transformation of the victims"
because these victims have already for a long time possessed their culture, their
organization, and their political system. Otherwise, the philosophy of liberation
would carry out " the dictatorial function of instrumental reason." I agree on this
point and thus have always insisted on the attitude of "listening" - of being "all
ears" or remaining open to the "interpelJation of the other." Such an "interpellation," as a revelation, is an "order" that comes from "above," as Levinas argued,
oras the EZLN (Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional) proclaims: "Among
us, those who lead do not lead by giving orders, but by obeying orders." This
would be understood in greater depth if one were not just to think in tem1s of
Marx's "living labor" (which from the exteriority of the totality of capital is subsumed in the essence of capital and thus is not merely a "marginal" moment), but
also in terms of the hermeneutical-cultural moment. For example, Nicaragua can
be assimilated as a national market, peripheral and dependent to the United
States, but its culture, its music, its language, and so on, will always retain a certain inassimilable exteriority in which there resides the possibility of affirmation
(analytical affirmation of exteriority) as the origin of Nicaraguan liberation
(which is now farther away from reality than during the Sandinista governmen.t,
thanks to the politics of the Pentagon with its ten-year war between the "contras"
1111d tbe multinationals). This is why I agree that liberation philosophy cannot be
tnkcn as the "new sacred project" that is presented to us as "a new, universal,
grand theory, a macrohistory." We need to find new ways to confront the "grand
numLtive" of the colonialist, Western, and North American modemity (as it was
i.lcployed recently duting the GulfWar and the war against Serbia), and universal
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rational dogmatism, with a critica/ reason (not a "weak" reason) that takes into
consideration the global conditions of oppression in the world without denying to
the victims (a Rigoberta Menchú, the EZLN, etc.) the right to a new vision of
global history (always changeable) and of universal principies that can give
sorne sense to the Di-fference (which J call dis-tinction), to the particularity, to
the contingent and always fallible "claim to justice" of those who fight for the
recognition of their new rights. I believe that a radical and clear understanding of
our "epistemological location" has to learn how to reconcile universality and contingency, g]obality and difference, critica! theory and rnilitancy, under the guidance of the democratic community of the victims themselves-in which the
philosopher will never propose the guidelines or the goals but will instead reflect
in solidarity and, from the rear guard, justify theoretically (or introduce suspicions into) the decisions of a given community.
It is in this sense that I greatly appreciate and rnust give special thanks to James
Marsh (an authentic philosopher of liberation in the United States) for bis commeots on my second Etica de la Liberación (frorn 1998). I am in debt for his previous suggestion that I needed to articulate, without either reduction or hierarchy,
material ethics and formal morality. This suggestion, the fruit of years of dialogue that began when I visited New York and that have been continuing for the
last ten years, was essential in the project of articulating Karl-Otto Apel's formal
ethics of discourse into a more complex ethics, as he explains in bis contribution
to this volume. Marsh shows in addition that the ruling system about which we
have talked concretely, the system in effect, is the capitalist system. It is also necessary to mention that there are other systems of oppression such as the sexist-patriarchal, the racíst, the systems of cultural domination over the ethnicities of the
South, the system of the nonrecognition of the future generations as it pertains to
ecological matters, and so on. I refer to these in my Ethics of Liberation because
they are at the abstract level of the "different" fronts of liberation, for now, and
will be analyzed in the future. But here l want to concentrate on Marsh's final
critica! argument.
This argument could be summarized in the following way: the oppositions
"rigbt and good, deontology and teleology,justification and application, duty and
happiness, universal and particular'' have to be integrated but without giving exclusive "priority" to the material principie, since this would reduce the formal
principle to a mere principie of "application." In addition, this is also because ali
access to the material (the "pre-original ethical recognition of the other as the
other," or the fact of misery itself) is "always mediated henneneutically or communicatively" or finds itself always already within a linguistic, consensual, and
formal realm. Finally, "physiological" prcdiscursive arguments are not convincing and even appear to fall into the naturalistic fallacy that we are trying to overcome. As a way of conclusion, Marsh proposes a "principie of generic consistency."5 1 agree with the way Marsh has formulated the question. Nonetheless. I
would have to indicate sorne levels of complexity that return us to the central intention of my Ethics of Liberation ( 1998).
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First, I have insisted that the oppos1uon is not between "right-good, dutyhappiness, and so on." This led me to totally reconstruct the "material principie"
(which is also universal and not only particular). The material does not have a direct reference to the "good" but to "practica) truth." I therefore had to distinguisb
between a "validity claim" and a "truth claim," (following the path opened by
Wellmer, although he does not develop it). The "good" in my Ethics of Liberation is a synthesis of three "claims": truth (material), validity (formal), and feasibility (instrumental or of possibility). For this reason the "good life," "happiness," values, and so on, are "material" aspects, but in no way are they the last
instantiation of the material level. "Human life" is the last instance of the material, and it is this life that is tbe "criterion of truth" (and falsity). The "good" is
more complex, for it needs the integration ofthe formal (the freedom, autonomy,
and consensus of subjects), without which it would become a mere vegetable or
animal "reproduction of life," but not ethical-human. Because of this complete
"reconstruction" of the material principle, now with a universality claim, I had to
begin with this principle in the "exposition" of my Ethics of Liberation, and for
this reason the formal principie would seem to appear there as a mere principie
of "application." But I think that if we start the exposition from the formal principie, this will then perform the function of a principie of justification; and in this
case, formally,justification will have priority over the material aspect. And even
in this case the "good"-as a synthesis of tbe three "clairns" -is opposed to evil,
and not to the right, to validity, and so on. It seems to me tbat the principie of
generic consistency gives, in the end, prirnacy to the formal moment, even though
it pays attention to tbe material considerations, but witbout noticing that "what is
argued" or the content of practica! truth of the argued, presupposes always already a material order that responds to another logic than the merely formal one
because in the end it always has a relationship with human life as a criteria of
truth. When, under the second rubric, Marsh writes, "As interacting . .. they
ought to follow ... truth" (if one only holds a consensus theory of truth, such as
the Habermasian), he uses, in my opinion, another criterion, oamely, the material
ooe. In such a case, then, he would not be able to justify the content without reference to the real order under the ruling of the material principie of human life.
Toe phenomenon of dissent is such that she who dissents has access to reality as
a practica! truth that could differ from what is accepted by the cornmunity of communication with intersubjective validity (this is the case of an inventor or a scientist, for example). Consensual validity has to fulfill the formal rules for the acceptance of an argument by the symmetrical participants, but the content of the
argument, the discovery of those who are the "affected" and the definition of their
" interest" or "needs,'' presupposes another principie of deterrnination (the material pnnciple of trutb , which is always linguistically or hermeneutically mediated,
ns Apel would require). "To agree" is not to give a new reason. New reasons (contents of tbe arguments) do not only achieve consistency dueto intersubjective acceptance but instead through "reference" to reality, as mediation of human Jife
(nncJ in this consists the Greek pragmata, what is practica)). We ascend to these
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new truths as living subjects and in order to remain al ive (what kills, in the end
and in principle, or without considering the circumstances, is false).
Furthermore, tbe fourth moment of Marsh's argument is found already atanother level. Tbis concerns the victims or those who suffer the inevitably unintentional negative effects of acts (norrns, institutions, systems, etc.) with a
"goodness claim." The three principies are universal conditions (not particular)
of the "goodness claim." Toe serious, honest ''goodness claim" is, however, uncertain and contingent by nature (and thus Derrida and Rorty are right, although,
contra Rorty, its conditions are universal). A perfect ethical act, oran act with a
"goodness claim," is impossible because of the finitude of human existence.
With Walter Benjamin, we call those who suffer the negative effects of these acts
victirns. Tbe correction of tbe act (norm, institution, etc.) from the perspective
of the victims-and because it produces the victimas victim-is the point of departure of critica! reason (from Marx, Levinas , Freud, or Horkheirner). This
problem is treated in the second part of my ethics. lt concerns the criticaJ moment (not any longer formal-material, but positive-negative), from which both
Marx and Levinas depart, the material recognition of the suffering of the victim
in his or her sensible-human corporeality: suffering as an alarm system caused
by no longer being able to live humanely (which is tbe negation of the material
principie of etbics, as elaborated in the first part of my ethics). But again, it is
possible that a community of communication would consent to attempt, in the
first place, to discover the nonethical dimensions of iostitutions or acts with a
"goodness clairn" (which in the context of the pub1ic or political spheres I will
call, in my work in progress, Crítica de la razón y de la voluntad política, the
"justice claim"), and through a discourse of justification concludes that it is necessary to begin a struggle for the self-recognition of and in accordance with the
vktims. Theoretically, this is possible; historically, it is from the suffering corporeality of the victims (of hunger, of the injustice of the colonial Creoles, of the
humiliations inflicted on women, of the suffering of rape, of the illness brought
about by contamination, etc.) that critica} movements have been launched. In
this case, it would be a concrete material priority and not merely particular.
Now, with respect to tbe otber objection, I have recently written an article on
the "naturalist fallacy" in which I study this problem more analytically. My conclusion is that certain empírica] j udgments (e.g., "Juan eats"), because their subject is a human being who is already responsible and therefore ethical, always
necessarily assumes a concealed, implicit normative content. The empírica!
statement "Juan is a human being" includes already implicitly the responsibility
for bis life, the obligation to protect it and develop it. Toe question of suicide is
central, but it would take too long to develop it here. It is my opinion that, materially, tbe naturalistic fallacy, in the sense of formal, analytical logic, does nol
apply to tbese cases because it is not located at the level of analytical judgments
as articulated by Ayer and Carnap. It is not the case tbat attributes are conflatcd,
as is required by G. Moore. Nor are normative properties derived from natural
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properties. Instead, and simply, judgments or empirical statements about human
beings, which are already implicitly normative, make explicit their nonnativity
(i.e., a reference to their justification is included and thus they are grounded).
These judgments or empirical statements make reference to the reality of the
human being as a living being, which are, in the last instance, the content of all
of his or her acts and the absolute condition of any other act. Toe dead are not a
subject of ethics, nor of a community of communication. In any event, 1 hope
tbese questions can become points of departure for fertile dialogues in order to
develop more effective arguments in favor of the process of the liberation of the
victims.
The work of Linda Alcoff is very suggestive because it indicates certain issues
that I have to confront in the near future in my dialogues with critical phHosophy
in the United States. In my last visit to Duke University (in the winter semester
of 1998), and with reference to the political philosophy of Ernesto Laclau (who
partly incorporates sorne of Rorty's positions), 1 carne to understand that the
North-American critique-which is very different from that which exists in Latín
America, and which therefore is new to me-is concerned with the question of
the universalism of metaphysical principies that do not sufficiently take into account their "locus enuntiationis," as Walter Mignolo puts it. The issue, then, is
frequently articulated from the horizons ofNietzsche as welJ as ofFoucault-two
of the philosophers to which the postmodern movement necessarily refers,
thougb we must not forget, among others, Lyotard and Derrida. I have taken into
account these two philosophers in my Ethics of Liberation. Still, I think that there
are two themes developed in the text by Alcoff: ( 1) the sense of the "universality" of principies (andas a product, in my view, of my debates with Apel) and the
purported "immunity from critique" on my part and (2) the theme of diversity of
the "difference ," which since 1970 I have called "dis-tinction" in order not to locate it on the same level as the issue of "identity."
With respect to (1), I think that FoucauJt situates himself, validly and creatively, at what I would call the strategic or tactical level. This is a concrete leve!
of retlection which , because it has as a point of departure "strategic reason"
(which, in its more noble and positive sense, is a necessary component of the act
of good will), requires that we associate constitutively practica! reason (which is
theoretical-epistemological) with power. In the United States. an interesting "antifoundationalist" movement argues against a theoretical, universalistic reason,
whose defense is associated with Apel, for instance. Such a reason must be
grounded in a "universal foundation" that has been defended against skeptics and
that allows for the deduction or application to particular cases. I bave now realized that my position is against such a view, but I must now elaborate my arguments before these new objections, which are posterior to my debate with Apel.
The universal "principles" of which I speak in my Ethics of Liberation are what
Fronz Hinkelamrnert calls frameworks of the delirnitation of impossibility. If we
remove the antagonism, there is no more struggle for hegemonic control, there is
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no more politics. TI1e respect for the human life of the other as an antagonist, required by material universal principie, makes possible politics "as" politics. The
opposite is totalitarianism. If we physically curtail the freedom of movement of
the antagonist (e.g., if we lock him or her up in a prison), we foreclose the possibility of politics as the struggle against hcgemony, which is to say we contradict
the principie of consensual, formal validity, or the democratic principie, that is,
the formal, universal principie of the ethics of liberation. This would be authoritarianism, and tbus politics would be equally impossible. If a political system affirms itself as being totally perfect, as the best of ali possible systems, without acknowledging its victims, the universal and critica} principie of responsibility
cannot perform its self-corrections, and thus such a system would destroy itself
in the long run precisely because of its antipolitical conservatism.
In other words, these principies are not metaphysical principies of self-identity
but universa] conditions of possibility, or framework conditions, or lirnits even to
tbe antivalue of any established system as Nietzsche e laborated it in his critique
of society. These conditions, or lirnits, make possible the exercise of power as a
"relational power that sustains itself of its own accord." Nietzsche as much as
Foucault, like many intuitions of the postmodem movement, is assirnilated by the
philosophy of liberation but in very determined moments of its very compJex architectonic, without denying other determining moments. Nietzsche's critique of
"values" and hís call to create new ones in order to supersede the totality are not
ali that is necessary. Foucault is necessary in order to situate the discourse of the
philosopher within its "cultural location," and especially because of bis unique
sensibility for the "excluded," the victims of every structure of power and respective epistemology. This is why I do not believe that the Ethics of Liberation
is immune to critique, if this means to strengthen its development or its conceptual "nucleus." On the contrary, since it only has a c/aim to truth but does not
claim to possess the truth (dogmatic position), it is by definition open to any critique. Obviously it must remain open to the perspectives of informed, and not
merely ideologically motivated, critics. Paradoxically. when T speak of the critique of reason from a position of exteriority, I am criticized for irrationalism, and
when I defend, as a responsible, militant intellectual, the universality o f the principles of critica/ reason, I aro criticized of extreme rationalism. In the end, if I
pretend to defend tbe universality of the material, discursive reason and strategic
feasibility, it is only insofar as I need them to illuminate the universality of the
"critica[" rea.ron. It is this critical reason tbat Nietzsche, Foucault, Levinas, and
Marx inevitably exercise in the concrete. And it is this critica] reason that is necessary for the liberation of the victims, as Menchú makes explicit. How could 1
prove to Rorty his complicity with the U.S. cruelty in the Gulf and Serbian wars
(without, of course, ignoring tbe totalitarianism of the lraqi and Serbian regimes)
if 1 cannot provide a conceptual overview of the rationality of the "world-system"
from the standpoint of a global critica] reason, where the "universal" is a framework of impossibility, within whose globality [m1111dialidad] is included both
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Rorty (a white male from the North, etc.), and Rigoberta Menchú (a woman of
Mayan descent, a peasant from an oppressed culture, from Guatemala, etc.), and
the many "Rigobertas" in Iraq and Serbja, and the other women from the South?
There is a dogmatic and dominating universality that has been criticized by the
postmoderns, but there is also a " universality" as a conrution of possibility of any
rational critique whose status is still very obscure, at least as an antifoundationalist position. The question would be, What are we talking about when we are trying to ground, from the perspective ofthe victims of modernity, a universal, antifoundationalist, critical reason that affirms multiculturality with a certain degree
of incommensurability and departs from "difference" (again, which I call distinction), and is to be understood henneneutically? Ths rationality has as a project a "globality" [mundialidad], or concrete un.iversality that is not univocal,
dogmatic, or totalizing but plural and respectful of differences. It would be postantifoundationalist.
This leads us to the second objection Alcoff discusses, which is concemed that
"the poor" becomes a univocal category of "difference" that is not sufficiently
rich to show the pluri-valence of alterity (race, gender, the postcolonial cultures,
etc.). On the one hand, it is noted that one may fall into relativism or, on the other,
into the absolutism of a self-immunized iliscourse. In this sense, Alcoff shows
us that the Other can be interpreted as a "metaphysical illusion." However, in
the Ethics of Liberation (1998), I have used the category of "victim" (from
Benjamín) and not that of "the poor." In effect, "poverty'' is a modality of exteriority, in a strict sense and in our era: paupers are those who, under conditions of
capitalism, and with reference to the market, "cannot reproduce their life" (as
Marx puts it). But in my ethics of 1973, I showed that the "the Other" is diverse:
it is the woman in the sexist system, the girl or boy in pedagogy, the poor in the
economy, the fetishized totality before any "Other," etc. I showed explicitly that
each one of these fields of dis-tinction maintains an exteriority, even epistemological, and, in analyzing the relations between the male and female, this is why
the categorical or epistemologic-al horizon of Marx is no longer sufficient and we
must tum to Freud, though his horizon is also valid only partially. In 1973, I wrote
that "Marx cannot tell us anything on the orgasm" against the standard Marxism
ofthe type espoused by Cerruti Guldberg, who criticized me then from the standpoint of an orthodox "classism." Within pedagogy, or the dialectic between "old
and new generations," Paulo Freire is more pertinent, epistemologically, than
Marx and Freud, though Marx and Freud can supplement the Freirean reflections
to show the economic and ideological conditions of possibility and the ways in
which the unconscious conditions the educational processes. I wrote ali of this
during a period in which dogmatic Marxism reigned, as well as the orthodox psychoanalytical movement (Buenos Aires was one of the capitals of psychoanaly'liS) and the Piagetian sciences of education in Argentina and LatinAmerica. This
diversity of the exteriority, in which there are in addition "degrees" of subsumplion and exteriority, where every leve] of alterity is "distinct," given that, for ex-
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arnple, a prisoner in the prison of a "panoptical" society is not the same thing as
a mad person in a madhouse of a "normal" or "rational" society in France during
the classical age, stands in oppos1tion to the Hegelian contradiction of identitydifference. For Hegel, "bcing" is what is "different [Unterschied]" from the
"identity {ldentitiit] ," which is on the same ontological level. "The Other," on the
contrary, is located beyond identity-difference: it is the dis-tinct. In my two Ethics
(1973, 1998), my reflection locates itself ata more primordial ontological leve!
(1973) ora material leve! (1998). However, I have always departed from a concrete, strategic leve! of power, or what I have called the field of practica! feasibility-in Latín, operabilia. I have always done my reflection ata macropolitical
leve!, historically, economically, and politically, and not, contra Foucault, at the
microstructural, since this leve! constitutcs the essence of the philosophy of liberation as such. We can see clearly indications of ali of this in my Philosophy of
Liberation, which starts with a chapter entitled "Geopolitics and Philosophy" -a
disconcerting title in 1976 to any philosophical work. There I wrote:
From Heraclitus to Karl von Clausewicz and Henry Kissinger, "war is the origin of
everything," if by "everything" one understands the order or system that world dorninators control by thcir power and armies. We are at war.... l am trying, then, to take
space, geopolitical space [J would underscore today] seriously. To be boro at the
North Pole or in Chiapas is not the same thing as to be born in New York City.6
Foucault certainly will be very useful to me in developing the intermediatc
strategic leve!, which is that of the micro institutions of power between macro
geopolitical, national, intemational power, and concrete action. It is for this reason that Ethics of Liberation could be taken as an introduction to other forthcorning works that will deal with what I have named, as a whole, "fronts of liberation." Taking Michael Walzer's notion of Spheres of Justice, I want to talle
about "fronts of liberation," which refers to the borderline or borderland, the inbetweenness, the nepantla in Nahuatl or Az.tec language, of tbe "sphere," ortotality, where there are struggles of emancipation, where there appear the illegal
"new social movements." These fronts of liberation point beyond the accepted,
legitimate concept of justice, beyond friendship as Jraternité in Denida's sense
(in The Politics of Friendship) . They point toward "solidarity" with the victirns
(or the foe, the dorninators of the system). In effect the Ethics of Liberation is a
"craziness" in defending the victims against the system, in the face of the "wise''
and moribund philosophy that dissolves the animosity of the enemy: the victim
of the system. Are not the poor Mexican ernigrants the enemies of the secure happiness of the white, rich Californians? Oh enemies ! (The rich Californians are my
enemies.) There are no enernies ! (The poor exiled Mexicans are not my enemies.)
This theme is not developed by Derrida. He cannot address it because he only expresses a European critical rea'>oning. He talks about "fratemity" but not about
"openness" to the Other who is then no longer an enemy. This is the poinl of lhe
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departure of the first front of Ii beration, the poi itics and econom.ics of liberation,
as an epistemological differential treatment. Thanks to Foucault, 1 will begin my
exposition from the horizon of feasibility, from which I will develop a set of implicit principies (leve! A), to then del ve inside the mediations in general and ata
concrete strategic leve! (B)-where Foucault has a lot to teach us-to finally arrivc to the "claim [pretension] to justice" (which is fallible, revisable, finite, and
necessarily correctable, that is, with the least immunity from criticism). This
"claim to justice" is raised with inevitable contingency at the strategic leve), toward the structures of political-econom.ic power, of concrete acts that situate differentially the poor and the excluded within thís strict level of reference. These
structures include the concrete "identity" of capitalism, the "difference" of alienated labor that is subsumed by capital, the poor as the exteriority that cannot live
without money in the market (where money is contingent in having ajob). This
is the econom.ic-political "dis-tinction,'' even in the Foucauldian sense.
I must thank Karl-Otto Apel for having taken with such seriousness and interest the long dialogue we initiated in 1989 in Freiburg (two weeks after the fall of
the Berli.n Wall). Apel understood the importance of sorne ethical problems of the
South, which gave to bis thought a greater globality with respect to North-South
relations; but given the rationalist and systematic structure of his discourse, he
did not believe it possible to assimilate the challenges of Liberation philosophy.
Discourse ethics, on the other haad, opeaed up the whole horizon of the validity
of the formal morality of consensus for tbe ethics of liberation (as a fundamental
moment of the philosophy of liberation), thus bringing to light the issue of the
d iscursive, free, autonomous, and symmetrical participation of the affected. But
in addition to this moment of the ethics of liberation we must articulate a material leve) (of content or of practical-material reasoning) and another one of feasibility (of instrumental and strategic reason), in addition to tbe properly c ritica)
ones (in the etbical-material sense of an ethical-critical reason). Ali of these demanded a more complex architectonic to better explain the nature of the "ethical
act" itself, particularly from the perspcctive of tbe South, the periphery and postcolonial cultures, and from the perspective of the anguishing problems of globalízation, postmodernity, and the growing poverty of the majority of humanity.
Prior to writing his chapter for this volume, Apel published two other articles
dealing with tbe philosophy of liberation, to which l responded in other arrides
tbat answer his objections.7 In addition, my "second" Ethics of Liberation is a
broad architectonic response to Apel's objections, which explains why I cannot
clarify in depth my position here. I will only touch on sorne points.
Thanks to the discussion with Apel, the so-called transceadent econom.ics was
transformed into the material universal principie, namely, the deontological demand for the production, reproduction, and development of human life in community, with the claim to include all of humanity as a universal requirement ora
" rcquirement of practica! trutb." The opponent of tbe material principie is the
cynic who would countenance death or collective suicide. The Apelian principie
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of consensus is the last one at the moral-formal level, as a "claim of practical vaLidity." For Apel, the ethical "good" is identified as "practica! validity." In my
case, the ·'goodness claims" (and not the "gooct·• of the utilitarians or communitarians) has a material component(a claim of practica! truth), a formal one (a validity claim), and last. a viability component (or feasibility claim). For Apel, these
three principies are located at the level of universality (what he calls Teil A).
There would be another level (Teil B), for the application of the three principies,
at the level of institutions. Last, there is the levcl of singularity (Einzelheit),
which is an issue that Apel never deals with sufficiently. This is the leve) of the
action itself, of the empírica) decision of the nonn, and of the concrete organization of the institution or of a real. historical ethical system where the "goodness
claim" is brought into action. This would be leve! C. For Apel, a concrete norm
with "practical validity" already fulfills ali the requirements of a moral. ethical
action. This is a "reductivist fallacy," where thc practica! validity is practical
truth, where the "validity claim" is identified with the "goodoess claim," where
the "valid fgültigf' is the moral, or ethical, and where the material is the anthropological, the ontological, or at the level of values."
Let us talce an example. From the proslavery "understanding of being" (the inevitable ontological leve!, given that it is aJways historical) and the anthropological acceptance of the slave as a nonhuman, the exclusion and asymmetry of the
slave in the community of communication is inevitable. Does discourse ethics as
a discourse have the capacity to "discover" the excluded one and to "produce historically" his or her empirical equality as justice? No, because its basic norm presupposes that he or she is a symmetricaJ participant. Apel himself has recognized
that there is always already an empírica] exclusion and asymmetry. He thought
that a complementary ethics (e.g., the ethics of liberation) could make up for this
lirnitation of discourse ethics. But, in addition, at the concrete level of decisions
(the hypothetical Teil C), no one will be able to "deliberate" in a perfect fashion
(for it would be necessary, using Popper's argument, to have an infinite intelligence with an infinite speed). For this reason. the good actor norm, the just institutions, and so on (with a "goodness claim" in order to be more precise) requires in addition to deliberation the intervention of affectivity, of emotions, of
solidarity. Pure argumentation that reaches "practica! validity" is not the only
necessary condition of a good act or a "goodness claim." The participation of
those other dimensions ignored by the reductivist fallacy of the rationalism of discourse ethics is required.
This debate has Jed me to define "the material" (and its corresponden! rationality: the practical-matcrial reason), whose last instance is "human life" as a practica! criterion of truth (and in the first place as a criterion of practical truth before
being a criterion of theoretical truth). Therefore, J accept that before the skeptic,
the ultimate formal foundation at the consensual level or level of intersubjective
validity is the ethical-discursivc principie. But the ultimate material foundation
at the leve] of truth (and at the level of the motivations. Jike "satisfaction" of the
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will, or the leve! of affectivity) must face the cynic and must show the performative contradiction that is committed wben the cynic attempts to ethically justify
suicide or death.
Moreover, taking into consideration the exclusion and asymmetry of the m.any
who are affected (from ontology, anthropology, and the empirical convocation in
the community of communication of those already recognized as affected), there
appears, at a critica! level, the whole theme of the "interpeJJation of the Other." I
admit that for the interpretation of the empirical and linguistic pronouncement of
the other, the horizon of discursivity, is presupposed; but this pronouncement, at
a transontological level (at which Levinas is located, beyond Heidegger, and
which is incomprehensible to Apel) has as a point of departure the exteriority of
the Other in his or her "saying" as the presence of a vulnerable body in the face,
a presence prior to the world (the merely "said") and who, from. the standpoint of
res-ponsibility (which opens up the activity of a preoriginary ethical reason), demands justice. This concem s the question of "proximity" as the "face-to-face" (of
the now freed slave), which is not at all merely an ontological experience but is
rather the presence of the Other in the world (the ontologically enslaving) as the
"in-comprehensible" (for the slave owner, in the Heideggerian sense, and not
solely as the "individually ineffable") because it is another freedom, another
being that inaugurates another world. This interpellation of the Other does not
ground ethics in its first mom.ent (neither formally nor materially) inasmuch as it
is a given "goodness claim" (that of the serious, honest slave owner); but instead
it "inaugurates" the critical-material moment of the ethics of liberation. This is
the issue of the existence of the suffering of the victim (now ethically interpreted)
as the nonintentional negative effect of the act with a "goodness claim." To this
extent, liberation ethics is not a Weberian ethics of responsibility, which is blind
before the victims of the system that Weber justifies. Rather, it establishes a
whole critical-material process of ethics that the fi.rst Frankfurt School intuited,
although without sufficient ethical or philosophical articulation. "Negative materiality" (misery) is the point of departure of critica! reason. This is the second moment of the ethics of liberation , and it is totally lack.ing in a discourse ethics that
is purely formal and discursive and that therefore lacks material ethicaJ criteria.
I admit also that Marx did not give suf:ficient im.portance to consensual intersubjectivity, which in politics would be a "democratic principle," or to the leve!
of validity. Instead, he placed the "social relation" (as relation of production from
the standpoint of a regulative idea of a "comrnunity of free meo") at an ethicaJ
level (as "domination" or "exploitation," and as cause of the creation of surplus
value, which is the robbery of objective human Life) that discourse ethics ignores
as a material determinant of ethics. All of this concerns the question of the material ethical criteria that "orients" the content of a discussion, which Habermas explicitly denies is the object of discourse ethics. Discourse ethics does not possess
a material ethicaJ criterion that would allow it to judge capitalism, patriarchy,
racism, the ecological destruction against future generations, and so on. Every-
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thing is left to the moral discussion of the participants departing from their own
resources, such as slave owners in Aristotle's Athens, without material criteria for
the discussion. This is what I have called "formal moral reductionism" in my
Ethics ofLiberation (1998). In short, I hope to dedícate in my next work (Critique
of Political Reason and Will: Toward a "Justice Claim ") a central place to the discussion of all tbe new objections that Apel expresses here.
By writing his chapter, Hans Schelkshom has increased my debt to him. He made
my work the subject of bis doctoral dissertation, and later of his Habilitation, and
wrote a book in ordcr to present my thought to tbe German public. Schelkshom is
becoming a recognized Austrian philosopher wbo will without doubt contribute a
great deal. l have to say that his works allowed Apel toread in German a philosophical interpretation ofthe philosophy ofliberntion. Meanwhile, Schelkshom has
opened up his own path. l am happy to have served in the process by which he has
come to define himself as a thinker self-conscious of his "epistemic Iocation," of
someone who thinks from the "center" of the world-system.
Ta regard to the chapters by Eduardo Mendieta, a young and eminent Hispanic
North American philosopher, and by Lynda Lange, I can only hope that they will
continue their undertaken paths; Ido not have major commentaries to contribute.
Michael Barber's contribution takes into account a reading of many of my works.
Barber compares my interpretation of the theme of fetishism in the thought of
Marx with the theme of idolatry in the thought of the Jean-Luc Marion. This concems a reflection that moves within tbe horizon of wbat Kant called, in Religion
within the Limits of Reason Alone, natural theology or theodicy (in Leibniz's
sense). In this way, Schelling's "theology" is his philosophical theology; the word
"theology" should be read in this sense in Barber's contribution.
Marion and Barber touch on the theme of theory, weakening its sense from the
standpoint of alterity. Barber objects that I have not put in crisis my own theory.
Here, it would be illustrative to review how I approached Marx from the angle
of theodicy, or what T called "Latin American archeology (metaphysical antifetishism) .'' In volume 5, chapter 10, of my Ethical Philosoph.y of Liberation,
I began with a "symbolic archeology" (the hermeneutics of Latín American culture), paragraph 67. In paragraph 68 of this work, l expounded on the "ontological fetishization of the systern ," where my opponents range from Hegel to
Heidegger ("totalitarian totalization of the totality," sec. 69). All of this proceeds
without making any reference to Marx. I broached the economic question under
the heading "The Ethical Status of the Cosmos" (sec. 70). I show, from the "economic" Levinas, that the things of the world have sense as offerings to the Other,
as 'avodah (work service in Hebrew). This discussion concludes with "The
Archeological Economics" (sec. 71). This last concerns the theme of the cult.
For Hegel , tlle "cult (Kultus)" to thc absolute is "the certitude of faith on truth,"
tbat is, "the cult is the act tbat has the end in itself, and this act is faith that is the
concrete reality of the divine and consciousness in-itself." At this point Marx enters my discourse for the first t ime. The "cult'' does 11ot consist in any "illlr:I•
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lectual" (or theoretical) act. The cult, as the essence of religion, puts the cosmos, things, systems, at the "service" ( 'avodah, or diakonía in Greek) of tl1e
Other. To cite from that early work: "Marx also criticizes the cult of the system:
the immolated to the fetish of money, as commodity, this is the worker, the laborer. Marx indicates the correct way of cult to the absolute Other without presupposing it and even without negating it." Here, it is a matter of correctly interpreting a text that a philosopher considered from the perspective of the
cultural history ofhis people: "For mercifulness and not sacrifices I plead!" It is
thus that in my first ethics, the theme of "tlleory" was, eveo to excess, called into
question, following a little tlle anti-iotellectualistpathos of Levinas in Totalité et
infini. "Love of justice," praxis, cult (transforming the producl of work ioto
bread for the hungry), became tlle themes for philosophy, of etllics, of tlleodicy.
The tlleme of natural theology was not to put theory in question, as is the case
for Marion and Barber, but the "economics" of life as enjoyment or suffering, as
"service" (diakonía) to the Other.
Toe same could be said witll respect to the importance of "weakening" tbeory, as Vattimo says. It would seem that in the "second" ethics, thanks to the
study of the four redactions of Capital and the debate with Apel, I began to have
a more positive attitude toward "reason." In [act, in Autrement qu 'etre Levinas
allows me to "recover" material reason (of life), Apelian discursivity, and critica! reason (of the Frankfurt School, for instance) , all of which depart from a
"suspicion" by Levinas. Almost at the end ofAutrement qu'etre, in chapter 5 ,
section 5, entitled "Scepticisme et Raison," Levinas writes: "Proximity thus
meaos an anterior reason to the thematization of the meaning of the subject that
thinks . . . a pre-originary reason [raison pré-originelle] that does not proceed
from any initiative of the subject, an a-anarchical reason." Tbis is the reason
that "recognizes the other as other," not the one that recognizes the other as
bimself within the same community. A recognition of the other as Other lies beyond Hegelian, Apelian , Honnethian "recognition." This is the origin ("preoriginary" reason of the world, of represented signification, of future totalities)
of critica{ reason. Indeed, even in Totalité et infini, Levinas wrote:
Ontology, whicb reduces the other to the same . .. Here theories enter upon a course
that renounces metaphysical Desire, renounces the marvel of exteriority from wbich
that Desire derives. But thcory understood as a respect for exteriority delineates a.nother structure csscntial for metaphysics. In its comprehension of being (or ontology)
it is concerncd with critique. It discovers the dogmatism and naive arbitrariness of its
spootaneity.. . . Metaphysics, transcendence, the welcoming of the other by the
same, of the Other by me, is concretely produced as the calling into question of the
same by the other, that is, as the ethics that accomplishes the critica! essence of
knowledge. And as critique precedes dogmatism, metaphysics precedes ontology.8

Critica! reason is prior to the future , postontological world because it is prenriginary (preontological: this side of the openness to the world as a sensible cor-
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poreality). Having put theory as representation in question in my philosophy, and
even as a dialectical-ontological reason witb reference to totality, and tbus having
situated my own theory as responsibility for the Other, l do not, however, cease
to attribute to reason a proper function and for this reason I do not fall into skepticism or tbe postmodern positions tbat negate en toto reason as such. In my
"first" Ethics, there was only space for reason as the hermeneutical deciphering
of tbe analogical word of the interpellation of the Other. In my "second" Ethics
there now appeared many types of reason, as tbe execution of the handling of tbe
world of the logic of language in its different levels. However, reason always remains limited to the finitude of representation and, even within the comprehension of being, as a moment of trutb that does not pretend to exhaust either reality
or the exteriority of the Other before which there is still room for the expectation
of "revelation." The concept of "tmth claim" points to the finitude , precariousness, aod fallibility of reason. Reality is accessed without absolute certitude, in
the midst of doubt, with the need to secure the known through intersubjectivity
(as a "valid.ity claim"). This is neither skeptical irrationalism (postmodemism)
oor dogmatic or optirnistic rationalism. It is a critica] affirmation of reason as "the
cunning of life": as the management of reality at the service of the responsibility
for the Other. This is, in addition, the critica] essence of Marx's criticism of capital's fetishism in objective reality, as well as of bourgeois política] economy
(which exists today as a dogmatic theory with global power), that has absolutized
the criterion of tbe increase of the rate of profit under wbose criterion of truth humanity, the visibly suffering majority of poor in the periphery and in the center of
the world-system, are immolated.
As for Roberto Goizueta, who is a specialist on my thought, I want to thank
him for his theological contribution and for having continued to study my latest
work, which already signals many cbanges with respect to the past.
With reference to tbe contribution by Elina Vuola, who is an admirable
Swedish tbeological feminist whom I had the fortune to meet at a seminar organized for intellectuals of the five Nordic countries in Norway, I would like to situate her criticism in historical space-time. Indeed, to do justice to my "Latin American Erotics," which was written between 1972 and 1973 and was influenced by
tbe discovezy of Levinas's ethics of alterity, requires that one first describe the explicit intentions of the autbor in that work in order to tben proceed to its limitations and to its mistakes proper to that period. In this work, I attempted to develop, first, a hermeneutic ("The Erotic Symbolics," para. 42 of my first Ethics
of Liberation, vol. 3), in order to point out the existence of women in the
Amerindian trad.ition (which is m uch more important tban the posterior Hispanic
and Latín American components). Subsequently, I developed a critique of patriarchal, phallocentric ontology (sec. 43). The definition of this ontology was pronounced in accordance witb Pannenides: "Being sexed is being masculine; the I
is the phallic subject; Non-being, woman, is not, that is, it is castration and sexual object, motber and undifferentiated lover because io non-being there is no d.if-
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fereuce. For this reason and necessariJy, every sexual relation is always incestuous aud ethicaJJy perverse." Patriarchialism conceives, as do the Greeks and
Manicheans, ethical perfection as virginity (the Greek parthenos, or religious
celibacy as virtue). This was the Parmenedian-ontological, or Heideggerian, view
cooceming gender, sexuality, and eroticism. Jt is through a phenomenology of
eros as the caress that Levinas, following Feuerbach, superseded the ontology of
vision and the understanding-of-being. I believe Elina Vuola could have shown
the relevance of these pronouncements to the context of Latín American and
Euro-North American philosophy in 1972. Nonetheless, there was a significant
limit to my account. Toe metaphysics of erotic exteriority, which had discovered
the transontological affirmation of difference of woman as an active subject, as a
gender that organizes the emergence of the liberation movement of women
against sociohistorical phallocentric machismo, originates from a love oran impulse (Levinasian "metaphysical desire") for the Other as Other (the female Other
[la Otra] as female Other [otra], as I would putit today).Alterity was theessence
of erotic !ove. For the Greeks, on the contrary, erotic !ove was the !ove of "the
same" as "the same [tó autó]." This discovery led me to commit grave mistakes
at operative levels, which the feminists from the North immediately noted, although perhaps they did not appreciate the context in which I was in solidarity
with "women of the Third World" who were opposed to the feminism from the
North, seeing itas ignoring capitalism. For this reason, I mistakenJy interpreted
as perverse "the !ove of the Same for the Same,'' homo-sexuality, radical feminism, and abortion as a negation of the Other (filicide).1 did not take note that the
Other (la Otra) is the alterity of the personhood of the Other (or el Otro [male
Other]) in homosexuality, and not only "the same" sex. I did not take note that
radical ferninist movements, which espoused lesbianism, would also organize in
the South and, furthermore, that the radical feminism of the North had virtues that
in the South we had yet to discover. In fact , this is what made possible the criticism of the radical feminism from the North, the love of the same by the same,
together with the support for the "liberation of women ," love of the alterity of the
Other. Vuola interprets ali of this as a contr'adiction, but in the context of the
South in 1972, it was not contradictory. With respect to abortion, I only saw the
elimination of the Other (the child) asan affirmation of the "same" (the couple);
J did not see clearly the autonomy, the freedom, and the right of women to their
ow11 bodies. Nor did I see clearly that in the di lemma of having to negate one of
two lives, only women (and the male in the concrete relation) can have the last
ethical word because it concems their bodies (which is the ultimate subject of ali
rights). l think, however, that it wouJd appear as though Vuola, as well as other
critics, does not attempt to see that these mistakes of the moment needed to be superseded from tbe standpoint of the pronouncements themselves. For instance,
that alterity was understood only sexually and not in the personhood of the Other,
or la Otra. 1 think that liberation philosophy, in any event, was the first philosophical movement that spoke at the beginning of the 1970s of the "liberation of
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women" as a critique against patriarchal ontology. For this reason it hurts to be
criticized as a patriarchal, taking as a point of reference statements that could be
shown to be contrary to the enunciated principies, which are the important ones
and which remain even to this day without as radical a formulation; I am referring to the application of Pannenides' ontological formulation to the critique of
patriarchal machismo. Even in the case of the theologians of liberation, the first
global, theological movement that inaugurated a whole critica] discourse of the
victi.cns, it was evident that it could not address simultaneous forms of oppression.
It was empirically impossible to do so. For this reason, the oppression of women
was discovered slowly as the natural unfolding of liberation theology, not against
its presuppositions but as a consequence of their development. lt is easy to criticize the impossible, that which is found, as the French philosopher would say,
"beyon d the possible historical critica! consciousness." What is interesting is to
show how these limits were overcome and what was "impossible" during a period became "possible," or under what conditions and with what arguments,
thanks to the irruption of the "feminine theological subject," all of which demands
a redefinition of masculinity (a task already undertaken that wiJI be developed
further in the future).
With respect to the work by Mario Sáenz, which addresses my comrnentaries
on the four redactions of Marx's Capital, and other related works, space does not
permit me to indicate where we coincide and differ on his interpretations of my
work. I am grateful for his wide reading of my works on Marx, but there are sorne
issues that I would like to clarify. The füst of thcse, which is also relevant to
Vuola's critique, is that there is a certain Jack of knowledge of the Levinasian
sense of sorne of the terms I use, such as totality, exteriority, altcrity, metaphysics,
ethics, ground, source, and so on. This makes it difficult to follow his reading of
my work and obliges me to make a long reference to frequent ambiguities, which
sometimes are quite grave, cspecially if I p ut myself in the place of Marxist readers, who will see Marx's position distorted (in addition to the distortion that I myself could have committed, of which I do not declare myself innocent). Thus I
need to make sorne clarifications.
Sáenz writes, for instance, "living labor is an exteriority to the system of capital." To be in "exteriority" is not to be an exteriority ("an" exteriority is without
sense). Por Marx, "living labor'' could be anterior to capital; before the contraer,
pauper antefestum, as Marx says. Living labor is ''in" exteriority; it can be alienated in capital (when it is subsumed) and can be given after capital (as unemployed: pauper post festum, as Marx also says). "Exteriority" (or interna! transcendeotality, as Hinkelammert puts it), as a category that refers to "totality,"
indicates the before and thc outside; that is, what is transcendental in and after the
"totality" of capital (as system, asan ontological leve), as that which is grounded
in "being," as value that is valorized in political-economic terms), is "living
labor" (a potential worker). The affirmation of that living labor is the "analectical
moment" that allows for the negation of the negation (the negation of living labor
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subsumed as alienated labor, which is negated or suppressed in its possible liberation from capital). The issue is simple, and perhaps Sáenz has made it unnecessarily complicated.
Sáenz also writes: "Dussel sides with Marx when he says that 'profit is the phenomenal form of surplus value.' B ut what is not 'phenomenal' is, according to
D usscl, 'metaphysical."' No. If something is phenomenal it can still be ontological, not metaphysical in the Levinasian sense. For Marx, "surplus" in capital is
the ontological ground of the phenomenon of "profit." What is metaphysical or
transontological is the subjectivity itself of the worker (living labor), who, although alienated in capitalism as the productive force, can still situate himself or
herself as a "source" of a "creation" [Schiipfung] of a surplus value beyond the
value reproduced in the "necessary time" in arder to rnake up for value of the
wage. For this reason, it is creation out of "the nothing of capital," which is lo say,
it lies beyond the "ground." 1t is the "source" that is the subjectivity of the alienated worker. Her labor power has been bought and her creative subjectivity (living labor) has been u.sed without having been paid, and therein líes the ethical injustice. The difference between labor power, with value paid for by the wage of
capital, and living labor as corporeal subjectivity, which possesses a dignity that
is greater than exchange value but does not have value because it is the creator of
all value, is where resides the possibility of discovering the "creation of surplus
vaJue from the nothing of capital." Again, the issue is clearer than Sáenz gives the
irnpression.
Tn yet another exarnple, in figure 11 .2, it is written that "living labor" (LLl) is
a moment of a "past system" (PS). Yes and no. Yes, if we consider that living
labor was exercised by the feudal servant, but no, when living labor rernains vacant, unemployed, in the "poor popular masses" (about which Marx speaks conceming "originary accurnulation"). Herein we find the relationship between the
poor and the people as the "exteriority" of any concrete mode of production.
These are the people who wander Europe, no longer being servants and not being
able to become wage earning workers. In this no-man's-land, in their "nothing,"
in the exteriority of the abandoned servant and of capital (initially and defectively), already present in the meclieval city or in the near future, living labor as
"absolute poverty" is never in a "past system" (PS).
To conclude, and as T have already indicated, I arn presentJy writing a new
work, The Critique of Political Reason and Will: Toward a Justification of a Justice Claim. It will concem a "front of liberation," which is looked at from the perspective of a concrete strategic Jevel where the ethics of liberation unfolds and
develops. There I wül be able to amplify my answers to the objections that have
been raised against my Ethics of Liberation (1998), departing from a defined
locus enuntiationis w ithin the structures of power, with epistemological selfawareness, and attempting to continue the construction of the always necessarily
incomplete philosophy of liberation.
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